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PREFACE.
THE following Report was clra1vi1

on my leaving
India, in 1854. It was written expressly for the information of the Governnient of India, for the aid of
my Ruccessor in carrying on the wofis, and for the
use of the Irrigation Department, generally, in the
North-Western Provinces.
Beyond answering these purposes it llass no pretensions whatever. For the English public it can have no
interest, and but little even for tlie English Engineer.
To the officers and men of the Irrigation Department,
and particularly to those of the Ganges Canal Works,
for whose information I have entered into such minute
details, these details will,' I hope, prore useful.
Many years of doubt and difficulty have been cheered
by the prospect of my ultimately being permitted to
place this Report in the hands of two of t'lle warmest
friends m d wpporters of tlie project, Janics Andrew,
Marquess of Dalhousie, Governor-General of India, and
the Honourable James Thornason, Lieutenant-Governor
of the North-Wewtern Provinces,
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PREFACE.

I n the case of Lord Dalhousie, my hopes have been
realized ; but Providence has ruled it otherwise wit11 my
excellent friend Mr. Thomason, who died six mont,hs
before the Canal was opened.

PROBY T. CAUTLEY.
London, Septe?nber 1, 18GO.
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ERRATA.
Vol. I. p. 207, line 7, for " Mozu5nuggur," read " Mozuffurnuggur."
Vol. I. p. 303, diagram, for " Cola Ghat," read " Gola Ghat."
Vol. I. p. 304, line 11, for '' struggling," read "straggling."

GLOSSARY.
Akh, Asclepias Gigantea.
Bajra, Panicum spicatum.
Bungor, high land.
Bazar, market for general purposes.
Beega, a measure of land, in the canal district, North-West Provinces,
55 yards square, or five-eighths of an acre.
Beldar, an earth-digger.
Beri, Byr, Zizyphus jujuba.
Bhabur, Eriophorurn comosum.
Bulla, a large pole made of a single tree.
Bulli, a small pole made of a single tree.
Blend, embankment.
Chittak, a weight equal to two ounces or 1-16th of a seer.
Cl~oki,a guard-house, a building for protective purposes.
Chupper, thatched roof.
Chuprassi, servants, wearer of a belt with a chuprasor plate on it.
Classi, servant, tent pitcher.
Dagltbel, a mark laid out on tho ground as a guide for excavating
or building.
Dazcl, scoop for raising water, term applied to irrigation by means
of machinery.
Doob, Cynodon dactylon.
Ghat, steps or slope to reach the canal water.
Gram, Cicer arietinum.
G ~ n jmarket
,
for corn.
Gusht, patrol.
Jarnun, Eugenia jambolana.
Jhama, vitrified brick from brick-kilils.
Jheel, pond, hollow, marsh.
Jozuar, Holcus sorghum.
Jute, Corchorus olitorius.
Ir'hnrli~,low land.
I<hcilesuh, land held immediately from Govcrnnicnt.
ICltelcur, Acacia arabica.
Khet, a ficld.
Kist, instalment.
Icool, artificial watcr-&urse, to thc east of tllc Ganges tcrnled
" gool."
JC00170, mannre, refuse used in Lurning bricks in thc nc~tivcbrick
kill1 01. puzawa.
Itiljoor, P11cr:nix sylvcstris.
?i5iolltkur, nllnvial tlcposit of a cli~yey linicatonc modular or in
t:~hul:tr masses.
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ICupazl, cotton (uncleaned).
h-urrcel, Cnpparis Aphylla .
fCh?ireef,rain and warm weather crop, from May 1st to October 31st.
Kurri, n small sawed-np rnfter.
Kutclrn, unburnt, reverse to pukka.
l(t/r, Acacia catechu.
Lnkhrnj, rent -free.
h b y a , Dolichos sinensis.
Makkee, Indian corn.
bial i, gardener.
Mangoe, Mangifera Indica.
Maund, a weight equal to 80 pounds in the canal department.
Mistri, head mason, or head artificer of any sort.
Mong, Phaseolus Mungo.
Icfoonje, Saccllarunl manja : the culm is sirki.
Moonshi, writer, secretary, superior to mutauddi.
M~ttsz~clcli,
writer, keeper of accounts.
~Veem,Mslin Azederachta.
Neemchuk, n wooden frame, on which masonry is placed for undersinking.
Nuddi, natural watercourse (wet).
Nulla, natural watercourse, wet or dry.
Oopla, cow-dung made into cakes for burning.
Oondd, Phaseolus radiatus.
Oomr, barren.
Pukka, burnt. Metaphorically applied to anything solid and substantial.
Puzcru?n,brick-kiln.
Rajhthn, a main line of artificial watercourse directed from the main
canal or reservoir.
Rooi, cotton (cleaned).
Rnm,broken brick.
Rubbee, cold weather crop, from November l ~ tot April 30th.
Snees, groom.
Sal, Shorea robustti.
Seer, a weight equal to two pounds.
Simil, Bombax Malabaricum.
Sissoo, Dalbergia Sissoo.
SoorkAi, Soorkhee, pounded burnt brick.
SufZ(lur*Bazar, Government market.
Tur, Bornsaus flabelliformis.
Tetak, Tectona grandis.
Til, Sesa~numorientale.
Toddy, (properly, Tarri,) unfermented juicc of the Tor-tree.
Tnon,Cedrela Toona.
Tor, term applied to surface irrigation.
Tughar, trough in which water is mixed (in the ground).
Z'rtlno, tank.
Tukkcsvi, c d rrrlvanccs to cultivator^.

P A R T I.
HISTORICAL SKETCH O F THE ORIGIN AND PROGRESS
OF THE GANGES CANAL.

THE GANGES CANAL,

PRELIMINARY PERIOD,
Under the directorship of Lieut.-Col. P. T. CAUTLEY.
From 1839 to 1845.

THEdirection of the drainage on the southern slopes of
the Himalayas throughout tlie provinces of Upper India
lying to the north-west, the character of the rivers which
constitute this drainage, and the topographical features
of the country through which it passes, point out by
unmistakeable signs a region designed by nature as a
great field for artificial irrigation. These rivers after
their debouche from the mountains enter upon a champaign country with a rapidly decreasing slope, and from
the parallel direction which they assume in their passage
to the Indus on one side, and to the Ganges on the other,
divide the country into sections of a larger or smaller
width, all of which, both in soil and declivity of surface,
possess in themselves every requisite for irrigation. The
steep slopes that exist at the immediate debouclle from
the monntnins enable tlie engineer, by a proper adaptntion of levels in his artificial channels, to obtain a coinmand of water, which places tlie ~vliolo country under
B 2
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[PART I.

his control ; the benefits, in fact, that he is able to confer
upon it by means of irrigation are limited by the volumes
of water which are at his disposal ; and his greatest, it
may be said his only, difficulties are in the neighbourhood
of these steep slopes, and in their connection with mountain torrents. From the above description it will be
evident that a canal whose head supply is derived from
the higher levels of these rivers, and whose course is
carried parallel to them, must inevitably act as a medium
for irrigation ; this plain fact is appreciated by every villager who resides in the vicinity of these rivers, and who,
although he may not have the means, in the possession
of land, of turning it to account in irrigation, yet adopts
the principle in designing cuts to turn his corn-mills, or
in establishing dams for the application of his fishing
apparatus. On a larger scale this same fact has been
taken advantage of by our Puthan and Moghul predecessors, not only on the Jumna, but on the rivers in
Rohilkund and in the Punjab; on the Jumna especially
the canals on the east and on the west of that river,
which within the last thirty years have been restored by
the British Government, are vestiges of its early appreciation. The Husli Canal from the Ravi in the Punjab
is of the same character ; while Rohilkuncl, and the countries bordering on the Indus, throughout their length
and breadth offer a variety of specimens of canals of
more humble pretensions, bnt proving in every case that
the method of obtaining irrigation was perfectly unclerstood. With so many examylcs before us, no great
exertion of intellect was required to arrive at the conclusion that the system might be generalized ; with n
map before us, it was fair to infer thnt, if canals had been
so easily supplied from the Jumna, ~imilarcanals might,
under similar circumatances, be taken from the Jhelum,
from the Chenab, from the Kavi, fro111 the Butlei, from
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the Ganges, from the Ramgunga, or from any other of
the rivers that, after leaving the mountains, pass over a
country possessing in its contour every qualification for
enabling the engineer to make the best possible use of
the water that could be distributed over it.
I t was under these well-known characteristics of surface, and with the example of the Jumna Canals before
us, that the idea of taking a line from the Ganges
originated. There were natural difficulties existing on
both sides of this river at and immediately below the
point where it leaves the mountains, that had notoriously
injured its reputation as a source of supply for a canal ;
but so little was known of the detail of these difficulties,
or of the extent to which the surface of the country was
affected by them, that, in consequence of the similarity
of connection between the Boodhi Gunga and Boodhi
Jumna, and the main rivers of which they mere respectively ancient branches, a hope was entertained that the
former would furnish a site for the head works of the
Ganges Canal equally appropriate and effective with that
supplied by tlie latter for the head works of the Eastern
Jumna Canal. I t was from a point near the village of
Badsliallpoor marked A in diagram I. that the first line of
levels was talcen ; the extraordinary elevation of the
country at D, from whence the high land of tlie Doab
commences, was not then known by tliose interested in
irrigation. At the point where the line of levels from A
crossed tlie boundary of tlie high land, the rise of country
ivas equal to 83.225 feet; the possibility, therefore, of
using the Boodhi Gviilgn as a head for a canal was totally
out of thc qncstion ; but tlie same course of reasoning
wliicll hait led to tlie adoption of the Boodlii Gunga in
t l first
~ instance, led filrtlier to that of a point situated
(m the innin river at lligller lcvcls ; as it waH clear that
1)y pocccding higher, aiicl lcaving cost out of considera-
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tion, the certainty of discovering a line upon which a
canal might be traced was indubitable.
Before entering upon the narrative of the rise and
progress of the works of the Ganges Canal, a few words
on former projects for the irrigation of the districts which
are to be placed under its influence may be appropriate;
these, so far as I axn aware, are only two in number : the
first, or Muhummud Aboo Khan's Canal, which appertains to a period prior to the accession of the Britishthe second, a project of Captain Debude's, of the Bengal
Engineers, submitted to Government in 1827.
The canal of Muhummud Aboo Khan, the remains of
which still exist in the neighbourhood, and to the northnorth-west of Meerut, consisted of a cut made from the
West Kalli Nuddi, near the village of Rampoor, to the
head of a small tributary of the East Kalli Nuddi, called
the Khodara Nnlla, which rises near the village of
Deorala. The length of this cut did not exceed 124
miles, and its dimensions, judging from the existing
hollow, could not have exceeded 15 feet in width. The
water, dter reaching Deorala, must have pawed down
the Khodara Nulla to the town of Meerut, in the neighbourhood of which there are many groves and gardens,
and it is supposed that it was for the purpose of supplying water to these that the canal was originally projected.
There is no tradition, however, of its existence as a
running stream, although there ia no reason to doubt
that, for a season at least, it was so. The canal was
evidently one of those which, from the circumstances
affecting its supply, and from the total absence of all
masonry works, could not have been classed under the
head of permanent works for irrigation. The West
Kalli Nuddi, at the village of Rampoor, although u.
perennial stream, is one of those lines of drainage which,
doring thc periodical rains, is ~111!jectto very great floods.
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The river meanders through a valley of considerable
extent, and during the dry months is 30 feet below the
level of the country, or below that land over which
Muhummud Aboo Khan's Canal was carried. The canal
was merely excavated to a few feet in depth, and water
was supplied from a lake, formed by throwing an embankment across the bed of the West Kalli Nuddi. The
flooding of the valley by this retention, or damming up of
its waters, must have done extraordinary damage to the
properties within its limits; the amount of money and
labour expended on an embankment, of proportions sufficient to gain the engineer's object, must have been very
great ; and the necessity for an annual reconstruction of
a work, which was inevitably destroyed during tlie rainfloods, and the certainty that water could only have
reached the mouth of the canal during the dry months of
the year, are facts which reasonably led us to conclude
that no great benefit was ever derived by the cultivators
on the high lands in its vicinity. The line of the present
Ganges Canal channel crosses the remains of Aboo's
Canal (as it is now called), at an angle of 50°, near the
village of Jowalagurh, and, by a singular perversion of
purpose, that portion of it which approaches the canal
from the West Kalli Nuddi is now converted into an
escape, for throwing the waste water from the canal into
the valley of the river. The plan above described as
carried into effect by Aboo Khan, is an illustration of
canal-designing, wllich is by no means uncommon in this
part of India. It possibly originated partly in the innl~ilityof the owners of tlie site upon which the bund was
erected to take possession of laid at a higher level of the
rivcr's course, niid pilrtly froin the apparent magnificence
of e design wliicli, ill converting dry land into a lake,
renlizcd in the eycs of the multitude thc acts of the jinns,
or genii, of Eastern fable. Over the Kirs~unnior Kristna
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River, which runs westward, and parallel to the West
K d i Nuddi, and close by the towns of Jullalabad and
Thannabhorn, a similar work appears to have been
executed during the short period of Gholam Kadir'a
government. The bund thrown over the river at this
point was of moderate extent in comparison with that at
Rampoor, but its purposes were the same. Bunds of
this sort mere by no means uncommon in the earliest
history of these districts, and at the present day every
river in the tract of country between the Jumna and
Ganges is interrupted in the upper parts of its course by
embankments, more or less extensive, for the purpose of
collecting a supply of water for irrigation. I n the Delhi
ilnd adjoining districts, as well as in the districts farther
west, irrigation from reservoirs of the above description is
extensively used.
Captain Debude's project, to which I have referred as
the second instance recorded of an attempt to supply the
means of irrigation to the lands on the right of the
Ganges, was in fact a mere enlargement of the scheme
originated by Muhummud Aboo Khan, in so far that the
plan of damming up the West Kalli Nuddi, and raising
the water until it was able to afford a supply to a channel
excavated on high levels, was resorted to. Captain
Dcb,u(le, in fact, adopted the site of Muhummud Aboo
Khnn's embankment on the West Kalli Nuddi as the
position of the head of his canal, and, although the works
for irrigation which were projected by him were calculated
to be of more extended benefit, they were, as all our
can$ undertakings had been up to that period, a simple
attempt to restore, and in restoring to improve upon, the
acts of onr predecessors.
I have before explained that Muhummud Aboo
Khan's Canal wag a mere cut, for the apparent purposeg
of giving water to the town of Rleernt nncl thc gardeno in
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its neighbourhood. Captain Debude's idea was to extend
the benefits of the introduction of water on the high
levels, by carrying a canal to the south, through the
Meerut, Bolundshuhur, and the northern portion of the
Aligurh districts. The possibility of obtaining a supply
for this purpose from the Ganges River, under the difficulties that were supposed to exist, did not enter into his
calculations, and the whole bent of his mind was directed
to devising the best and most economical method of
turning to profitable account the whole available supply
furnished by the perennial streams connected with the
West Kalli Nuddi and its tributaries.
The Hindun River, which in character is similar in
every respect to the West Icalli Nuddi, runs parallel to
and joins the latter river on its right bank, at a point
about 10 miles below the village of Rampoor, or the site
of Muhummud Aboo Khan's embankment. The supply
of water in the Hindun River is continuous during the
year, and, as is tlie case with tlie West Kalli Nnddi,
increases during the rainy months to a very considerable
volume. I t was Captain Debude's intention to throw
embanlments, witli masonry sluices, over both tliese
rivers ; to create by such means two gigantic reservoirs,
connected by an excavated cut; and by these works to
raise the level of tlie water to a sufficient height to
enable liiin to pass it off at a canal head, which was
situated at Rampoor.
It would be out of place here to enter into a detail of
n project which, alt.hong1i it was never carried out, may
bc considerecl as tlic germ of fi~tnreoperations for the
cconoiliicnl spplication of waters now allowcd to run to
waste ; it will be sufficient to state that Cnptaii~Debude'a
scliemc involvcd the construction of two very extensive
mngonry (Inins, with tl~cirombaulunents, over the rivers
nlmvt? (Icacribed, tlic ill of tlint on the Hiiicliln bcing 15
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feet, and that on the West Kalli Nuddi 25 feet, above the
beds of their respective rivers ; it involved, moreover, a
sacrifice of a considerable tract of very valuable land,
which mould have been inundated on the formation of
the reservoirs. There was reason, however, to doubt
whether, during the rainy months, or for that period when
irrigation is especially required for sugar-cane and rice,
the regularity of s ~ ~ p p lcould
y
have been insured, and
whether, even during the dry months, the reservoirs,
being subject to diminution of volume from the effects of
evaporation and absorption, could keep up a supply sufficient for the purposes of irrigation, and, in all probability,
uncertainty on these points led to the sacrifice of the
project. The plans and papers were submitted in great
detail to Lord William Bentinck, who was then GovernorGeneral, with an estimate amounting to about three
lakhs of rupees.
The difficulty as well as danger of interfering with
the courses of rivers liable, as the Hindun and West
Kalli Nuddi are, to floods of the most violent description
during the rainy months, were by no means unappreciated by Captain Debude; but the times during which
he carried on his labours mere not those when the
advantages of irrigation were understood and recognized
as they were a few years afterwards. Captain Debude's
means were limited, not only by instructions under which
he acted, but by the certainty that estimates to a large
amount would not be viewed by the Government with
the slightest satisfaction ; whatever, therefore, may have
been Captain Debude's views as to the feasibility of
obtaining a supply of water from the Ganges on the
principles that had already been adopted on the Jumns
River, no reference is made to them in any of the papers
that have come under my cognizance, and his ultimatc
removal to a ~uperior appointment in Calcutta, which
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took him entirely from the scene of his early engineering
inquiries in the North-West Provinces, gave a new
direction to his thoughts, and introduced him to new
fields wherein his talents were as profitably exerted as
they had been elsewhere.
As time advanced, and the results of the Jumna Canals
had proved to the Government that the money which had
been laid out on these works had been most profitably
expended ; that, independently of paying off their own
expenses annually, they were, both directly and indirectly,
increasing the land revenue, improving the resources of
the country, and greatly benefiting the community ; views
of irrigation on a more extended scale were freely
advanced. Rohilkund, which had from time immemorial
been the field of very extensive irrigation, disarranged it
is true by the anarchy that had prevailed previously to its
settlement as a regulation province, but still containing
within itself all the vestiges of its ancient canals, watercourses, and dams, was one of the first localities that
came under the notice of Government : a series of papers
illustrative of this irrigation was submitted to Colonel
Colvin, the Superintendent of Canals at that time,
and subsequent inquiries led to the deputation of that
officer to report upon certain projects for the immediate
restoration of some of the old lines. Colonel Colvin's
report, and the favourable opinion he expressed of the
extraordinary capabilities of the district, led to the
appointment of an engineer officer to superintend tlie
execution of a line of canal near tlie town of Nugeena;
the completion of this work, and afterwards the appointment of Captain Jones, of the Engineers, to carry out the
intentions of Govcrninellt in extending the means of
irrig:at,ion tlirol~ghouttllc province, led to tlie establishment of s permanent system under an officer entitled
" Rlqwrint tjiiden t of Caiioln and Eil~bankmeiltxill Rollil-
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kund." Captain Jones, who still continnes to hold this
appointment, is the author of a variety of reports on the
subject of irrigation in the province.
In 1836, Colonel Colvin left India, having devoted a
long period of his life to the canals in these provinces,
and having left a spirit of emulation amongst his successors, the result of which has been favourable in no
small degree to the advancement of those objects to
which so much of his time had been devoted.
I n 1837, the Deyra Doon, or valley between the
Jnmna and Ganges, lying north of the Saharunpoor
district, from which it is separated by a low line of
mountains called the Sewaliks, became the field of
inquiry for purposes of irrigation ; the valley itself was
intersected by running rivers, and the Himalayas, which
bounded its northern front, supplied from numerous
perennial streams of greater or less volume, ample means
for providing irrigation to the high lands forming the
northern part of the valley. The examination of a field
thus prolific in its means for irrigation, has led to the
execution of numerous works : the Beejapoor, Rajpoor,
and Kutta Puttur Canals have been already executed;
two other lines, which come under the designation of the
Knlunga and Sunsadharra Canals, have been delayed in
execution merely from want of executive superintendence ;
and numerous unexamined streams, now lost in the
ravines and forests which skirt the base of the Himalayas,
are in d l probability as capable of being turned to u s e f ~ ~ l
account, as those which have been already worked upon.
About the same period that the Doon irrigation was
brought to the notice of the Government, Major Baker,
the superintendent of the Delhi canals, was occnpying his
time in many useful inquiries as to the means for supplying irrigation to the country lying between the Jumnrc
and the Sntlej rivers ; the results of these inquiries, as
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embodied in a series of reports and papers, were published
by the Government of tlie North-Westem Provinces.
The Tihara Canal, for supplying during the periodical
rise of the river two natural channels in the ceded Sikh
States and Bhutti territory, referred to in these printed
reports, was examined more minutely and reported on in
1847. There appear to have been difficulties unforeseen
in the original plan, which put a stop to the undertaking.
This canal would have left the Sutlej on its left bank
between Loodiana and Ferozepoor, near the village of
Til~ara. The Cugger, which leaves the hills at the
eastern extremity of the Pinjore valley, was the only line
of perennial river that, prior to the period of Major
Baker's inquiries, had been taken up as a supply for
irrigation. Its being brought under the consideration of
Government at all was, I believe, due to certain disputed
rights of water claimed by an independent Sikh chief (the
Puttialla Raja) through whose territories a portion of its
course runs. Engineer officers had been deputed to
establish works for regulating and equalizing the available
supply. The means of irrigation offered by the Cugger
were, however, comparatively small, and were confined
entirely to the establishment of earthen dailis at fixed
intervals for the formation of reservoirs from whence the
irrigators drew their water; the value of the Cugger as
an irrigating stream was, in fact, confined to a narrow
tract on each edge of the river. Mqjor Baker was
accordingly led on to the consideratioil of Rome more
comprehensive scheme, embracing not only certainty of
the supply, but extension of tlie area to bc irrigated, so
as to include the distant lando to the south and west of
Fcrozepoor, together with those on tllc right bank, or
to thc north of the Dellii canal^, thc lcvels of which
were too high to admit of their being watered from that
line.
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The Sutlej River, on its approach to the plains at
Roopur, takes a considerable turn to tlie west, regaining
its eastern direction by a sharp and abrupt bend ; the
course of the river at this point forming a long loop, the
neck of which is not more than seven miles in width. It
was to a point above this loop, as giving evident advantages of slope, that Major Baker's attention was first
directed, as promising an appropriate site for the head
of a canal. To this idea, however, t b mountain ridge,
which leads to the deviation of the river from its direct
course, offered an insurmountable barrier ; the highest
accessible point, therefore, was selected by Major Baker
for the commencement of a line which was to pass
centrically through the country bounded by the Sutlej
and the Jumna. The results of the survey showed the
feasibility of a project which would provide irrigation to
an immense extent of country, the more western parts of
which are at present totally unirrigatable even from
wells, and at the same time would supply water for
domestic uses in regions now reduced to deserts from
the total want of it.
Major Baker, having satisfied himself of the fact
that the Sutlej'might be made use of for irrigation, and
having carefully examined the country lying between
Loodiana and Kurnal, submitted his views to the
Government. At this time a great portion of the land
over which the projected canal would have taken its
course was in the hands of independent Sikh chiefs and
others who recognized no further control by the British
Government than that offered by treaty for their protection ; no regular plans and estimates were t1ic:reforc.
submitted to the Government, and the whole question,
interesting as it was at the time, was allowed to drop.
Laying aside the reasons for adopting this conrue, which
I have no doubt were in every way sufficient, but, at tllc
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same time, looking to the extraordinary benefits that the
country would have derived from the introduction of
water, and the consequent establishment of villages and
agriculture on a large area which is now a wilderness ;
knowing, moreover, the singularly fertile nature of the
soil at those points where the blessings of water are felt
even in their most limited extent; looking to the
predatory life of the scattered population now existing,
and contemplating. the certain change to that of agriculture, with all its concomitant advantages; the causes
that led to the abandonment of Major Baker's project
may, I think, be regretted; and we may hope that, with
the satisfactory data he has provided, and with the daily
increasing interest that is arising in the extension of
irrigation, the subject of the Sutlej Canal may ere long
be resumed with full vigour.
I have now completed a rapid outline of the different
projects for canals in the North-West Provinces, the
aurveys of which had been conducted at the same time
with those of a line of canal for the irrigation of the
country between the Jumna and the Ganges, or of
that line which is especially the subject of the present
paper.
I have before mentioned that the only attempt which1
had been made in our time for the irrigation of the land
lying on the right of the Ganges River, mas when Captain Debude proposed to make use of the waters of the
Hindun and West Kalli Nuddies, and by establishing
dams over their courses to obtain the means of irrigating
the Meerut, Rollmdshuhur, and Aligurh districts ; the
site of the proposed works being on an ancient canal
bearing the name of Muhummud Aboo Khan, a native
chief, by whom it was supposed to llavc been dug early
in the eighteenth century.
C~lptainDebude'a inquiries established the fact that

.
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the united volumes of the above-mentioned two rivers
would not during the dry months provide a supply that
mould last longer than 180 days, and that during the
rainy months the works on the rivers themselves would
be subjected to the most extreme flood action. To these
sources, therefore, it was hopeless to look for the means
of meeting the demands of any comprehensive scheme
for irrigation : the Ganges River alone could consequently
be depended on. Colonel John Colvin, C.B., at that
time Superintendent General of Canals, was satisfied
that an examination of the river above and below Hurdwar would prove its efficiency for the purposes required.
Colonel Colvin's views' and my own coincided on the
advisabiljty of making early inquiries, and subjecting that
part of the Khadir or low l m d lying between Hurdwar
and the head of the East Kalli Nuddi, to careful survey.
The impracticable lining out of this part of the country,
especially the depressed tract of land above alluded to,
and the abrupt transition from high to low levels in the
neighbourhood of Jourassi, Noornugger, and Sookurtal,
were certainly features by no meannu favourable to success ;
but it was determined to settle the question at the earliest
opportunity p6ssible.
Colonel Colvin left India at the end of 1836, giving
over charge of his duties as Superintendent General of
Canals to me ; and it was in November of that year that
the first series of levels was taken. The Banynga, an
old branch of the Ganges River, is connected with the
parent stream, in the same way that the Boodhi Jumna
is with the Jumna River. The head of the Boodhi
Jumna is the head of the Eastern Jumna Canal ; it wag
supposed, therefore, that the Bangunga might do equally
good aemice at the head of a canal from the Ganges.
The village of Badshahpoor, which is close to the
Bangunga, was selected as a favournble point from
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whence to commence a series of levels; and the most
desirable question to decide, was the difference of level
between the water at that point, and the high land near
the village of Rampoor, the site of Captain Debude's
canal head, after he had raised the water by means of
dams to a height of 30 feet from the bed of the West
Kalli Nuddi. The results, as will be seen from Diagram l, were very unsatisfactory, and showed that tlle
point which had been taken up on the Bangunga was
totally unfitted for the site of a head of supply. To try,
therefore, a point higher up on the line of the Ganges,
was the evident method of overcoming the difficulty which
next offered itself; and it appeared that by taking a
circuitous route the impracticable line of country miglit
be avoided. Colonel Colvin, with wlioin I was in correspondence on the subject, was sanguine that success
would ultimately attend an inquiry having for its object
the exaininatioiz of the country lying between the Sewaliks
and tlle high land of the Doab ; it seeizled to me, however, that under such difficulties it was more tllail
probable that the cost of a canal wonld be too great to
warrant the undertaking of the work; aqd it was not
until some time afterwards, when I had made myself
acquainted with the features of tlle tract above refcrred to,
and hacl examined the data which I had obtained in my
Bl~dshahpoorlevels, comparing them with those of the
Eastern Jumna Canal, and the known barometrical
lleigllts wllicll connected the whole, that I was able to
fonn a proper estimate of the practicability of such a
work : at the time, however, my occupations were of n
nature that prevented me froin coutilluing the inquiry,
and the ql~cstionremained temporarily at rest. At t l i s
period the appointment of superintendent of canals, in
wliicli I had beell acting since Colonel Colvin's deyarture
for Ei1glsnd,
abolislicd, and I rct~urncdto my duties
YOJ,, I .

C'
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as Superintendent of the Eastern Jumna Canal and its
dependencies.
The calamitous events of the year 1837-38, and the
extent of human misery then caused by the utter failure
of the crops in the central provinces, especially in the
lower districts of the Doab, leading to famine in its most
aggravated shape, and to misery such as is unknown in
civilized Europe, are not even at the present day forgotten
by those who at that time were resident in Upper India.
The exertions of the European community in alleviating
the sufferings of a starving population were carried on
with true Anglo-Saxon energy; and the sacrifice of a
million sterling in revenue, either in remission or in distributing food, was a guarantee of the interest that the
government felt in this frightful calamity.
Aa the famine was chiefly felt in the lower and
centrical districts of the Doab, and as the evils had after
all been only partially relieved by such an amount of
philanthropic exertion, and such an enormous sacrifice of
revenue, the question, as to what might have been the
results if a canal for irrigation had been completed previously to this year of famine, naturally suggested itself
for consideration; had such a work been executed, the
Government would in all probability have been saved this
sacrifice of money, and in a moral point of view have been
spared the distress of witnessing so much misery. The
project of making a canal from the Ganges so as to
provide irrigation to the Doab was, therefore, no longer to
be considered a mere subject for spccnlation, but a question
to be decided at the earliest possible period. My views
regarding it were explained to Lord Auckland, who was
at that time Governor-General, with a recommeildatioll
that Government ahould authorize the disbursement of a
few thousand rupees for an examination of the Khaclir, to
prove the practicability, or not, of overcoming the diffi,
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culties which were supposed to exist in that region. His
lordship having approved of this measure, and having
directed me to carry on the inquiry, I proceeded to
Hurdwar, and commenced operations early in the month
of December, 1839.
My design for carrying out these operations will be
best explained by a diagram, and by a detail of the data
on which my views were founded.
Diagram 1.

The line of levela which had been taken by me in
1836 is shown by the dotted line; it commenced from
the surface of the water in the Bannguunga near the village
c 2
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of Badshahpoor, which is situated 23 miles ~ o u t hof
Hurdwar. From the point A the levels ran for a distance of 4 miles (impinging on the head of the East
Kalli Nuddi at B or at the village of Untwarra marked in
the above diagram) to the point C on the West Kalli
Nuddi ; it was at the point C immediately under the
village of Rampoor, that the head of Muhummud Aboo
Khan's Canal mas situated, and where the dam proposed
by Captain Debucle was to have been built.
The following results were obtained from the above
line of levels :-The
point A-83-225 feet below D ;
A-23-19 feet below B ; A-12-66 feet above C ; A30-71 below the land on which the village of Rampoor
stands. In other words, on a line of 40 miles, or from
the surface of the river near the village of Badshahpoor,
to the surface of the West Kalli Nuddi at Rampoor, the
fall is only 12%feet ; and to the surface of the high land
on which Rampoor stands there is an actual rise of
30 feet.
From the point A to D, a distance of 101 miles, the
land is almost entirely on one level for the distance of 9
miles; at this point it rises suddenly until it gains an
elevation of 83-225 feet near tlie village of Kumbliera at
D ; its slope onwards towards Rampoor may be estimated
at 23 feet per mile.
The debouche of the Ganges into the plains lies at
least 25 miles lower on a latitudinal line than that of the
Jumna. The Eastern Jumna Canal, which leaves the
Jumrma at tlie point of debouche from the hills, has
opposite the town of Sal~arunpoor (which is nearly on
the same parallel as Hurdwar) lost 300 feet of level.
The Eastern Jumna Canal at the village of Bynswal,
which is similarly situated to Belra, is 125 feet below
Sahamnpoor. Taking, therefore, the known barometrical heights of Hurdwar and Sallamnpoor, and reducing
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the canal levels accordingly, the following results were
arrived at :-

.

.

Above the

Abovc t,he
Sca.

Saharunpoor
. 1,013 ft.
Bynswal, on the Eastern Jumna Canal . 888 ft.

Sca.

. . . .

1,024 ft.

. . . . .
Total fall from Hurdwar to Belra . . .

888 ft.

Hurdwar
Belra

136 ft.

I assumed, therefore, that the village of Belra was
not very far different in barometrical height to that of
Bynswal, and that as by taking a circuitous route from
Hurd~varto Belra, which could hardly, under any circumstances, exceed 50 miles in length, tlie object of my
survey was evidently attainable even were the land at
Belra much more elevated than I had assumed it to be.
The line of operations for the survey, therefore, was
sufficiently clear: it resolved itself into a simple examination of the ground between Hurdwar and the westerly
portion of the Khadir, both above and below Roorkee;
and, to use the words of my original Report to the
Government, " the only objections (supposing that my
assumed height of Belra is correct) to the project
depend upon the state of the country's surface in that
direction; if a connected ridge can be discovered, only
broken by the escape of the Solani, tliis river would,
I imagine, offer no unconquerable impediment to a
canal."
By feeling my way along the co~untrywestward of
Hurdwar, and embracing the westerly portion of the
Khadir by circles of levels in numerous swceps both
above and below the true line ul)on mllicli the cand
would tnlre its cnnrse, this true line exhibited itself in two
directions-the
first extending very much to tlic west,
by wliicli thc line of canal bcd would continue in soil;
the second, a morc direct line crossing the valley of tlie
Solnni River by an aqneclnct. The onc had n very ex-
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tended circuit, stretching far to the west into the high
land which forms the heads of the Solani River, and
thereby coming in contact with a great quantity of mountain drainage ; the other was more direct. In avoiding
the forests and drainage which the first line had to contend against, it necessitated, however, the crossing of the
valley on high levels, and the construction of an aqueduct, the cost of which was great.
After completing the survey of the Khadir tract, and
satisfying myself of its being suited to the required purposes, I continued a series of levels both longitudinal and
transverse to a point near Mynpoori. I had, during my
survey at Hurdwar, measured the discharge of the Ganges
River, the supply of which in the months of December
and January was equal to 8,000 cubic feet per second,
and therefore capable of providing for any demands that
we might make upon it. I had, in my progress down
the country, observed that material of all sorts could be
procured without much difficulty, and it appeared to me
that in submitting a project to Government it was desirable to produce one on a minimum scale, in which the
cost of the works through the Khadir would be met by a
sufficiently remunerating return on the irrigation which
lay below that tract; the estimate, in fact, which I proposed to submit was intended to show the smallest
amount at which a canal could be made with advantage ;
and having explained the facilities that existed, both in
material and in a supply of water, together with the
means of carrying that supply over the difficulties of the
Gnnges Khadir, I left it to the Government to determine
whether, by the construction of a larger and more ~ p a c i o u ~
channel, the extent to which the water of the Ganges
could be applied to irrigation in the Doab might not be
taken the fullest advantage of.
My report and estimate on the Ganges Khadir is
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dated 30th June, 1840 ; the amount of the latter was
Company's rupees .
. 10,00,113
The supplemental report on the prolongation of the canal down the Doab is
dated 15th August, 1840, and the amount of
15,91,045
the estimate whkh accompanied it was

.

.
.

--

Total Company's rupees
25,91,158
The foregoing included 255 miles of main canal,
73 miles of branch, and the necessary machinery for
converting the main into a navigable line.
The return, which was calculated on the average of
that from the irrigation canals on the Jumna, was estimated at about 10 per cent. on the outlay.
With reference to the abstraction from the Ganges of
large bodies of water, which would be the first effect of
the execution of the proposed canal, it became an object
at this period of the inquiry to establish gauges at different points on the river, and to obtain as many measurements of discharge as opportunities offered. Water gauges
for measuring the rise and fall of the surface of tlie river
were established at Hurdwar, Gurrnookhteesur, Futtehgurh,
Cawnpoor, and Allahabad. The registers of these gauges,
with tlie exception of the two first, which were entrusted
to native agency, were kept by the engineers or civil
officers of the stations. The Hurdwar, Gurmookhteesur,
and Allahabad gauges were discontinued in consequence
of disarrangement by floods and doubts as to the dependcnce to be placed on tlie records ; but those at Futtehgurli nn(1 Cawnpoor, which are to be found in the atlas,
may be depcnded upon, and for tlie last ten years will
give a vcry accurate represontation of the rise and fall of
tlic river's surface.
From a serics of lneasllrements for discharge taken by
myself, at R, point on tlie Ganges just above Hurdwar, I
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cdculated that the discharge, which might be considered
a minimum at that point, was equal to 8,000 cubic feet
per second-an amount that did not differ in any great
degree from that which was formerly given by Captain
Herbert from measurements taken by him about ten
years before, when he was employed op the Himalayan
survey.
At the Gurmookhteesur Ghat, a point situated below
the shingle, a set of observations was made simultaneously
with those at Hurdwar ; the time selected was early in
March, when the river is supposed to be at its lowest,
and just before the melting of the snow of the mountains
leads to a rise in the surface. I hoped to obtain the
minimum discharge of the river by making these measurements in March, and the uniformity of the results of different trials gave me great confidence. The results were
as follow :-

.

Murdwnr
lstfiIarch,1842.
Gurmookhteesur, 1st ditto
2nd ditto
25th Februay, 1842

.
.

.

.
.

Discharge per Second.

7,166-1891
8,685.2194
8,883.195
8,681.894

Gurmookhteesur is situated 95 miles south of Hurdwar,
and the excess of volume at the former point is to be
acco~~nted
for by the river having in its course received
all the drainage of the Khadir, including that from the
Puttri, the Solani with its tributaries, and the different
smaller lines both on the right and left banks of the
river. The results of the measurement at Hurdwar, it
will be observecl, showed that in the driest season of the
year we might depend upon 7,000 cubic feet per second,
and the establishment of gauges at different points on
the course of the river would, hereafter, when a body
of water had been abstracted for canal purposes, show
tlhe effecta of that nh~tractionon the surface lcvel of
thc river.
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The Government of India having been satisfied of the
advantage that the high land of the Doab would derive
from the introduction of irrigation, and being convinced
by the plans and surveys of the practicability of overcoming any engineering difficulties that might occur in
the * n a d i r , recommended to the Court of Directors that
the works should be designed on a scale capable of taking
the fullest advantage of the supply available at Hurdwar.
The Court, in their despatch dated the 1st September,
1841, recognize the importance that is attached to works
for irrigation, and to their financial benefits, and observe
that, " apart from the consideration of financial results,
which we are far from contemplating with indifference,
there are few measures connected with our revenue administration in India more calculated to contribute to the
general improvement of the country, the amelioration of
the condition of the people, and to raise the character of
the Government, than those of the nature now under our
consideration. We concur in opinion with the Government of Agra that a higher ground for advocating tllesc
works is found in the security which they afford against
famine and its attendant horrors." " Two years," Mr.
Robertson remarks, " have scarcely passed since the very
country through which the proposed canal will be excavated was laid waste by a famine, which cost the lives of
thousands, and presented a scene of suffering still fresh in
the recollection of all classes ; to such another visitation
the canal will afford a palliation, if not a remedy. Influcnced by these considerations, which are strengthened
by the observntions contained in the minute of the Go,
and relying on the
vernor-General, dated 3rd ~ p r i l1841,
dincrction of your Government with reference to the
pcriod of comincncing, and in carrying this project into
oxecntion with due caution and wit11 a strict regard to
rconomy, consistent wit11 t'lio importance of the work, I Y ~
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have resolved to give our sanction to the proposed undertaking, on such a scale as may be consistent with safety
to the works, and the accomplishment of the important
objects contemplated in their construction."
On the receipt of the despatch from which the above
is an extract, a Committee, consisting of Major Abbott,
of the Engineers, as President, with Captain Baker, of
the Engineers, and myself, as members, was directed to
proceed to the ground and report on the efficiency of the
proposed works, the probable success of the undertaking,
the scale on which it should in the first instance be
carried on, and the precise measures to be recommended
for adoption. The letter conveying this order was dated,
" Military Board Office, 24th November, 1841," and, on
the 7th of February following, the Committee's report
was submitted to the Government. I may remark here
that the attention of the Committee had also been called
to the following points :-lst, the probable effects of the
abstraction of the maximum supply of water on the navigation of the Ganges ; 2ndly, the probable cost of extending the canal to Allahabad ; Srdly, the probable
return from the work. On the first of these points I
shall have more to say hereafter, but in the meantime
the Committee, when recommending the abstraction of
6,750 cubic feet per second, or very nearly the whole of
the supply in the river at Hurdwar during the driest
months, came to the following conclusions, founded on
the analogous example of the river Jumna :-" During
two months, January and February, of each year," the
Committee remarks, " the whole apparent supply is diverted from its channel to feed the two canals east and
west, yet the under-current which percolates the gravelly
bed, together with the drainago of the intermediate
country, furnishes a navigable stream of water at the
station of Agra, a di~tanceof 260 miles by the river's
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course ; and the Committee infer from this example that,
in abstracting 6,750 cubic feet from the Ganges supply at
Kunkul, which, during the dry season, is estimated at
8,000 cubic feet per second, the navigation of this river
will not be injured below Cawnpoor. Between that point
and Gurmookhteesur Ghat, the navigation for the larger
classes of river craft will probably be impaired, if not
altogether stopped ; therefore it appears to the Committee
to be absolutely necessary that the main line of canal
from Kunkul to Campoor should be rendered completely
efficient for navigation."
The Committee considered that it was in every way
desirable to provide irrigation for the whole of the lands
lying between the Hindun and the Ganges rivers, and
that this should be combined with navigation ; to effect
these objects it would be necessary to use 6,750 cubic
feet per second of supply. This supply, the Cominittee
observe, " will be found ample to carry one main line of
navigable canal from Kunkul to Ca~vnpoor,and to supply
irrigation to the whole district bounded by the Ganges on
the one side, and by the Hindun and Jumna on the
other."
The straight line by aqueduct (the aqueduct being
faced by rev6tments in the form of ghats) was preferred
and recommended by the Cominittee after a careful investigation of the ground, especially of that on the circuitous route, over which a levelling instrument was
passed. The preference to the aqueduct line was given
on account of the many difficulties which attended the
other in crossing numerous lines of drainage by dams
constructed across the sandy beds of rivers on steep
slopes ; estimates, however, were submitted for both
lines, and the following detail loft the adoption of either
onc or the other to the judgment of the Government :
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Cost of Works in the K11adir up to the Town of
Roorkee
.
Cost of Works from Roorkee to Cawnpoor
Ditto
Futtehgurh Branch .
Ditto
Tuppul
ditto
Ditto
Shekoabadditto
.
Ditto
Allahabad ditto
.
Five per cent. Contingencies
.
Total
Cost increased by Building Ghat RevCtments
Grand Total Cost of Aqueduct Line

.

.

66,65,226
5,61,180

.

72,26,406

CIRCUITOUS
LINE WITHOUT AQUEDUCT.
Rs.
A. P.
Cost of Works in the Khadir
. 11,88,335 1 4 0
Ditto, from Roorkee downwards, in. 44,76,920 0 0
cluding branches as before .
Five per cent. Contingencies .
2,83,262 1 2 8

. -

Grand Total Cost without Aquecluct

.

--

59,48,518 1 0 8

From the investigations of the Committee on the
subject of returns, it mas calcnlated that irrigation would
be provided for 2,303 square miles, the return upon
which, at the average rate of 10 annas per beega,
sq. miles. beegns. nnntts.

woulld be equal to

2,303 x 1,024 x 1 0
-

1G

=14,86,420 rupees,

independently of the collections for mill-rent, transit
duties, and the miscellaneous sales of canal produce.
I n closing their report, the Committee recommended
that no time should be lost in commencing the manufnctt~reof bricks at those points which are common to
both the straight and circuitous line, and that Captain
Cautley should be permitted to commence at once the
main trunk from Roorkee onwards to Cawnpoor, completing dl the masonry heads of branches, and excavating
such portions of the branches then~selvesa3 the executive
officera may find it in their power to nndertake.
It was also recommended that s, staff of three oxecntive
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officers, six assistant executives, and twelve overseers
should be placed at Captain Cautley's disposal.
During the whole of the preliminary period above
adverted to, Mr. T. C. Robertson, who was holding the
reins of the Government of the North-Western Provinces,
and who, from his appreciation of the value of tlie Jumna
Canals, looked with extraordinary interest and favour on
the Ganges Canal project, exerted every energy to break
ground, and to advance the progress of the works. The
time, however, was that of our disasters in Afghanistan,
and in these, combined with a change of the heads of the
Supreme Government, may perhaps be found sufficient
explanation of that want of sympathywith the project which,
by leading to iny being refused the aid of assistant engineers,
left me to carry on the work as well as I could without it.
On the 25th of February, 1842, orders were issued by
the Agra Government for the conimencement of tlie work
on the terms of the Committee's recommendation, and
on tlie 1Gtli of April followiiig ground was broken iu the
neigllbourhood of Kunkul by a coinn~encei~lent
of tlie
excavation of tlie channel. At the same pcriod, also,
brickii~akiilg mas commenced at different points on the
line under tlie supervision of Mr. Wright, nn uncovenanted officer who was under my orders on the Eastern
Jumiia Canals. At this period, also, Lieutenant Turnbull, of thc Engineers, was detached by ine from the
Eastern Jumna Canal works to commence operations on
the high laud from Roorkee downwards ; so tliat with
the mcans at our disposal we had in the inoiitli of July,
1842, lined out nearly one llundred miles, collected a
large quantity of materials, and had excavation in full
progress at three different points.
As far back ns May of the same year, some doubts
had been exprcsscd by the Supreme Government as to
tlic lwolwicty of pmcceding with tlic worlts, and various
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reasons were alleged for entertaining this view. My
application, in fact, for staff had been met by a desire to
suspend for the present, on financial and other considerations, the arrangements and appointments which I had
recommended. The collection of material and excavation, however, was allowed to proceed until the month
of July, when the Supreme Government, in a letter dated
21st June, 1842, to the address of Mr. Hamilton, the
Secretary to Government, North-West Provinces, in
directing all the works to be stopped, called for statements of expenditure up to the time of closing the works,
with a report upon their present state. My report,
which accompanied these statements, was dated 7th
August, 1842. It referred to a letter addressed to the
Military Board by Colonel Stuart, Military Secretary to
the Government with the Governor-General, dated Allahabad, 29th June, 1842 (eight days after the letter from
the Supreme Government to Mr. Hamilton just alluded
to above had been written), by which it appears that the
intentions of the Governor-General had been modified,
and that it was now his wish that the works should be
prosecuted on the principle established in Mr. Hamilton's
letter, No. 980, of the 17th June, 1842. Accordingly, I
stated in my report that in consequence of having received the Military Board's orders conveying those of the
Government, dated 29th June, " I had directed the daily
parties to be again entertained ; at the same time it would
relieve me from much anxiety if Government would at
once place a limit on my annual expenditure, which will
enable me to work satisfactorily under the conviction that
I am acting strictly agreeably to the wiahes of Government." I observed that a lakh or two of rupees per
annum would enable me to carry on work very steadily
with the small establishment at my command : " Both
brickmakers could be entertained, and about fifty or one
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hundred earth contractors might be kept in employment ;
if only half a lakh, or even a smaller sum, was allowed, I
can regulate my expenditure accordingly."
The statements that accompanied my report above
alluded to showed that up to the 14th July, 1842, the
actual expenditure and liabilities had amounted to Company's rupees 1,38,198-8-3.
The Supreme Government, in their Military Secretary's
letter No. 38, dated 17th September, 1842, in reply to
the above report, observe : '' I n compliance with Captain
Cautley's wishes, and for the purpose of obviating any
misconception of the wishes of Government, the GovernorGeneral is pleased, until further orders, to restrict the
annual expenditure on the Ganges Canal, salaries and
establishments included, to two lakhs of rupees."
The above precis of correspondence which took place,
will throw some light on the interruptions which were
experienced in the early days of our progress ; a variety
of difficulties had been urged by parties, and these difficulties had been answered ; an error in my original report, due to the omission of a decinlal point, by which
the proportion of surface of the Doab which would derive
benefit from the canal was much exaggerated, was
brought forward, and it is possible that this error had
some influence on the indecision which the above correspondence exhibits. The error was undoubtedly an unfortunate one, but it vitiated none of the calculations on
which the merits of the project were based, and this was
immedi:~telyand most fully explained, especially by the
Military Board in their lctter No. 2,294, dated 17th
August, 1842, to the Lieutenant-Governor of the NorthWestern Provinces. The prohiible effects of earthquakes
wcrc brought foi~v9,rdas ohstnclcs to the construction of
tlllc Solani nclucdnct. The destructiori to the navigation
of the G:mgcs was urged as a sufficient cause for not
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proceeding with the works. The effects in a sanitary
point of view upon tlie districts which compose the high
l m d s of the Doab by introducing miasma were urged
with a perseverance scarcely justified by the information
at command. The works, however, had proceeded too
far to be violently stopped, and under the restrictions
pointed out above they proceeded steadily, with the
cordid support of the Agra Government, but wit11 little
countenance from other quarters.
My duties and responsibilities had meanwhile been progressively extending : the executive duties of the canals in
the Deyra Doon had been added to those of my specific appointment as superintendent of the Eastern Jumna Canals ;
in addition, I had at this period the whole of the responsibilities of the Ganges Canal works and its expenditure.
The Supreme Government, in the month of July, 1843,
placed me in independent control of the cands in the
Doab, relieving me from executive duties ; and on the
21st February, 1843, 1 had the satisfaction of obtaining
tlle services of Lieutenant Strachey, of the Corps of
Engineers, for the executive duties of the Ganges Canal.
No additional expenditure to the two laklls already
granted, however, was authorized, and the Gwalior campaign, which took place at the end of 1843, still further
reduced the chances of obtaining aid from the Government, and still further destroyed tho hopes that I 11ad at
one time entertained of being permitted to push the
works on with proper vigour.
At the period of my giving over cliarge of tlie executive duties to Lieutenant Strachey the m~ouiltof expenditure was thus :
Excavation .
Materials and Suuclrics

.

Total cxpendecl up to 1st hlnrcl~,18.13

.
.

Co.'s R.s.

A. P.

73,370
36,988

9
0

4
0

1 , 1 0 ,

3

4
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Early in the cold weather of 1843-44 the levels of the
Doab, which in my survey of 1839-40 had been completed only to Mynpoori, were pushed forward to Cawnpoor and Allahabad, and the whole of the cold season of
1843-44 was passed in perfecting the levels and reconnaissance of tlie country. The completion of this survey
enabled me to draw up a full report and estimates of the
canal works ; these were submitted to Government, and
are dated 12th February, 1845.
Before entering into a detail of this report, I must
observe that previously to my undertaking the survey
above alluded to, the Supreme Government had decided
that a total modification of the original design should
take place, and-to use the words of the minute to which
my attention was directed-" it should be in the first
instance a canal of navigation, and all the water not
required for that purpose may be distributed for the
purposes of irrigation.
The main trunk, in short, was to be directed upoil
Allahabad, that being the point to which steamers now
ascend the river ; the original project, therefore, whereby
the navigable line was carried merely to Cawnpoor, having
been merged into one of considerably greater length, and
(as connected with irrigation) into one leading to mucli
greater difficulties, I submitted three projects which will
be explained hereafter, noting at the time that I had
endeavoured, so far as was in my power, not to lose sight
of the purposes for which this canal was originally projected, and to provide means for irrigation as extended as
the security for navigation to Allallabad would admit of.
With these views, I placed before the Government three
projects, with estimates of tlie cost of each appended to them.
t
was one wherein the main line had a
The f i r ~ project
declivity of bed varying from 24 to 12 inches per mile,
with falls and locks attached, to overcome the superfluous
?9
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slope of the northern district, and with works of ascent
and descent into the Jumna River at Allahabad. Efficient
means for irrigation on the main line were provided in
this project as far as the boundary of the Cawnpoor and
Futtehpoor districts, in advance of which they were
somewhat interfered with by the depth of the excavated
channel. I n addition to the main line, the following
branches for irrigation were proposed :Futtehgurh branch, 160 miles in length ; Bolundshuhur
branch, 70 miles in length; Etawah branch, 172 miles in
length ; Cawnpoor branch, 43* miles in length.
This line is an artificial river, constructed on the
same principles as the canals now existing in the
North-Western Provinces. The total amount of the
estimate on project No. 1, was Company's rupees
1,02,36,643. 14. 11.
The second project differed from the first in continuing the main line Gom the boundary of the Cawnpoor
and Futtehpoor districts to Allahabad, by a system of
reservoirs with locks to the Jumna, and extending the
Cawnpoor line of irrigation to the neighbourhood of the
town of Campoor,-the tail water being discharged into
a ravine or tributary connected with the Pandoo River
near that place; or, if such disposal was more convenient,
by using it as the means of supply for an irrigation
channel, bearing upon a point where the Pandoo unites
with the Ganges River. The total amount of estimate on
this project was Company's rupees 97,03,558.2. 9.
The third project differed from the first in continuing
the navigable line from the boundary of the Cawnpoor
and Futtehpoor districts to the Jumna near the town of
Jar, turning from thence to the south, and connecting the
cmal with the Jumna at a point opposite the junction of
the Kane River. In this project, the canal wdich for the
last 80 miles had run contiguous and parallel to the
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Rinde River would in fact have maintained its relative
position to that river until it falls into the Jumna. The
Cawnpoor line was designed to be navigable and locked
into the Ganges with a branch for irrigation towards the
junction of that river and the Pandoo. The total amount
of the estimate for this No. 3. project was Company's
rupees 93,39,746. 12. 6.
I t was evident that to carry out any of these modified
plans, works of a much more extensive nature than those
originally contemplated would be found necessary. The
determination to make the main line navigable to Allahabad instead of to Cawnpoor led not only to an excess
of length in the excavated channel, but the flatness of the
country through the districts of Futtehpoor and Allahabad
rendered it necessary to restrict the declivity of bed for
the last 173 miles to 12 inches per mile, and to increase
proportionably the area of the excavated channel, so as to
effect a discharge of the calculated volume of water.
With such a length of navigable channel, it was found
convenient to straighten the course of the canal between
Roorkee and Mynpoori, thereby bringing the calculated fall
between those points on a much shorter distance. The
necessity of additional arrangements for disposing of this
surplus slope was obvious ; another masonry fall, therefore,
was projected at Boodpoor in the Saharunpoor district,
for clearing out the tail of which further excavation was
required. Many works in the shape of aqueducts and
means of crossing rivers, which were not anticipated by
the committee, were included in the present"estimates,
and in proposing means for still further securing the
stability of the works on the Solani valley, the cost of
these worku was materially increased. In all these projects it may bbo remarked ihat the efficient drainage of the
country through which the canal passed had been one of
the leading points of inquiry; it had in a great measure
D 2
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influenced the direction in which the canal had been
carried, and had on dl occasions been considered as one
of the first points for investigation.
The above estimates were framed on the supposition
that the Solani River in the Ganges Khadir would be
passed by an aqueduct. My report, however, in including
the reduced estimates for the circuitous route, placed it in
the power of Government to make its own selection. In
submitting these estimates, I remarked that the profile on
the circuitous line was in every way adapted to the purpose of the canal, and that its original cost would be much
less than of the direct route. I drew attention, however,
to the fact that the numerous ravines, rivers, and crossdrainage lines, whereby the course of the canal would be
intersected throughout its whole length, were not only
very serious objections to the former route on the first
construction of the works, but that they increased so much
the contingencies of subsequent repairs and maintenance,
as to make it questionable whether a course subject to $0
many sources of accident would not ultimately prove
much more expensive than the direct line. The country
traversed was further a wild and uninhabited tract, and it
was evident that want of supplies for our working parties
would be a constant inconvenience. I t would have been
impossible to avoid inundation at the head of each dam;
communication would have been liable to frequent interruptions, inspection always difficult, and unhealthiness in
the neighbourhood inevitable. Finally, as all our works
must have been established at points high up on the
courses of the intersecting rivers, a11 the evils notoriously
due to the exeew of slope would have been greatly
augmented. On these various concliderations therefore
the committee was unanimous in preferring the direct line
by Bajooheri and Muhewur wit11 nqueduct to the circuitoua line whereby this work could be avoided.
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The estimates for the three projects above described,
based on the adoption of the circuitous route in the
Khadir, were as follows :No. 1 Project
7,
2 9,
9,
3 3,

.

.

.

.

Co.'s Rs.

A.

P.

92,26,695 12 4.
86,93,610 0 2.
83,29,798 9 11.

By taking this line, and avoiding that of the aqueduct, a saving would be effected of Company's rupees
10,09,948. 2. 7, or upwards of ten lakhs.
Previously, however, to the submission of the estimates
above described, considerable changes had taken place in
the administration of the country; Mr. George Clerk had
succeeded Mr. Robertson in the government of the NorthWestern Provinces, and in the fullest appreciation of all
projects for the improvement of the country, had given
not only his countenance to the project for the Ganges
Canal, but all the aid that he was able to bestow upon it
d u r b g his administration, had resigned his seat to Mr.
Thomason, formerly secretary to Mr. Robertson. Mr.
Thomason, in the early days of our progress, had given
his deepest attention to the subject of the canal, to the
influence that it was likely to exert upon the welfare of
the country, and by urging on by every means in his
power energetic movements to facilitate its completion.
I n the middle of 1844, Lord Ellenborough was replaced
by Sir Henry Hardinge, who as Governor-General
reaclled Calcutta and assumed the reins of Government
in tho month of July, 1844.
At this period my health, which after twenty-six years
of Indian service had been gradually failing, determined
me to proceed to Enrope, and early in February, 1845,
I left the North-Weetern Provinces, having made over
charge of the Ganges Canal works to Major W. E. Baker,
of the Bengal Engineers.

INTERMEDIATE PERIOD,

Under the directorship of 1Cfccjor W . E. BAKER.
From 1845 to 1848.

THE state of the works at the period to which I have
d u d e d in the last chapter corresponded with the amount
of annual expenditure that had been accorded to us by
the Supreme Government; bricks had been burnt and
collected at numerous points on the line from Hurdwar to
below Meerut and Sirdhunna; masonry work had been
commenced on a small scale on the dam and regulator at
Myapoor, the commencement of the excavated channel
above Kunkul; workshops had been built at Roorkee;
Choki posts had been established at Myapoor, Roorkee
and Munglour; and a considerable portion of the channel
between Myapoor and the t o m of Jowallapoor had been
roughly excavated ; excavation had also been commenced
upon, on the high land of the Doab near Munglour, and
lining out had been completed for about 100 miles, south
of that place.
When I delivered over charge to Major Baker, the
amount of annual expenditure to which we were limited
was two lakhs of rupees. For the management of thie
expenditure, there were two executive officers, Lieutenantg
Strachey and Turnbull, of the Engineers, and two uncovenanted Assistants, Mr. Wright and Mr. Read, to
assist them.
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War, and its consequences on the improvement of
the country and the progress of works of public utility,
appeared to be perpetually the rock upon which the
advancement of these works was to be wrecked. It may
be said that the Ganges Canal, originating as it did during
the commencement of the Afghan war, was nursed at a
period of intense trouble to the State ; its weary progress
%as unwillingly prosecuted during the whole of a warlike
administration, in which the return of the armies from
Afghanistan, and fierce battles with the Mahratta chiefs,
were the most remarkable events. The early part of the
succeeding administration, distinguished as it was by
Sikh invasion, and the consequent demands on the public
treasuries, was marked by still further interruption to
the progress of the canal; Major Baker and his two
engineer assistants in joining the army which was concentrated on the northern frontier, had, in fact, by their
departure, virtually put a stop to all further progress,
excepting that of continuing contracts which had already
been entered into ; and it was not until the close of the
war, and on the return of those officers to their respective
duties, that the subject of the Ganges Canal works was
allowed again to occupy the attention of the Government.
In the interviews that I had with Lord Hardinge
previously to my departure from Calcutta in 1845, I
had gathered from his lordship the especial points which
had influenced parties in their objections to the project ;
these resolved themselves into the injury that would be
caused to the Ganges as a navigable river by the abstraction of water for the canal supply, and to the probable
effects upon the high land of the Doab by the introduction
of malaria from irrigation. AR these wcre the two lending
points, and as the-first had for the present at least been
disposed of, the malaria, question was naturally one for
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specific sanatory inquiry. For this purpose a Committee
was assembled in November 1845, and on the submission
of its report in 1847* the whole question of the Ganges
Canal was brought under the notice of Government. In
March, 1847, the Governor-General visited Roorkee and
the site of the proposed works in the Ganges Khadir;
and it was on this visit that the rigorous prosecution of
the undertaking was determined on. During this period
my sojourn in England brought me in contact with
those whose views on the navigation and malaria questions led them to doubt the policy of continuing the canal
works. As these questions had considerable influence
in party feeling towards the project, I will here interrupt
the thread of my narrative by explaining the views of
them that had been adopted by myself and others, who
were advocates for the establishment of the Ganges
Canal. I will take up the questions as they were
argued, beginning with that on navigation, or " on
the probable effects to the Ganges as a line of navigation to Allahabad, arising from the abstraction of 6,750
cubic feet per second from its volume at Hurdwar."
The arguments which were used by me may be thus
explained :The discharge of the Ganges at Hurdwar during the
driest season of the year, or that previous to the melting
of the snow in the mountains, is calculated at about 8,000
cubic feet per second; if, therefore, at this period we

* Tlle Committee, which commenced its operations on the 30th of
Novemhcr, 1845, and had proceedecl through the irrigation districts of
the canal8 wcat of the J u m n a as far as I l i s ~ a r was
,
broken u p a t that
stage of their labours for the plirpose of its members joining t l ~ carmy
of the Sutlej. On the 1st of November, 1846, the Committee resumed
its labours, and completed its i n v ~ a t i ~ a t i o n s .I t s report, which was
dated 3rd March, 1847, was presented to the Governor-General on his
visit to Koorkec.
Of this committee, Major Baker, of the Rengal Engineers, was
president, and D r . Dempster, of the Bengal Medical Staff,with Lieutenant 11. Yule, of the Bengal Engineern, were members.
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remove for the purposes of the canal, 6,750 cubic feet per
second, it appears that we leave only 1,250 for the supply
of the river.
There is a peculiar feature attendant on the tract of
country1;ing at the foot of the Sewalik hills as connected
with springs that is well known in the Rohilltund territory,
and is also observable through the Doab and westward of
the Jumna. In the immediate vicinity of the passes and
at the foot of the hills, spring water rises to the surface,
sometimes exhibiting itself in mere pools, at other times
in small streams and rills, which flow for a short distance,
and then disappear in the sand and shingle of the river.
Parallel to and south of this line is a belt varying from
five to ten miles in breadth, in which water can only be
reached at extreme, and in some eases, at unmanageable
depths.
In advance of this dry belt the springs rise to or near
the surface, forming in Rohilkund the unhealthytract called
the Turai ; in the Doab, a decrease to the depth of wells
marlts the approach to the belt in question; althougl~on
a line traceable from Badshahpoor near Dhunowri to the
southern angle of that part of the Ganges Khadir with
which the canal works are connected, the existence of
detached, and in seine cases extensive, jlleels and inarshes
assimilates the surface to that of the Rohilkund Turai.
The cause of this peculiarityis, that in the whole of the tract
skirting the mountains there is a deep-seated inipcrvious
stratum rising near the foot of the hills, and cropping out
on the nort811ernlimit of the Turai belt, that the water
passing down the rivers percolates througll the shingle,
and passing under this impervious stratum rises again
to the surface at a considerable distance, leaving the
intermediate space dry. The following section is explanatory of the views that I hold na to the springs
above alluded to :-
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of consideration : it appears, therefore, that in defiance of
the abstraction of the whole apparent supply of the river
from the shingle tracts at the canal heads, the Jumna
opposite the city of Agra still maintains its character as
a river, navigable to a certain extent, and carries a volume
of water the origin of which can only be explained by
springs and percolation.
Between Hurdwar and Mahabad, or Cawnpoor, on the
Ganges, there are the following tributaries :Solani and Bhat Nuddies and Turai,
Tracts of the Ganges Khadir :East Kalli Nuddi,
Yar Wooffadar,
Ram Gunga,
Eesun.
All giving a perennial supply to the main stream: the
system of percolation which is so manifestly conspicuous
on the Jumna may equally be anticipated in a river
placed in its neighbourhood, and flowing over a country
similar in geological character. The extent of percolation (if percolation is admitted at all) will, it is presumed, bear the same ratio to the original volume on the
Ganges, as it holds in the parallel case of the Jumna.
Should this be acceded to, we have the following results
(laying aside the supplies of tributaries, and assuming that
the Ganges canal absorbs the whole volume of the Ganges,
as the Jumna canals do that of the Jumna)
As 400 : 1,861* : : 8,000 : 3,722 cubic feet per second ;
that is to say, that independently of the supply received
by the Ganges in its course from the five rivers above
noted, the volume of water which would pass Cawnpoor
under the conditions above supposed would be 3,722

.

* 1,86 1 = 2,061 -200 cubic feet :

200 cubic feet per aecond being
the calculated supply recdved from the Hindun River between the
Sewalikj and Agra.
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cubic feet per second ! in short, that the Ganges River at
Campoor would, when the canal was in full vigour, still
possess a volume of water nearly as great as that of the
Jumna before the canals on that river were constructed.
The conclusions at which I arrived from the above
investigations tended to show that little or no interruption
would arise to the navigation of the Ganges as high up as
Futtehgurh, even supposing that the whole body of the
river as it leaves the hills was taken for the supply of
the Ganges Canal. North and above Futtehgurh the
demands for navigation are trifling, and the few boats
which pass up to Gurmookhteesur and Sookertal (the
latter being the most northerly point to which boats
reach) would readily be acconunodated in the canal itself,
and with infinitely greater convenience as regards the
land carriage of goods to the large towns and cantonments
in the Doab. Moreover, that were the canal to be made
a navigable line from the Jumna upwards, it would be
preferable to the main Ganges, and thus compensate fully
for the evils it might cause to the stream itself, by the
additional facilities for transit which it would thus supply.
As to the question of the Ganges being affected below
Allal~abad, or Below the junction of the Jumna, the
question was one of great importance, but it was one
upon which we had no sufficient data to guide u s ; the
map of India with the configuration of the drainage of the
Gangetic Valley, and the proportion bonle by the line
under discussion to that of the numerous tributaries
extending from the Himalayas to the Bay of Bengal,
appeared to supply evidence in favour of tliose who nilticipated no injury to navigc?,t'lon.
The wiole qucstion was nn intricate one ; nobody
ever donbted thnt the n1)straction even of tlle smsllcst
possiblo quantity of watcr affected to a certain degree
the navigation of the Ganges, but the effects wcre merely
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in degree, and the general results of the inquiry appeared
to resolve themselves into this : Were the evils to navigation of a nature so injurious as to counterbalance the
benefits arising from the canal ? "
To those who considered that the navigation of the
Ganges would not be interfered with by the Ganges Canal
works, the malogous position of the canals on the
Jurnna, and the effects they produced on that river, were
peculiarly conclusive and satisfactory; a question, in fact,
which might have been otherwise perplexing was, if not reduced to a very simple one, rendered comparatively easy.
The Jumna being a smaller stream than the Ganges,
was more dependent on the canal heads for its supply;
the canals on the Jumna abstracted at certain seasons of
the year, and at periods when the navigation of the river
mas least able to afford it, the whole available volume ; a
great part of this volume, passed off to the westward
towards Hansi and Hissar, and, whether by means of
percolation or evaporation, was entirely lost to the parent
river: along the greater portion of its course the Hindun,
which affords a supply of little or no consideration, is the
only tributary; on its banks are situated the large towns
of Delhi, Muttra, Agra, Etawah, and Kalpi, to which the
Jumna affords the only means of water-carriage for all the
rich and extensive districts that lie on its banks; if, therefore, under these circumstances, the Jumna canals having
done their utmost to destroy the navigation, the navigation that exists continues to be of the greatest importance
and value, why should the Ganges River, the supply of
which is less influenced by the canal works, be supposed
to produce other results? The Ganges canal, in the first
place, does not take away the whole of the sllpply from
the Gange~,there are numerous tributaries or feeders
scattered along the whole course of the river ; the pcrcolation from the canal ia confined to its own region, and
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whether it escapes into the J m n a or the Ganges, is
equally available for the purposes of navigation. The
absence of all large towns on the left bank (or that
unconnected with the canal) of the Ganges as far south
as Allahabad, with the known fact that the tributaries on
that side are imperfectly navigable, reduces to some
extent the value of the Ganges as a navigable line to that
particular region. The navigation of the Jumna, on the
contrary, appears to be of importance to many large
towns which lie on the right, or bank unconnected with
the canals, to all of which the river provides watercarriage. The inferences are, that the abstraction of
water from the Ganges at Hurdwar will be of less
importance to that river, than the abstraction of water
for the Jumna canals is to the Jumna; and I must add
that whilst the latter is providing the means of watercarriage to some of the most rich, and, in a commercial
point of view, most valuable provinces of the North-West
which lie on its banks, and whilst the canals which are
taken froin it are the source of great wealth and prosperity to the tracts that come under their influence, it
seems to me that the philosophy of denying advantages of
a similar nature to the Ganges, which it is proposed to
place under the same regimen, is somewhat questionable.
From the month of April to the month of December
following, when tlie rivers are either affected by tlie
melting of the snow in the Himalayas, or by the
periodical rains, the abstraction of water for canal purposes has less influence than it has in the remaining
months. During those of the rains, when the greatest
part of the traffic of the country is transported by watercarriage, no sensible effect is produced by the canals at
all, and it is only during tlie months of January,
Februnry, and March, when the supply taken for the
canals bears the greatest proportion to the volume of
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the river, that the reduction of surface level is appreciable.
During this period, or rather during the seven months,
which are entirely free from the rains or their effects, the
navigation of both the Junina and Ganges is confined to
their o m lines; the tributaries at this period having no
pretensions to being navigable. The extreme points to
which boats reach on the Jumna are Agra and Muttra
during this period : on the Ganges, Gurmookhteesur and
Sookertal. The size of the cotton boats which reach
Agra gives the tonnage of boats on the two rivers in
favour of the Jumna, and these cotton boats to which I
refer reach Agra at periods when the whole of the supply
of the river is derived from percolation. In the foregoing
paragraph I have attempted to show that the Jumna
suffers from the abstraction of water for the canals to a
much greater degree than the Ganges will suffer, and
that, therefore, there is every probability of the latter
being more favourably placed with regard to navigation
than the former.
Whatever may be said as to the effect of the Jumna
canals on the parent river, the fact is a notorious one,
and one of which every resident in these provinces might
convince himself, that the Jumna during the whole year
continues to be the line of water-carriage of a large and
flourishing trade, the best exemplification of which is in
the fleets of boats, many of them cotton boats of large
tonnage, which pass up to the city of Agra.
I t is, however, solely in the distribution of the volume
that the water which (under the worst circumstances of
canal interruption) passes down the course of the Jumnn
and Ganges rivers in their approach to Allaliabad, can be
said to be insufficient for navigation ! T h i ~evil arising
fiom distribution would, in consequence of the excess of
breadth of the bed of the Ganges, show itself in all probability under more exaggerated circumstances in tlint river
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than it has done in the Jumna, and shallows rendering
navigation difficult, or even in some cases impracticable,
might be the result of an over-reduction of the volume of
the river ; but artificial means which lead to the evil,
are at hand to remedy it, and the process of deepening
channels in wide sandy beds is one so well understood in
India, and can be effected with such moderate means,
and at so small a cost, that the injury to the navigation
arising from this circumstance is one properly of no
serious moment. As long as there is a body of water
in the bed of a river sufficient, if properly distributed, to
ensure navigation, it is the fault of the Government, or
of those concerned, if there is no navigation. To raise
objections to the abstraction of water for canal purposes,
when these purposes are acknowledged to be conducive
to the prosperity of the country, to the increased wealth
of the inhabitants, and consequently to the improvement
of the revenue to an enormous degree ; and when such
abstraction leaves an ample supply in the river for all
purposes of navigation, if such supply is properly regulated ; is .aimply the enunciation of a doubt as to the
pecuniary value of the canal when contrasted with the
cost of rendering the river navigable. It is granted,
however, that the canals for irrigation in these provinces
do return to the Government treasury the most liberal
profits ; if a portion of these profits, tliercfore, be expended in works for the proper regulation of the large
supply unquestionably at conlnlltnd in both the Jumna
and Ganges, even after the utmost demands of tlie canals
have been adequately supplied, the advantages resulting
from the iinprovemcnt of the river, thus effected, may
fairly be expected to be almost, if not entirely, sufficieilt
to compensate the commercial community for any injury
that the abstraction of the canal waters may temporarily
entail upon it.
Y O L . 1.

E
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From the hills to Delhi on the Jumna, and from the
hills to Sookertd on the Ganges, the navigation is
restricted entirely to rafts of timber, and to the passage of boats, which, being built in the valley of Deyra,
are with some difficulty and great danger floated, empty,
down the rapids ; from Delhi to Mahabad, the Jumna,
with all its injuries as inflicted by the canal works, is
the only medium of water carriage. The Jumna Canals
themselves afford to the timber trade in the valley of
Deyra, an immense outlet for wood of all descriptions
to Hurriana and countries to the westward, as well
as to the inland districts which are situated above
Delhi: at that point, however, the advantages of canal
navigation cease ; nor are the canals themselves as navigable lines connected at their southern extremities with
the Jumna, so that all craft which leaves the hills for
places below Delhi must take directly to the course of
that river, and, as I have before said, encounter such
difficulties as the abstraction of water subjects them to,
in their downward progress.
In such a state of things the advantages of the
Ganges Canal would be of immediate importance; it
would provide navigable lines from the mountains to
Cawnpoor on the Ganges, and to a point opposite Kalpi
on the Jumna: these lines, instead of being dangerous
and interrupted, as the bedv of the Ganges and Jumna
naturally are, would be comparatively safe and convenient.
During the dry months to which I have before alluded,
the line of traffic on the canal would be open and unimpeded; and during the rains, when the water carriage
of the country is in the greatest requisition, and when
the main rivers themselves, relieved from $1 the effects of
canal abstraction, were giving to the country the benefits
of unimpaired navigation, the Ganges Canal would in itfl
centric81 course between the two rivers provide additional
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facilities for the conveyance of merchandise, and give
fresh means for the distribution of the produce of the
country.
So far for the question of the injury to navigation :
let us now turn to the counterbalancing benefits derivable
from the canal. I have in the former paragraphs shown
that, as a navigable line, both in itself, and as far as its
effects on the parent river are concerned, the Ganges
Canal has great and favourable claims for consideration.
The leading and most important fact, however, must not
be overlooked, that the original idea of a canal from
the Ganges was for the purposes of irrigation ; and that,
although at one period of its progress mistaken views
led to its being diverted fiom its primary object, it has
been from the first, both in the mind of the projector
and in the contemplation of every one who has carefully
turned his attention to the subject, distinctly a line for
irrigation ; its uses, as a navigable channel, being incidental and entirely of a subordinate character. To
return, however, to the counterbalancing benefits which
might be expected from opening the Ganges Canal, I
cannot do better than introduce, nearly verbatim, the
expressions made use of at the time by one who is well
able to appreciate the true merits of tlie question. " To
deny," says the writer, '' the value of irrigation to agriculture in India, is like denying the value of manure to an
English farmer ! The difference between irrigated and
unirrigated lands is the first rudiment of his profession
which a revenue officer has to acquire. It is an axiom in
inost parts of Hindostnn, that whatever affords new irrigation or chcapens that which exists, gives food and wealth
to the people, and adds to tlie resources of the State.
Hence, the efforts to multiply wells, to forin tanks, aiid
to make canals all over the country. In Rohilkund, on
the Jumna, on all the rivers between the J u n n a and the
E 2
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Sutlej, the prosperity of the country depends on canals.
In southern Madras, the waters of the Coleroon and the
Cavery are used for the same purpose, and works are
either contemplated or are in progress for turning the
waters of the Kistna and the Godaveri to the same
account. In times of drought, canals support the cultivators, because they bring the water from a source beyond
the reach of the periodical rains, and because they give
employment and support to a people who would otherwise
be helpless. Famines may arise not only from a want of
food, but from inability to obtain it. During the famine
of 1837-38, there was good reason to suppose that grain
sufficient for one or two years' consumption was then in
store ; in the private granaries in Hindostan there was
grain in abundance, and when the Government found the
people employment, they were able to support themselves
on a pittance below the ordinary rate of wages.
"The cry was not for food, but for money to buy food.
The whole population, who lived by tillage, were unable
to till, and were therefore starving. If they could have
watered their fields from canals, they would have continued to till, and instead of starving would have grown
rich. This was notoriously the case on the Jumna Canals
at the period of the famine above alluded t o ; the canal
villages grew wealthy, on account of the miseries of their
countrymen. I n Ireland, railways and an open coast did
little to alleviate the famine that raged in that country;
whilst the people were starving, food was exported from
the want of purchasers. I t was necewary by employing
the poor on public works to give them the means of
purchasing food. What public works effected in a wastefill
and extravagant manner, the canal is calculated to do in
the most beneficial way possible.
Famines do sweep over India occasionally in a mod
temble form, and it is not perhappa much which the
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utmost human skill or foresight can do to alleviate them.
No canal can be a substitute for the rain from heaven;
but wherever its influence extends, it may incalculably
lessen the evil. It may give life to thousands ; it may
save other thousands from utter destitution ; and it may
save the Government from that financial injury, which
cannot but weaken its power, and impair its energy.
But in all seasons irrigation from the canal will more or
less give comfort to the cultivator, wealth to the proprietor, and revenue to the State. Are all these certain
advantages to be forfeited, because for a part of the year
boats will reach the villages on the banks of the Ganges
with some greater difficulty than at present 1"
We now come to the question of malaria as connected
with existing canals, and to its effects on the population
of these provinces ; together with the increased evils
from this source which the opening of the Ganges Canal
has been supposed likely to engender.
In discussing the effects which may be produced upon
climate by the introduction of canals for irrigation, I have
in one of my reports made use of the following expressions :-" In referring to the low tracts of the Doab, and
especially to those situated in the Futtehpoor district, my
attention has been drawn, during the last two years
especially, to an opinion which has been prevalent, that
wherever lines of canal exist in these provinces, the
genius of malaria and sickness holds undisputed authority. Without producing proofs tliat are numerous, that
the epidcinics which llave shown tlieinselves in towns and
villages near the canals, iln.\rc 1)oon equally felt at others
far reinovecl, from the influence of either canals or of
irrigation, it is natural to infer that the introduction of
moisture and excess of vegetation on the surface of
colintrics wliicll had hecn com~~amtively
dry before, must
necessarily lend to n, change of climate; that change must
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necessarily demand an alteration in the habits of the
people subjected to its influence, and there can be nothing extraordinary when we look to the way of living
adopted by the native community, their lightness of
clothing, their indifference to exposure to the night air,
their sleeping on the ground, and frequently carrying on
their field labours during the night-time, as well as during
the day, in arriving at the conclusion, that, by the change
from a dry to a moist climate, some modification of this
system is necessary." The paragraph which I have
q ~ ~ o t eis,d in my opinion, the key to a great deal of canal
sickness that takes place. The hygrometrical differences,
as shown by the dry and wet bulb thermometers in
regions uninfluenced by irrigation, are extraordinarily
great; and the Englishman, fresh from Europe, or he
who has spent the greater part of his life in the Bengd
Provinces, is surprised, on reaching the latitudes above
Allnhabad, to find the green to which his eye has been
accustomed no longer existing ; to see before him plains
as brown as the soil of which they are composed, and,
with the exception of tracts irrigated, tracts totally
denuded of verdure. The contrast is a very remarkable
one, and the fact does not appear to have been at all
understood by those who, without having visited the
North-Western Provinces, have been called upon to give
an opinion on the subject. Very serious sickness had
occurred at Kurnal and Hansi; two large towns, with
military cantonments attached, which were situated on
the canals west of the Jumna; and to these two cases
references were made on all occasions as examples of the
evil effects of canals in general. Without data of a more
extensive nature than we had at the time, it would have
been difficult to say how far the sickness that exi~tedat
the above two places, as well as at other portions of the
North-Western Provinces, was dependent on the canals ;
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at any rate, before these most necessary and useful works
were condemned, it was desirable to have it proved
whether the sickness complained of was confined to their
vicinity-whether this sickness arose from malaria due to
the canal, or to an epidemic common to the country; it
was also advisable to discover, should it be proved that
the sickness does originate in the canals, whether such
sickness arises from lands irrigated, or from marshes
caused by imperfections in the canal, or from jheels being
filled, and allowed to remain as stagnant water. Water
carelessly used, and allowed to run to waste, appeared to
be another element in the inquiry which ought not to be
overlooked ; whether it is chiefly in the neighbourhood
of rice, or in cultivation in general, that sickness is
prevalent; and whether by carefully embanking the
canals, and removing the evils above mentioned, the
health of a country might not be restored.
The removal of the cantonments from Kurnal, which
was situated on the banks of the Delhi Canal, was no
doubt a political measure based on the necessity of
establishing a post more advanced towards the Sikh
frontier ; this removal, however, which was popularly
attributed to the effects of the canal, with very severe
sickness at Hansi, a t o m situated on the Hansi branch
of it, had been the chief causes for the canals in the
North-Western Provinces having obtained a character for
unhenltl-iiness. The town and cantonment of Kumal
were situated on the edge of the high land which skirts
tlie Kliadir or valley of the J u m n ~River ; the Dellii
Canal, which at this part of its course winds through the
Kliadir, or the ancient line givcn to it by its Puthan
pro,jectorg, skirts the foot of tlie liigli land on wliicli the
town of Iiurnal is built, and to some distance north
and south consists of extensive reed marshes, which in
the decomposition of vegetable matter, and in the harbour
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which they provide for animals and nuisances of all
descriptions, most indubitably acted very prejudicially
on the health of the neighbouring country. At Hansi,
the canal, from its want of slope and with its consequently
sluggish stream, was a nursery for weeds of all kinds ;
the district of Hurriana, moreover, of which Hansi is the
capital, was previously to the opening of the canal in a
great measure pasture land ; the introduction of water
had entirely changed the appearance of the country
throughout the whole region in which irrigation extended,
and a richly cultivated had succeeded to a pastoral country. In both these cases, the reasons for the occurrence
of sickness appeared to be sufficiently obvioua. They depended upon the abuse rather than on the nse of canals.
The canal in its northern parts and in the neighbourhood of Kurnal, notoriously required to be rernodelled, but money judiciously spent on silt clearances and
on embankments would in all probability have remedied
the evil, even with all the faults of alignement admitted
to exist by eradicating the marshes, and restricting the
water to its own channel; funds, however, were not
available for purposes of this sort at the period to which
I allude. The sickness of Hansi arose in all probability
from the effects of change of climate to which I have
before adverted, added to the want of expenditure in
maintaining the canal channel clear and free from silt
and weeds.
The Eastern Jumna Canal (which is embanked, and
is not liable to such marshes as are above referred to) has
by no means escaped from the sickness complained of elsewhere ; this sickness having been prevalent at Rampoor,
Shamli, Sahnrunpoor, and in other large towns in the
southern districts, whereas the tracts situated to the
north, which, from their proximity to the Sewalik~,and
from their jungly character, have tho namo of being the
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most unhealthy, have been comparatively hee from
sickness."
Previously to 1843, inquiries had been instituted by
the Government of the North-Western Provinces, as to the
progress, causes, and localities of the universally reported
sickness arising from the canals ; it was the fashion at
that period to make the canals the sources of all sickness,
and to hold out the removal of the Kurnal cantonment as
the great proof thereof; the reports which were called for
at this period from the medical officers of the different
districts, rather tended to mystify than to clear up the
question: towns stated to be suffering under the effects
of cmal irrigation were shown to be at a distance, and
altogether detached from the canals, and sickness appeared to exist quite independently of irrigation. A
report from the Meerut district, in calling for medical aid
for the population on the canal banks, exemplified in a
remarkable degree the feeling which led people to conclude at that time that siclrness and fever must necessarily
depend on canal irrigation. The only canal that was
connected in any way with the Meerut district was the
Eastern Jumna Canal, which irrigated a comparatively
small portion of it lying to the extreme west, and bounded
by the Icirsnnni River and the Jumna. At the period to

* T h e nIuslcurra and Nogong torrents, over which masoilry dnms
liave been constructed for the pRs.wge of the Eastern J u m n a Canal, unite
near the town of Snltanpoor, about ten iniles below the dams. By a n
action (which is attclmpted to b e described in P a r t IT., Chap. 11.) on
the beds of tlie torrents, caused b y t,hc application of masonry bars
across sandy ljecls on steep slopes, a retrogression of levels has taken
place u p to the dnms ; tile beds of the torrents up to these points
]laving 1)ecornc deepened to an immcnsc cxtcnt, whilst tlie sand and soil
t1111s cxcnvntcd or c1e:lrcd out b y the action of tlic strc:~nl, have been
clcpositc~tlover t l ~ esurface of tlic low conntry in tlle ncigllhollrliood of
Snltanpoor, to t,hc very scrioils injury of a nlumbcr of villages. Tile
evil was quietly and grad~lnllygoing on from thc period (1830) when
the canal was opencd. The first cor11pl:iint made of tlie damage donc
was fiftcbcn yc:ns afterwards. Sultanpoor iz altogether unconnected
with canal irrigation.
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which I allude, there was considerable sickness in the
canal neighbourhood, but the same sickness prevailed
throughout the whole of the Meerut district.
At the town of Begumabad and its neighbourhood,
situated 23 miles east of the canal, and separated from it
by the Hindun River, there was sickness fully equal to
m y that existed in the vicinity of the canal; Moradnuggur
and other large towns, with which I at that time was
acquainted, and which had no connection whatever with
canal irrigation, were suffering precisely in the same way;
there was an epidemic in fact throughout the country,
with which I imagine the canals were in no way connected, and yet the canal neighbourhood only was selected
as a matter of especial reference for medical aid. The
conclusion arrived at was, that the authorities had taken
for granted what had by no means been proved, and
further, that the reputation for unhealthiness which the
canals in the North-Western Provinces had obtained
(being unsupported by the fmts which this inquiry had
developed) rested on no sound basis whatever. One
question, however, forcibly attracted the attention of those
who, seeing the benefit conferred by canal irrigation,
wherever it was employed, were therefore anxious to
check any mistaken views which threatened to delay its
extension : "Allowing that canal irrigation leads to sickness in its neighbourliood," they argued, " is this sickness, confined to a comparatively small portion of the
population (a population that eagerly appreciates the
advantage of canal irrigation, and as with one voice
anxiously calls for it), to be considered of sufficient
moment to prevent the execution of a work which has for
itu object the salvation of the many? Is a sickness of
this sort to be put in competition with the famine of
Guntoor in 1833, so graphically described by Captain
Best of the Madras Engineera, in which the loss of life
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was fearful, and that of revenue so enormous, that Captain
Best clearly shows it would have been worth while merely
in a financial point of view for Government to have expended 221 l a b s of rupees (2,210,0001. sterling) to
have prevented it ? I s the famine of 1837-38, which led
to the sacrifice of a million sterling of revenue, and which
raged in the North-Western Provinces, through the heart
of which the Ganges Canal will run, and on account of
which the project was specifically approved of, already
forgotten ? "
Those who were connected with the project felt sufficient confidence in such considerations to satisfy them
that the progress of a work so intimately connected with
the happiness and security of our North-Western Provinces
would ultimately meet wit11 the liberal attention and
fostering care of the Supreme Government.
Whatever might have been the value of the arguments
and opinions above given, they resolved themselves after
all into mere speculations, and as such were not likely to
carry much weight. The researches, however, of the
Committee to which I have before referred, which was
expressly assembled '' for the purpose of reporting on
the causes of the unhealthiness wliich has existed at
Knrnal and other portions of the country along the line
of the Delhi Canal; " " and further, whether an injurious
effect on the health of the people of the Doab is, or is not
likely to be produced by tlie contemplated Ganges Canal,"
placcd the matter on a sound basis.
The results of the Committee's labours were arrived
at nfter tlie most patient examination of the population
in villages the lands of which were irrigated by the
canals ; the members were of high professional and scientific ncqnireincnts, and they were called upon to reply to
certaiii categorical q~~cstions
tho answers to which must
havc been in one way or the other conclusive. As tho
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report of this Committee is one of great importance, not
only to the Ganges Canal Works, but to the future
extension of artificial irrigation in the North-Western
Provinces, I have in Appendix B given it in extenso,
and shall content myself here by noting the principal
conclusions at which the Committee arrived.
1st. That an extensive epidemic had of late years
pervaded a large portion of the North-West Provinces,
and especially during and after the rainy season of 1843.
That to this epidemic, the sickness which occurred in the
canal districts was partly attributable ; and in these
districts the disease was generally, though not universally,
more prevalent and severe than in other situations.
2nd. Fever in a greater degree than usual visited
nearly every place in the North-West Provinces; and in
certain situations, neither irrigated from the canal, nor
within reach of its influence, fevers prevailed to an extent
and with an intensity as great as in the worst canal
villages.
3rd. Evils not necessary to canal irrigation ; but to
irrigation impeded by bad drainage, natural drainage of
the country checked or interfered with, stiff and retentive
soils, and natural disadvantages of site enhanced by excess
of moisture.
4th. Considers that if irrigation was stopped within a
circle of five miles round military stations, their salubrity
would not be affected, and that the effects of canal
irrigation are remarkably local.
5th. Recommends certain conservative arrangements
as beneficial near villages, but questions whether advice
with regard to mode of life, exposure, &c. wollld be
adopted and voluntarily practised by the agricultural
population.
'
6th. That the Eastern Jumna Canal fiirnishes some
of the beat and worst results of canal irrigation:-SICK-
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the drainage has been obstructed, and where
where
the soil is clayey, as in the centre division ; HEALTH
the drainage is perfect, and the soil is light, as in the
northern and southern divisions.
The result of the Committee's inquiry led, therefore,
to the conclusion that salubrity depended in a great
measure on the nature of the soil and the efficiency of
the surface drainage; it depended, in fact, on the irrigation
Gom a canal being properly regulated, and on the canal
itself being properly laid out, so as not to interrupt the
drainage of the country. With reference to the Ganges
Canal Works, " We consider ourselves warranted," say
the Committee, "in anticipating a far less amount of
contingent evil than has been experienced on those of the
Jumna, which were originally constructed without reference to many important points, which have been kept
in view in projecting the present work, and more especially in drawing inferences from results on the Delhi
Canal great allowances sliould be made for the natural
disadvantages of tlie country through which it flows when
compared with the Doab generally."
With regard to its effects on the surrounding country,
the Ganges Canal had, independently of the experience
gained from the Jumna Canals, natural advantages of a
very high order for securing the most perfect drainage.
Its course was on the water-shed of the land lyiug between the Ganges and tlie Jumna Rivers ; the beds of
rivers or the hollows of ravines were on its whole course
ready to receive any cut that might be made for the
relief of land lying in its vicinity. The whole of the
works had been designed with reference to the most perfect system that could be devised for effecting irrigation
wit11 as little interruption as possible to the natural
drainnge of tlie country, and by a judieions arrangement
of inlet and escape to maintain an equilibrium of water
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during the monsoons, and during those periods in the
cold weather when the country was liable to inundation
by partial, though heavy, falls of rain. The Jumna
Cands, on the contrary, were in some respects most jnconveniently lined out with reference to the drainage of
the country-the Hansi and a large portion of the Delhi
Canal especially : they had in their original construction
been planned without any reference to those points upon
which the Committee place such especial weight. The
system of irrigation, although by no means deprived of
the benefits of rajbuhas, was, to say the least of it, very
imperfect, and was occasionally of the worst possible description. It did not therefore follow that the evils of
the irrigation from the Jumna Canals were to be perpetuated on a new line, where every attempt had been
made to avoid them.
The recommendations of the Committee with regard
to measures connected with the execution and management of the Ganges Canal Works were judicious; they
were summed up in the following terms, and were strongly
urged upon the attention of the Government :1st. That the Ganges Canal be kept as much as possible within soil, i. e., that its ordinary surface level
should be below that of the country.
2nd. That earth wanted to complete embankments be
never obtained from excavations made outside of the
canal, except in such localities as will readily admit of
drainage.
3rd. That the canal and its branches be taken as
much as pos~iblealong the water-nhed of tho country, so
as not to interfere with the drainage; and in all cases
where such interference may be unavoidable, that the
executive officer be instructed to provide otherwise for the
drainage.
4th. That masonry drains be constructed under raj-
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buhas or bridge ramps, whenever these cross the drainage of the country.
5th. That no private watercourses be allowed, but
that irrigation be practised exclusively from rajbuhas or
main watercourses.
6th. That irrigation be prohibited within five miles of
a military station, and within one or two miles of large
native towns.
7th. That in clearing embankments, the grass, weeds,
&c., be not suffered to rot on the ground, but that they
be burned as soon as possible after they are cut.
8th. That irrigation be altogether prohibited in localities which appear naturally to possess a malarious
character.
I n concluding these rules, the Comnlittee observe
that they are aware that their adoption will involve an
expense not contemplated in the original estimates for
the work.
The two main questions, therefore, upon which the
further prosecution of the Ganges Canal Works depended
had been seriously discussed and deliberately investigated.
With the proper application of remedies as recommended
by the Committee, the apprehensions regarding the effects
of malaria on the health of the people were not deemed
by the Government of sufficient consideration to warrant
the relinquishment of the project ; nor, althougl~tlie difficulty of obtaining satisfactory evidence on the question
of navigation was fully admitted, were the apprehensions
entertained on that subject considered to be aufficient to
justify any departure from the original scheme.
The Supreme Government, therefore, in a despatch
dated 1st May, 1847, issued directions to the Agra Go- :
veimmcnt to ~>rosecntetlie work with the utmost diligence,
on the principle that " the more vigorously the work can
now be prosecuted, tlle cheaper it will be to the State." j

1
'
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From this period, therefore, the Government were
fairly embarked in the undertaking. Major Baker was
called upon to report on the best measures for carrying out
the wishes of Government, and his attention was dram
to the following points regarding the construction of the
work which Government had finally determined on :1st. The primary object of the canal is to be irrigation ; navigation is to be a secondary object, but is to be
accomplished so far as may not be inconsistent with
irrigation.
2nd. The work is to be constructed In the most complete and substantial manner practicable. This includes
the construction of all the works between Roorkee and
the Ganges, in the manner recommended in Major
Cautley's last printed report of 1845, with any subsequent
improvements and precautions suggested by Major Baker.
The precise course of the canal and its several branches
below Roorkee is yet open for determination.
3rd. The precautions recommended by the Committee
in their Report of the 3rd March, 1847 (of which I have
before given a copy), are to be adopted as far as m y
be practicable. The first four of these suggestions must
be borne in mind in the construction of the canal. The
last four will come into operation after the canal has beon
opened and irrigation commenced.
4th. The available water-power is to be employed a8
exten~ivelyas may be practicable for moving machinery
at suitable places for the erection of such machinery;
where there may be no immediate demand for it, provision should be made for its future erection.
6th. In taking land for the canal, arrangements are
to be made for the formation of reservoirs and plantations
on the plan which has been adopted on the Jumna
Canals.
As the above rules are those upon which the work
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has been conducted, I have considered an introduction of
as an interesting feature of my narrative.
them ve~*bati~~e
There was some discnssion at this time on the subject of
the more southern districts, and of those which would
derive the greatest benefit from tlie canal. As these
were questions, however, which depended on close surveys of country, they will be more fully entered upon
hereafter. It was evident, however, that the surveys for
my original project having been made for the purpose of
discovering the watershed or backbone of the Doab, and
therefore conducted through one line of country merely,
were insufficient for laying down branch lines, or of
determining through what districts such lines might be
most advantageously carried.
Major Baker's report was addressed to the Military
Board, and dated the 13th April, 1547. Tlie docunient
is an exceedingly interesting one, and as it bears upon
the wllole of the question, a i d defines tlie rules upon
wllich the executive officers and others have been since
guided in the progress of the work, an abstract of its
contents will in this place be explanatory of the vicws
that were then entertained on tlie subject.
Major Baker's plan of operations was fouilded on the
following conaiderations :lut. That a very small portion of the canal can be
brought into use bkfore the Solaiii Aqueduct is completed.
2nd. That earthwork in channels and embankments
being liable to much injury from the wcatllcr, and conaequently requiring extensive rcpairs, it is desirable that
these sllould not be complr.tcd brfore tho masonry morkn.
3rd. That the whole yrc>,ject,iiiclndiilg 1)otli main and
branch linos, tihonld be conll~lctedat oncc, both wit11 n
vicw of hrii~gingtllc wliolc into operation as Boon as pos~ i b l e and
, to ndinit of n full ~ u l ~ y of
l y watcr being used,
e

VOI,. I .

.

F
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which could not be the case unless the branches were
ready to receive their respective shares.
The rapid completion of the Solani Aqueduct was a
necessary desideratum under the above considerations;
and it was proposed to concentrate all means upon this
work, by which the object would in all probability be
gained in six years. The calculations on which this. was
based were as follow :The cubic contents of the aqueduct being 8,749,524
cubic feet, the following quantity of material would be
required for its completion : Bricks, 12" x 6" x 2)" for
building, 69,996,192; ditto, ditto, for soorkee, 13,474,258;
lime, in cubic feet, 962,447 ; or, in round numbers,
1,000,000 cubic feet of Lime and 850 lakhs of bricks.
The workpeople required in preparing and using the
material would be as follows : In brickmaking, inclusive
of wood-cutting, 3,143,333 labourers ; in building masonry and laying floor, 781,946 ditto ; in pounding
soorkee, 641,632 ditto ; in undersinking the blocks,
311,040 ditto ; in the earthwork of the aqueduct (exclusive of draught cattle), 1,972,750 ditto. Brickmaking, to be completed in five years, allowing 190 days
in each year (deducting Sundays and rainy season),
would require per diem 149 brick-moulders and 3,309
labourers. The remaining work, to be completed in six
years, allowing 250 working days per annum, would require 204 bricklayers and 2,471 labourers per diem.
The workshop would r e q ~ ~ i r50
e smiths, and 80 to 100
carpenters per day ; and an establi~hmentof about 1,000
bullocks, exclusive of contract carriage, would be required
for the earth-wagons and other purposes.
To those who are unacquainted with the part of India
in which the above works are aituated, and with the
system which the nature of the people and of the county
itself renders necessary in the Department of Public
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Works, it may be advisable to point out here that there
are no contractors to depend upon for the supply of
material. The engineer, as the architect, has to make
his own bricks, and to bum his own lime ; he has to
purchase his supplies of timber, and, in many cases, to
proceed to the forests himself to superintend its collection.
He has, in fact, neither contractors for making his material, nor contractors for putting that material together ;
he is literally driven to his own resources, and, although
the contract system in a limited sense is by no means
misunderstood in these provinces, it is confined to the
manufacture of material in small quantities, and to the
excavation of earth-the latter being a trade which has
long thrived both in the Punjab and in the more southern
States. The earth-contractor must have originated in
the great demand for tank or reservoir digging, which
exists both amongst the Mussulman and Hindoo population, or for watercourses on the canals for irrigation.
There are tribes of a wandering class whose chief, if not
entire occupation, is digging tanks and watercourses, and
to these people we are indebted for the greater part of
all our canal excavations. The respectable and wealthy
class of contractors which in Europe relieves the engineer
and the architect from the detail of building, is unknown
in the North-Western Provinces of India ; the difficulties,
therefore, that were encountered by the Director of the
Ganges Canal Works at the early period of their establishment may be fully estimated.
In continuing his Report, Major Baker, when referring
to tho executive establishment that would be necessary,
drew especial attention to the unusual quantity of material
that was required for the construction of the Solani
Aqueduct, the position in which it was placed wit11
reference to supplies, and the impracticability of meeting
our wnilts excepting by the exertions of our own estnblisliF 2
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ments. The appointment of an officer expressly for the
purpose of superintending the manufacture of materid
for the Solani Aqueduct was recommended. This officer's
duties were to be restricted to the northern division, to
which a second exechive officer was to be appointed for
the supervision of the works. Five other executives were
recommended for the works south of Roorkee, their divisional duties being confined within certain limits detailed
in Major Baker's Report.
It was proposed that the whole of these officers should,
as early as possible after the close of the rains of 1847,
or in the month of November of that year, employ themselves in obtaining an accurate survey of their respective
districts, and such a series of connected cross levels as
would enable them, in consultation with the Director of
the Works, to fix on the best possible line for the canal:
they would burn bricks wherever fuel might be available
along the probable course of the canal, and in quantities
proportionate to the probable requirements. On the approval of the line by the Director, it would be carefully
marked out, and masonry bench marks established ; and,
to use the words of Major Baker's Report, L 6 The principal
masonry works would then be commenced, and a careful
cdculation having been made of the quantity of excavation in the channel, and the time required for its execution, the ground would be taken up, and the excavation
be commenced with such reference to the progress of the
Solnni Aqueduct as would admit of the simultaneous
completion of all the works."
The extent of the clivisions which were thus told off to
the different officers was arranged on the si~ppositionthat
the third project which I have, in my Rcport of 1845,
recommenc~cdfor adoption, would prove to be thc most
desirable ; but before this could be cleterrrlinecl 011, n m rate Rurveys of the country were required : it mas tl~crc-
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fore proposed that the Director should personally visit
the different districts, and, in communication with the
civil authorities, determine the best and most favourable
lines upon which irrigation could be extended. This
determination would necessarily be based on the results
of the different surveys and levels upon which the executives were to be engaged during the cold season of
1847-48, regulated by the instructions conveyed in the
report of the Medical Committee. In the meantime, the
progress of the works in the northern division, or in that
portion between the hills and Roorkee, especially that of
the main works at the canal head and on the Solani
River, would go on unimpeded, their positions having
been accurately determined in the earliest stage of the
project.
The establishment which Major Baker recommended
was in accordance with that of my Report; it gave to
each executive the following aid, independently of that of
two assistants, in his executive duties :-

1 English Acco~mtant
1 Ditto Writer
1 Ditto Assistant

.

Co.'s Its. A. P.

.

. 100 0 0
. 4 5 0 0
. 2 5 0 0

- 170

1 AIoonshec
.
1 A ~ ~ i ~ t Rditto
llt .
1 Nativc Surveyor
.
.
1 N:~t,ive1)octor .
.
2 S o \ v n r ~ ,01) 15 rupees each
.
1 lhiK~(l:ir .
4 1:ln-ki~idawcs,@ 4 rupces each .
I ( ~ I ~ i i p r a s ~ i.~
.
2 1)it to, ((c 5 rupccs cncll
..
4 C:lasuics, (ti, 4 rupees c:~ch .

.

.

.

.

3 0 0
15 0
2 5 0
15 0
3 0 0
G O
16 0
G O
lo 0
1G 0

0
0
0
0
0
O
0
O
0
0

- 1G9

0

0.

0

0
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. Co.'s339Rs. 0A. 0P.

.

TREASURF.
Co.'s Rs. A. P.

1 Treasurer
.
1 Assistant ditto .
.
1 Jemadar .
1 Duffadar .
16 Burkindauzes, @ 4 rupees each

.

.

2 0 0
1 0 0
8 0
6 0
64 0

-

0
0
0
0
0

108 0 0

WORKS.

1 Rlistry Smith .
1 Ditto Carpenter
.
1 Ditto Bricklayer
1 Ditto ditto
1 Jemadar of Chuprassies .
10 Chuprassies, at 5 rupees each

.

.

Total per Month

.

.

.

.

.
.
.
.

2 5 0
2 5 0
15 0
12 0
8 0
50 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

- 135
. 582

0 0
0 0

With permission to employ on detached works underoverseers-one mootsuddi, @ 10 rupees per month ; one
chuprassie, @ 5 rupees per month: and a guard proportionate to the stores and treasure in his charge was also
recommended.
In reviewing the system of accounts as practised in
the Department of Public Works, Major Baker drew the
attention of the Government to certain points which appeared to him inapplicable to the expenditure on the
large works of the Ganges Canal. Under the system
now in force, the engineer in charge of the works keeps
detailed accounts of expenditure, and on the completion
of a work submits a bill for audit, in which the actual
rates of work are compared with those of the estimate.
If the estimate be not exceeded, or the excess be satisfactorily explained, the bill is passed, and the executive
engineer is relieved of itu amount.
Major Baker argued that if this system wag observed
in the Ganges Canal, the expenditure on the Solmi
Aqueduct, the Myapoor Regulator, the dams, and prin-
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cipal works of the northern division, would not come
under revision for many years, when the work would have
passed through the hands of several executive officers,
and when, the money being spent, the check would be
retrospective and inoperative; and that the amount of
money at the personal risk of executive officers would
accumulate before the completion of the works to an extent that would be felt as a grievous burden, whilst the
arrangement of coinplicated and long-standing accounts
would engross the time and energy which would be more
profitably expended on the actual arrangements for work.
Major Baker therefore proposed for adoption a systein
which he considered more applicable to the Ganges Canal
Works, and as this system was approved of, and, as far
as possible, was carried out afterwards, I shall give it
here in Major Baker's own language :I. The works shall be executed agreeably to Major
Cautley's designs, no deviation from which will be made
by the executive officer without the sanction of the
Director of the Works, who will report the same to the
Military Board.
11. When money is required for the execution of
work, applications will be made by the executive engineer,
through the Director, to the Accountant, North-Western
Provinces, who will issue an assignment for the amount.
111. The executive engineers will send monthly to
the Director detailed accounts of their expenditure, vie. :
1. List of establishment. 2. Accouilt of workpeople
employed and materials expended in each work, and
measurements of work done. 3. Quantity of contract
work and its cost. 4. Amount of advances for contract
work. 5. A~nouiitof advances for materials. 6. Quantities of materials received. 7, Quantities of materials
expended.
IV. The executive engineer's monthly accounts will
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be abstracted in the Director's office, and, after examination, will be forwarded for audit to the Military Board,
nccompanicd by a spccial rcport having reference to the
following tests :-1 . Tlie regular establisllment charged
will be conlparecl with that authorized by Government.
2. The subordinate establishment for the supervision of
work. will be tested by the extent of work in progress.
3. Tlie work expenditure will be tested by the extent of
work done. 4. The number of workpeople, by the known
twnount of one man's labour ; their rates of pay, by the
ol~tlinaryrates of the district. 5. The quautity of maturid used, by what is known to be necessary for each
description of work.
V. On completion of any work the Director will draw
out and submit to the Military Board, a comparison of its
c~ctualcost witli that estimated.
VI. General accounts of expenditure on the canal
works of all descriptions will be kept in the Director's
office, and balance-sheets will be submitted to Government quarterly or half-yearly, as may be required.
VII. To carry on the plan as above detailed, an
accountant witli the requisite number of assiutants would
1)e required in aildition to the present establishmcnt of
tlle Director's office.
Major Baker, ill soliaiting the favourable cotlaideration
of the ' ~ i l i t n r yBoard to tllc above system of accounts,
obsci-veu tlint altllougli it wonld involve n. greatly increased
amount of labour to the Director of the Works, it would
placc in his llaiidx n control over the expenditure, and
nn inuiglit into itu'detitilu wlliah under the existing system
would be difficult of attainment, if not impossible, and
that the labour and responsibility saved to the executive
officers would bc proportionately much gredcr tliaii that
cntailcd by thc llcw syatcm on tllc 1)irector.
Midor Baker eoncludoa llili Report, I)y pointing out,
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that to place the establishment of executives and
assistants on the footing which he has proposed,
seven executives and fourteen assistants would be required. Of this number there were at the time four
axecutives and four assistants available, leaving a deficit
of three of the former and ten of the latter; in the latter
capacity Major Balcer recorninended the employment of
three or four sub-assistant civil engineers, or young
students Gom the Roorkee College, should so many bc
v i l l e It was urged that noininations to these
aplmintinents should, as the period at wllicli he was
writing was unfavourable to field work, be deferred
until the month of September, so as to admit of the work
being set in active progress after the cessation of the
rainy season.
This Report was accompanied by a statement of the
expenditure which had been incurred on the Ganges
Canal Works up to the 30th April, 1 8 4 , of which
tllc following is an abstract :-

NORTHERN
DIVISION.

.

Co.'s Rs.

A. P.

Excavatioa
. 3,54,525 5 G
Masonry
. 19,783 2 3
Rlatcl-i;\ls :\nd Snndricu, including Establishment
. 2,19,032 G 7

.

5,33,310 14 10

SECONI)
DIVISION.
. 93,903 3 4
RI:rxo~li.y
.
.
1,2G7 4 0
h 1 ~ l ~ r i : :111(1
~ l ~ SIIIICI
ries, illcluding l~stal)lislinlc~rt .
80,29G 1 0 6
1; xcav;~tion

.

l)i~.cclor'sOffice, E,rt:~l)lisllnlcnt,,
'kc.

.

1,75,467 7 10
33,894 G 5

(4r:111(l
'I'otnl Expenditure up to 30th April, 1846 8,02,702 13

1

The snggoations 2nd rccoinmendations which had
Lccn madc in the above Rcport were ontirely approved
of 1)y tllc Covonlinmt in its lcttor of the 25th August,
IH 17. h qr~itrlcrly ~ystcili of i~cc~uilts
c~nforilliilg in
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every other respect to that proposed by Major Baker,
was however considered to be better than the monthly
one, and rules to the following effect were laid down for
future guidance :" In the northern division, the Executive Engineer of
Works will submit quarterly to the Director a bill for
three months' work, prepared in the usual departmental
form, i. e. exhibiting quantities, rates, and amounts, and
accompanied by detailed measurements of work done.
" The materials used to be charged for on the rates
furnished by the Executive Officer of Materials.
"When the rates of work differ from the estimated
rates, full explanation to be given at the foot of the biUs
in the usual manner.
"The bills, after careful examination by the Director,
will be submitted with his remarks to the Military Board.
" The executive officer whose duty it will be to
collect and prepare materials and to take charge of
bullocks, carts, &c., will submit quarterly to the Director
for transmission to the Military Board, a detailed statement of expenditure and results on each item of his
charge, including carts and bullocks, accompanied by such
explanations as may appear to be necessary.
'' To the above statement will be appended a balancesheet, showing on one side the actual expenditure on
each item, and on the other the amounts received from
the Executive Engineer of Works and the stock in hand.
'6 He will also submit a list deduced from the abovementioned accounts, of prices of materials, bullock hire,
kc., which he proposes to charge during the ensuing
q ~ ~ a r t etor the Executive Engineer, to whom it will be
communicated by the Director, if approved.
" The Executive Officer of Materials will get advances
from the Executive Engineer of Works, and will write off,
per contra, the value of materials supplied.
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In the smaller divisions, it may be expedient from

motives of economy to unite in one officer the functions
of the two allowed for the first division.
The Executive Engineer of a smaller division will,
therefore, keep and submit quarterly to the Director
distinct accounts of works and materials as laid down for
the two officers of the first division.
" On completion of any work extending through more
than one quarter, the Director will draw out and submit
to the Military Board a comparison of its actual cost
with that estimated, at the same time reporting on tlie
quality of work, bc. Every work commenced and completed during the quarter will, by the Director, be separately reported on, as to its quality, &a.
" General accounts of expenditure on the canal works
of all descriptions will be kept in the Director's office,
and balance-sheets will be submitted to Goveinment
quarterly or half-yearly as may be required."
In providing Major Baker with the above rules, he
was told that if he " considered it necessary to increase
the strength of his own office establishment, in order to
conduct this new system of accounts with punctuality and
efficiency, he was authorized to entertain an accountant
on a salary not exceeding 300 rupees, and two assistants
on a salary not exceeding 100 rupees each per month."
Thc forms of accounts and papers which were submitted on the above system will be found in the volume
of Tables, Appendix C.
On the 1st of October, 1847, a series of h~sf;ructions
were circulated to executive officers on their proceeding
to commence field work, to examine tlie country as before
explained, and to determine the best line upon wlich the
canal and its branches should be cmried (a copy of these
instructions will be folmd in the volume of Tables,
Appendix D); in tlie meantime thc different works in
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the northern and in the early part of the second division
in tlle Mozuffumuggt~rdistrict were proceeding with all
thc vigour that additional means had instilled into the
estnblisl~ment; and at the period when I rejoined, early in
January, 1848, I found everything prepared, both in
illoney and establishment, for carrying on the works
it'll the utmost encrgy .

\-lblV OF TIIE GANGES CIIN,\I,

IIElP

AT TIIE I'OINT WIIERR TIlE WATEN ~.EA\TES

THE MAIN UANOEB ADOVIC IIUIIIIWAR.

FINAL P E R I O D ,
Under the Directorship of Licz~t.-Colo~lelP. T. CAUTLEY.

MAJORBAKER
delivered over charge of the works to me
on the 11th January, 1848, with the necessary memoranda
as to progress and expenditure; and it may be interesting
here to place upon record the state of the works at this
period, aa well as the alnount of money that liad been
expended upon them.
I have, in the volume of Tables and Appendices
(Appendix E) , given in full ihe report on the state of
the Ganges Canal Works at or about the period when
Mqjor Baker delivered over charge to me ; the introduction of this paper in its fullest details is necessary
to show the progress that had been made up to this
period, together with Major Balicr's views on points
connected with the general project. I may observe,
however, that independently of the block foundations,
and of the side revetments of the Solani Aqueduct which
had been commenced, very considerable advance had been
made in the works at the Myapoor Dnin.
The Regulating Bridge at that point, together with
the bridgcs for cross comm~~nication
at I<unlchul, Jomalapoor, Munglour, and Toghnlpoor, were in an advanced
~ t a t e , the arclies nnd snl)crstnlctare of the Myapoor
Picgulntor wore w r y nearly completed, the foundn-
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tions of the Belra Falls had been commenced upon,
numerous choki buildings had been finished, and excavation was either in progress or had been completed from
the 1st to the 40th mile of the course of the canal.
On the 31st of December, 1847, the state of the expenditure was as follows :Co.'s Rs.

Excavation .
. 4,76,190
Masonry
2,57,878
Rfaterials and Sundries, including Establishment .
. 4,33,228

.

A. P.

0
0

0
0

0

0
11,67,296 0 0

.

Excavation
.
3,02,900 12 4
Masonry .
. 25,823 5 3
Materials and Sundries, including Establishment .
. 1,27,914 1 4

-

4,56,638

2 11

~ R D ~, T AND
H
~ T DIVISIONS.
H

Preliminary Surveys, Establishments, &c.
Director's Office, Establishment, &c.

,

5,539 10 11
72,565 10 7

Grand Total Expenditure on the 31st Dec. 1847 17,02,039 8 5

The staff which was attached to the works, and the
duties upon which I found them engaged on my accession
to office in 1848, were thus :I n the northern division, which extended from the
head at Hurdwar to a point 4) miles below Roorkee,
Lieutenant H. Yule (who, in the month of April following, was succeeded by Lieutenant A. GC. Uoodwyn), the
executive engineer in charge of the works, had under his
orders--lieutenant Price, of the 1st Bengal Fusileers ;
Mr. W. Kay, uncovenanted ; Mr. T. Login, uncovenanted ;
and Mr. J. Parker, uncovenanted. The works in progress
were general throughout the division; Sergeant Finn, a
canal officer of great experience, being in charge of the
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material department, of which he had shortly before
assumed the direction.
In the 2nd division, which extended to the 110th mile,
running through portions of the Saharunpoor, Mozuffurnuggur, and Meerut districts, Lieutenant Edward
Fraser, of the Engineers, who was the officer in executive charge, had under him as assistants, Lieutenant
Dempster, of the Bengal Artillery, and Mr. F. Read,
uncovenanted. Excavation had been in progress in
this division from the earlier periods of the operations,
and before I left India : at the time of my rejoining the
works, considerable advancement had been made, and
parties were excavating as far south as the 50th mile;
the collection of bricks and other material was in
active progress throughout the whole of the division;
and in the more northern parts some of the masonry
works had been commenced ; the Munglour and Toghulpoor bridges having been completed up to the spring
of the arches.
In the 3rd division, Mr. Volk, who had been appointed executive officer for the superintendence of the
works, with Lieutenant Merrick, of the 3rd Native Infantry,
and Lieutenant Newmarch, of the Bengal Engineers, as
his assistants, were engaged in surveys and levels of the
country, and were collecting the necessary data for laying
down the main line of the canal. This division extended
through portions of the Bolundshuhur and Alligurh
districts, as far south as the town of Koel.
The 4th division had been placed under charge of
Lieutenant Hodgson, of the Bengal Engineers. This
officer, with Lieutenant Dumblcton, of the 10th Cavalry,
as his assistant, was employed on the surveys and levels
of the country lying throogli the Allignrll and Mynpoori
diatricts.
Tlle 5th division, which consisted of the h e of
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country on which it was proposed to carry the Etaaral1
branch, mas unoccupied.
The 6th division was held by Lieutenant Charles
Hutchinson, of the Engineers, with Lieutenant Hume, of
the 48th Regiment of Native Infantry. These officers
were engaged on the surveys of the country in the
Funuckabad and Cawnpoor districts, in extension of the
line occupied by Lieutenant Hodgson.
In addition to the above officers, who were strictly
attached to divisions, Mr. Dodsworth, as surveyor, was
engaged in carrying on a series of longitudinal and cross
sections on the line of country between the Rinde and the
Jumna River, for the purpose of determining the best line
of direction for the Etawah branch, or that which. had
been fixed upon as the fifth division.
It will be understood, therefore, that at the period to
which I am referring, excavation and masonry works were
in progress from the canal head to the 50th mile of its
course ; beyond that point, the surveys and levels of the
country upon which the direction of the canal had to be
determined were still in embryo.
The works at this time had been proceeding on the
plan laid down in the third project, which I had submitted
to Government previously to my departure for England in
1845. All the projects suggested by me for the conide era ti on of Government had their works and directions
in common for the first hundred miles ; but beyond that
clistance opinions were very much divided as to the line
which would be best xlapted for meeting the wants of thc
agricultural community ; and my attention was directed
to the following views, which were entertained by the
Agra Government on thc snbject of its extension :" The course of the canal below Roorlcee, or rather
from the point in t,ho Muznffi~imugg~~r
district ~vhencetIllc
Fnttigurh branch ill bc tlirown off, rcquirc~mature
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consideration. The primary object of the canal is to be
irrigation, and it is very doubtful whether the course
which follows the watershed line down to Allahabad is
that which most needs a supply of water for agricultural
purposes. The Kalli Nuddi, the Eesun, the Pandoo, the
Rinde, the Seyngoor, and the Kurroon, each have their
rise in the plain of the Doab, south of Roorkee; and,
after running for some time in a direction nearly parallel
with either the Ganges or the Jumna, empty themselves
into one or the other. They thus divide the Doab into
several longitudinal sections, the present state and actual
capabilities of which are very different.
This is peculiarly the case in the district of C a m poor, which stretches across the Doab from the Ganges
to the Jumna; and through the centre of which, intermediate between the two rivers, the Rinde pursues its
course. I n the purgunnas (division of a district) between
the Rinde and the Ganges, water is near the surface;
wells are consequently numerous, and the country is rich
and well cultivated. Between the Rinde and the Jumna,
water is far fiom the surface, and wells are constructed
with difficulty ; the country is exceedingly ill cultivated
and poor. There can be little doubt that a canal for
irrigation is more wanted i11 the latter than in the former ;
nild yet the plan, a9 originally laid out, contemplated
throwing the largest supply of water into the former.
" These circumst,mces regarding the Cawnyoor district
are mentioned as illustrative of the considerations which
may influence the course of the canal, but are not to be
convidcred as at all affecting the final determination
which may be reached after the count~y lias beell
examined, a i d reported on by comyctcnt officers.
Tllc s~mmoysand levels upoil which tllo projects which
I lmad 11p to this period si~binittedto Govcrnmont had
been based, c o n ~ i ~ t emerely
d
of the exrwninntion of the
9 9
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tract of country wllich might be considered the line of
watershed between the great rivers. The whole of the
work, with the exception of two or three cross levela,
which were taken in the Futtipoor district, had been done
by myself, unaided by staff of any description; the only
lines, therefore, that had undergone the test of positive
survey were those from Hurdwar to Allahabad, with a
branch line to the Ganges at Cawnpoor; the country
towards the Jumna had not been examined ; the sketch
that I had given of it was necessarily a general one, and
an evident necessity, therefore, existed of subjecting the
country that would come under the influence of the canal,
whether on its main line or on its branches, to a more
detailed and comprehensive examination than I had been
able to bestow upon it, previously to the determination of
the precise direction to be finally given to the lines.
There were also other questions which immediately
occupied my attention. To carry into effect the sanitary
measures recommended in the report of the Medical
Committee, although the plan of excavation which had
been proposed for the main line and its branches was in
no great degree affected thereby, yet required conaideration on the best methods for supplying the irrigation
channels, and for placing their heads in a position the
best adapted to the worlrs; it was further neccssay to
determine more deliberately the position and number of
escapes, as well as the means for regulating the water in
its connection with the branches ; and thcse varioue
measures clearly depended a good deal on the results of
the detailed surveys.
The channel excavation, which,
I have bcfore
stated, had bcen rrteadily in progress from the first
commencement of our opcrations, hac7 ntlvnnccd far (down
the high land south of Roorkee. The results of this
excavation, so far ns it lind 1)c:cn cnrricd, hnd cxllil~itcd
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throughout a soil of an exceedingly unsatisfactory character : the clay supersoil, which had been observed in a
greater or less degree to be a characteristic feature of the
country, turned out to be a mere superficial stratum,
varying in depth from 3 to 10 feet, and overlying a
deposit of (in many cases) purely river sand, extending
apparently to an unlimited depth. The excavation which
had up to this period been made, had in fact removed the
whole of the good, leaving the sandy substratum for the
bed of the canal. As further inquiry and examination by
excavations carried on in the more southern districts
exhibited results equally unfavourable, my attention was
directed to the inapplicability, not only of the slopes of
the canal bed as originally projected, but to the design
of the works generally, which with reference tlo their
foundations, and to the means provided for their protection, were clearly inadequate to the contingenciea arising
from these unexpected difficulties.
The points above noticed were brought under review
at the earliest period possible ; and the surveys and levels
of the country in the southern districts having been
completed, and tlie direction of tlie main line and its
branches having been determined on, the whole of the
works of the inain line mere in progress during tlie cold
season of 1849-50.
In 1850, at the desire of the Agra Government, I
~ubmitteda report, with a revised estiniate founded on
data, derived from 2b yeare' experience, of the cost of
labour and materials of the different districts, and showing
the actual nmount of expenditure which, in providing for
the contingcnciCs above rcferred to, would be required to
complete tllc works.
Tllc lining out of tlio canal channel had at this period
Fcen clcviscrd eo nfi bcst to economize the wntcr, and to
deliver it ovcr t,liose southern clistrict~,where, from tlie
c: 2
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difficulty in sinking wells and from the depth at which
spring water was found, its uses would be the most
appreciated, and its benefits would be the most palpable.
The maill trunk was carried in the direction proposed
in the original estimates as far south as the 180th mile,
throwing off from the left a branch to Futtigurh, and to
the right a branch to the Bolundshuhur or Tuppul districts ; the former leaving the main line at the 50th and
the latter at the 110th mile: between the 110th and
180th mile, and intermediately between the latter two
points, another branch, not included in the original
estimates, had been projected for the irrigation of the
country lying to the left of the Eurroon River and to the
right of the town of Koel; this branch, which left the
main line on its right bank, was intended to irrigate a
tract of country equal in extent to that of the Bolundshuhur branch.
At the 180th mile, or at a point a few miles below the
town of Koel, the main line is divided into two canals,
or branches of nearly equal dimensions; the one on the
loft bearing directly upon the Ganges River at Cawnpoor,
and the other upon the Jumna at a point near the boundary
of the Futtipoor and Cawnpoor districts; the latter
keeping to the right instead of to the left of the Rindc
Eiver, as was originally contemplated, and passing through
tlic clistricts lying on the Jumna side of the Donl~.~tTliis
al~angcmentwan collsonn~ltto tlic vicwn expressed by
the Government, a ~ l dbetter ailtlpted to the ecoiloinical
application of the water for the purposes of irrijintion.
In submitting my estimate of 1850, it wag prefaced by
the following observations :-'6
There arc three points
which have greatly influenced the design8 of the worl~s
now estimated for, viz. :" 1st. The result8 of the proceedings of a Mcdical Committee, which determined that the high watcr of thc canal
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should be kept as much as possible below the surface of
the country.
'' 2nd. The results of excavations in the upper divisions, showing that the supersoil only was clay, with
an uninterrupted substratum of sand.
" 3rd. The change of design in the distribution of the
supply below the 110th mile, which, in connection with
the results above referred to, have, in fact, led, with few
exceptions, to the total re-projection, not only of the
masonry works, but of the capacity of the canal channel."
In referring, therefore, to the papers already printed,
I observed, " that the present may rather be considered a
fourth, in succession to the three projects formerly submitted, than a revised estimate on what has gone before."
As the alterations arising from the above considerations necessarily added largely to the amount of estimate,
it will be satisfactory in this place, without entering into
the particular detail of each work, which will be fully
described hereafter, to give a general outline of the
changes which were proposed, and of the effects that
such changes had on the different divisions.
The 1st division, as I have before explained, includes
the ~vlioleof the works in the Khadir or low land of the
Ganges, and extcnds to ft point on the high land of the
Doab, about 49 miles distant from the town of Roorkec.
With the exception of a morc direct bearing upon the
h t m o o torrcnt from that of the Ranipoor, the direction
of the canal dignement in this division was in close approximation to that of the original design. The works
on the early part of its course, as well as those on the
Solani torrent, Lverc, with the addition of improvements
arising from local circumstances, also similar ; intermediately, howevcr, hetwcen the town of Jowallapoor and
the Pecran Iiullcclir ridge, great modifications had been
inadc, not only in the slol)ea niid capacity of the exca-
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vated channel, but also in the design of the masonry
works. It had been found necessary to carry the deep
digging to points much farther back than was originally
intended, to enable the floods of the Ranipoor and Puttri
torrents to pass over and run independently of the cmal
channel-an arrangement which the enormous quantity
of silt brought down by these rivers appeared to render
indispensable. The greater pad of this excess of digging
had to be performed under great difficulties, arising fiom
the height of epring water, with the necessity of providing against the inroads of floods during the progress
of excavation ; the soil was of such a light description
that foundations for the masonry works of a character
not before contemplated, either in massiveness or depth,
became a necessary part of the estimate. The more
direct bearing on the Rutmoo torrent, and a general
consideration of the action of water upon a bend of
greater or less radius, together with more deliberate
observations upon the torrent itself, led to a complete remodelling of the works opposed to this river. Masonry
revetments were projected upon the curve of approach,
and the foundations of the whole were designed of a
much more massive description than those originally
estimated for. The works on the Solani valley were
(with the exception of terminal cattle ghatsand n bridge
at the north to correspond with that of the south end)
tmdtered in elevation ; the foundations and floorings of
the masonry aqueduct had been strengthened, and in
consequence of kunkur not having been found in suificient
abundance, the use of brick had been more generally
pmc tised.
With the exception of the first two miles of its course,
the dopes of the canal bed had been reviscd and modified, supcrfluous slope liad been disposed of at the
1nasonr-y f d e , and an additional fall of 8 feet h d been
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designed at the extreme end of the division near the
village of Assufnuggur. Below Assufnuggur the slopes
of the canal bed had been reduced from 18 to 15 inches
per mile, the superfluous slope having been disposed of
in additional masonry descents or falls of 8 feet in perpendicular height each, as far south as the 105th mile,
and beyond that point to the 180th mile, by two falls of
5 feet each. The sandy nature of the soil, especially on
the line extending from Roorkee to the 110th mile,
rendered it advisable to extend the waterway of the falls,
which were built within these limits, so as to admit of the
run of water over them being as little obstructed as possible. For the aame reason, foundations and floorings
of a much more massive description and greater depths
than those originally estimated for, were considered to be
indispensable. The waterway of bridges was slightly increased, their foundations strengthened, and the usual
means were adopted for overcoming the dangers and
difficulties attendant upon laying foundations in a sandy
soil.
The number of bridges which had in former estimates
been fixed on a scale allowing one bridge to every three
milcs, was more deteminately arranged on the actual
wants of the country ; the width of roadway of bridges
was increased to meet tlie high military district, and
grand trunlr roads and means of access to the canalwater werc provided at all parts where the convenience of
the community rendered such a course necessary.
At t11c points of departure of tlie various branches,
works wcrc provided for, by wllicii tlie supply might be
rrgnlstcd ncconling to tlie dcnmand for irrigation, or by
mlliclm a I)rr\acll itaclf, or tlie mnin canal south of that
bmucll, inigllt LC. lilid ilry, 1v11cii repi~irsor other contingcllcies might 1m1clcr such an nrrt~ngeinentnecessary.
In tlio upper portion alld in t l ~ cs:uldy tracts of tlie
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canal, heads for irrigation were confined to the higher
levels of the different falls or descents of masonry; and
in the lower districts these heads were attached to the
different bridges, forming a component part of their
design.
It will be understood from the above detail that the
line of the canal had been entirely remodelled, not only
in depth of section, to meet the 1st and 2nd articles of
the rules that had been laid down for my guidapce, but
to meet the change in the distribution of the water which
the alterations in the direction of the branches in the
southern divisions had rendered necessary.
In summing up this Report, I observed that the expenditure which was included in the estimate embraced
not only that of the works themselvea, but of all repairs
and establishments appertaining to the Ganges Cmal
from 1842 to the 30th June, 1853 ; at which period,
unless unforeseen accidents intervened, it was supposed
that the works contained in this estimate would be completed. I pointed out that in the southerly divisions the
masonry works had been planned on one general scale,
the perfect working out of which would depend very
much upon localities ; that, in many cases, the estimated
cost would be in excess of the actual expenditure ; that I
had endeavoured to include in this estimate the irregular
works attached to the torrents in the Ganges Khadir, as
well as at Hurdwar and in the bed of the river Ganges,
and that it had been my object to exhibit in one connected sheet the whole of the liabilities.
Without laying any particular stress on circumstances
which the times rendered quite unavoidable, I alluded to
the many interruptions that had taken place to the progress of the works since ground was first broken, on the
16th April, 1842, and to tlie order of Government issued
in 1840, giving to the establishment and labourere, both
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Hindoo and Mussulman, the Sunday, in addition to the
numerous holidays of their own particular faith.
The total amount of the estimate of 1850 was as
followa :Co's Rs. A. P.
Total of Estimate for Works on the Main
.
. 1,41,G0,311 7 5
Line and its Branches
Total expended on and estimated for
Establishments to 30th June, 1853 . 11,55,036 1 4 11
Ditto, for Ordinary Repairs, ditto
. 2,69,733 3 04
Ditto, for Sundry Expenses, ditto
19,824 1 4 2

.
. 1,56,05,806
-

Grand Total

.

7 6:

At the period that this estimate was submitted, or up
to the 30th June, 1850, the following expenditure had
been incurred :1st Division, including Materials
2nd Ditto .
3rd Ditto .
4th Ditto .
5th Ditto .
Gtll Ditto .
Director's Office .

.

.

.
.
.
.

CaysRs.
29,77,731
15,97,234
4,39,434
1,56,587
10,382
69,989
1,22,750

-

A. P.

10 5
1 5 114
2 4
13 G
15 8
7 11
13 0

-

Grand Total expended to the30th June, 1850 53,74,111 14 94

It would be a hopeless and somewhat unprofitable
task to advert to the various interruptions to progress
that had taken place since the 11th of January, 1848,
the date on which I reassumed charge of the works, and
the date figured in the above estimate. The second
Sikh war deprived us for many months of the services of
some of our most valuable officers; sickness and other
causes had led to the departure of others ; but the Government stcadily persevered in providing funds for every
demand that we could make upon the public treasuries ;
nor for a moment did thc.espenses of the Sikh war, nor
tho great demand for money that sucli a concentration of
forces must have called for, interfere with the expenditure
on this groat t o r k of public utility.
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The above estimate mas framed under the idea that
the works included in it would be completed in three
gears. There were, however, contingencies beyond those
of the mere interruption from change of executive officers
from sickness, or from the many other causes which influence the progress of works in general ; the completion of
the works in the estimate was, in fact, the completion of
the works in the northern division, and the completion of
these works depended entirely upon our success in biickmaking. I have, in the early part of this narrative,
pointed out the demand that is made upon the engineer's
time and patience by the absence of the wealthy and
respectable contractors, who, in Europe, go hand in hand
with the engineer ; this absence throws the whole of the
material manufacturing and collecting into the hands of
the builder, who, in addition to his other numerous and
responsible duties, has to manage thc detail, and keep the
accounts of every brick and lime kiln that supplies his
work. The executive engineer in the northern division
was relieved from this detail by the appointment of an
officer, whose duty was confined to the collection of
material: in the southern divisions, no arrangement of
this sort had been entered into, and the executives had to
supply themselves to the best of their ability.
Mr. Finn, the executive officer in charge of the
material department of the northern division, had, by the
greatest perseverance, and an energy not to be interrupted
by clisnppointments, succeeded in establishing brick
mnnufacto~ieson a large scale at four different points in
the northern division, in which the kilns, made according
to a plan which had been brought from Sind by Captain
Weller, of the Bong$ Engineers, but altered to meet the
partienlar circumstances under which they werc used, and
the varieties of wood fuel which the forcsta in tho neighbuurhood produced, succeeded to an cxtcnt that had
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hardly been anticipated. Interruptions arising from strikes
amongst the brick-moulders, upon whom Mr. Finn had
been for a long time dependent, had been completely put
a stop to by the introduction of brickmaking machinery,
the model of which had been imported from England ; the
difficulties, in fact, which had marked the early part of
our experiments in brickmaking, had entirely ceased ; and
a cold weather favourable to progress, or one moderately
free from rain, was all that was required to secure the
manufacture of bricks in sufficient quantities to enable us
to complete the works in the Khadir within the period
calculated upon in my estimate.
The working season of 1850-51, or that from the
commencement of October, 1850, began under very
unfavourable auspices. Lieutenant Fraser, the executive
engineer of the 2nd, and (as regards the difficulty of tlie
works) the next in consequence to the northern division,
was unexpectedly attacked by illness, which rendered his
dcpart~~re
for Europe on medical certificate a matter of
urgent necessity ; tlie removal of one of the assistants of
this division also, at the same time threw the whole of the
respoiisibilities on the shoulders of the remaiiliug assistant,
Mr. Read, who, totally unaided, had to cariy on works
rvlvlliclvll were in active progresa on a line of upwards of 80
Inilea in length.
The cold weather rains of 1850-61 were unusually
sevcrc, and from their continuing uninterruptedly for a
long period, nrcre more injurious to the brick mannfactories
t l ~ mhad thcy becn more violent and fallen at detached
tiincs. The effects of these rains wcre scriously felt
t1:llrongl:llontthc whole line of the works ; thc quantity of
briclis and brick kilns that was destroyed in the soutlielp
divisions was very great; but the evil was felt more
scvcrcly in tile uortllcill division, where, in all probability
cwld forests, the rni&
from ik proximity to tllc ~~lountains
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were more severe than elsewhere. For three weeks, or
for twenty-one successive days, during the most active
period of the season, and unfortunately at the early part
of the cold weather, all attempts at burning, or even
making bricks failed ; the brick fields were totally cleared
out, the large parties of masons which had been collected
in the hopes of an unfailing supply of material had to be
broken up, and a great number of men had to be discharged.
The discharging of men of this class was a matter
of very serious importance : the detached situation of
Roorkee, and its position with regard to neighbouring
t o m s , placed us in dependence on Oude, Rajpootana, and
the country north of the Sutlej ; to break up the parties
of masons, therefore, was tantamount to delaying the completion of the works ; the nature of our position, however,
rendered such a step necessary ; and, although I have no
doubt that, had fine weather succeeded, the effects of these
rains would have been in some degree neutralized by
Mr. Finn's activity, the season continued to be a most
unfavourable one ; and I have no hesitation in placing
the delay that has occurred in the completion of the
aqueduct and the works in general to this most unpropitious cold weather of 1850-51.
The destruction of bricks, which were, in fact, the first
necessity for progress ; the quantity of work yet remaining
to be done in the second division (in the executive duties
of which Mr. Read had succeeded Lieutenant Fraser) ; the
impossibility of maintaining staff adequate to the efficient
furtherance of progress, determined me at this period to
confine all my endeavours to completing the main line, and
the two branches into which it separates below Alliprll.
There were many reasons, laying aside the causes
above described, why this step was a very desirable one :
tho nature of the works in the northern division, especially
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those connected with the great aqueduct over the valley
of the Solani River, appeared to point out the advisability
of admitting in the first instance a moderate supply of
water into the canal, and to increase this supply gradually
in a ratio proportionate to its effects upon the channel
and slopes. Whatever may be the knowledge at present
possessed by our canal engineers, this knowledge is confined to dealing with comparatively small bodies of water
(the maxiinum being 9,250 cubic feet per second), and
with channels of moderate dimensions ; it would therefore be unwise to commence on the Ganges Canal with
supplies larger than we have been accustonled to ; and
whatever may have been the sanguine views either expressed or written on the subject of " at once throwing
over the surface of the Doab the means of irrigation,"
a deliberate reflection on the nature of the works, on the
knowledge we at present possess, and on the dangers
that we should incur by any precipitate measures with
regard to supply, satisfied me, that to do justice to this
great undertaking, we ought in the first year that water
is admitted to confine the supply to a minimum, i . e . to
that which now runs in the Eastern Jumna Canal, that by
the admission of so small a body of water we sliould be
able to observe its effects upon the aqueduct and the
sandy tracts that lie in the Moznffurnuggur district, and
be able, by observation, to suggest and to apply remedies
for counteracting any of the evils tliat may practically
exhibit tl~emselves.
The above supply would annually be increased under
the aclvantagcs of a most useful experience, and by the
time tliat tho sllpply lint1 arrived at an amount cqual to
4,470 c n l k feet pcr second (or to double tlic nil~onntin
tllc c:~nalswcst of tbc Juinna) , which corresponds to the
q ~ ~ a n t irequired
t~y
for tllc main line of caiinl and its two
of
tail branches ; and by tlic tiinc that tlle coiisolid~~tion
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the earthwork both at the aqueduct and elsewhere had
been perfected and the stability of the channel ensured,
the opening out of the branches towards Futtigurh and
the Bolundshuhur and Koel districts, the works of which
would have been steadily going on during the above
period, which we may call the probationary service of the
main line, would be effected with the greatest security,
and with the most satisfactory results.
I believe that the above is the soundest view that can
be entertained of the question, and that the objects desired
by Government will, by following it, be the most certainly
gained: but at any rate there were at the period when
the question of discontinuing the branches was settled,
practical reasons of a sufficiently obvious character why
the works could not be done. There was a clear necessity
for limiting the progrese by the establishment we had at
commancl, which was barely sufficient to enable us to
complete the works of the main line, a consummation
indispensable to the admission of water; and it would
have been impossible, without defeating this main object,
to have extended our views in other directions, or to
have divided our establishment by undertaking additional
worka detached altogether from the main line of our
operations.
The country over which the Futtigurh branch, which
leaves the main canal at the 50th mile, passes, had been
accurately examined by Mr. Dodsworth, the surveyor ; its
surface had been covered by a reticulation of levels,
which left the determination of tlie line a matter of no
difficulty ; thie line had been tetctcd by a aeries of lcvclv
and proved by Mr. R e d ; bench mark^ had bcen eatablished at every mile, and brickmaking and brick collccting had been ~toadilyin progress in those districts over
which 110 was ablc to cxcrt his control,
The co1mtr-y over which thc Kocl and ilolundsllnliur
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branches extend, lies in the third division ; the estimated
length of each of these lines is only 70 miles ; their
direction and uses will be closely connected with the
lining out and extent of the rajbuhas, or main lines of
watercourses, which will extend over that part of the Koel
and Bolundshullur districts towards the town of Hatrass,
and their direction will depend very much upon that of
the rajbuhas with respect to the tail discharges, and the
connecting links which are, in my idea of the rajbuha
system, one of the most indispensable elements.
The projects for these different lines, as far as capacity
of channel and bridge waterways are concerned, having
been accurately determined, the excavation and masonry
works can be carried on as soon as a supervising establishment is available for the purpose. I have, in fact,
shown that some progress has already been made on
the Futtiyrh branch, not only in laying down tho
line, but in collecting materials; on the Bolu~dshuliur
branch, six miles of the channel have been complctcd,
and some small progress also has been made in material
collecting.
The disappointment arising from interruptions to
progress, which so unfortunately took place during the
cold season of 1850-51, was in some degree alleviated
by the results of the succeeding years. Tlle seasolls of
1851-62 and 1852-53 were marked by an uninterrupted
and steady advance in the northern division, on a scale
that could not have been exceeded ; and, altliougll very
con~iderableadditions had been made to the dosigns by
wllicli the amount of work to be executed was increased,
and tho
the improved osg~iizationof our cstnl~lisl~mci~ts,
incwsscd mcans at our dirrpoml in the sliapc of " plant,"
placcd ns in it position which, at the close of the soasoll
of 1852-53, cnal~lcdus to arrive at satisfactory eonelonions ncl to the ycriod wl~cilthe works wonld be sufficiently
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advanced to allow of the admission of water. In my
estimate of 1850, the above period had been fixed at a
date early in 1853-54, or by the termination of the month
of June, 1853 ; the causes why this had not taken place
have been sufficiently described, but it is satisfactory that
under the necessity of making these explanations, and
under the interruptions which led to such necessity, we
find that the work of one season only in addition to those
formerly contemplated, has enabled us to bring these
gigantic works to a conclusion at the end of the year.
I use the term conelzisioa, as, although a good deal still
remains in finishing off the masonry and earthworks, and
to the fixing of the dams, the line of channel throughout the northern division has been brought to that state
in which the supply of water can be passed to the southern
districts and from whence may be dated a new era in the
History of the Ganges Canal.
The works, however, on the Etawah branch, which
were commenced at a later period than those elsewhere,
and which have been much retarded by want of European
establishment, will at the period above mentioned be
incomplete ; they will be ready to receive water on the
first 60 miles ; and the Gihror escape, which is situated
at the extremity of that distance, will admit of a stream
being passed down the channel. On the Cawnpoor branch,
with the exception of the locks into the Ganges, and
the terminal works in and near the town of Cawnpoor,
the whole line will be ready to receive water, which
may be passed off in the meantime at the different
escape8 which are flituated at intervals down its course.
The works here have been retarded by the departure of
the whole of the staff of the sixth division, in wliich the
Campoor works were situated, tllc consequent hrealting
up of the division, and the often told tale of " want
of materids."
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Amongst all the disappointments that have arisen
either from the removal of officers to higher appointments, or to the departure of others on medical certificate,
by which the advancement of work has been more or less
impeded, the staff of the northern division has remained
intact, without changes, excepting by additional members,
and with as little interruption from sickness as could
reasonably have been expected. It would be useless to
expatiate on the advantages that the works have derived
Gom an occurrence which, considering that the time
alluded to extends through six years, is -a very unusual
one : it has, however, given to each work the inestimable
benefit of having been carried on through all its progress
by the same individual; and it has given me the benefit
of an uninterrupted connection with a staff of officers,
who, from the highest to the lowest, have devoted their
undivided attention to the interests of the great works
upon which they have beell engaged. The names of the
officers who eoinposed the Ganges Canal Staff on my
joining the works in 1848, were given in a former
paragraph ; I will close this chapter by giving the
names of those who were present at the works when
the canal was opened.

ISTD ~ v ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - - C a pA.
t a G.
i n Goodwyn, Engineers,
Lieutenant G. Price,
Mr. J. Parlrer,
,, T. Login,
,, W* Kay,
9
C . Anderson,
97
W. 1). Hogall,
6 . C. Kay,
J. Finn.
9
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9 9
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~ R DIVISION.-Mr.
D
~ T

~ T

P. Volk,

Lieutenant Merrick.
DIVISION,
H
c a m p o o r Branch.Lieutenant J. C. Hodgson, Engineers,
99
Lamb,
99
Willoughby (specifically for
the Cawnpoor Works.)
DIVISION,
H
Etawah Branch.Lieutenant F. Whiting, Engineers,
99
Brownlow,
99
Angelo,
,, Span.

The 6th division, which, during the season of 1852,
had been deprived of its officers (the executive engineer
and one assistant having gone away on medical certificate,
and the remaining assistant having been removed to a
higher appointment in the road department), had been
incorporated with the fourth division, the works of the
whole of the Cawnpoor branch having been placed under
the management of Lieutenant Hodgson.
Mr. Doclsworth-who, besides some very useful surveys
in mapping the details of the very intricate drainage of
the country through which the Cawnpoor branch took its
course, had completed the whole of the surveys and
levels of the cou~ltrylying between the Ganges and the
East Kalli Nuddi, as well as that between the Jumna and
Rincle, the sections of tlle Doab which were to be irrigated
1)y the Futtigurh ancl Etawah branches-was
at this
period engaged on a series of levels for working out
contour of the Ganges Klladir, or that portion of it whicll
lies to the north and north-east of Roorkee, between that
place ancl the Sewalik Mountdns ; an unndertaking requiring extraordinary care, patience, ant1 perscverance, and
one of the h i g h e ~ timportance, as conveyiilg by tlic most
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careful delineation of minute, topographical details, the
fullest information on the drainage which crosses the
canal works in the region under examination.
NOTE.-Major Baker's plans having determined him to leave the
~vorksin December, I quitted England at the end of August, 1847, for
the purpose of reassuming the duties that I had left three years before,
and of relieving Major Balter from a charge, which had by the niost
judicious management on his part, and by the best tact in org:~nization,
become one of comparative ease and simplicity. My object lu leaving
England at such an early period, was to visit the canals in Lombardy
and Piedmont, and make myself acquainted with the method of einbanking, and the works connected with the regulation of the course of rivers,
for which the Italians have been long celebrated. To do this my time
was limited to the space of about six weeks, but during that period, I
inspected the heads and other worlrs on all the canals i11 the neighbourhood of Rlilan, exanlining in detail the course of the Ticino River from
Sesto Calende to the mouth and along the line of the Naviglio Grande
to the town of Buffalora. I visited also the locks and other interesting
works for navigation on the Pavia Canal. I11 Lombardy, I saw for the
first time the (foiltanili) method of collecting water for irrigation by
tapping springs, and by these means, providing irrigation for considerable tracts of country. The Milanese module for rcgnlsting the
discharge from the canals and the meadow (marcite) irrigation, with
all the attention which that system necessitates in levelling and
cqualizing the surface, were ohjccts of peculiar interest: I inspected
also some very interesting and successful works, although on a small
scale, for the riddance of silt from a canal in the neighbourhood of
Bcrgamo ; and in the vicinity of Mantua and Cremona became
acquainted with the bunds, and worlts of that description for which
the river Po is celebrated.
I11 Piedmont, the callals from the Dora Baltea, and their heads in
the neighbourhood of Ivrea, were inspected in great detail; as although
the canals themselves carried, comparatively to those in the North-West
Provinces of India, small volun~esof water, they were connected with
mountain rivers sul?jected to violent floods, and therefore liable to
evils sinlilar to those with which we have to contend. The works over
the Po connected with the Genoa Railroad, situatcd near Moncaleri,
as well as the bridges, either building or built over the nunierous
tributaries which cross tile high road bctwcen the Ticino River and
Turin, were all of them subjects of great interest. At the time that I
visited Turin, a rnasonry bridge over the Stura River, was in progress
of constrnction, the river at t l ~ cpoint wherc the bridge was being built,
took a considcra1)lc ciu.ve, at \\lllicli n wootlen bridge kept up the line of
cotnmnnic:~tion ; t l ~ ocnginccr 11:~dfixed the site of llis masonry bridge
on the chnrd of whicll this ctwve mas the arc; thc briclgc, in Lact, was
hcirlg 1)uilt on dry I;intl, and under circumstances precisely similar
to tl~osc which \re are conntantly in the habit of' adopting in these
provinccs : the proposcd dcsign for making a straight cut to deliver the
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s t r ~ a mupon the bridge, and the system of bunds and spurs on the upstream side of t.he worlrs, for the purpose of regulating the river in its
new course, mere observed by me with much attention. The character
of the Stura River a t the point in question was exactly that of the
n~ollntnix~
torrents (or Raos, as they call them in the North-Western
I'rovinces) a t the foot of the Sewalik Hills-a wide, straggling, shingly
bcd, depressed below the surface of the country to a very moderate
clcgree, fringed and scattered over with long grass, and from its appearance running on a considerable declivity. A set of plans descriptive of
the \vliole of the operations was purchased by me fi-otn the office of
the Board of Works a t Turin for our Ganges Canal Library; and as I
consicler these plans to be admirably descriptive of the system of bunds
and spurs adopted by the Italian engineers for regulating and directing
the course of rivers, I would recommencl them to the Department of
Instruction for the Civil Engineers' College a t Roorkee. With the
exception of some canal works in the neighbo~hood,and to the north
of the town of Novara, and to the works for hydraulic instruction near
Turin, I saw nothing further in Piedmont; but I regretted exceedingly
that the liniittd tiine that I hacl at ti~ydisposal prevented me from
making a filrther stay amo~lgstworks from which I had already gained
a great deal of valuable information, and from the engineers of which
the information which I recluired was imparted with the utmost esprit
it11d liberitlit,y. Should my friend M. Carlo Noe, the Inspector of
C'nnnls on the Dora Ealtea, ever cast his eye on these pages, I trust
t11:~the will accept the esl~ressionswhich I now niake as a small return
for tlie time and trouble which he, as a perfect stranger, and without
rny l i n v i P
n ~a n y introduction to h i n ~ so
, kindly devotee1 to my services.
Cnptaiil Baird Smith, who, two years after my visit, was deputed by
thc IIonourable the Court of Directors of the East India Company to
Lombardy aucl Piedmont, for the purpose of reporting on the works for
irrig:rtion in those provinces, has, in his two admirable and instructive
volnmea, entered so fully into the sub,ject, especially into that in which
the fiscal and legislittive managernent are concerned, that the few
remarks which, before dropping the subject, appear to me to be in this
place necessary, must be corifined to tlie impressions that my mind
received on visiting works, the reputation of which hacl been for so
long a tirrie familiar to me. With regard to the canals in Lombardy,
I coritkss that I W ~ clisappointcrl:
R
this dinappointment, however, did not
arise fro111 thc works tl~crnsclvcs,from which I not only derived great
instruction, but, a nn~riberof u s c f ~ ~hints
l
from which I have largely
hentlfited in clcsigning the (;anpen Canal IVol-ks ; but from the peculiarity c)f their position, and, if not their elitire freedom from the effects
of inountain torrents, their connection witli thcni under R U C ~ I p c ~ ~ l l i a r
circitmstnuces, that thc effect of thcir contact, which is a soilrce of
such difFiclllty and danger on the canals in the North-West Proviilces
of Indin, is alrnrrst entirely ncutr:dized.
The Ticino :tilt1 Atlcla, from whcnce the great Milanesc canals to
wllicll I have 1)efore referred tlerive thcir suppiy, have tlieir sources in
t h e lnrgc lakes wl~iclilic at the foot of the Alps to the nol.th of Alilnn ;the L a g ~
Maggivrc in the case of tllc Ticino ; in tllc cave of't,hc Aclda, tllc
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Lago di Como. The torrents which, during the rainy months, come
down from the mountains with equal force both in Italy and India, are
in the former case received into the bosom of the great lakes, where
they exhaust themselves over very extended surfaces before the effects
of the influx of water can be felt by the canals; in the latter, they
cross the lines of canals with violence unmitigated by any interveniug
circumstance. " I t is scarcely possible," as Captain Baird Smith
observes when adverting to these large lakes and the influence that
they exert on the canals in Lombardy, " to overestimate the value of
this natural arrangement; it is one of which Lombardy has constant
cause to be grateful to a skill above that of man; and, loolring to the
natural features of the country, it is perhaps not too much to say that
without it the rivers flowing directly from the mountains would as
often have blighted the land by their destructive floods, as blessed it
by tlle discharge of their fertilizing waters."
Being then almost entirely relieved from the effects of mountain
torrents in crossing their alignement, with a n admitted superiority of
soil which is highly beneficial to the beds of the canals, and affords the
greatest stability for foundations, and with the finest material in the
world perhaps, viz., the granite froin the Baviuo Quarries, from w11ic11
to build his worlrs, the Lombardese engineer is placed in the opposite
extreme to his brother engineer of India, who, without the slightest
exaggeration, has to deal with the inouiztain torrent in all its deformity,
with illimitable depths of sand, and with difficulties in procuring
material such as would hardly be credited without personal expericnce of them.
There were very striking features in thc working of these canals,
liowever, that could not escapc my notice; and perhaps the most
remarkable one was the use of the sin~l~lest
~neailsand the sin~plest
cspedicnts in all cases where regulating supply was necessary : the
simplicity of the means for raising their sluice-gates, for relieving
and filling thcir lock chnmbers, for fixing the gates of their loclrx,
and for brcaltil~g the force of currents by piles, were matters of
very great interest to me, and the interest was enhanced by observing
that this sinlplicit,y of means had its desircd end in producing real
efficicncy.
I t may be observed, howcver, that the variation in surface of these
canals d~u-ingthe pear is not more than 12 or 18 English inches ; that
this freedom from floods and ovc~chargcsof water (arising from t l ~ c
circumstailccs abovc described in their coi~nectionwith the lakes) gives
them a security which no canal in the North- West Provinces of India
can hope to enjoy. The most noteworthy consequence of this Limitation of surface variation is, that no works for regulating the supply a t
the canal heads are considered necesazry-a fact itself strikingly illustrativc of thc immunity from floods enjoyed by these canals.
The carla1 worlcs of Loml~arcly,thercforc, wcre to mc wanting in
thc main point to which niy views werc directed : the river works,
liowevcr, wcre fill1 of intcrcst ; a ~ i dI folmd with rcgret that the intention that I had startccl with of visiting t l ~ cP o in the neighbolirhood of
I2c.rrara and tlic Adriatic, was frustrated by the necessity of illy h a v i i ~ ~
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to reach Trieate in tirne to join the steamer that was to carry me to
Egypt and ultimately to India.
The canals which I visited in Piedmont were taken off from the
Dora Baltea, a mountain river which, during the cold weather, is subject to floods of a very violent description. The canals themselves are,
compared to those in the North-West Provinces, small ; they are
not used for navigation, and are regulated at their heads by a series of
small sluices worked by handspikes-the
sluices themselves being
arranged in a covered bridge which crosses the canal head, and which
entirely precludes all possibility of danger from sudden rises in the
surface of the river, and prevents the passag: of boats.
T h e water is taken from the river and dlrected to the mouth of the
canal here, as in Lombardy, by a masonry weir unbroken in its whole
length, excepting a t one point, through which the surplus water escapes
with great violence; between this weir and the regulator are slluces
detached from the weir for the purpose of passing off surplus water
into the bed of the river, and by these means regulating the canal
supply. I n Lombardy precisely the same plan is adopted, and in the
case of the Muzza Canal the weir extends completely over the bed of
the river; and the regulating sluices, which are situated between the
head and the bridge of communication for the railroad, are of the same
description and on the same principle as those used in Piedmont.
Within the last few years, before I visited the works in 1847, it had
been found convenient on the Muzza Canal to multiply the number of
these escapes. This system of detached sluices in the position which I
have above described is much approved of by the Italian engineers, as
-independently
of giving a ready escape for surplus water-they
provide a scour, and thereby the means of getting rid of the silt
and deposits which invariably establish themselves in the mouth of
the canal.
On the Lombardy canals, and under the advantages with which
their water reaches the canal heads, the elevation of the ills of the
weirs does not appear to be of serious consequence in raising the beds
of the rivers on the up-stream side. In Piedmont, on the contrary,
where the weirs are built over rivers clirectly running from tile
mountains, the effects of deposits above the weir, as might have been
expected, are of a very serious nature. A t the time that I visited
Ivrea and thc head of the Ivrea Canal, this evil appeared to me to
lrave reached a maximum, and l;~~-gc.
~ : i r t i of
~ slilbo~lr(~rs
were employed
in the water in removing the sand and gravel, ancl clearing an open
channel in the direction of the canal head. I t has been found expedient in the canal works in the North-.West Provinces of India to avoid
as much as possible any elevation of sill to the masonry dams which
cross the rivers at the heads of canals; tllcae d:rms are, in fact, a lint of
~luiceswith gatcs or ~lrutters,which are capable of being entircly laid
open down to tlir: b ~ dof the river during tlrc pclriod of floo(l*. 111
rapitlly rising riverg, like those in Tndia, tlrc rnetho(1 ~vllich has 1)ccll
adoptc(1 hy our engineers is, I l,clicvc, the rllo~tnppropri;~tc. JII ~olllC
cases, pcrhnps, it nliglrt Le nlotlificd with atlvnntagc, wherc t h ~]lca(l
supply for thc omal ~rrustnecess;~rilyhe rnisetl to a considerable heigllt
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above the dam flooring, as in the case of the Myapoor works a t the
head of the Ganges Canal; but in such cases, the advantages of
modification would be found in increased facility of management
during floods, due to the diminished area of sluice surface rather than
in any particular benefit in the maintenance of supply.
As far as my travels extended in Piedmont, I looked in vain for
examples of canals crossed by mountain torrents after their departure
from the source of supply; with the exception of a case north of
Novara, where the Agogna River is passed b y a masonry channel
carried under it, or by a " salto di gatto " (a cat's leap), as the Italian
engineers call it, I saw nothing approaching to the great evil which
renders our canal engineering in India a matter of such serious difficulty. The Mora Canal, which crossed the above-mentioned river, was
a mere watercourse, and would have come under the denomination of
a first-class rajbuha in these provinces, whilst the bed of the Agogna,
under which it passed, did not exceed 150 feet in width. The river,
a t the point where the Mora crosses it, has a well-defined, deep section,
with a shingly bed, nearly dry a t the period of my visit in October, and
is crossed by a bridge of three arches a t a distance of about 100 feet
above the Line of canal.
I cannot leave the subject of these Italian canals and their works
without an expression of surprise, mixed with a good deal of satisfaction, a t the numerous instances in which we, who were entirely separated from all communication with the Italian engineers, had, by the
mere process of simple reason, arrived so frequently a t precisely the
same results, and in so many cases had adopted the =me expedients.
This is remarkably shown in the protection given to the aprons and
tails of their weirs. When standing on the weir at Ivrea, I could have
imagined that I had before me the works of our native establishments in
India. In all their temporary bunds, spurs, and flank protectiolls to
cuttings, the devices for inalcing them user111 and efficient are very much
the same in both countries; and the feeling that exists amongst the
Italian engineers of introducing the ntmost simplicity into their worlrs,
so that the establishment, which consists generally of village people,
may perfectly comprehend the ways and means to which mac11ine1.y
may be applicd, accords peculiarly with the experience which we have
gained in our dealings with the same c1:tss of people who have the
charge and snpervision of detached works on oui. cannls. The systeill
of retaining dam^, or bars constructed across the bed of a river for the
purpose of holding 11p the bed to a fixed Icvel, which appears to l>e
practised universally, both in Lombardy and Piedmont, is another
example of expcdicnts being devised by simple inductive reasoning,
without the partics having any connection or co~nmunicationwith each
other. The retaining dams on the hluak~zrmand Nogong Rivers, two of
the mountain torrents which cross the line of the Eastern Jumna Canal,
have their rcprescntatives on the Po at Tnrin, on the Serio river at tile
villagc of Albino, near TZergnmo, and on a river from whence a supply
for mills (and on which the ITydral~licEstahlishmcut is situatetl), is
taken ncnr Turin; in the latter case, the retaining dam is placed at
some dist:kncc below a wcir, ~nacle of timlwr and shingle, w l ~ i c lis~
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thrown ncross the bed of the river for thc purpose of turning water into
the canal, and the retrogressioil of levels upon which led to the necessity of its being protected; the work that has been built for its protection is similar in every respect to the retaining dam used in these
provinces. I11 the other places to which I have alluded, the retaining
clams are built on the down-stream side of bridges, ancl with the intention, I presume, of protecting those works from the effect of retrogression.
I have before remarked, on the Piedmont canals, that the immediate
connection of their beds with mountain rivers renders thein in some
degree liable to the dangers from inunclation and accident to which the
canals in thcse provinces are snbjccted. The circumstance of their
being veiy much smaller, however, of their not being available for
navigation, of their heads being protected and crossed by a bar of
nlasonry pierced with small and easily-worked sluices for the adnlission
of water, and of their not being crossed by lines of mountain torrents,
placed them, so far as difficulty of nlanagenlent is concerned, on a scale
inferior to the canals for irrigation in the North-West Provinces of
India.
I n my progress through Egypt, I visited the works of the head of
the Delta of the Nile, which were a t that time under construction on
t,he designs of a French engineer with the Egyptian cognomen of
Mousul Bey. These works (Barrage), independently of toll, are intended to maintain the river a t the point where the Rosetta and
Damietta branches separate, on levels appropriate to the supply of
three canals which are to be taken from it. I regretted that 111y time
was too short to admit of an examination of the numerous works for
irri~ztion that are connected with the Nile, with many of which I
came in contact in the neighbonrhoocl of the Barrage and Cairo.
The works for, and tlic syste~ilof, irrigatioll practised in the land of
the Ptolemies ougllt to hc tlic su1)jcct of cleliherntc history.
On the 14th Dccenlbcr, 1847, I reached Eonlbay, and on the 11th
of Jmunry following, as stntecl at the beginning of this chaptcr, I
resnmcd chargc of thc Chngcs Canal Works from Major Baker, havillo
".
in the few previous months tr:~velled over some of the fi~lestfields ot
artificial irrigation in ICul.o],e, nntl 1i:tving dcrivcd n x nn~clihenofit, as I
coulcl from the inspection of numcrolls \\-orks dcvotctl to the pcculiilr
object on which my tinlc w;is hc~.c;t.ft~i*
to I),: occl11)iecl.
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P A R T 11.
TOPOGRAPJIY OF T H E COUNTRY AND DESCRIPTION O F
TICE WORICS.

PREFATORY REMARKS.
THE canals for irrigation which had hitherto been constructed in these provinces, wit11 the exception of the watercourses in the Deyra Doon and Rohilkund, were supplied
exclusively from the river Jumna, and consisted of two
lines-one
on the right bank for the irrigation of tlle
Kurnal, Paniput, Delhi, and the districts to the westward;
the other on the left bank, for the irrigation of the
districts of Saharunpoor, Mozuffurnuggur m d Meerut,
lying on the right bank of the Hindun between the hills
and Delhi.
The country at the foot of the Sewalik Range is
crossed by numerous mountain torrents, which the
above canals intersected, under circuinstances of remarkable difficulty. It will bc interesting, therefore, to givc
a sketch of the peculiarities of surface and of tlie profile
of the country in the neighbourl~oocl of these torrents,
of the Ganges
preparatory to entering upon a des~ript~ion
and its drainage, the subject to which this chapter is more
especially directed.
I11 tracing on the map, tllc dircction of tlie Juilliln
froin thc point wliere it lcttvcs tlle liills to Dcllii, nn(1
o1)scrving tllc l~ositionof the Enstern and Western Juilina
Ci~ilnls,wit11 thcir licatls of supply opposite to e ~ c l other,
i
tlieir nliplcnlcnta parallel, nild their escape or tail water
j oilling tho part?nt strrnnl ~t l~oiiits also op~osite, an
indifferent obseiver wonld natnrnlly conclude, that under
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circumstances so strikingly coincident, such difficultiesas
were due to surface contour would be common to both,
md that the works required for the maintenance of one
canal would, cccteris paribus, be similar to those of the
other.
In the centrical and southern regions, the levels of
both canals correspond generally with each other. On
the eastern bank, however, the limit of the river valley,
or Khadir, is thrown back as far as the village of ~urrowii,
on the Eastern Jumna Canal, a distance of about 12 miles
from the existing bed of the stream, and the step thereby
caused is passed by a succession of falls and lockage. On
the western bank, the high land bounding the Khadir is
maintained up to the immediate vicinity of the city of
Delhi, to which the Western Jumna Canal is enabled to
provide an abundant supply of water for domestic use.
The rapid descent into the river valley itself takes place
virtually at the tail of the canal, and the fall thus obtained
is economized for flour-mills worked by the surplus water,
for which an escape into the river is provided, through
paved and well-protected channels.
It is in the northern region that we observe the
greatest difference. On the west of the Jumna, the
canal, on it^ leaving the parent stream, passes over wide
and open beds of shingle, upon ~vliichtlle force of the
current is able to exhaust itself; thcsc beds cxtend 88
far south as the Dadoopoor dam, to a distance of 16
miles, and during the whole of their course are the
receptacles of the country drainage, wllicli passes off
during floods either over the country, or through breaches,
which are repaired annually after the rainy months. The
Dadoopoor dam, which regulates the supply into the canal
channel, is also tllc escape for the flood-water of the
Putralla and Sombe, the latter being n torrent of vcly
large dimensions. From tlie darn, the cmal proeccds
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along the low land, until it reaches a point 60 miles from
Dadoopoor, at which it has gained the levels of the high
country, continuing to follow these to Delhi on its left, and
to Hansi on its right branch.
Although, therefore, masonry works are provided on
this canal for the passage of the Putralla and Sombe
fiwt, that 60
torrents, the two following facts-riz.,
miles of its course are in the Khadir, or low lands of the
Junma, through which the channel wanders with all the
tortuosity of a natural river; and, secondly, that the
whole line, after its escape from the shingle beds, is out of
the influence of the rapid slopes, which are natural to the
proximity of the mountains-render
the occurrence of
floods, even of an extraordinary volume, a matter of comparatively little moment. Leaving out of the question
the Putralla and Sombe, floods do in fact pass directly
over the course of this canal on the tracts both above
and below Dadoopoor, without doing any material injury
either to the works, or to the country.
The Eastern Jumna Canal, after passing down the
dlingly bed of the Boodhee Juinna for the short distance
of four miles, enters on deep cutting, and talres a southeasterly direction, coinincncing at the village of Nyashuhur ; from this point, it plunges at once into all the
difficulties peculiar to a line crossing mountain drainage
at right angles to its course ; the Ripoor, Jatonwala,
Nogong, and Muskurrs, four mountain torrents of greater
or less dimensions, are passed witlih a distance of 10
iniles from the Nyaaliullur deep cutting. The Muskwra
and the Nogong are t o m n t s of considorable magnitude,
and are providcd with masonry daills for the passage of
floods during rains. After passing tlie Muskurra, the
E;~stcrnJuinna Calla1 cli:~nnelcontinues on the high land
of tl1c co1111tl:y.
Wit11 a siil~ilardeclivity , tliereforc, on both tho Easterll
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and Western Jumna Canals between their terminal points,
its distribution in detail leads to most remarkable differences in the requirements for works. The great northern
step which on the western canal is passed by a succession
of wide beds of shingle, with considerable tortuosity of
channel, through low or Khadir country, is on the eastern
line maintained for many miles on the high ,hand in the
face of numerous mountain torrents, and finally overcome
by a succession of masonry falls. These characteristic
clifferences accordingly determine the nature of the meanns
to be employed in passing this step of country. On the
west, the broad and winding beds of shingle absorb the
fall naturally and easily, and thus obviate the necessity
for artificial descents. On the east, where no B U C ~low
ahingly tracts are to be met with, but where the canal
enters at once on the high land of the country, the
common object must be attained by purely artificial and
expensive falls.
The works on the Delhi or Western Jumna Canal
were designed partly by Captain Blane of the Bengal
Engineers, and partly by Colonel Colvin, C.B., of the
same corps. Those of the Eastern Jumna Canal were
designed by Colonel Robert Smith of the Bengal Engineers ; on these latter works my early career as an officer
of the Canal Department was passed. I joined Colonel
Smith in 1825, shortly after the works were commenced,
and superintended the opening of the canal in 1830.
The mountain torrents connected with the Eastern
Jumna Canal have naturally been the bnpedimcnts to
regularity of supply, as well as to the repose of the
superintendent; but time and experience have given the
establishment a perfect command over them, wliile the
constant attention that has been given to their vagaries,
and the application of remedies when such were required,
have reduced to a matter of simplicity what in the early
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days of the canal was considered by no means of a simple
nature.
One very remarkable feature in the topography of the
country over which the Eastern Jumna Canal passed, will
give at once a key to the general remedies that were
at hand for enabling us to contend against the difficulties
due to the torrents; and as these were remedies which
were not always to be found when projecting canal
alignements, I must allude to them here in anticipation of
what has to come hereafter.
From the description before given, of the direction
taken by the Eastern Jumna Canal on its leaving the
parent stream, and entering upon the high land at Nyashuhur, it will be observed that the very circumstance of
the line of canal running at right angles to the drainage
of the mountains, and consequently in a direction parallel
to those mountains, showed that the country sloped from
west to east, and therefore that, although the mountain
drainage in its natural state crossed the canal line, we
held the power in our hands of changing the course of
this drainage at points lying above the canal channel,
and by passing the water off to the eastward, to relieve
the works from a great deal of the inconvenience to which
they were naturally subjected.
A leading feature in the original project was the
neutralization of the effects of the Muskurra upon the
works at Kulsea, by taking advantage of this natural
arrangement of slopes, and by turning its waters to tlie
eastward, to connect them at three different points with
rivers whicll were tributary to tlie Hindun. Tlie effect of
tlleso arrangements lms becn to reduce tlie Muskurra at
its point of contact with tho inasonry dam at Kulsea, to a
camparativcly inconaiclerable volume. The Jatonwala
dmiiiagc llr~son the same princil~leLoen turned into the
Nogong Rivcr ; nt tinies tlie violcilce of o Nogong flood
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has been relieved by allowing a portion of its volume
to pass down the canal cllannel towards the Muskurra,
The influence of the arrangement of surface slope above
described, has therefore been undoubtedly of the highest
importance and value to the works on the Eastern Jumna
Canal.
I t is with these peculiarities of drainage, as affecting
the works in the northern district of the Eastern Jumna
Canal, which is in itself, in fact, the western water-shed
line of the northern Doab, and with the details of this
tract of country fresh in recollection, that I would turn
the reader's attention to the eastern water-shed, or the
drainage which flows towards the Ganges River. The line
of separation is well defined: the western drainage, including the West Kalli Nuddi, and its tributaries, flows
into the Jumna; the eastern, including the East Kalli
Nuddi and its tributaries, flows into the Ganges: the
point of separation in the Sewaliks being the Shahjuhanpoor and Koonjnawur Passes, to reach which from the
plains, a section of country free from cross drainage is
traversed ; this section being, in fact, the backbone of the
northern Doab.
It will be observed, by referring to the map, that
from the point of water-shed, or from that ravine in the
hills, which supplies the moat westerly tributary of the
Solani River, there is a bank which extends in a southeasterly direction, increasing in departure from the hills
as it proceeds onwards ; upon the edge of this bank arc
situated the towns of Bhugwanpoor, Roorkee, Jourassi,
Landoura, Noornuggr, and, on and near its approach
to the main stream of the river Ganges, tho towns of
Bhookurheri and Sookurtal. These towns overlook, as it
were, an extensive valley, the maximum depression of
which must be very considernblc. Oppoite tlie town of
Nooiuuggur, a11d at the village of ~aclsl~i~liyoor,
from
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which my line of levels of 1836 commenced, this
depression was found to be 84 feet. The tract of country
referred to, bounded by the Sewaliks and the high bank
above described, receives the whole of the hill drainage
from the western extremity of the water-shed; this
drainage is, in fact, restricted to the above limits by a
well-defined barrier. To the west of the high bank, the
drainage of the country passes off by shallow tributaries to
the West Kalli Nuddi, and ultimately to the Jumna River.
A series of sand-hills (provincially termed Bhoor) is here
a remarkable feature; these show themselves in undulating elevations and depressions, running parallel to the
drainage of the West Kalli Nuddi ; sometimes, however,
they are found in ramifications, thrown off from the main
line, pierced at points, to admit of the passage of the
side drainage, occasionally in extended and unbroken
ridges. The slope of the country is from the edge of the
high bank towards the westward; and, strange as it may
appear, the water-shed line of the Jumna and Ganges
passes directly along the top of the ridge on which the
towns are situated.
The low tract of country which I have before described,
is that portion of the Ganges Khadir with which the
works on the canal are connected. It is of a triangular
form, bounded on the north-east by the Sewalik hills, on
the south-west and south by a steppe or bank, and on the
south and east by the Ganges River. The Sewaliks on the
north-east and the bank which lies on the south-west and
south meet at an acute angle near the Shahjuhanpoor and
Koon,jnawur passes ; the banlc, as I have before described,
decreasing in abruptness up to this point of junction, in
the vicinity of which it is lost entirely. The Khadir
receives the wliole of the drainage up to this angle, which
is the true point of departure of the water-shed separating
the drainage of the Jumna and Ganges rivers. The
VOL. I .
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depression of the triangle thus defined is by no meam
uniform ; as to the westward there is an isolated portion
of it considerably elevated, on which are situated the towns
of Kheri, Imli, and numerous villages ; the surface of this
elevated portion is much intersected and cut up by
channels ; and it is separated, or nearly so, in its centre
by a large ravine receiving a portion of the drainage
collected in the forests. In addition to this main insular
tract of high land, there are other s m d e r mounds in
detached or outlying positions, upon which villages have
been built. The town or village of Dowlutpoor is thus
situated ; and to the north of Dowlutpoor, these mounds
or knolls appear to be ramifications from the higher levels
lying at the foot of the hills above which they are much
elevated. The drainage is well marked, and may be
divided into three distinct basins, the most westerly one
embracing all the hills and country lying to the north of
Kheri and Shah Munsoor, including the drainage from
mountain torrents, over a distance of 8 miles from the
western mgle ; this, which is by far the most extensive, hae
its waters collected into the Solani River, which flows at
the base of the high bank, and reaches the Ganges in the
neiglbourhood of Bhookurheri.
The second or centrical basin is drained by the
Rutmoo River, the heads of which are in the neighbourhood of Shah Munsoor. This river receives the
waters falling on 11 miles of mountain, and is a t i butary of the Solani, which it join^ under the town of
Jourassi.
The third is the Puttri basin, which receives a11 the
water from the country between the towns of Gurh and
Jowallapoor, with a hill drainage of six miles. The
drainage of the Puttri basin, however, is in the earlier
parts of it^ course divided into two distinct mountain
torrents, tho one to the westward being pnr rzcellence the
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Puttri ; that to the eastward, and in the neighbourhood of
Jowallapoor, being called the Ranipoor River.
These two branches, as they may be designated, run
in separate, though ill-defined basins, being, to all intents
and purposes, distinct torrents, and as such have been
separately treated.
To the eastward of the Puttri drainage, or rather to
the eastward of that drainage connected with the Ranipoor
river and the town of Hurdwar, where the Sewalik hills
impinge upon the Ganges River, there is a good deal of
scattered drainage, which, during heavy rains, comes down
with considerable rapidity from the low spurs and ridges
which lie at the foot of the Sewaliks ; the water derived
from this source passes directly into the Ganges through
numerous small channels, which lie to the south of
Hurdwar and Kunkhul.
The Solani and Rutmoo rivers exhibit in their course,
under the bank at Bhugwanpoor and Roorkee, unmistakeable marks of their mountain origin ; they are Raos,*
in the most extended sense, with wide sandy beds ; and,
although during exceedingly dry seasons showing no
external stream, bearing under a dry sandy surface
perennial spring water.
The Puttri and Ranipoor rivers differ very materially
fronl those above described. The map which shows in
detail the courses of all the Khadir drainage will give a
better idea of the nature of tliis drainage in the direction
of its different channels than I can give in description.
llno (torrino, torrent), n l~rovincialilnnle given to the shallow,
&iiicly, or sl~inglchcds di~.cctlyconncctecl with the hills, the drainage of
wl~iclli s carried off by these cl~nnncls. During the greater portion of
the yc.nr, thcy arc citllcr pcrfcctly dry, or with n small ~ t r e a mrunning
in tl~cm. Af?(.r licavy rain, tlicy arc 1ial)lc to severe fresllcs and floods,
and at tliis iirnc are iln~)nssahlr:for ma11 or hcnst. The grcnt declivity
upon wllich t11c.y 1.1111, ciiablos tllcnl to pour out a volullle of water with
inin~cnscant1 cl:rngc~~.ol~s
velocity. These floods, Ilowever, (lo not last
nbovc a fvw hours, and subside as rapidly I L ~they commenced.
+
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In the proximity of the hills, they exhibit the character of
well-defined mountain torrents, with shingly and sandy
beds, which they lose, however, at lower levels, where
well-marked sections of beds present themselves only at
detached points, scattered here and there over the surface
of the country. In a more southerly direction, these
detached bits of drainage become united into one perfect
channel, which, skirting the Puttri forest, wanders ultimately over the low lands, and joins the labyrinth of rivera
which intersect the Khadir at its south-eastern extremity.
In further illustration of the features of the country,
of which so much necessarily must be said in explanation
of our proceedings, I may observe that, although spring
water may be, and is, even at the hottest periods of the
year, found near the surface in the immediate vicinity of
the hills, it is one of the characteristic phenomena of the
line of country adverted to, that on a belt extending to an
irregular width south of and parallel to the hills, water is
only found at considerable depths ; whereas, at points
lying beyond this belt, spring water either appeara at the
surface, or can be obtained by very moderate excavations.
In exemplification of the above, although somewhat
anticipating the events which I am about to describe, it
was found that in all our excavations lying within a
moderate distance from the foot of the hills, neither
spring water nor any appearance of spring water exhil~ited
itself. As we got farther from the hills, and arrived at
the Puttri works, on our approach to the Rutmoo valley
also, spring water became an evil of very serious importance ; the Badshahpoor Nulla, with which we came in
contact between the Puttri and Rutmoo valleys, was, in
fact, a perennial stream ; the ridge between the Rutmoo
and the Solani River was by no meam free from an
inconvenience, which we did not gct rid of until we
reached the excav8tions on the hiih land at Roorkee.
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The evils which arose from the interference of springs
were really such as we had anticipated; and, although
these evils became very much enhanced by the necessity
for altering my original design, which had, comnparatively
speaking, avoided the inconvenience of deep digging in
the tract connected with springs, the difficulties that we
met with did not after all exceed our expectations.
With the exception of that immediately in the neighbourhood of Kunkhul and Hurdwar, the whole of the
country lying at the foot of the Sewaliks, and at the
heads of the rivers above described, was, at the period
of my original surveys, forest and uncultivated ; and
although the triangular tract, which I have described
under the name of the Klladir, was neither wanting in
villages nor population, the greater portion of it was
jungle and marsh ; of the latter, there were some very
extensive tracts connected with the Puttri, and situated
centrically and to the eastward of Santuh Shah; and
others, with the Solani and Bhat rivers, which, under the
name of the Jogiwalla Jheel, covered a large area of country near Bhookurheri, at the time which I talk of were
supposed to be inaccessible, as it certainly was avoided
by those who visited the Khadir on tiger-shooting expeditions.
If a toleraljly accurate idea has been given by the
above detail of the peculiar features and character of the
Ganges Klladir, and of the mountain torrents which flow
through it, I shall be able, I hope, to render an account
of my operations for laying down a line of canal in a way
sufficiently distinct to be, especially with the aid of a
map, perfectly intelligible.
In commencing the examination of the Khadir, in
1836, by taking n scction on its southern limit at Badshahpoor an(1 Kuinbhera (the latter being a fixed point
or bench mark, situated on the top of the high bank
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which I have described as being the south-western boundary of the low land), I determined on obtaining s.
similar section on an extreme northern limit, and for this
purpose a line of levels was carried from a point on the
Ganges between Hurdwar and Kunkhul, touching the
towns of n e r i and Nanka, continuing down the high
land by Bhugwanpoor, Roorkee, and Munglour, until it
arrived at the Kumbhera bench mark ; this gave me an
uninterrupted circle of 34 miles. Intermediate levels
across that portion of the Khadir lying between Kheri
and the villages eastward of Roorkee, brought the whole
profile and its capabilities for canal purposes distinctly
under review. The result, in fact, showed that there
were two lines open for adoption, viz., one on an extreme
circle by which the bed of the canal would be maintained
on a level corresponding with the surface of the country ;
the other on a more direct line, which, crossing the
valley of the Solani River by an aqueduct, would deliver
the water on the high land of the Doab immediately at
the town of Roorkee.
For the circuitous line we had the example of the
Jumna Cands before us, where the stream, when crossing
the beds of mountain torrents, was retained by dams,
with sluices for regulating and passing off floods ; and
we had in its favour the comparative security of lteeping
to the earth's surface, instead of carrying the canal water
at levels far elevated above it. In opposition to these
advantages, which are to a certain degree admitted, wc
had the evils of a more extended course, through a wild
and broken forest country, wit11 drainage very much
divided, very much scattered, and with the certainty of
that species of inundation which necessarily attends tile
dam system. It was impossible to calculate on the extent of the inundation that would be incurred by this
circuitous route, but it would occur on tlle up-stream side
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of every dam, and of these there could not be less than
six, the whole of which would be situated at points where
the great declivity of bed of the different mountain torrents over the course of which they would have to be
built, would necessarily, it was supposed, lead to all the
evils of retrogression of levels on their tails, of which
we had had dangerous experience in the works on the
Eastern Jumna Canal. The objectionable influence in a
sanitary point of view that the introduction of so much
inundation would exert upon the neighbouring country,
was by no means the least effective in leading me, and
ultimately those who were called to give their opinion on
the subject, to reject this circuitous line.
The direct route, which was confined to the niore
civilized part of the Khadir, passed the Rutmoo River
immediately to the west of Peeran Kulleeur, and bearing
directly upon Roorkee, reached the Solani valley at a
point between the villages of Bajooheri and Mallewur.
From this point to Roorkee, which was on the high land
of the Doab, the breadth of the valley was 29 miles, and
its maximum depression below the estimated bed of the
canal was 24 feet. The objections to this course were,
first of all, the novelty and probable danger of a design
wllich contemplated the transport of a large body of water
at high levels above the surface of the country ; and,
secondly, the expense, which would undoubtedly be great.
To counterbalance these objections, however, we had
the advantages of avoiding inundation ; of ninintaining a
line through a more henlthy and accessible coulltry ; of
keeping the canal in its passage over the Solani free froin
thc sand and silt, which are inherent evils where a canal
comcs in contact with a mountain torrent; and of being able
to maintain an unimpeded line of coinniunication across the
Solani valley in connection with the more northerly works.
Evcn on this direct route, which appeared to be in
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every way so superior to the other, the Rutmoo River had
to be passed by the dam system, as it obtains on the
Jumna Canals. It was concluded, however, that there
would be no difficulty in so designing the works as that
the evil of inundation on the up-stream side might be
got rid of by retaining the canal water in its own channel,
and carrying the drainage which during the dry months
comes down the river or is caused by leakage from the
canal channel, through drains under the canal, so that
the water might pass down the course of the river. The
profile of the country was favourable to the adoption of
the aqueduct system over the Rutmoo as well as over the
Solani, and the advantages attending such a plan in
carrying the canal water free from the silt and rubbish of
the Rutmoo torrent were much in its favour; but very
extended lines of earthen embankment are not only very
expensive in the first instance, but require much subsequent looking after, entailing upon the Government a
large establishment for their ~upervision. The masonry
portion of the aqueduct, which would necessarily be over
the rao itself, would, from the difficulties of foundation,
be equal in expense to that over the Solani, and there
wae no object in upholding the levels of the canal bed
over the valley of the Rutmoo, as the natural slope of
the country in advance was sufficient for all the purposes
of the project, and to have continued the high levels
thus would have necessarily led to the construction of a
series of falls on the Peeran Kulleeur ridge intermediate
between the two aqueducts. A dam, therefore, on the
principle of those used for the Sombe and Muskurra
rivers, on the Jumna Canals was finally adopted for the
Rutmoo.
The project that I submitted at this period wag
accompanied by a report, in which, when discussing the
merits and demerits of the two courses open for selection,
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I gave my reasons for preferring the line bearing upon
Roorkee, and crossing the Solani valley by an aqueduct.
As the project and estimate which were at that time
submitted were on a very small scale, and were drawn up
simply with a view of establishing the fact that a remunerative work might be constructed, there appeared to be
no object in drawing any further attention to them ; they
were, however, the basis upon which the Committee
which was ordered to report on the project founded their
plans, and the line adopted by me in the original project
was in every respect the same as that which the Committee selected. To meet the desires of Government,
and in accordance with the views I had expressed in the
report above alluded to, the Committee, in looking to the
irrigation of a more extended tract of country, deemed it
advisable to increase the head supply from 1;000 to 6,750
cubic feet per second, in consequence of which it became
necessary to increase the capacity of the canal excavations, and to extend the dimensions of the works. The
result of this decision, and the approval of Government
to the recommendations of the Committee, led to my
report and estimate of 1845, to which especial allusions
have been made in a former chapter.
Without, therefore, entering into any description of
the works of tlle former estimate, it will be sufficient, as
the line of country for which they were projected was
precisely the same, to review in detail the works that
have been actually constructed, and in as succinct a
mnnner as possible to inalto the reader acquainted with
the l)eculiarities of the surface of the country upon which
the;y have been esecnted.
With this view I hall, in preference to wearying the
nttcntion by tedious and mibroken descriptions of country
and works extending throughout tlie whole length of the
canal, diversify the subject by fieparnting the detail into
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three sections, each of which contains in itself peculiarities
of a sufficiently marked order to render such a division
not only convenient but natural, and conducive to distinct
explanation.
The three great divisions which naturally arise under
the above view of the question are :I. The Ganges Khadir, extending from the Ganges
river to the high land of the Doab at Roorkee ; the
length of canal course being in this section 19 miles.
11. The country from Roorkee to Nanoon, marked by
great declivity of fall in the surface and by its connection
with the Bhoor or sand tracts ; the length of the canal
on this section being 161 miles.
III. The country from Nanoon to the Ganges and
Jumna rivers, marked by a deficiency of fall in the surface of the country, ancl by its connection with the Rinde,
Seyngoor, Pandoo, and other rivers, which drain the flat
lands of the centrical districts ; the length of the canals
on this section being 345 miles.
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Gaityes Kltadi~,extc~zcli~~g
fru?iz the Gnilges Ilivel. to
the 7tigk land of the Doab at iloo~.kec.

THE main

stream of the Ganges, the discharge of
which is estimated in the driest nionths of the year at
8,000 cubic feet per second, after passing through tlie
valley of Deyra, opens upon the plains of India by a welldefined gorge, or, as it may be termed, a natural breach, in
the Sewalik mountains. Immediately on the right, and
close at the foot of these mountains, are situated the town
and temples of Hurdwar ; on the left is the Chandui
Puhar, a hill of a remarkably picturesque outline, on the
top of which is a temple, and place of pilgrimage connected with Hurdwar itself. The river niay be said to
occupy the whole of this gorge, the width of which at- its
narrowest point is about one mile. Like all the great
Himalayan rivers, however, where they are in inmediate
connection with the mountains, where tlicir beds consist
of shingle, and tlicir declivity is great, this wide exl~ause
is intercepted by numerous channels, separated by wellwooded islands, many of which are placcd beyond tlie
reach of high-flood water, and are partially cleared by
the labour of tlie I.~usbandinaii. A branch wllicli waa
formed by an island or islands of this sort, yasscd
directly under the town of Hurdwar, and, proceeding
onwards in a tolerably oven and unbrokell section, re-
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joined the parent river at a point below Kmkhul, a large
t o m situated about 18 mile below Hurdwar.
The main river, which runs under precipitous banks
scarped by its own action on the left, throws out on its
right, and within a distance of 24 miles above Hurdwar, a
minor stream of considerable importance, which, under all
the fluctuations that characterize these constantly varying
beds, appears to carry, and to have carried for years, a
very uniform supply of about one-third of the whole
volume. From this branch the inhabitants of Hurdwar
and Kunkhul had been in the habit of bringing a watercourse for the purpose of supplying the t o m s , the priests
being interested in maintaining water at their ghats or
bathing places ;the community in general depending upon
this supply for water both for drinking and for culinary
purposes, for turning corn-mills, and to a moderate
extent for the irrigation of the gardens.
The head works of the Ganges Canal, therefore, were,
in linii,re, determined by the priests and the people; SO
far as supply was concerned, it was only a matter of
degree. The source from whence their small channel
was fed, was ample for the purposes of a canal, and the
only questions left for my consideration were those of
capabilities, which depended entirely on the results of a
very simple series of longitudinal and cross sections, the
former extending kom the departure of tlie branch (to
which I have before alluded as the source of supply)
from Hurdwar to a point south of Kunkliul, and the latter
giving an accurate profile of the gorge through which the
river flowed. The high-water marks of floods, the effects
that these floods had upon tlie inlands, and thc capacity of
the different channels, especially of that one which passed
under the towns of Hurdwar and Kunkhnl, had also to be
ascertained. A series of levels on the above plan, in
connection wit11 a survey, showing the full details of
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channels and islands, disentangled the whole question
from any difficulties, and at the same time unmistakeably
determined the point from whence the head of the canal
was to leave the branch.
There was a well-trodden footpath down a ravine
leading to the water's edge in the branch running from
Hurdwar to Kunkhul. At the head of this ravine and
overhanging the river, was a large peepul tree, and at
its foot a lingam. The spot itself went by the name of
the Gunes Ghat, but there was neither building, nor
temple, nor flight of steps, to show that the locality in
question was remarkable for its sanctity. The Gunes
Ghat was situated on the down-stream side of two
mountain torrents of no great dimensions, but of sufficient
consideration to render their inlet into the canal channel
a matter of inconvenience. The section of the branch at
the spot in question was well defined, the sides were
steep, and the island on which its left side rested was
one that was raised above the limits of inundation, and
consequently well adapted to my purposes. The spot
selected was situated on the lands of the Myapoor estate.
The Gunes Ghat, therefore, was determined upon as
the point at which the head works should be erected,
and from whence the canal excavation should commence.
For the details of the examination of the bed of the
Ganges, and the branch which had now become a leading
feature in the project, the Atlas which accompanies this
volume must be consulted. My levels, however, were
carried from a point north of Kunkllul to the junction of
the branch with the main river, which, as I have before
noted, takes place at about 2) miles above Hurdwar.
The total declivity of surface on this line was
34' 10e4"in n distance of 19,864 feet; the branch itself
was well adapted to tho purposes for which it was required ; ita average width was 300 feet, and its section at
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those points where it was free from breaches was deep
and well defined. Immediately above Hurdwar, however,
the branch is connected on its right with a good deal of
drainage running from the hills and flats situated in the
Deyra valley ; but inconvenient as this might be, it
presented no obstacles to the passage of the canal supply.
At a point on the south, and immediately below the town,
a second tributary, which is designated the Lulta Rao,
enters the branch on the right. This Lulta Rao is a
mountain torrent of no great magnitude, but it runs on
an extraordinary steep slope, and comes into connection
with the branch at a point almost immediately after it
has left the mountains. It will in all probability be the
cause of annoyance in the quantity of silt with which its
waters during floods are loaded ; its position is, however,
above the masonry works at the canal head, and I anticipate that the evils which might arise from the silt brought
down by this torrent will be very much modified by the
stream which will hereafter pass down the branch, and at
all events, that whatever the amount of silt may be, its
concurrence at intervals and during the rainy months,
will lead to little or no interruption to the bed of the
channel. I look upon the silt that will be here deposited
much in the same light as I do that which, after each
flood in the Muskurra, is deposited on the up-stream side
of the regulator of the Eastern Jumna Canal at Kulsea,
and between that point and the dam. This deposit is SO
infinitesimally small as compared with the area of the
canal bed below the regulator, that its admission ia a
matter of no importance, and of no consideration whatever. At the time when I visited the branch in 1830,
the volume of water passing down its course from the
main stream, was equal to 2,500 cubic feet per second.
There were strong rapids at its mouth, offering in themselves facilities for the admission of a further supply.
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Immediately north of Hurdwar, a great portion of this
water escaped through a wide and extended channel, that
passed off to the main stream ; and opposite the Great
Ghat, at the town itself, a further escape was effected by
a similar channel. There was a third smaller channel,
situated farther down the branch, which was only effective
as a line of escape during heavy floods. It was proposed
to construct temporary bunds or embankments across the
heads of these different escape channels, and by advancing
a spur into the river at the head of the supply branch,
to obtain from the main stream whatever quantity was
necessary. These were my views in 1839-40, when
designing the original works, and they have been carried
out very closely, or as closely as the changes that have
taken place in the bed of the river would admit of.
These changes, in fact, are exceedingly small, and in the
year 1853 they are confined to a diminutioil of water in
the branch, and an enlargement of the escape channel
opposite the main ghat at Hurdwar : in other respects,
the state of the river, and its numerous channels and
islands, is much the same as when I first visited them
in 1830.
During the year 1182, certain preparatory measures
were adopted for excavating the canal channel down the
branch. These measures consisted in throwing shingle
bunds or embanlcments over the courses of numerous
chaninnels, that brought dovm during floods unnecessary
supplies of water, and they did their duty very efficiently
by insuring the steady progress of the excavations without
ally material interr~~ption.The channel, which is excavated entircly through beds of shinglc, was 14,760 feet
long, with a slope of bed equal to 24 feet; the initial
depth of digging was 3' lo", and the slope is uniform
fro111 thc llead to tllc point establisllcd as zero, or to the
flooring of tho regulating bridgc at the Guncs Ghat.
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It was an object when laying out this line of excavationwhich passes directly in front of the Pyri or main ghat,
and the other ghats and buildings of the town of Hurdwar-to keep the main channel and the deep excavations
as far as possible to the opposite side of the branch, an
arrangement that appeared to me to be desirable both
for the purpose of preserving the foundations from injury,
and for maintaining the water only moderately deep at
and in the immediate neighbourhood of the spots which
were in general used by the bathers. At the Pyri ghat,
the water is generally shallow, but in many places below
this point, it is so deep at the lower ghats as to be
not only impassable, but actually dangerous for those who
frequent them. At these spots the narrow space between
the water and the buildings is a bar to their utility as
bathing places for crowds of people. It was proposed,
therefore, to make use of the shingle taken from the
excavation in filling in these deep and dangerous holes
at the foot of the ghats, and to restrict the depth of the
water along the whole face of the river side of the town
to if or 2k feet. This narrow strip of shallow water,
stretching along the whole face of the buildings both
above and below the Pyri or main ghat, would during the
annual fairs offer facilities for ingress and egress which
do not at present exist ; the deep pools which now render
bathing dangerous would be removed ; and independently
of the advantages thereby gained to the community,
additional security would be given to the buildings. TO
those who are acquainted with Hurdwar at the period that
I am alluding to, I need hardly observe, that the pilgrim
in his ablutions at the Pyri ghat is prevented from going
to the right or left by the uncertain depths of the water;
he must either retrace his steps up the ghat, or cross the
branch. The plan which has now been carried out,
might be still further improved by establishing a barrier-
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an iron railing, for instance-at a distance of 150 feet from
and parallel to the ghats, so as to prevent all possibility
of accident from the bathers wandering into the deep
and rapid part of the channel.
The main current will necessarily be on the opposite side
of the branch, and the bathing places will be restricted to
comparatively still water. Under this plan, in fact, although
neither the sanctity nor exclusiveness of the Pyri ghat will
be interfered with in the smallest degree, the concourse of
bathers will not, after their ablutions are completed, be
necessitated either to force their way back again up the
ghat, or to cross the river, but every facility will be
offered for their escaping to the right or left, and reaching
the town through the numerous roads and passages which
connect the main street with the river face. The means
of ingress and egress might be much improved by the
local authorities of the district, the passages down to the
water's side might be maintained open, and free from
impediment in the shape of huts, shops temporarily
projected from the walls, and the heaps of rubbish which
are allowed to accumulate in native towns ; wide roads or
ramps might also be constructed both on the northern
and southern extremities of the ghats ; and, as o still
further improvement, bridges of boats might be established
across the stream, so as to connect the ghats with the
which
opposite island, and keep up a free comrn~~nication,
would be especially convenient at the time of the annual
fair.
At the Gunes Ghat, the works which are immediately
connected with regulating the canal supply, and delivering it into the main channel, have been constructed witli
due attention to economy ; they consist of a bridge witli
ten hays or openings across the mouth of the canal, with
s h u t t e ~ ,each bay being 20 feet in width. A line of
revetment connects this bridge with a dam, which is built
vor,. I.
J(
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across the branch, and furnished with sluices in its centre,
and overfalls on its sides, for the purpose of passing off
floods : the design is precisely the same, only on a larger
scale, than the head works of the Jumna Canals, the
principle being to maintain the supply which is brought
down from the main river in a reservoir subject to
regulation by a dam, the water sufficient for the canal
supply passing down the canal channel through the
regulating bridge, whilst that which is superfluous is
allowed to escape through the dam sluices. During the
rainy months, and when the supply in this reservoir
exceeds that which is required, or at periods when a
necessity occurs either for laying the canal dry, or for
reducing its supply, the purposes of the works are
inverted, the regulating bridge being either partially or
perfectly closed, and the dam sluices being correspondingly
opened ; the dam in that case becoming the discharge
and waste escape for the water. A full detail of the
construction of these works will be given in its proper
place ; the works themselves, however, are figured in
Plate XIV. of the Atlas. On the right and up-stream
flank of the regulating bridge, an arched passage for
the admission of the Bochna Nulla, one of the mountain
torrents that I have before alluded to, is pierced through
a line of revetment which extends upwards, and is terminated by a ghat or flight of steps resting on a sweep of
revetment whereby an old native building is encircled and
protected. The expense of these revetments and ghat0
became a heavy item in the expenditure ; the protection,
however, which they provided against tho inroads of the
dream, and the admirable security which tliey offered
both to the inlet of the Bochna Nulln, and to tlie native
buildings they were designed to protect, rendered their
constn~ction a useful appendage to the workn.
ghat^, moreover, an offering nccommodntion to pilgrim9
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and others who visit Hurdwar and its sacred precincts,
may be received by the Hindoo as some atonement for
the liberties taken with the Ganges, as well as with the
tutelary deity of the ghat upon the site of which these
works were constructed. The Gunes Ghat of my original
survey has now been converted into an extended line of
stone steps washed by a running stream, and provided
with convenient approaches for the accommodation for
the bathing community. Near the site of these works is
a house built for the European establishment, and other
acoommodation for stores and necessaries required for
the use of the works. The regulating bridge over the
canal, and a bridge which is built over the Bochna Nulla,
afford the means of cross communication between the
towns of Hurdwar and Kunkhul, this being further facilitated by the opening out of wide and efficient approaches
to the towns themselves.
The depth of excavation at the point where the canal
channel commenced, and upon which the regulating bridge
was situated, was 22.83 feet; the upper 17 feet consisted
of firm clay, which rested upon a stratum of shingle ; the
material derived from this excavation was used i11 forming
an extended platform between the bridge and the right
flank of the dam ; and the shingle, at least that portion
of it which was in sufficiently large boulders to render it
serviceable, was used largely both in the foundations and
in the superstructure of the works. At a date posterior to
the completion of the regulating bridge, a great quantity
of boulders was carried away to the different works which
were uitnated in the neighbourhood of Jowalapoor and
Bahadoorabad, and the esplanades in the neighbourhood
of the dam and regulator were thus relieved from inaterial
which, useful as it was clscwhere, was a disfigurement in
it^ original ponition, where it was depositerl in mounds,
occupying ground wlricli would lime bcen much improved
K 2
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by being perfectly level. At the period, however, when
the water was admitted into the canal, and when the
works at this point were completed, the esplanades in the
neighbourhood had been cleared of all extraneous earth
and shingle, and the difficulty of disposing of so much
excavated matter, which in the first instance really appeared to be insurmountable, was by the good management
of the executive officer completely overcome.
From the replating bridge, the canal channel leaves
the bed of the Ganges ; at this point, therefore, the work
assumes an entirely new interest; and as I write these
chapters for the information and instruction .of the
juniors in the Canal Department, and for the benefit of
those who may be hereafter called upon to design and
to execute works of a similar nature, I shall not hesitate,
at the expense of being thought by the general reader
somewhat tedious, to enter into a full detail of the
progress, and of the deviations from the original project
which time and a better acquaintance with the nature of
the mountain torrents that we had to deal with rendered
necessary.
I think it better to avoid encumbering the text with
the calculations upon which the excavation and works
were based, and which were given in appendix to my
Report of 1845 ; they will, however, be interesting to
refer to when the designa of the completed works are
fully comprehended ; and as they are, in fact, the basis
upon which the whole structure has been raised, not only
as regards the canal viewed aa a mere machine the parts
of which ought not to be subject to disarrangement, but
as the meanns of performing a certain amount of irrigating
duty, the returns from which ought not to be liable to
disappointment. The appendix in question has been
transferred, acl Appendix F., to the volume of tables, where
it can be consulted by those interested in such details.
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From the regulating bridge to a point 2 miles below
it, at which a bridge connecting the towns of Kunkhul
and Jowalapoor is situated, and throughout the whole of
which the canal was carried through shingle, the slope of
the bed was determined at 24 inches per mile ; in advance of this bridge the soil was of a lighter description,
and the slope was reduced to 18 inches, at which it continued onwards to Roorkee. The capacity of channel
which was calculated on this slope was fixed at a bottom
width of 140 feet, with slopes equal to of the depth of
excavation. The section qf the canal may be described
by the following diagram *
-a

Diagram 2 ~ .

The section above figured, and the slopes above described, will be understood, therefore, as those upon
which the works were begun, and upon which the whole
of the channel, from the regulator at Myapoor to the
high land at Roorkee, was originally projected.
With these remarks, as introductory to a proper understanding of the projected line of operations from the
regulating bridge downwards, I now come to the detail of
the channel from the bridge above mentioned to the spot
where it is crossed by the Ranipoor torrent, to within n
short distance of which the excavation had been completed as far back as 1846. The canal on this line runs
parallel to, and within half a mile of, a low spur of hilla
which is thrown out from the Sewaliks ; it leaves this
6pu.r by a gentle curve to the right, passing the town of
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Kunkhul on its left, and, proceeding in a direction close
to and south of the town of Jowalapoor, reaches the
neighbourhood of the Ranipoor drainage at a distance of
54 miles from the regulator. On the whole of this line
the slope of the country extended from the hills towards
the canal, and it was necessary to dispose of the drainage
of this slope with as little interruption as possible to the
excavated channel. There were three lines of drainage
more or less defined, two of which were derived from the
low spur of hills along the foot of which the canal was
excavated, and the third was connected with the high
levels above the town of Jowahpoor. It was proposed
in the original project to adapt as inlet and outlet to the
Lounda Leniwala torrent, which was the most remarkable one of the three; to give an inlet to the centrical or
Kunkhul drainage, and allow the floods from this comparatively small line to expend themselves in the em81
channel ; and to get. rid of the Jowalapoor drainage altogether, by taking advantage of the slope of the country,
and turning it off to the Ranipoor valley, by which it
was supposed that efficient relief would be obtained.
The Lounda Leniwala outlet was projected, not only
as an eacape for flood-water during rains, but to aet as 8
supply head for the purposes of the town of Kunkhul;
and as the fall from the point of the canal where the
torrent left it to the bed of the Ganges, which was close
at hand, was considerable, it was proposed to build cornmills near the junction, and to maintain this outlet as 8
supply head for them also.
The Kunkhul drainage was an ill-defined hollow
through which the canal excavationa were carried ; it
was, however, of less importance than the former oneAt Jowalapoor there were no marks of drainage at dl ;
the flood-water appears to have swept over the country,
and it wee only when it found itself impeded by the canal
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embankments that it began to show vigorous signs of
active hostility. In the early stages this hostility was
confined to breaking through the embankments, and cutting its way into the canal by the forination of a deep
ravine ; subsequently, however, the floods effected a
passage into the channel at the site of a bridge that
was built opposite the town for the convenience of the
inhabitants, and, in so doing, carried away a wing wall,
besides doing further injury to the structure. Free and
open passages had up to this time been excavated for the
purpose of carrying the water to the westward, but as
they did not answer their intended purposes, and as other
views with reference to the drainage were then in contemplation, I determined on making an inlet opposite the
town of Jowalapoor, for the purpose of receiving the
drainage water from that line of country.
The experience that had been gained by the deliberate
observation for a number of years of the discharges and
effects of the Lounda Leniwala and Kunkhul lines of
drainage had at this period thrown an entirely new light
upon the method with which they also ought to be
treated. The canal channel which, as I have before
stated, was excavated to a point near the Ranipoor torrent, had for years received the whole of the flooda from
the above lines, with no further means of outlet than an
opening which had been left in the emballkments near
Kunkhul. This opening showed no signs of having
pnased off extraordinary floods, and the only conclusion
that could be arrived at was, that the flood-water of the
Louncla Leniwala and of the Kunkhul lines of drainage
expended themselves over a very contracted area of excnvated channel in which they were completely exhausted.
Tho inlet water, therefore, derived from these sources
appeared to be of no great consequence.
For the protection, however, of the right embankment
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through which this drainage had to pass, it was thought
advisable to build two masonry works for inlet ; each of
these were 50 feet in width, the design being similar in
every respect to that which was built at Jowalapoor, viz.,
a flight of steps or ghats built to a suf6cient height to
retain the maximum high water in the canal, and strongly
protected on the flanks to admit of the passage of the
highest possible floods.
The escape on this line has been limited entirely to
one point, situated just below the town of Kunkhul ; this
outlet will provide a head for irrigation for the village of
Kutarpoor and others which lie on the right bank of the
Ganges, and will give a supply to clusters of mills which
it is proposed to establish on the lower side of the town
of Kunkhul. By this arrangement the necessity for mills
on the upper side, as projected in the original estimate in
connection with the Lounda Leniwala, will no longer
exist, and the inconvenience of having the old line of
channel which now runs through the upper part of the
town as an open watercourse, subject during floods to
heavy and dangerous supplies of water, will be entirely
removed. I t is evident, in fact, that the proximity of a
channel of this sort, liable to sudden and intermittent
discharges of water, to a densely-populated town, is open
to serious objections. From the arrangements now
made, it will cease to act as a line of watercourse at all,
and I have no doubt that in a few years all vestiges of
its existence will be lost.
Between the Myapoor regulating bridge and the
Ranipoor torrent, the following works have been constructed :Two bridges for cross communicntion-one at Kunkhul, the other at Jowalapoor, the latter including the
works at the head of the navigable cut ;
One outlet on the left bank, ~louthof Kunkhul ;
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Three inlets on the right bank-Lounda Leniwala,
Kunkhul, Jowalapoor.
The excavation on this line of channel, with the exception of that point where the Kunkhul drainage crossed
it, and which was 990 feet in length, with an average
depth of digging of 5 feet only, was very great : on
2 miles of its course it averaged 22 feet, elsewhere from
15 to 14 feet-the
maximum depth being 25-08 feet
from the surface. Throughout the whole line the soil
was good, with a large admixture of clay, and, as I have
before said, from Myapoor to the Kunkhul bridge the
canal bed was executed in shingle.
The left bank has been formed into a wide and spacious roadway, which is continued from the Myapoor
regulating bridge to the first-class choki at the Ranipoor
Works. This road acts as a line of patrol for the Canal
Establishment, and, in fact, is a good carriage-road for
every purpose that could be required. The right bank,
as will be inferred from the system of inlet which has
been above described, is broken at three different points,
and it has not been considered worth while to complete
tlle line of communication by throwing super-arches over
these inlets, or to make any arrangements for clearing
and maintaining a passage along this bank further than
will be provided by the interior berm. It is supposed
that the scale upon which the works have been built for the
admission of inlet water, and which is the result of twelve
years of obselvation, will place the banks on the right of
the canal out of all jeopardy.
The changes that have taken place in tlie distribution
of worltn on that portion of the canal between the Myapo~r
regulating bridgc and the Ranipoor torrent consist, it
will be obsei-ved, of increased inlet to drainage water on
the right, nnd to decreased outlet on the left. The causes
for such changes have been described as arising from the
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observed quantity of flood-water in the Lounda Leni and
Kunkhul lines being less than it was originally estimated, and from a disinclination to interfere with the
town of Kunkhul by introducing into its precincts an
element of such danger as an open channel subject to
sudden and impetuous discharges of flood-water. The
additional inlet of the Jowalapoor drainage was proved by
deliberate and anxious experiment to be absolutely necessary for the convenience of the town. There were other
reasons, which will be hereafter explained, why the relief
of the country at this point and by the method adopted
was considered to be expedient.
From the point of the canal where the excavation of
1846 terminated, or from a point situated immediately
above the Ranipoor torrent, the line upon which the
canal channel has been excavated and the works built, is
one of very peculiar interest. I t is that upon which the
works have been subject to the greatest changes from the
original design, and it is one where the circumstances
under which the canal channel is brought in contact d t h
torrents deserves the marked attention of all those who
are interested in civil engineering under difficulties.
To enable me to place the details in any degree of
perspicuity before the reader, it will be necessary to bring
under review the whole of the country lying between the
Ranipoor and Rutmoo torrents, including the drainage
which gives rise to these torrents ; to explain the project
for passing the canal through this line of country, as
designed in my Report of 1845; and to how the causes of
the changes that have been made in that project during
the execution of the works. The total length of canal
channel, which will be embraced in this review, is equal
to 8 miles.
By referring to Plate 111. of the Atlas, which exhibit0
in the greateet detail the earface profile of the country,
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and which is, in fact, a contour of the whole of the land
lying between the mountains and the canal, a good
general idea of the circumstances under
the works
were placed'will be obtained. It is desirable that these
general features of the country should be understood
before the details of the canal operations are considered,
as they exhibit peculiarities somewhat similar to those of
the country passed by the line of the Eastern Jumna
Canal, amongst which may be noted the very remarkable
one of double slope, which may hereafter, in all probability,
be taken advantage of with great benefit to the works.
I n the present instance, the slope in question proceeds
from east to west, instead of from west to east, as it does
in the drainage on the western water-shed, with which the
Eastern Jumna Canal works are connected : in both cases,
it has afforded the means of projecting a line of canal on
slopes sufficient for the purposes required, and in both
cases it has placed in our hands the ability of regulating
the distribution of the flood-water. I have, in a former
chapter, explained how beneficially this natural arrangement of slope, combined with topographical advantages,
from which, I am sorry to say, the Ganges Canal works
are entirely precluded, has been brought to bear upon the
line of the Eastern Jumna Canal, in relieving its works
from the effects of mountain torrents; and, although I see
no probability of freeing the Ganges Canal works altogether
from flood-water, in the way that the Muskurra on the
Eastern Jumna Canal has been freed, by escapes into
livers, which are cntirely unconnected with the works,
we hold in our possesrrion the means, as I before said,
of regulating its distribution ; and, ns I have in some
degreo made use of the ineans thus placed in our power,
it may bc as well to lay some stress upon them here,
preparatory to the detail whicli will follow.
The remarkable points in the country which I am
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about to describe, as connected with the canal works, were,
lst, the extraordinary slope upon which the mountain
torrents (crossing the line at right angles to its course)
passed onwards to the lower levels of the Khadir ; 2ndly,
the peculiar circumstmces under which the beds of these
torrents exhibited themselves, or, more properly speaking,
did not in some cases exhibit themselves at all; and, 3rdy,
the alluvial nature of the soil, with a disposition of spring
water, which, as leading to complete drought in one, and
complete saturation in another part of the line, was
particularly inconvenient.
The line of canal, in proceeding across the Ranipoor
torrent onwards to the Rutmoo, gains in departure from
the hills considerably. At the point where it crosses the
former river, the hills are at a distance of 2%miles ; half
way on its course, or at the point where it crosses the
Puttri, it is 5; miles distant; and at the Rutmoo the
distance was increased to 16 miles : this is a question of
some importance in estimating the value of the floodwater.
It was proposed in my project of 1845 to adopt the
dam system, as practised on the Jumna Canals, for all
the torrents, the courses of which were intersected by the
canal channel, to confine the masonry works to outlet
only, to dispose of the superfluous fall of country by
masonry descents, and to reach the Rutmoo dam by a
gentle sweep from the termination of which the bearing
on Roorkee would be in one uninterrupted line.
The country to be passed may be thus describe(1.
The Ranipoor torrent, which is the first defined line of
drainage west of Jowalapoor, is directly connected with
the mountains ; its catchment basin may be estimated
sufficiently accurately for our purpose at 45 square miles ;
from its debouche from the mountains to the point of
intersection with the canal, the distance in a direct line is
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24 miles, which by the tortuous course on which the
flood-water runs, may be increased to 44 miles : the total
declivity of bed on this line is equal to 87' 1.9'' or 18-34
feet per mile. I n my original survey of 1839-40, I
remark that at a point 4;800 feet below that where. the
canal intersects the line of the Ranipoor torrent, the
water spreads over the surface of the country, leaving no
trace of a defined channel; the average width of the bed
of the torrent was at that time 100 feet; and borings
which were carried on in the bed at the point where the
canal works were to be constiucted, showed at three
different places that there was favourable soil at a
depth of 14 feet from the surface ; the borer, however,
showed no signs of spring water at a depth of 40 feet;
at half a mile to the west, and immediately on the edge of
the high bank skirting the torrent, the level of the water
in the Moongawala well was 60 feet from the earth's
surface. The supersoil in the bed was pure sand;
at the depth above mentioned of 14 feet, this was of a
better consistency, and mixed very sparingly with small
shingle ; but to tlie extreme depths reached by tlie borer,
the soil produced was merely sand more or less mixed
with clay. Immediately at the point where the canal and
torrent came in contact, the latter had within the last few
years deserted its direct course towards the village of
Surai, and had made an abrupt turn to the westward-on
the bearing, it fact, upon which the canal was to be
carried. This abrupt turn had excavated a deep channel
close under the Moongawala well, the position of which at
that period was one of great jeopardy ; another equally
sudden turn to the south had thrown the direction upon
the village lands of Bonngla, where the flood-water
exhausted itself, leaving, as it is usual in such cases, fanlike deposits of sand. The site of the works was, therefore, ~ lthe
t hcad of a delta, the eastern branch of which
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ran in prolongation of the river's course on its approach
to the works, and bore on the village and lands of Surai;
the western turned off abruptly to the Boungla lands.
The position determined upon for the dam was on the old
or easterly branch, which, it appeared from the revenue
surveys of 1835 (only four years before the date of my
examination of the country), was the line of torrent at
that period.
I have before noted, that the slope of the country from
the debouche of the torrent, from the hills to the point of
intersection of the canal channel, is 87' 1.9" or 18-34
feet per mile; below this intersection, on a distance of
2) miles, the slope was 40 feet, or 16 feet per mile. The
effective slope, or that in immediate contact with the line
of canal, as shown by fig. 1 in the accompanying sections,
was equal to 1 5 t feet per mile ; one-third of the length
upon which the section was taken being above, and twothirds below the line of works.
The sill or flooring of the dam on this project was
12.725 feet below the surface of the bed of the torrent.
The inlet was designed without masonry works of any
description, and the outlet or dam on the left bank of the
canal furnished a waterway over the pier-heads of 1314
feet in width, the sluice openings being 10 in number,
and each of them 10 feet wide. I have before explained
that, on the project of 1845, the works of which I am
now describing, the slope of the canal bed throughout the
Khadir was 18 inches per mile ; it will, therefore, be
understood that the different points of fixed level for the
sites of dams are determined on this particular slope, the
intervention of descents or falls for overcoming excess of
slope being duly considered.
In advance of the Ranipoor torrent and its water-shed,
the rapid fall of country which led to the valley of the
h t t r i torrent WRR overcome by descent@in masonry of
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8 feet each, either collected in one spot, or divided into
two separate descents, as the levels of the actual line
upon which the canal would be excavated might prove to
be most convenient.
These descents were to be passed by lockage, for
which provision was made in both plans and estimates.
The Puttri drainage, as I have formerly said, may
properly be brought under two different heads, viz., that
portion of it which was connected with the mountains,
and which may be called the " Puttri proper," and a
tract of country lying to the eastward in the neighbourhood of the town of Selimpoor, which, extending over an
area of about 10 square miles, had its drainage confined
within a distinct although ill-defined water-shed, consisting of grass and jungle land extending towards the
mountains, by the water from which, excepting in very
high floods, it was totally unaffected. The material
difference that existed between the jungle drainage and
that of the Puttri proper, was that it~lflood-water was
entirely free from sand and silt; its course was marked
by deep ravines and a well-defined section both to the
north and westward of the town of Selimpoor. At a point
about half a mile south of the town, no traces of this
drainage were to be seen, the surface of the country was
under cultivation, and there were no outward and visible
signs by which a person who had confined his examination to the line of the canal alone, could have formed an
idea of the nature of the drainage over which he was
passing. At this point the project of 1845 gave a design
for works similar, but on smaller dimensions, to those at
the Ranipoor torrent, the water being admitted through
the right embankment by an opening left for the purpose,
and a masonry escape of 20 feet waterway being condmcted on the left for passing the flood-water out of the
canal.
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The Puttri proper, which, like the Ranipoor torrent, is
connected directly with the mountains, was marked at the
point where the canal intersected its course by sheets of
sand, elevated rather than depressed below the surface of
the country, and with no signs of excavated channel ;
the channel, in fact, appeared to cease at about a mile
above the point where the canal had to cross it, and at
this point of cessation the sand was thrown over the
surface of the country in the same fanlike expanse that
had shown itself to me at Boungla and Surai when
examining the peculiarities of the Ranipoor drainage.
The catchment basin of the Puttri valley may be estimated
at 80 square miles : from its debouche from the hills to
the line of canal, the distance in a direct line is 5 miles.
Its course, however, is an exceedingly tortuous one; its
main branch leaves the hills considerably to the eastward,
and after skirting the foot of the mountains, and gathering in its passage the drainage of the different valleys
with which it comes in contact, it takes a direction almost
due south, and with the exception of a few twists
characteristic of this species of river, passes the line
of canal on a tolerably direct bearing; the defined section
which marks the earlier part of its course losing itself,
as I have before described, over the surface of the country.
On this tortuous course the distance between the points
above mentioned may be estimated at 6 t milee, the
greater part of the country over which it passes being
forest and uncultivated land. The total declivity of bed
from the hills to the point of canal intersection was
179' 6*5", or 27-625 feet per mile. From this point to
a distance of 11,500 feet south, where there are marks of
the commencement of a well-defined although narrow
section, the slope was 49-8 feet, or nearly 25 feet per
mile. The effective slope, or that in immediate contact
with the canal, oa shown by fig. 2 in the accompanying
-
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sections, was equal to 25-41 feet per mile ; one-third
of the length on which the section was talren being above,
and the remaining two-thirds being below, the line of
works.
The sill or flooring of the dam on this project was
9-57 feet below the surface of the bed of the torrent ;
and the arrangements for inlet and escape were precisely
of the same dimensions and projected on the same design
as those at the Ranipoor works.
As a further means of disposing of the flood water
of the Puttri valley, a darn and escape similar in every
respect to that at the Selimpoor line of drainage was
projected close upon and under the ridge upon which the
town of Gurh is situated, this ridge being the westerly
watershed of the Puttri basin.
The valley of the Puttri, therefore, was, under the
project of 1845, provided on the left bank with three
separate lines of escape ; that on the east passing off the
Seliinpoor drainage, that on the west giving a relief to
the floods from the high lands near Gurll, and a main
centrical line provided for the especial purpose of the
Puttri torrent itself. The total width of waterway that
these three escapes afforded was 140 feet between the
piers of the dams, with a flush passage over their pier
heads of 178t feet; openings of equal diinensiolls were to
he left on the right for the admission of flood water.
On leaving the Puttri valley, and after crossing the
ridge on which the town of Gurh and village of Saynibax
wcrr situated, at which point it was proposed to build n
1,riclgc for cross comninnication, t1he line of canal, ns I
linve before notcd, on a slope of 18 inclles per mile,
comes in contact with the Bndshttlipoor Nulla, n dlnrl,ly
cut ravine in \vl~iclithere was a pcrennin.1 stream of water
tributary to the Rntinoo Rivcr. The liead of this n l ~ l l : ~
n7as sitnn.te(1 at n distance of one mile nortli of the cn~lnl,
L-01,. I.

I,
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and the level of spring water afforded a fair indication of
the state of the springs in its neiglibourliood ; the canal
bed crossed this stream at an elevation of 5 feet above
the water's surface : there were no works estimated for
on this drainage, the question of inlet or outlet being
left an open one.
From this point the canal channel nTasto be carried
on a gentle sweep upon the line of the Rutmoo River,
the lerels of which it reached by descents of masonry
equal in extent and dimensions to those wllich were
proposed at Balidoorabad : at this point also a navigable
line was projected round the falls for the passage of
boats and rafts.
The Rutmoo River or Torrent, it will be unclerstood
from the foi-egoing description, runs on a level considerably below the high land on which the canal hitherto
has been carried. The valley through which it takes it's
course is at the point of contact with the canal about a
mile in width, bounded on the right by a steep and
precipitous bank on which the village of Peeran Kulleeur,
with its tombs and dnrgahs, are situated. The ct~tcllment basin of the Rutmoo Torrent may he estimated st
&out 126 square miles, 36 of which lie in and 90 at the
foot of the mountains. The valley above the canal works
receives the whole of the drainage from the Kansrao
and Sukrouda Forests, combined with that which pours
down from tho mountains by the different ravines and
passes on a length of 10 miles. Its waterslied on the
east is bounded by that which falls off towards the Pnttii,
and on the west by the slope which delivers tho drainnge
upon the Solani River. The debouches from tlie hills of
the torrents, which are thus tributary to the Rutmoo,
vary from 10 to 16 miles from the ennil works, tlic rnnin
or westerly line of drainage being the most distant. The
greater portion of the country over which these tributaries
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take their course was, at tlie period of my original surveys, forest and grass jungle, the few villages that existed
being mere hamlets, with a field or two in their imrnediate neighbourhood. From the point where the main
branch of the Rutmoo left the hills to the bed of the
liver at the intersection of the canal line, the slope was
626' 11-2,'' or averaging 39-18 feet per mile. Below the
point in question this slope decreased, but tlle effective
slope, or that in immediate contact with the works, as
shown by Fig. 3 in the accompanying section, was
8-23 feet per mile, one-third of the length on which the
section was taken being above and two-thirds being below
the line of works.
The sill or flooring of the dam on the Rutinoo River
coincided with the natural level of the bed, and the
arrangements for inlet and outlet were on the same plan
as those that I have before described, viz., masonry
sluices on the left for the purpose of passing off, and an
open breach through the right embanh~lentfor admitting
flood-water. On tlle right of the valley a masonry drain
was designed for carrying the water of the Bliuguleea (a
little stream or nulla that runs at the foot of the Peerail
Kulleeur bank) under the canal channel, so that inundation, wliicli would necessarily arise where the course of
the stream was interrupted by the canal embankments,
niiglit be prevented. Attention was also drawn at this
time to the inundations consequent on the canal bed and
that of tlio river being on one level. It was observed
tli:~tiul(lcr this circuinstance tlie maximum head-water in
tlir. c;ul:~l,wliich is proposed to be 10 feet from the sill of
tlio ciairl, nnd therefore froill the bed of the river, must
st,:ul(l in back-water, foriniilg an inundation on tlie npper
~ i d eof tlw darn, by wllich not only would a serious disfigurrnleilt arise io the works, hut the rank vegetntiou
consequelit on inundation extending over mch n l a v e
L 2
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surfnce would, in all probability, affect the health of the
neighbouring population, as it would inevitably provide a
harbour for tigers and other vermin. The evils of a
large inundated tract at this point were undeniable ; and
although I proposed a method for curtailing this evil,
which was the least expensive that could be devised, I
suggested at the time, that it was by no means improbable
that during the operations in this valley other and perhaps better remedies might offer themselves. It was
natural, in fact, to look to the system of tunnelling which
had been proposed for the Bhuguleea Nulla as one
equally appropriate to the relief of the Rutmoo inundation.
The works proposed in my estimate of 1845 for the
Rutmoo River consisted of a dam with 40 sluices of
10 feet wide each, and flank sluices each 100 feet in
wiclth. The flush passage over the pier-heads, which
were 10 feet above the level of the canal bed, was equal
to 796; feet.
A bridge for the purpose of regulating the canal
supply, and for preventing the floods of the Rutmoo from
passing down the canal, was to be constructed across tile
canal channel between the liver and the Peeran Kulleel~r
ridge. The design of this work, with its arrangements
for regulating the snpply, was similar in every respect to
that of the canal head.
Having now passed over in detail the country between
the Ranipoor and Rutmoo torrents ; having deucribe(1
the slope8 of colmtry over which tlir line of canal had to
take its course ; and having noted it^ relative po~itiolito
the mountains; we may, in adverting to tlie different
works which were proposed at this period for overcomill~
the difficulties which were offered by tlie mountain torrents, point out the comparative want of information that
we posseasecl at the time in question, to that wlliclr wTc
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held at a later period. The surveys up011 which the
whole design of the Ganges Ctxnal was based were made
by myself, unaided by staff of any description, and were
carried on at a time when my attention was divided by
the responsibilities of other duties. These duties neither
permitted a prolonged absence from them, nor of any
interruption at all to tlie daily routine of office business.
I was, therefore, necessitated to confine my views to the
determination of a line for the canal, and to the examination of the torrents in their immediate connection with
it-to the details, in fact, which are given in cxtelzso in
the report of 1845, from which the whole of the data
I llad at that time in my possession, and upon which the
project was formed, axe taken. This report is open to
the perusal of all who may take any particular illtereat
in the subject.
The valuable information which we have since gained
by the numerous, and I am by no means disinclined to
allow the fortunate, delays that have taken place in the
prosecution of these works, has slzown the character of
the mountain torrents in a very different aspect to that
in which they were originally displayed. The deliberate
surveys and contour levelling which liave been carried
over the whole of tlie country between the hills and tlle
line of canal, have thrown lights upon the subject of the
drainage of which we were previously ignorant ; and it
is not too much on my part to claim some indulgence for
n design projected on limited data, and unaided by those
advantages which time and experience have since accorded
to us.
In recapitulating the works above described, it will
be observed that the section of the cunnl channel was
continued on the same climensions as are sho~vn in
diagram 2 ~page
, 138; tlie slope of the channel was m i n taiued at 18 iilelles per mile, with a superfluous fall of
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32 feet, disposed of in masonry descents ; that the cross
drainage was to be effected by gaps left in the right
bank for the admission of flood water, and by masonry
works, with sluices adapted to escape, attached to the
left.
The total amount of water-may which was dowed
for escape under this project was equal to 1,106i feet,
distributed as follows :-

. . .

Ranipoor Torrent
Puttri Torrent

,

Rutmoo Torrent

.

.

East .
Centre
West .

i

.

. 131 8 feet above pier heads.
.

234

. 131%
. 23$
. . . 796;

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

It must a1s.o be remarked that the canal bed came in
contact with the torrents under the following circumstances :Ranipoor Torrent bed 12.72 feet above the canal bed.
Puttri
ditto
9-57
ditto.
Itutmoo
ditto
on the same level.

and that the projection of the levels of the canal bed,
and the position of the falls or descents of masonry, had
been devised, not only with a view of reducing the
difference of level between the canal bed and that of
the mountain torrents to a minimum, but restricting
the excavation of the channel to moderate depths, and
thereby escaping the springs that showed themselves
on the country between the Puttri and the Rutmoo
valleys. The bridge between Synibas and Gorh was
the only work for cross communication that was contemplated on this line of the canal.
An attentive perusal of the above recapitulation, with
the matter that has preceded it, will, with plate No. 3
of the Atla8 before him, put the reader in a position to
form his own opinion as to the value of the inductive
reasoning which led to an extensive revolution in tile
method originally adopted for dealing with the Ranipoor
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and Puttri drainage. This involved a material change
in design for the disposal of the flood water ; modifications to the disposition of slope in the canal bed ; and,
in some cases, an increased capacity of channel.
The views which I entertained on the subject of the
effects of the Ranipoor and Puttri torrents upon the
channel of the canal at the point of contact, may be
best shown by an extract taken rerbntint from my report
of 1815. After explaining the position of the Ranipoor
masonry dani, and other points with regard to levels with
which I have bcfore made tlie reader acquainted, I observe :-i' The masonry work being completed (or during
the time of its progress, if labourers are to be procured in
sufficient abundance), the excavation for the cscape at the
dt~in-tailougllt to be con~menced. This, I propose, shall
consist of a, channel 50 feet wide, with its bed formed on
a declivity of 24 inches per mile, which, with reference
to the actual slope of the surface of the co~ultry,will, at
about 0,000 or 8,000 feet south, deliver the escape into
the lowla,ncl, draining itself into the Ganges in connection
with the Puttri River; the width of channel proposed
will be sufficient to enable the stream to adapt itself to
its own wants, by clearing out a passage suited to the
body of water which will be passed over the dam. North
of the dam," and to this point I would draw particular
attention, " and up the course of the Ranipoor Rao, the
bed of the river will be deepened, so as to nlect the level
of tlie canal bed on an inclined plane, the base of which
shnll be lldf a mile. 1 propose that the width of this
cscavation should be 40 feet. I t may be assumed that
during flootls thc ca11al wllicll crosses this rivcr at right
anglcs, and wllich will receive in the first instancc d l the
wntcr wllicll coincs down the river, will hold from G to
10 fcct of water ill ilepth ; so that a considerable backwater will bc prescnt to receive the floods that come
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down the rao, and the meeting of the flood with the
ciinal back-water will, in the case of the depth being
6 or lofeet, take place at a distance from the line of the
ci~llaland the masonry dam. The wear and tear of the
bed of the rao, owing to this alteration of its levels, will
llecessnrily lead to the removal of sand and silt, all of
wllich will be borne forwards in the direction of the
canal. A portion of this will necessarily pass off through
the sluices of the dam; but owing to the canal stream
meeting that of the rao at right angles to its course, a
portion mill be projected into the canal channel ; the
dams ancl escapes which are situated lower down the
line will, ho~vever,in some measure act as a relief to
this inconvenience ; and the closing of the regulating
bridge south of the clam on the Rutmoo River will, in
all probability, act as the means of efficiently scouring
the cmal channel through the sluices of the dam at
that point. It is to be understood that, with the exception of the periodical floods which usually occur during
the rainy months only, the beds of these raos are perfectly
dry. The silt therefore obtained from these sources is
merely an occasional evil. "
The plan of the inclined plane or rapid by which the
water from the torrent was to be admitted into the canal
channel was evidently a crude and imperfect one ; it
brought into direct contact two slopes on extreme doclivities, and was, in fact, the introduction of an evil in
tlomewhnt of an exaggerated form like that with which
experience had made us acquainted elsewhere. It will be
understood, however, from the extract above given, that
the body of water and current which the canal was supposed to deliver at right angles to that of the rao, would
project a great portion of the i l t forwards in the canal
channel, out of which it would h d an exit from the
lower escspea, whilst the remainder would paaa over tlrc
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outlet made expressly for its passage. The remedy,
however, was in itself one of great inconveniellce, to
say the least of it, and it was one that had sufficient
objections to render any dependence upon it a matter
of very questionable propriety.
On my return from England, and re-assuming charge
of the works early in 1848, the whole question of the
drainage on this line of country was one of the first that
occupied my attention ; the foundations of the Ranipoor
dam or outlet were at this time in progress, and by the
month of July of that year had been completed. During
the progress of these operations, and during the rains of
1848, the floods were passed round the works by wellprotected embankments ; and it was at this time that the
enormous accunlulation of sand which these embanliments led to, became an object of prominent observation. The floods during the rains of this season liad
been numerous, and in the month of July one of the
heaviest that had been experienced, poured down the
river ; the protective arrangements to the masonry works,
however, did their duty efficiently.
After the rains of 1848, the Ranipoor River, and the
drainage connected with it, were subjected to a more
detailed examination than they had hitherto experieilced ;
and in the month of February, 1849, after drawing the
attention of the Government to the acknowledged imperfections of the admission of the rao water into the canal
channel, by an inclined plane excavated through the bed
of n sandy river, I pointed out the only remedy that
appcared to me to be available, viz., the substitution of a
masonry overfall for the inclined plane, by which the
levels of the Rnnipoor bed would be in some measure
rot nined on tlieir original level. The advantages anticipated by this plan were1st. Grcat relief to the canal channel from silt and
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gravel, from the influx of a torrent running on a sandy
bed under a great slope.
2nd. Security to the embankments in the neighbourhood.
3rd. Advantage to the cross communication of the
country, by retaining the bed of the rao or river on
tlle higher level, by which means the road between
Hurdwar and Saharunpoor, which lies immediaiely on
the north of the canal, would be maintained passable
during the year.
The actual state of the works at this particular point
were, on the date abore noted, as follows :-The excavation of the canal channel was in progress across the
bed of the rao, a bar of earth having been left across the
channel at the point immediately above that where it
came in contact with it ; the flooring and foundations of
the dam were laid bare, and the escape channel was
nearly completed ; the foundations of the inlet to which
I have above alluded were in progress, and a sufficiency
of material had been collected to complete the work.
In a report at this period, I concluded my remarks by
observing, that " I look confidently to seeing the whole
of these works completed (with the exception of the dam
piers, the completion of which is postponed) before thc
next rains. I am anxiously desirous that such should be
the case, that we may in these works gain some practical
experience, and consequently useful hints, for the exccu'ion of the works on the Puttri drainage, the site of which
is a few miles below the Ranipoor Rao."
The design of the inlet (plan and section of which will
be found in Plate No. XV. of the Atlas) was a plain perl)endiculnr drop of 10 feet, with a reservoir ut the foot t~
receive the water ; the flanks were well protected by
masonry wings, which were covered on the ends, resting
on the enibntlkments by piling ; tlle sill of tlic ovcrfall
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was 2.72 feet below the level of the bed of the river, the
height of the drop being designed with reference to the
estimated high water-mark in the canal, which, agreeably
to tlie project, was 1 0 feet.
The whole of these works were coinpleted before the
rains of 1849, with the exception of the piers in the centre
of the dam waterway. The escape Gom the dam had been
entirely cleared out on a width of 51 feet, with a slope of
bed equal to 4-75 feet per mile, and bunds or embankinents had been thrown across the canal channel, both
above and below the works, so that the torrent might be
confined to its o w course, and not be allowed to interfere
with the canal excavation on the right or left. Under
these circumstances the works were opened for the passage
of the river.
That the effects upon these works, which I am now
about to describe, may be fully understood, I may observe
i11 this place, that the slope of the inlet was equal to
10-33 feet in a length of 1,400 feet, or 38.95 feet per
mile ; whilst that from the tail of the inlet, along the line
of escape which had been provided for it, was equal to
4.75 feet pcr mile, or 6-12 in 6,800 feet ; the width of the
torrent might be, on an average, 100 feet, whilst that of
tlle escape was 51 feet only.
After a flood which occurred on the 19th June, 1849,
the canal bed at the foot of the inlet had upon it a
deposit of 3 feet of sand ; light floods occurring on the
26th 'and 20th of tlle same month raised this deposit
2 fcct, nlaking n total depth of sand at the foot of the
inlvt cqllal to 5 feet. During the month of Angnst following, n succession of floods still further added to this
accuinnlation of deposit, until, at the termination of the
rains, ncitlier dam nor inlet (with the exception of tlie
ul)l)cr portion of the flanks of tlle latter) were visible ;
tlllry wore, to all intents nncl purposes, buried, mid the
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bed of the river had formed itself on a natural slope, entirely independent of the works which we had constructed
for its accommodation. A perfect detail, both in plan
and section, of the state of the Rnnipoor Torrent, before
and after the rains of 1849, will be found on the opposite
page. The results, in the very rapid extent of deposits,
were by no means anticipated ; the slope upon which the
escape was designed was, it will be observed, very considerable, and although the comparative width of this
escape was small, and might, in some degree, add to the
evil alreacly existing of the capabilities of inlet and discharge not being in equilibrium, either in slope or capacity of channel, I considered that the nature of the
current acting upon a soil of a light and sandy description,
would, by widening out the artificially excavated channel,
dispose, in some measure at least, of these difficulties.
I t was not overlooked that deposits would necessarily take
place upon the line of channel south of the masonrg
inlet, but it was considered that these deposits would be of
a naturc, that would render their periodical removal a
matter of very little difficulty ; and that, in fact, when
the canal was opened, and the cross current which it
would give
rise to came into action, that the interference
from these deposits would be of no consequence at all.
NOWthe effects that are above described are by no
means dissimilar to a re-disposition of sand on natural
slopes which occurred in the Nogong River, one of the
torrents connected with the Eastern Jumna Canal ; and
as the case in question is exceedingly illustrative of the
changeable nature of these sandy beds, and of their (59inclination to be interfered with, I shall make no apology
for introducing the subject here.
The Nogong dam is a masonry building, constructed
across the bed of a torrent, which has a catcllment basill
of about 56 squme miles, 25 miles of which ore mom-
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taiu, and the remainder open forest and jungle country
lying at its foot. The dam itself is situated at a distanoe
of 7 miles from the hills, and the slope of the bed of the
torrent at tlle point upon which the building was constructed was llt feet per mile. There were twenty-four
sluices, of 7 feet width, adapted to the centre of the
river's course ; the eight centrical ones having their sill
or flooring 2 feet, and the side ones having their sills
4 feet, above the bed of the river. The piers of these
sluices were froin tlie bed of the river 6 feet in height,
and above this point the floods passed over the dain in
one unbroken sheet of water.
At the time that this work was constructed, in
1828-29, the bed of the river, at tlle point where
the dam was built, and both above and below it, was
one uniform slope, with a section of 8 or 9 feet in
depth from the surface of the country. (See dingrail1 5 ,
figure 4.)
Prom tlie rains of 1830 to those of 1834, a constailt
succession of retrogression of level upon the lllasoiiry
tail of this work toolz place. In the rains of tlie lnttcr
year a portion of the tail apron fell, and a new tail was
constructed, partly of masonry and partly of timber and
boulders, flanked by hurdles and fascines. Tliis new
tail was made on a slope adapted to the depressed level
that the bed of the river llad at that tirne assumed at
and south of the tail of the d m .
At tllc coinmencelllent of the rains of 1841-that is
to ~ 1 1 7elevcn
,
years after the dam was const8mctc:d-the
totnl'widtli of tlie t$l apron, wllicli had nlllivlnlly heell
receiving an accession of material, was 80 feet on its
traiisvcrsc section. Year after year extensions had been
mnde, and, as it was holwd, addition liad been given to
its stability. Early in the rains of 1841, however, a
very heavy flood came down the Nogong River: the
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water, in its passage over this fearful rapid of boxwork
(the bed of the river south of the tail being at this time
21 feet below the sill of the dam) turned the piling and
hurdle work on the left flank, carried away that portion
of the tail in its immediate proximity, and was only
checked in its career of destruction by the masonry
platform, over which it fell in an uninterrupted cascade
of at least 15 feet in perpendicular height. The injury
was of such magnitude, and the accident had occurred
at a period when a succession of floods during the three
folloving months were certain, that there was neither
time nor material available for doing anything, further
than making a moderate repair ; and the only prospect
that offered of preventing irreparable injury, was by
passing off flood-water down the canal channel, and,
if possible, putting the dam out of use for tlie rest of
the season. It so happened that during the rest of the
rainy season of 1841 the floods that came down the river
were passed down the canal channel with the greatest
ease, and, in so far, our arrangements were crowned wit11
the most perfect success.
By a concurrence of unforeseen failures in the manufacture of materials, and chiefly in the deprivation of
European supeiintendence, arising from sickness, the
new works which, during the following cold weather,
had been in progress for the protection of the tail, were
only imperfectly finished when the rains of 1842 set in.
These rains commenced with nnusual violcnce ; and 011
the 29rd of Jume n heavy and continnxl fit11 of main,
confined, it appeared, to the upper pait of the Doah,
led to the whole of the rivers connected with the Jnnlna
being flooded to fin enormous extent. The coffer dams,
built for the protection of the sluices at tlie Nogong
works, were either not or only partially removed ; the
floods swept over the works, which were imperfectly
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indurated, and carried away the whole of tlie centrical
portion of the dam, leaving the side revetments standing,
with a gap between them of 150 feet in width. (J7idc
diagram 5, fig. 2.)
This removal of an obstruction to the course of the
current led to an entire revolution in the bed of the river;
the abrupt step which I have before described as formed
at the tail of the dam by a successive retrogression of
levels was entirely obliterated ; the bed of tlie river,
after the flood had ceased, had assumed one uniforiii
slope, and there was a deposit over a portion of the
masonry tail (that, from the lowness of its position, liad
not been affected by the action of tlie flood water), of
no less than 1 2 feet in depth of sand. A careful inspection of the plans and section of the Nogong River, with
the different levels that the bed occupicd-lst,
at the
period when the works were constructed ; 2ndly, at n
period antecedent to the occurrence of the accident, when
the retrogression of the levels on the tail had arrived
at their maximum ; 3rdly, the state of the bed after tlie
accident (vide clingmm 5, fig. 3)-will be suggestive of
interesting reflections on the nature and circuii~stances
imder which our canal works are placed in coiincctioil
wit11 these mountain torrents.
In comparing the effects at the Ranipoor with those
at the Nogong works, we see, in the first case, an open
and capaciou~inlet, with its sill placed 2-72 fcct below
the natural bed of the river, or at such a depth that the
action of tlie current passing over the surface in its
natural state would not in any way have intcrfcred with
i t ; in other ~vords,that tlie regimen of slope and soil
wolild not, by the intervention of the inlct, have 1)een
interrupted. Wc see the torrent pouring its watcrs over
this inlet upon n lower line of levels, artificially excavated
s s on escape, the slope of which was reduced far below

~
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that which nature had designed for it. In the case of
the Nogong dam, the sill of which was on the natural
surface of the bed of the river, and consequently destructive to the regimen of the flow of current over a sandy
bed, we see a torrent pouring its waters over an escape
upon a depressed line of levels as much opposed to its
natural distribution, as that on the artificially excavated
outlet for the Ranipoor River; we see the obstruction
of this dam on the Nogong River violently removed, and
no sooner does Nature assert her own influence, than she
at once returns to her uniformity of slope. There can
be no reason for doubting that, although our experience
of the effects of this accident at the Nogong dam only
pointed to that of one rainy season, a succession of
floods woulcl, by a succession of deposits, have restored
the bed to its original levels, as shown by the upper line
in the section ; precisely in the same way, in fact, as the
succession of floods at the Ranipoor Rao acted in the
restoration of the levels to their natural uniformity.
The question might, perhaps, have been one of degree
in so far that the proximity of the Ranipoor works to the
mountains, and the excess of slope upon which the torrent runs at the point of intersection with the canal,
would have effected in one season that which, under
peculiar circumstances, both in distance from the hills
and reduced dope of the torrent, might not, in the casc
of the Nogong excavations, have been effected in inany
years. In both these cases, the natural effects arising
froin artificial causes appear to me to he vcry much tho
same .
The consequenceH of building masonry clailis and platforms across the beds of mountain torrents running ~mder
circumstances like those of tile Muskurra and Nogong
Rivers, had, in both cases, proved that a retrogression of
levels, and an attendant deepening of the bed of tho river
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upon their lower side, were inevitable. Both these rivers
run in well-defined sections, and their beds were coasiderably below the surface of the country. The slopes upon
which the bedswere maintained (in the case of the Muskurra
9) feet per mile, and in that of the Nogong 11) feet per
mile), were clearly dependant on a natural regimen which
admitted of an equability of deposit of moving masses of
sand. The effects of destroying this regimen by placing
a bar of masonry, or a bar of any material whose substance was more rigid and of a denser nature than the
material that formed the bed of the river itself, might
naturally be expected to result in a disarrangement to the
uniformity of deposits below the bar, and in 8 power of
wear and tear upon the bed given to the current at that
particular point which, without any counteracting medium,
the extreme slope of surface rendered unavoidable.
To explain my views on the above question, let us
refer to the following diagrams, showing a portion of tlle
course of a mountain torrent flowing over a sandy bed.
Diagram 6 .

True bctl
torrent.

of

Line of 9111)posed limit to
the ~ c t i o nof
torrent.

From the above diagram it will be understood that
during the action of R, torrent, the upper surface of the
bed is under n forward movement; that the whole mass of
sand of which the supersoil of tlle bed is composed is dislocated and torn up by tlle violence of tlie current ; and
that during floods, tlie sand and water are carried forward
in a headlong course to tlic lower levels, \r.here the former
VOL. I.
nI

is either deposited by lateral inundations, or by meeting
with levels running on a diminished slope ; or, as is
frequently the case with the torrents in the north-west,
by its joining the great rivers, in the advancing volume of
which its sands are engulfed. The above is a representation of the torrent in its natural state; and its action
upon the sandy bed, a0 above shown, is, I believe,
undisputed.
Repeating the above diagram, and introducing the disturbing element caused by a bar of masonry, or by the
Nogong and Muskurra Dams, the position of which is
effectively shown in the diagram, we appear to arrive at
the following conclusions :-

-

Diagram 7.

True bed of torrent
nntl levcl of dam
silt.

Line of auppoacd
limit to the action
of torrent.

1st. That the interposition of the bar A must necessarily act as a disturbing element in the uniform advancement of the sand ; and that at this particular point,
during the periods when floods are running, the tendency
of the current in its full depth to rise over the bar A,
leads to an increased velocity on its down-stream side,
which must more or less influence the action of the current on the bed ; and that this element, small as it may
be, but connected as it is with the obstacle pesented by
the bar to the uniform progrew of the sand, places tllc
bed of the river on the dowl-stream side of thc bar,
under an entirely different regimen to that wllicll exists
on the up-stream side, and that this difference of regime11
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is in favour of a wear and tear upon the bed of the river
below the bar.
2nd. That in the case of the dams on the Muskurra
and Nogong Rivers, during the eight and a half or nine
months when the beds of the torrents are dry, the leakage
through dams, and the discharges of escape water, can
only act in carrying matter forward ; and the slopes upon
which this advanced movement is effected are on such an
exaggerated scale, that the wear of bed and consequent
retrogression of levels are inevitable.
Another and a third representation of the above
diagram is illustrative of the effects upon the bed of
the torrent, when the sill of a darn or bar of masonry
is placed even with or below the line marked as that of
" the supposed limit to the action of the torrent ;" and
its introduction here, as illustrative of matter that will
hereafter follow, is convenient.
Diagram 8.

w

True bctl of torrent.

Line of suppore11
limit to the a r tion of torrent.

The sill of the dam A is here supposed to be below
the semi-fluid matter in motion, and beyond the influence
of the action of the current ; its existence, therefore, is
harmless as far as disarranging c a u ~ e sare concerned, and
as it in no way affects the natural habits of the river, its
admission under any form or shape is legitimately safe,
and this safety increases with the depression of the sill
below '( the line of supposed limit to the action of
torrent."
Tlie extraordinrtry nccumulations of sand which mere
M 2
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attendant on the floods of the Ranipoor and Puttri Torrents, with which we had to deal on the Ganges Canal
works, and the action which they appeared to exert on
the surface of the country, opened out new considerations
as to the method of dealing with them. The alignement
of the Ganges Canal came in contact with these torrents
at points high upon their courses, and in regions where,
in escaping from confined channels, they poured over the
surface of the country, sheets of sand. Across these extensive areas the line of canal had to pass under the difficulties
of its bed levels, being in one case 12.725 and in the other
9-57 feet below the surface. The circumstances under
which the Jumna Canals came in contact with their torrents, were in no way coincident. The line of the Ganges
Canal, on its course between the Ranipoor and Rutmoo
Torrents, was literally (unless some other means than
those originally devised were projected) a catch drain of
very imperfect dimensions for the silt brought down Gom
the mountains by the periodical floods.
It wag evident, in fact, from the experience that we
had gained by obseilring the Ranipoor works during the
floods of 1849, that the quantity of sand annually
brought into the canal channel, under the projected plan
of works, would be enormous, and that an influx of silt
equal in extent to that of 1849, if to be annually expected in each of the two torrents referred to, would not
only lead to the greatest expense and annoyance hereafter, but that in the working of the canal the evil would
be unbounded.
The only efficient remedy that @suggesteditself for
overconling the difficulties arising from these silt-bearing
torrents-namely, passing the floodu over, instead of
through, the canal chnnnel-was onc which, from the enormona expense attendant upon its adoption, and from the
time and labour that would be required to colnplcte it, WM
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naturally open to reasonable objection : it implied excavation from the low levels in the Rutmoo Valley back to
the Puttri, through the heart of the springs (which I have
before described as existing in the Badshahpoor Nulla),
on a distance of no less than three miles. It implied a
similar operation, under more favourable circumstances,
with regard to springs on a line of upwards of a mile to
the Ranipoor Valley, and it necessitated a total and complete redistribution of the masonry works, and, what was
of equally material consequence, it implied also a complete rearrangement of the drainage. The plan of passing
the Ranipoor and Puttri Torrents over the canal might be
compared to a design for disposing of the Nogong and
Muskurra Rivers over the Eastern Jumna Canal by a
similar process, in which the low levels of the Belka falls
in one case, and the low levels of the Bobyl and Nugla
falls in the other, would be carried back to points in the
canal channel above those of its intersection with the
courses of the torrents.
Before any determinate measures could be recommended so seriously affecting the amount of the original
estimate, as the remedy to which I have just alluded
would lead to, it was necessary to examine, with a mind
as unprejudiced as possible, the existing causes and effects
of the sand deposits, bringing to this examination our
experience on the Jumna Canals, combined with that
which we h d so lately gained in the case of the Ranipoor
Rso, and thus deciding the general question as to the
method that could be best adopted for meeting the difficulties of the Ganges Canal works in their existing state
of progress.
The question was thus brought within defined limits,
and it nppeared to me to resolve itself into the following
argument :The natural law by which the phenomena alluded to
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were guided, was to be explained on the principle which
was well known as operating on artificial lines of canal,
both in these provinces and elsewhere, where the early
part of the courses of the channel runs on extreme
slopes through deep sections excavated through a light
sancly soil, and on beds inadequate to withstand the
attrition of the current. The phenomena here alluded to
have been too practically exhibited on the Eastern Jumna
Can$ to require any further consideration ; they are, in
fact, an exhibition of that law in nature which rnakea
running water regulate its own course and its own declivity ; this, in running rivers, being most apparent in
tortuosity of direction ; in artificial lines (where tortuosity
is prevented by embankments) in an adaptation of the
bed or declivity of channel by deposits of silt to the
regimen due to velocity of current.
The Eastern Jumna Canal affords a good exhibition
of the law in artificial lines.
The upper, or northern, portion of this canal W ~ S
excavated on an excessively steep slope, in a light and
sandy soil ; the lower, or southerly, portion on irregular
and moderate slopes, and through good, firm soil. The
results of this distribution of slope were, after a veq
limited period, shown in a manner represented by the following diagram, where the line A B C X shows the original
Diagram 9.

bed upon which the canal channel was excavated, and
dotted line B z X the slope which the current adapted
itself to.
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The process by which the new slope was arrived at
is thus explained. The velocity of the current led to an
abrasion of the bed at B C, as represented by the shaded
portion of the diagram. The soil thus abraded was carried forward until, by a decrease of the velocity of the
current, arising either from diminution of slope or from
decrease of volume, the water was no longer able to
retain the matter in suspension, and at the point x the
first deposit established itself; in the rear of this deposit
a stillness of water, added to the causes before-mentioned,
led to further deposits, and by a gradual, but very evident process, the whole space X C B x was filled by
deposits retrograding from X to B, as shown by the
dotted lines.
A further retrogression of 'the wear and tear at A in
the canal bed, led to a deposition again in advance of the
point X, with an after process corresponding in every
respect with that before explained ; this continued until
the retrogression at A was put a stop to by the intervention of masonry works built for the purpose. For the
particular object of the present argument, there is no
necessity to carry the explanation further, but it is sufficiently illustrative of the effect of silt-loaded waters, running on irregular slopes in an artificial and embanked
channel.
We mill now consider a case where the channel has no
embankments, and where the water perpetually loaded
with silt flows over the surface of the country.
I t is clear thnt the precise point x, at which the deposition commences, is necessarily determined by the
power of the water to carry silt forward; in an embanked
channel this power will act to a considerable extent and
on lollg lincs, checked only by a decrease of volume
(arising, in irrigation canals, from expenditure on watercourse heads), or by decrcase of the slope. In lines llot
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embanked, the water, from spreading over the country, is
immediately subjected to a reduction of velocity, and,
consequently, has an immediate inclination to get rid of
all heavy matter by deposition : the point x will, therefore,
in this case, be situated closer to the field of abrasion ;
at any rate, it will exist at some point or other in the
course of the river, and, as I have before shown, at that
point where the velocity of current is inadequate to hold
matter in suspension.
Whether, therefore, the channel is embanked or not,
the same laws operate in both cases ; the same ends are
obtained by a process similar in every respect, although
under different circumstances.
In the following diagram, using the same letters as
before, is represented, in plan or map, the surface of a
Diagram 10.

corntry where the channel has no embankments, and
where the water, perpetually loaded with silt, flows
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over it; A C having a steep slope, and C X a comparatively
moderate one.
The line of river from C to x would run on a tortuous course, spreading and throwing up to the right
and left slight deposits, as may be observed in the region
of all alluvial rivers," on its gaining the surface of the

* Where a silt-bearing river separates into two branches, either a t
different angles to the main stream, or on different slopes, that branch
having the least slope, or at the greatest angle, will have a tendency to
silt up. I t is thus with the outlets and escapes from our canals, which
being on a less slope than that of the main line, and in most instances
being at right angles to it, have always a tendency to silt deposits a t
their mouths; so also at Cattle Ghats, and a t still places on the right or
eft of the stream.
To see this in a practical point of view, look a t the Rajbuhas, or
main lines of water-courses on the Jumna Canals, and the periodical
clearances of silt which they require ; the deposits in these Rajbuhas
never extend more than one or three quarters of a mile from the main
stream ; from a rapid deposit of coarse sand at the point of departure,
they dwindle off to that of the finest mud ; the whole progress of n deposit
may be observed, studied and understood by any person who will from
the Rajbuha head walk down its course.
In silt-bearing rivers, the waters of which, during floods, spread over
the country to the right and left, the water, on leaving the main current, immediately has a tendency to deposit the matter suspended in it,
the disposition of the deposit depending upon the gravity of the matter
in suspension. This deposit is exhibited in a talus sloping outwards,
and away from the river. Any person travelling along the Jumna
Canals, where the height of the surface water is very variable, and
where the water is loaded with silt, will observe the deposit on the
berms, and may even see the action in progress, thus :Diagram 11.
Water atill, or
comparatively no.
BANK

cunnENT

High water mark.
Low water mark.

a' being the silt deposit, and x either a trifling stream or standing
water.
The same is apparent in the Khadir lands of our mountain torrents,
only on R larger scale, the hollow x heing invariably exhibited in either
nulla or marsh a t the foot of the high land skirting the valley. The
Rame is scrn in the high steppes of the Ganges and Jumna (which,
although now h r removed from the action of t,he river, which hae
t\xc;tvated for itself a course on a lower level), where a nulla or marsh
invariably exists, as the representation of z : this is clearly wen in the
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country where, unshackled by any channel or section, the
water, by spreading, would lose all power of holding matter in suspension, the deposits would take the form as
represented at x, terminating in a fan-shaped field of silt,
which would assume a convex form (as may invariably be
observed in deposits of this sort), and would exhibit the
remarkable appearance which is so recognizable in the
Rmipoor and Puttri Torrents, where the bed of the river,
after the rains, is on a higher level than that of the
neighbouring country.
I have by dotted lines shorn the limits of the basin
in which the floods are supposed to act, the tendency of
such action being undoubtedly to raise the surface of the
valley ; the course of the preceding year could not, from
its elevated position, be that of the next ; this next flood
would throw out another fan of sand laterally situated to
Gosainwala marsh, and in others in that neighbourhood in the Eastern
Doon, as well as in the lower flats of Bhogpoor, and similarly situated
land on the Jumna.
On the Indns the most magnificent exemplification is shown of the
aame law, where for a mile on each side of the river's course the land
is elevated, whereas the surface of the distant country is below that of
the water of the river. T h e following section of the Indns, for which
I am indebted to my friend Major TV. E. Baker, of the Bengal Engineers, is literally that of an artificial canal with embankments, the
latter being compoued of silt deposited during inundatioms.
Diagram 12.

The fan-like and convexical form which deposits assume, when siltbearing water, running on a steep declivity, escapes from its channel
and spreads over the surface of the country, is too conspicuously shown
at points on the Eastern Jumna Canal, where fractures have taken place
in embankments much elevated above the surface of the country to
have eflcaped bhe attention of men in the Canal Department; but the
rationale is too clear to require further explanation, when thc effects of
depoeit depending on the velocity of the c~irrent,and the gravity of the
s~upendedmatter, are taken into coneideration.
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that of the preceding year, and so on annually, as figured
in the diagram, until a deposit similar to that at x would
be distributed over the whole surface of the valley. This
would, it may naturally be supposed, lead to the same
action as was before described as occurring on the artificial line of channel, with consequences precisely the
same, and, to use the words of a former paragraph, by
a gradual and very evident process, the whole space,
X C B x, would be filled by deposits retrograding from
x to B, as shown by the dotted lines in diagram 9.
Now, let us consider that in the case of the Ranipoor
and Puttri Torrents (which strictly deserve that name
fiom their being perfectly dry, excepting during floods),
and the deposits of sand which occur at that part of their
course where the canal comes in contact with them; the
letters A B C of diagram 13 represent the Sewalik Hills,
Diagram 13.

with their steep slopes, having a perpetual tendency to
degradation, from the quantities of shingle and sand which
are carried out of them during every flood ; and that
B X is the tract at their foot through which the Ganges
Canal takes its course, as represented by tlle depression
at z. Now repeating the diagram as a representation of
n longitudinal section through the map in diagram 10,
we have the Ganges Canal at the point x excavated
in tho deposit, and actually in the position of a catch
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drain, for the reception of all the detritus brought down
from the hills A B.
It is a point, moreover, most especially worthy of
attention, that the very fact of the above two rivers being
torrents, and not perennial streams, is greatly in favour of
deposits at their immediate debouche from the mountains.
The floods are, in fact, spasmodic disgorgements of
heavily silt-laden water spreading over the surface of
country, and frequently losing themselves by absorption
and other causes before they reach the rivers to which
they are properly tributary.
Under the above view of the question it appeared to
be impossible that any works, constructed on the principle
of passing flood-water through the canal, could (situated
as I have described the works to be both in position and
level) be free from very extensive deposits of sand, nor
would it have been practicable to maintain the escape from
the canal, a n d in the direction x X, as open and efficient
channels, without annual and most extensive clearances.
Having amved at these conclusions, and being justified
by the results of the floods of 1849 on the Rmipoor
works, I considered that the following facts were established :1st. That the canal channel, under the project of
1845, would be subjected to greater deposits of sand than
were before anticipated.
2nd. That, consequently, the annual outlay for getting
rid of the inconvenience would be very heavy.
3rd. That the whole state of the question gave me
legitimate grounds for incurring increased outlay, where
the object to be attained was one of such immense importance in ultimate economy.
It may be hardly necessary to observe that, in illustrating the above argument, both the diagrams themselves and the descriptions, as far as time is concerned,
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are exaggerated in every sense ; that the time occupied,
when nature is not interfered with, in gaining the results
to which I have drawn attention, runs through an infinity
of ages; that thousands upon thousands of years have
been expended in gaining the configuration of the earth's
surface, as it now exists in the region upon which the
canal takes its course ; that the process is so slow that
human life and human intellect are incapable of appreciating it. But degradation of matter is certain. The
Sewalik Hills, which are now such an ornamental feature
of our world, will, in the course of time, dwindle to
nothing: their substance has been for ages, and will be
for another succession of ages, undergoing dispersion
over the earth's surface. The land at the foot of the
Sewalik Hills is, year after year, rising in surface as the
hills themselves fall to pieces ; and although the immeasurable periods at which great changes take place
are not matters to be considered in human undertakings,
a steadily proceeding cause like that alluded to above, in
which there is a perpetual tendency to deposit, assured
me of the correctness of the results at which I had
arrived, in maintaining the-course of the canal and that
of the hill torrents distinctly separate.
In recommending, therefore, that the course of the
Ranipoor and Puttri torrents should be carried over that
of the Ganges Canal, I observed that if the phenomena
attendant on the regimen of the slopes of tlie *mountain
torrents at that particular point of their course where they
came in contact with the canal works, were as I had
stated, it was evident1st. That it would he nn evil of the first magnitude
to let these torrents, with their silt, enter the canal
channel.
2nd. That if a super-waterway for tlie passage of tho
torrent is made of ~ufficientwidth, there will be no ten-
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dency to wear and tear on the water passing from the
masonry super-passage to the soil of the surface of the
country .*
3rd. That as there is no tendency at this particular
point to a retrogression of levels, the torrent may be
carried over the canal with perfect security.
The advantages of passing the floods over the canal
were, in every respect, undeniable: they resolved themselves into the following :1st. Utter freedom to the canal channel from silt, and
the evils arising from the contact of two streams meeting
each other at right angles.
2nd. Freedom from all the wear and tear of channel
necessary on the admission of the torrent into the canal
bed.
3rd. Freedom from the anxiety of opening and
shutting sluices, and regulating the escape at the
dams.
4th. Freedom from all establishment for working the
dams, and a consequent reduction of a large permanent
establiclhment necessary for their maintenance.
On the other side was the enormous additional expense, which it was hoped would in a great measure be
neutralized by the ultimate saving on establishment, silt
clearances, and general repairrc.
In my letter of the 12th of April, 1863, the arrangements depending on the improved project were thus
stated :" super-passages, therefore, for the torrents will be
constructecl on the main ehalinel at the Ranipoor and at
the Puttri Raos. In the first case, the first fall at BahaI t waa not meant, by the expressions al,ovr! used, that there
would be n o tendency to excavation at the immedi:tte tail of the work;
but that this excavation would be a mere local evil, flubject to being
filled in, more or less, on the subsidence of floods, ancl not one affecting
the downward levels of the escape.
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doorabad will be moved back to a distance of 5,748 feet
(1 mile and 468 feet) ; in the second case, the Dliunowri
Falls, which in the original project are situated on the
left bank of the Rutmoo River, will be moved back to
a distance of 15,630 feet (3 miles nearly) ; in other
words :" 1st. The first Bahadoorabad Falls and Locks and
the Ranipoor Inlet and Outlet of the original project, will
become one work.
" 2nd. The Dhunowri Falls and Locks and the Puttri
Inlet and Outlet will be united."
The general design of the works, arising from this
change of disposition of slopes and method of dealing
with the cross drainage, will be very clearly understood
by a reference to the accompanying outline, which shows
the details of the works from the Jowallapoor Bridge to
the Rutmoo torrent, both on the project of 1845 and
on that which has just been explained of 1850 (ride
diagram 14) .
With these outlines, as well as with the transverse
scctions ( ~ i d cdiagram 15), explanatory of the different
methods of passing the torrents over the canal channel,
before him, the reader will without difficulty be able to
comprehend the precise nature of the change that had
been effected, and the position of the different works as
they have been actually executed.
With regard to slope, the bed of the canal, on the
sill of tlie Falls No. 1 at Ranipoor, was maintained on its
original level. The falls, which were nine feet in perpendicular descent, although constructed in the forin of an
ogeo, delivered tlie water on a cliannel 143 feet wide,
with a slope of bed equal to 1*052 per niilc, and extellding on a line of 0,742 feet to the gill of tlie No. 2
Bnli:~doorabs,(lFalls. A dcsccilt of 9 fcet at this point,
delivered the water on a climuel 170 feet wide, with a
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slope of bed equal to 1.3 feet per mile, and extending on
a line of 2,696 feet to the sill of the No. 3 Bahadoorabad
Falls ; a descent again at this point of 9 feet delivered the
water on a channel of 160 feet wide, with a slope of
bed equal to 1.2 per mile, and extending on a line of
11,963 feet to the sill of the No. 4 Puttri Falls; from
this point, where the last masonry descent occurs, the
water is delivered on a slope of 1.21 feet per mile, which
terminates on the flooring of the Dhunowri Bridge.
It will be observed, therefore, that the uniform slope
of 18 inches, which was designed in the project of 1845,
was very considerably reduced, the reduction having been
gained by giving an additional twelve inches to each of
the masonry descents. To meet this reduction of slope,
however, additional width was given to the channel from
the tail of the Ranipoor to the head of the Puttri works,
south of which the interruptions which were met with
from springs led to a modification of the dimensions
which were elsewhere put into practice.
The direction of the canal was, in many respects,
similar to that of the original project. Both at the tail
of the Rmipoor and at that of the No. 3 Bahadoorabad
Fds, however, there was a change of direction of 5) deg.
to the right. With the exception of these changes, the
canal was carried on a direct bearing to the village lands
of Dhunowri. Here a curve on an angle of 625 deg.
tangential to the line of channel on its approach to
Dhunowri, and to a direct line bearing upon Roorkee,
delivered the canal on the Rutmoo River. At this point
the gentle curve upon which the line of canal was, in the
project of 1845, brought down upon the Rutmoo River,
was, for reasons to be explained, hereafter rejected ; the
more abrupt turn, with sides well protected l)y masonry
revetments, being preferred.
The aoil through which the excavation was to be
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carried was of a light description, but by no means
unmixed with clay ; shingle in small quantities was met
with here and there, and as far as the head of the Puttri
Falls no spring water interfered with the excavation.
The retro-position of the first set of falls led to excess
of digging of 9 feet in depth on a length of 5,748 feet,
with its attendant increase to the dimensions of slopes.
From the head of the Puttri Falls, however, to the
Rutmoo River-on which, by the proposed plan, an excess of depth of 13 feet on a length of 15,630 feet was
to be excavated-the difficulties arising $om spring water
were very great. The detail of these difficulties will be
found in its proper place, when the canal excavation is
brought under general review.
The passage of the Ranipoor Torrent over the canal
is obtained by throwing arches over the lower levels of
the falls, the waterway of which was divided into eight
parallel descents of 25 feet in width, with a passage of
19 feet in width on the left for the navigable channel.
The inlet and dam which had been already built were
embedded in the side walls or abutments of this new
building, so that the masonv of the old worlts was
disposed of in the most economical way. The superpassage, which rested on the arches thrown over the
bays of the falls, has a clear waterway of 200 feet in
width, with all tlie necessary appliances for its protectioil
on the ingress and egress of the torrent.
The Bahadoorabad Falls, No. 2 and No. 3, which
are situated immediately below the Ranipoor works, are
provided with a waterway of 200 feet efich, in eight
hays of 25 feet each. Below the No. 3 falls, and on tlie
right of the canal, the Scliinpoor inlet (which is constructed ex~ctlyon the same design as that built at
dowalapoor) admits into the canal channel the drainage
which I liave bcfore described ns uilcoiinected wit11 the
VOL. I.
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The width

of waterway of the Selimpoor inlet is 150 feet.
The Puttri superpassage, which is 300 feet in clear
width of channel, is arranged, with reference to the falls
and navigable channel, precisely in the same way as that
before described at the Ranipoor works. All the necessary appliances for its protection from the ingress and
egress of floods have been carefully adopted.
On the right of the canal, at a point 10,804 feet
below the Puttri works, an inlet, with a waterway of
50 feet in width, has been constructed for the purpose
of admitting the stream and floods of the Badshahpoor
Nulla. The design of this work is similar to that which
has been universally adopted for inlet purposes.
The Rutmoo dam is approached by well-protected
masonry revetments, for the purpose of securing a safe
change of direction to the course of the canal on its
approach to the river. The river is crossed by both
inlet and outlet, and is cut off from the works on the
Peeran Kulleeur ridge by a regulating bridge, constructed
on the same scale, and fitted with the same apparatus,
as that at the canal head at Myapoor.
This bridge gives the means of cross-communicatio~
over the canal on the right bank of the Rutmoo River;
whilst a plain bridge, which has been built across the
revetted portion of the canal channel on its approach to
the Rutmoo, gives the means of cross-communication
on the left. The dam is fitted with sluices, which give
a waterway of 600 feet ; over the pier-heads, which
are 10 feet above the bed of the canal, the works
afford n flush escape for flood-water equal to 800 feet in
length.
The diutrihution of escape from, and inlet to, the
canal channel from the Myapoor regulator to the Rutmoo
d m , a0 designed in the estimate of 1845, and compared
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with those which have been adopted on the explanations
of 1850, may be thus described :-

1850.

1845.
Inlet,.
-Lounda Leni Wala
Kunlthul .
Jowalapoor
.
Ranipoor (inlet free)
Selimpoor ditto
Puttri
ditto
Gurh
ditto
Badshahpoor .
Rutmoo .

.
say

say
say
say

20
10

.

.
.

.

Totals

.
.
.

-

.

131i
23h
1314
239
free
7964

.

1,136;

Outlet.

20

-

-

Inlet. Outlet.

50
50
100

20

150
-

-

79Gi

50
800

800

1,126i

1,200

820

131i
234
131i
234
free

----

-

I n other words, in the early project the whole of the
drainage to the right was to be passed off by escapes
equal in width to 1,126k feet ; whereas in that of the
latter date the whole of this drainage, minus 600 feet in
width, is passed off through 820 feet of opening. The
new project does, in fact, therefore, give an escape of
829 + 600 =1,320 feet, or 1938 feet Inore than that
originally contemplated.
It is questionable whether the amount of drainage
which, on the project of 1845, was admitted into the
canal by apertures left in the embankments, would not
have affected tho canal supply passing down upon the
Rutmoo dam to an equal, if not greater, extent than the
numerous inlets which have been latterly designed. The
admission, however, of so much water without any npparent escapc for it, as is given at the Lounda Leni, Jowalapoor, Selimpoor, and the smaller inlets, is a more
palpable evil ; it is, nevertheless, more so in appearance
than in reality, the breadth of inlet by which, in the
N 2
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foregoing table, the amount of volume has been estimated, having been given to facilitate the ingress of
floods over an expanded surface, and thereby to relieve
the canal channel, as much as possible, from the effects
of a confined and contracted waterway.
With a view, however, to meet the contingency of an
overloaded canal channel, the embankments on the left,
and immediately opposite the inlet at Selimpoor, have
been omitted, so that on any extraordinary rise of high
water the flood may pass over. The expedient is an
awkward one, as in so doing the navigable channel, which
runs parallel, although at some distance from the canal
on the left, mould be swamped. The cost, however, of the
restoration of this line of channel would be trifling to the
damage that might otherwise be inflicted on the main line
of works ; and, after all, the contingency of floods of this
sort occurring is one that iu hardly to be expected,
although it is better to be prepared than otherwise.
The navigable canal channel, which, in the original
project (aide the sketch which has been given in a former
page, diagram 14, fig. I), left the main canal at a distance
of 4,000 feet from the head of the falls, and re-entered
it at a point below them, has, in consequence of the
reprojection of the drainage works, been considerably
modified, and very greatly improved.
The head of this channel now (diagram 14, fig. 2)
leaves the canal on the left bank immediately aboz~cthe
Jowalapoor bridge, of which the works form a component
part. By placing the head in this situation we hold the
means in our power of preventing rafts and craft of any description that may pass down the canal from coining in contact with the clescent~or cataractu, as they may be calle(1,
by which one superfluous slope lias beell disposed of, and
we thereby give an increased security to the navigntion.
After leaving the Jowalapoor bridge, the line runs
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parallel to the canal, and reaches, by a masonry channel
brought down by a gentle curve, a lock with a drop of
9 feet, situated on the left, and forming the left bay
of the Ranipoor superpassage.* After passing the lock,
the masonry. channel goes off in another gentle curve,
and delivers the water on an excavated channel running
parallel to, and at a distance of 900 feet from, the line of
the main canal. On this portion of its course the descent
of country which is passed in the main canal by No. 2
and No. 3 falls, is overcome by locks of 9 feet drop
each ; the navigable channel on its approach to the falls
and superpassage of the Puttri Torrent enters a masonry
channel, which meets the superpassage, and passes the
descent in the same way as I have described at the Ranipoor works.
At this point the navigable line rejoins the parent
stream.
The arrangements made for the passage of boats at the
Ranipoor and Puttri works are in every way adapted to
security. The masonry channel-which, at these points on
the navigable line, is entirely separated from the stream
of the main canal (with which, excepting for lock and
supply purposes, it has no connection whatever), not only
renders the approach to the superpassages and the de-

* A t the head of the lock chamber at the Ranipoor superpassage,
the masonry channel is divided into two; that one on the right, which
is 16 feet in width, giving the drop for lock purposes ; the other, or
that which is situated on the left, which is 10 feet in width, continuing
on the upper levels under the superpassage, for the purpose of supplying
mills for grinding corn at. Rsllndoorahnd. At t l ~ cintersection by this
channel of the curve of the navigable line, whicli is situated directly
below the superpassage, a crossing is effected by an nqucduct, from
~ v h c n c cit procceds to a cl~lstcrof n~ills,ml~icli are constructed on the
site of the No. 1 locks of the projcct of 1845. I3p tnliiiig ntlvnl~tage
of the rncans a t iny tliqposnl for cst:tl~lishing a cl1:~111(>1
for the water
under the superpassagc1 of the Ranipoor Torrent, I was able to get
efficient head supply for the mills, which could not well have been
obtained otherwise.
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scent to the locks convenient, but places boats and r&s
in their passage out of all danger.
I may here remark that the progress of these extensive works which the changes involved, was greatly facilitated by the use of water conveyance from the canal
head downwards, and in the cheap and ready supply of
boulders or river stone which this mode of conveyance
introduced on the works. The canal excavated for this
purpose was a mere channel 10 feet wide, formed in the
bed of the main canal, and carried a supply of water
brought down from the branch of the Ganges, which
passes under the town of Hurdwar.
My original intention was to have kept this an open
line for the supply of material to all the works as far
as those on the Rutmoo River, for which it was in the
highest degree appropriate ; circumstances, however,
prevented the carrying out of this intention to its fullest
extent, and the advantage of water-carriage was limited
to a supply of material for the Ranipoor and other works
which were subsequently constructed. The benefits gained,
however, by this limited use of the canal were great, and,
in lieu of the difficulties and delay in land-carriage, of
the highest importance. The introduction, moreover, of a
constant supply of water on the surface of a country where
the springs were at great depths, was not only a great convenience to the workpeople in providing water for the purposes of cooking, drinking, LC., but it kept up a constant
supply for the brick-fields, thereby facilitating the manufacture of bricks : and, finally, what was in my e~timation
of infinitely greater value and importance, it provided an
nnbonnded supply for the bricklayers in laying the bricks
into the work with mortar thorougllly mixed, and with
bricks and mortar thoroughly moistened. This ready,
although artificial, upp ply of water, in fact, cnablecl us to
meet a want at the Ranipoor, which, at the Solani and
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Puttri works, the water from surface-springs naturally
provided for.
The works Gom the Ranipoor to the Rutmoo torrents
consist of1st. The Ranipoor superpassage, with a waterway of
200 feet in width, connected with falls No. 1, having a
drop of 9 feet in the bed of the canal.
2nd. The falls No. 2, with a drop of 9 feet.
3rd. The falls No. 3, with a drop of 9 feet.
4th. The Selimpoor inlet, 150 feet opening.
5th. The Puttri superpassage, with a waterway of
300 feet in width, connected with falls No. 4, having a
drop of 9 feet in the bed of the canal.
6th. The Badshahpoor inlet, 50 feet opening.
7th. The Rutmoo dam and inlet, with escape of
800 feet, and a bridge for the purpose of regulating the
canal supply, and of cutting off the canal stream from
its passage onwards towards the Peeran Kulleeur excavation and the Solani aqueduct, together with a bridge for
cross-communication north of the works.
8th. Line of navigable canal from the Jowalapoor
bridge to the tail of the Puttri superpassage.
From the Rutinoo regulating bridge to the high land
of the Doab, the canal runs in an uninterrupted straight
line, passing betzuccn the village of Peeran Iiulleeur and the
Durgah, betu7cen the villages of Bajooheri and Mahewur,
and reaching the high land immediately to the east of
the town of Roorkee; from thence, by a curve to the left,
which commences at the terminal point of the aqueduct,
the channel proceeds in R. straight line to the Assoffnuggur fallg, ftt wllicll point the first division terminates.
Tlle deviations from the original design on this portion of the cannl's course (laying aside building details,
which will be referred to in their proper place) consist
entirely in a reduction of the slope of the bed. The
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original plan was, as I have before wid, to continue the
slope, in an uninterrupted line of 18 inches per mile, from
the Ranipoor works to the flooring of the Rutmoo regulator. This slope has been considerably modified, and a
similar modification has been practised in advance; the
bed slope of the canal having been, on the line which we
are now describing, reduced to 1 5 inches per mile ; that
is to say, from the flooring of the Rutmoo regulator to
the flooring of the Roorkee bridge there is a declivity
of bed equal to 1-25 feet per mile.* Onwards to the sill
of the falls of Assoffnuggur (to which point it is necessary to continue the series, to bring under review the
effectively operative slope on the aqueduct works), the
fall on a distance of 21,202 feet is equal to 4.4 feet, or
1-095 feet per mile. The section of the canal on its
transverse axis corresponds with that given in detail,
under the head of " Excavation." In a general way,
however, it coincides with that figured in diagram 2.
On leaving the regulator, the canal channel, on a
length of 5,000 feet, passes through the Khadir or low
land of the Rutmoo River ; it then enters the Peeran
Kulleeur ridge, an elevated tract of land which I have
before described as extending from the steep slopes
near the town of Kheeri, and terminating at Peeran
Kulleeur, where it overlooks the Khadir lands, either in
abrupt precipices, formed by the inroads of the Rutmoo
Torrent, or in undulating raviny slopes, considerably
elcvated over the low country which lies on three sides
of it. The length on which the canal take its course
through this ridge is equal to 10,700 feet ; the mean
depth of excavation being 31 feet, and the maximum
37 feet. At the poiut opposite the village of Peeran
Kulleenr, a masonry bridge, with a wnterwy of the
time dimensions ns those of the Jowalapoor and Kun* For detail, see p. 189.
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khul bridges, viz., 165 feet, has been constructed for
the convenience of the high road between Saharmpoor,
Imli, and Hurdwar. This bridge connects the village
with the temple tombs and reservoir attached to the
Durgah, and gives accommodation to the multitudes that
assemble, during the months of March and April, at a
fair held at this place, which, although on the high road
to the head-quarters of Brahminical faith, is purely Mussulman. The section of the canal at the point where the
bridge is constructed is, with the exception of that at
Gurh and Synibas, the deepest on the whole line of
works, the perpendicular depth from the bridge roadway
to the flooring on the canal bed being equal to 37 feet.
There are flights of steps arranged on its up-stream side,
for the purpose of providing the community with means of
access to the canal water. There are also side or towingpath passages to this bridge; the left one being the line of
railway communication between Roorkee and the Rutmoo
works. This work is entirely built of brick masonry, and
its foundations were in some measure interfered with by
springs.
On the approach of the cannl channel to the villages
of Bajooheri and Mahewur, the line is crossed by a
hollow, which is connected with an extended line of
ravine, running back to the distance of 3,000 feet into
the high land which constitutes the Peeran Kulleeur
ridge. The drainage of this line passed through the
hollow which is intersected by the canal, and fell into
the Khadir, close under the village of Bajooheri ; this
drainage has bcen got rid of, by making an artificial
cut from tho hollow on the right of the cannl, and giving
an cscape for the water to the west of the village of
Mnhewur
From the point al~ove described, the works of the
Solnni aqueduct commence, the hollow in question

.
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having, on both sides of the canal, channels of escape
built in connection with the aqueduct terminus, and
formed through the embankments. These channels are
in width 100 feet, with masonry floorings and flanks ; they
are filled in with soil of a light description, and are hardly
to be recognized, excepting in the projecting steps of
masonry which form their flanks ; their especial object
is to relieve the aqueduct in cases of extreme emergency,
and their uses will be fully described hereafter. From
these " blind " escapes, as they may be termed, the
down-stream flank of which rests on the upper terminus,
the cand passes the Solani valley in a channel whose
base is 150 feet in width between revetments, designed in the step fashion, as used by the natives
of India in their ghats or bathing-places. At a point,
not altogether centrical, and nearer Roorkee than Mahewm, the Solani River is passed by a series of fifteen
archways, 50 feet in width each. The level of the flooring of the aqueduct which crosses the river, and upon
which the canal water is carried, is 24 feet above the bed
of the Solani, which runs below i t ; and this 24 feet
may be considered the maximum difference of level
between the bed of the canal and the surface profile
of the valley, on the whole length upon which the
aqueduct passes.
The total length between the extremities of the
termini is 15,687 feet, or 2 miles 7 furlongs and
507 feet, of which that portion of the bed which passes
over the Solani River, and which is 932 feet in length,
is of masonry, and the rest of earth. Cattle ghats
and bridges of cross-communication act as the termind
features of this aqueduct.
From the lower extremity or terminus at Roorkee,
the cand channel passes on the high land of tlre Donb
to the Aseoffnuggur falls by rather an abrupt curve,
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pojected to the left on a radius of 6,617 feet ; this curve
commences immediately on leaving the masonry of the
aqueduct, and on its concave or right side is protected
by a revetment of masonry which continues on a length
of 3,200 feet. The whole distance from the aqueduct
terminus to the sill of the falls of Assoffnuggnr is
21,202 feet in length ; and the actual sloye of bed
from the flooring of the terminal bridge at Roorkee to
the sill of the falls is 4-4 feet. The transverse section
of channel corresponds with that before figured in
diagram 2.
The reduced slope upon which the channel runs,
between the bridge at Roorkee and the sill of the Assoffnuggur falls, has been designed with a view of protecting the bed of the channel in its course over the
Solani valley. The flooring of the aqueduct itself,
which is 3,404 feet on the up-stream side of the Roorkee
bridge, and which, to correspond with the slope of
15 inches per mile, ought to have been laid 8 inches
above that of the bridge, is laid on the same level,:!: so
that on this point, as well as on the whole line of the
aqueduct channel, there will be a tendency to back water,
and, consequently, to a relief from the action of the
of the slopes
current upon the bed. The arrai~gen~ent
which I have just described will be best understood by
a reference to tlle longitudinal section of the worlts in
this neighbourl~ood. They appear to be eminently advantageous to the interests of the works in this rather
delicate part of their course, over a long line of depressed
vallcy.
I t will be interesting at this point, and before closing
my remarks on tlle works of the first division, to show
at one view the effective dopes of the channel. These
nlopecl, although somewhat irregular in detail (an irregularity which han been designed for specific objects), are

*

Actually 2 inches below by proof levels.
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on long lines very distinctly marked, and as easily
divided by the constant recurrence of masonry descents.
These descents lead to abrupt changes of level, and to
series of slopes quite independent of each other. These
long lines or series may be thus tabulated :LOCALITY.

LENGTH.
Miles. Feet.

From the Ganges to the head of the
falls at Iianipoor

.

7

4,839

FALL.
Ft. In. 10th~.

32 9 4

The detail of the above slope may be thus given :LOCALITY.

FALL.

LENGTH.
Miles.

From the Ganges to the flooring of the
Myapoor replating bridge
From the flooring of the Myapoor regulating bridge to the flooring of the
Kunkhul bridge
From the flooring of the Kunkhul
briclge to the flooring of the Jowalapoor bridge . . . . . . . .
From the flooring of the Jowabpoor
bridge to the sill of the Ranipoor
falls

Feet.

Ft. In. 10th~.

. . .

2

4,190 24

0 0

. . . . . . .

1

4,347

3

8 0

1

4,155

2

9 8

2

3 6

2,707
. . . . . . . . . .1
Total

. . . . . .

7

4,839

32

9

4

With the exception of the lower 4 miles, the whole of
this distance is passed on beds of shingle and boulders;
that portion of it which extends from the Ganges to the
Myapoor regulator being an old cleared-out bed of the
river, permanent and compact, and composed of shingle
mixed with the largest description of boulders. The
effect, therefore, of the forward movement of materid
in equalizing the slopes on this extended line will, it
may be supposed, be a very gradual process ; the nature
of the bed, however, gives a security to its efficient maintenance.
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LOCALITY.

FALL.

LENGTH.
Miles. Feet.

From the tail or lower level of the
falls at Ranipoor to the head of the
. . . . . . . .
No. 2 falls
From the tail or lower level of the
No. 2, to the head of the No. 3 falls
From the tail or lower level of the No. 3,
to the head of the No. 4 falls .

Ft. In. 1 0 t h ~ .

1

4,462

1 11 3

1

2,696

0

2

1,403

2 8 7

.

4

3,281

5 4

0

From the tail or lower level of the No. 4
falls, to the sill or head of the falls
a t Assoffnuggur

12

5,240

15 6

1

.

Totals

.

8

0

The detail of the series last given may be thus explained :LOCALITY.

LENGTH.
Miles.

From the tail or lower level of the
No. 4 falls to the flooring of the
3
Dhunowri bridge
From the flooring of the Dhunowri
bridge to that of the Rutmoo regu3
lator
From the flooring of the Rutmoo
regulator to that of the Peeran Kul1
leeur bridge
.
From the flooring of the I'eeran Kulleeur bridge to that of the Mahewur
1
bridge
From the flooring of the Mahewur
bridge to that of the masonry
2
challncl over the Solani River
From thc flooring of the masonry
channel over the Solaui River to
2
that of the Roorkee bridge .
From thc, flooring of thc Itoorkee
bridgc to the sill of thc Assoffiiug4
gurfalls .
. -12
Totals as above .

.

.

.

.

.

Feet.

249

FALL.
Feet. In. 1 0 t h ~ .

3

8

3

1,429

0 5 5

1,393

1 2 9

3,349

2 3 7

GI4

3

6

9

3,404 ~ i s c o 2 0

82
5,240

-- --

4

4

8

15 G

1
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The composition of the soil through which the canal
channel m s from the Ranipoor works downwards is, on
the first part of its course, or as far as the head of the
Puttri falls, decidedly light and sandy ; in advance of
this, there is a great admixture of clay, and the excavation through the ridge of Peeran Kulleeur, the greater
part of the soil from which has been carried out to form
the banks in the Rutmoo valley and the earthen portion
of the Solani aqueduct, was made through alternate
strata of soil more or less sandy, and unmixed clay,
similar to that which is produced in old ponds and reservoirs. The same species of soil existed on the opposite
and Roorkee side of the valley, the Solani having
clearly worn its passage through a series of horizontal
beds, which formerly extended from Roorkee to Peeran
Kulleeur.
Both the bed of the Solani aqueduct, and the embankments which are constructed in rear of the masonry
side revetments to which they form a backing, are formed,
therefore, of soil of a very mixed nature. Great care has
been taken in its consolidation, and it is supposed that
an upper layer of boulders, which will be gradually deposited on the earthen portion of the channel, will, in
the course of time, secure the permanency of bed which
is desired.
I may obseme, in concluding this section, that although
the demand for irrigation on the tract which has been
described, is comparatively of little general importance,
there are lands lying high on the right bank of the
Ganges, in the neighbourhood and within tho limits of
the Puttri forests, that will derive extraordinary benefits
from the introduction of water. For the ~ccommodatioll
of these lands, heads for irrigation have been provided,
both at Kunkhul and from the mill reservoir at Bahadoorabad ; and, although I have not thought it expedient
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to build heads for irrigation at other points, the means of
irrigation can very easily, and certainly with greater
practical advantages, be provided hereafter.

11. The country fronz Roorkcc to Nanoon marked by great
declivity of fall in the su~lface,and by its con?zection
with Bhoor or tracts of salad-hills.

It was necessary, to enable me to bring the slopes
of the canal bed and their effects upon the Solani
aqueduct fairly under review, to include in the first
section that portion of the high land extending for four
miles from Roorkee to the sill of the Assoffnuggur
falls. The inclusion is a matter of no importance, but
it is as well to keep it in consideration when defining
the limits of country so topographically different as
that which properly belongs to the first and second sections.
From the uncertainty that exists as to the amouilt of
water which will be taken for irrigation in the Khadir,
and the means that (from its proximity to the Ganges
River) we have of restoring any quantity of water that
may be so taken, without interfering with the calculated
supply for the lower regions, we may consider that at
the head of the section, on the description of which we
are about to enter, the supply of water is equal to
6,750 cubic feet per second, or to that which is the
theoretical quantity assumed for the c m d supply from
the Ganges River, without loss or detriment from either
natural or artificial causes. At nay rate, as this is tlle
specific quantity upon wllich the cal)acity of channel, and
means for irrigation, llnve been provided in advance of
Roorkee, it is necessary, for a perfect understanding of
the subject, tllnt the &ove quantity should be not only
admitted into the canal and delivered on the high land
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above mentioned, but that its existence should be admitted
by those who are either directly or indirectly interested in
the truth and value of the calculations. The quantity
lost or consumed in irrigation between the head and the
Assoffnuggur f d s will be comparatively small, and is,
practically speaking, of no material importance. To
leave it out of consideration is, however, essential to my
argumeut
The length of canal which is included in the section
under description, or that from Roorkee to the village of
Nanoon, is 160 miles ; its direction, both on the project
of 1845, and on that which (arising from a redistribution
of the branches south of it) was afterwards determined on,
is in every respect similar. Considerable modifications to
the slope of bed, and to the capacity of channel, arising
partly from this reduction of slope, and partly from the
redistribution of the supply for irrigation, have led to
changes in the works, but the direction of the canal
alignement is alike in both cases.
The project of 1845 gave throughout the whole of
this section an equable slope of bed equal to 18 inches
per mile, the superfluous slope being disposed of by
four descents of 8 feet each, in masonry falls situated
at Boodpoor (Muhmoodpoor), Bailra, Jaoli, and Chitowra : the waterway at each of these falls consisted of
six bays, each of 25 feet wide, or a total of 150 feet.
For the passage of these descents, lines of navigable
channel, separate fiom the main canal, were designen,
the departure of which from the canal, and the point
of admission iuto it again, were situated ~ E I far
possible out of the influence of the incrcaaed rapid depending on the proximity of the fallrr. These linefi
also were fittcd with locks, for the convenience of ascent
and descent of boats and rafts in their passage along the
canal ; and the bridges were designed with towing-paths,

.
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situated under the left arch, in prolongation of the berm,
which acted as a towing-path on the whole line of the
excavated channel.
At a point near the 50th mile of the course of the
main canal, and near the town of Jaoli, a branch was to
be taken off from the left, for the purpose of irrigating
the lands lying between the East Kalli Nuddi and the
Ganges River; and at the 110th mile it was proposed
to take off another branch on the right, for the irrigation
of lands in the neighbourhood of Tuppul, in the Alligurli
district.
The original project, therefore, which will be perfectly
understood from the above short explanation, consisted in
the section under review of1st. A line of canal, with a declivity of bed on an
uniform slope of 18 inches per mile.
2nd. Four masonry descents of 150 feet each in
width of waterway, and with a drop of 8 feet on each
descent, for the purpose of overcoming the superfluous
slope.
3rd. A branch for the irrigation of the Futtigurh district, situated on the left bank of the canal, and at the
60th mile of its course with a masonry head at the point
of departure from the main canal.
4th. A branch for the irrigation of the Bolluiidshullur and Tuppul country, situated on the right bank
of the canal, and at the 110th mile of its course, with a
masonry head at the point of departure from the main
canal.
5th. Bridges, situated on an average of every 3 miles,
adapted in waterway to the section of the canal, at the
particular point where they were constructed, and fitted
with towing-patha under the left arch, and in prolongation of thc line of berm.
6th. Three escapes, two of which, situated at Aboo's
VOL. I.

0
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Canal, and at Janni Khoord, at the respective distances
of 62 and 698 miles on the course of the canal, were to
deliver the waste water into the West Kalli Nuddi; and
one, situated at the 141st mile, to throw the waste water
into the East Kalli Nuddi, at a point opposite the town
of Khoorja. Each of these escapes had a waterway of
60 feet in width, divided into six openings of 10 feet
each.
To render the detail above given more distinct, and
to enable the reader at once to comprehend the design
for the capacity of the main channel, as well as that for
the distribution of the supply throughout its whole course
from Hurdwar to its junction with the main rivers, I shall
here give, in juxtaposition, a skeleton outline of the
project of 1845, and that which was determined on in
my letter to Government, No. 1,653, of the 15th January,
1850 ; that, in fact, upon which the works have been
executed. The introduction of these diagrams here with
a few prefatory remarks derived from the above letter,
although in some measure anticipating the matter of the
section that lies in advance of Nanoon, will enable the
reader to form a comprehensive view of the causes which
led to the changes above that point.
It will be recollected that there mere considerable
doubts expressed at an early period of the history of this
canal, whether the directions of the branches as laid
down in the original project through the Cawnpoor
district, were those best adapted for distributing tlie
benefits of canal irrigation. The project above referred
to, placed the main line in a position running parallel to,
and on the left of, the Rinile River, until it rcacliecl the
Jumna, near the village of Jar ; from this main linc a
branch wag conducted to the Ganges at Cawnpoor.
From the point of departure of tlie Cnwnpoor brmch,
the data upon which the eatimate of the ruain canal had
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been drawn up were merely conjectural; the country, it
is true, had been examined by me both in cross section
and in a line of longitudinal levels, bearing upon Futtipoor and Allahabad, but the precise line upon which
operations were contemplated had not undergone detailed
examination, a process hitherto confined entirely to the
country upon which the branch to Cawnpoor was to be
executed ; on both lines, however, and especially on that
which runs parallel to the Rinde, the Cawnpoor district,
through which they took their course, was under a high
state of cultivation, this being especially the case on the
country to the left of the Rinde River. To the right of
this river, however, and between it and the Jumna, the
condition of the country was remarkably different; from
the great depth to which wells had to be carried before
spring water was reached, irrigation was unknown or only
partially known in the Ghatumpoor, Kora, and Jar pery n n a s , a tract of country lying at the junction of, and
between the Rinde and Jumna, and covering an area of
about 400 square miles. As a general rule, whether
frorn difficulty in procuring irrigation frorn wells, or from
difference in the quality of the soil, there could be no
question that the state of the lands lying to the right
was inferior in an agricultural point of view to that of
those on the left; the agricultural populatioil was on
both sides of the river in every respect the sanle ; tlie
cause of the difference, therefore, was clearly traceable to
n want of advantages on one side of the river which were
enjoyed by the people on the other; to n want, in fact, of
tlhc mcanH of irrigation wliich in tlie North-West Provinces are the soul of agriculture.
Under the nbovo considerations, nnd with results
before me derived from detailed surveys and levels of the
lands lying to the left of tlie Rinde, which were by no
mennA satisfactory ; after a personal examination of the
0 2
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lands in question ; correspondence with the revenue civil
officers connected with the district ; and after having
entered freely into the subject with various persons, all
of whom were more or less interested in the detail of
our operations ; the design of keeping to the left of the
Rinde River was abandoned, and the canal in its lower
portion was laid out in directions more adapted to the
demands of the country, and to the economic application
of the water for agricultural purposes. This will be
better understood by the following diagram, which is a
reduced map of the country upon which the Ganges Cand
works were projected.
Diagram 16.
Map showing by the plain lhes
'the course of the Ganges Canal.
A. Head of Futtigurh Branch.
B. Do. Bolundshuhur do.
C. Do. Koel
do.
D. Do. Cawnpoor and Etawah

Terminal b e g .

.Ymlc 1)1) mile8 lo Oue k c h
m U a a ) 10 0

a)

40

W

80

lOn m l l n

In illustration of the above, the following skeleton outlines will place before the reader the detail of
distribution of supply which the above changes necessitated.
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Diagram 17.

PROJECT
OF 1845.

PROJECT OF 1850.

It may be hardly necessary to enter into an explanation of the above figures ; they depend, however, upon the
2nd axiom of the prefatory remarks on the calcnlationa
upon which the original project was based, viz. that from
the results of the Delhi and Doab Canals, " 800 cubic
feet per sccond, constant, is a fair supply for irrigation
for 100 miles in length of a canal," and "that that
portion of the canal extending from Hurdwar to the
village of Nusscerpoor (274 miles in length) may be con-
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sidered as removed from the influence of irrigation, from
its passing through Khadir land in the early part of its
course, and deep digging immediately above Nusseerpoor. "
The canal, e.g. on its reaching the regulator at the
head of the Etawah branch (vicle Fig. I), contains a
volume of water equal to that which it held on leaving
the Bolundshuhur regulator minus eight cubic feet per
mile of the distance between these two works; or, as is
above shown, it holds 4,330 cubic feet - 70 x 8'= 3,770
cubic feet. From this amount 1,336 cubic feet is abstracted for the purposes of the Etawah branch, the
residue, viz. 2,434 cubic feet per second, passes on to the
lower districts.
It will be seen from a comparison between the
diagrams above shown, that at this period of our operations, it became necessary to remodel the line of canal
in all its extent, especially from the head of the Koel
branch, or from the 145th mile downwards ; to use the
words of the letter to which I have before referred, " The
chief feature of the alteration is this, that the main canal
is continued in one trunk to the 180th mile, to the
village of Nanoon, in the Alligurh district, at which point
it separates into two branches, one bearing direct upon
Cawnpoor, 'md the other going to the right of the Rinde
River. The first falls into the Ganges at Cawnpoor, the
latter into the Jumna above the junction of the Rinde.
Above the fork, in addition to the Bolundshuhur branch,
a line will leave the main trunk for the purpose of irrigating the country in the neighbourhood of Koel, Hattras,
Ferozabad, and a portion of the Etawall district; this
line has been designated the Koel Branch. The tract
between the East Kalli Nuddi and the Eesun, will be
partly irrigated from a point below the fork by a rajbuhfi,
to which theoretically fifty cubic feet per second have
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been given, and partly from the Cawnpoor branch by
aqueducts over the Eesun, the latter being a question for
after consideration and design, when the canal is in working order."
The above is a digression, but its introduction at
this place will simplify in a very great degree the explanation of matter directly connected with the section of
works now under review.
One of the first points that attracted my attention on
rejoining the canal works early in 1848, was the result of
the excavations, as far as they had been carried on the
high land from Roorkee downwards. With the exception
of well-marked tracts of bhoor, or sand-hills, the superficial soil was good, in some places of a very tenacious
quality, and its general character was equal to that which
we had met with in the excavations on the Eastern
Jumna Canal lying on similar parallels ; this character,
however, proved to be entirely deceptive, the good soil
merely overlaid sand ; and throughout the whole course
of the excavations, this sand had been laid bare to an
extent that rendered the question of the slope of the
bed and the design of the different masoilry worlts, as
originally proposed, matters for serious consideration.
The slope of 18 inches per mile was under any circumstances excessive ; but its maintenance on a good soil,
aided by artificial esycdients, was by ino mems considered
to be an impossibility, or likely to involve expenses of an
extraordinary nature ; this could by no means be the case
when the water was brought in direct connection wit11
sand, or vith the lighter varieties of soil that the adimixtorc of sand lcacls to ; nor could the design for the
masonry ~vorkabe considered appropriate to a channel
whcrc, nltl~ongll tho surface of the bed might exhibit
~ o m etrifling s i p s of durability, every foot in depth of
excavatioil for laying in the foundations plunged deeper
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and deeper into sandy soil. The necessities for modification not only in width of waterway, but in depth and
soliclity of foundations, became, under this evil, apparent;
and, although, from the advanced state of some of the
works in the neighbourhood of Munglour and Liburheri,
a re-disposition of slope became somewhat inconvenient,
as necessitating an alteration of work which had already
been done, I determined at once to remodel the whole
of the slope on a reduction of 3 inches per mile from the
Roorkee Bridge to Nanoon, to increase the waterways of
the bridges and falls, and to provide for all the contingencies which the connection of sand and springs with
foundations, and the protection of works under such circumstances, called for.
With a view to putting the above intentions into
immediate execution, ancl as the levels on the whole line
had been accurately determined, a point (to which I
have before alluded, viz. the sill of the Assoffnuggur
falls) was fixed upon, from which an entirely new series
of slopes was to be commenced.
Assoffnuggnr was convenient as affording a good and
commanding head from whence to begin our lines of
irrigation ; it was conveniently situated to brick manufactories, and it was precisely the point on the course
of the canal from whence under any circumstances the
Nnsseerpoor irrigation would have derived its supply.
The site of the Assoffnuggur Bridge, which was origindly
intended as n line of country cross-communication,
fixed upon, therefore, as the starting point for the new
series of levels ; a descent of 8 feet in masonry was here
established, nnd its upper platform or tlill (before described as fixed deterininately with reference to the works
on the Solani aquednct) was made a zero, from whence
the new levels were to be cnrricd.
Tho reduction of the slope of the canal bcd from
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18 to 1 5 inches per mile led to an increased number of
falls to enable the superfluous slope of the country to be
disposed of; these falls were dispersed throughout the
whole line, but their succession was more rapid in the
Saharunpoor, Mozuffurnuggur and Meemt districts ; whilst
on the remaining seventy miles the profile of the country
forming .part of the districts of Bolundshuhur and
Alligurh, corresponded in a great degree with that of the
new levels of the canal bed, until it reached the neighbourhood of t h e flats, on which the Rinde and Eesun
rivers took their rise: at this point a somewhat abrupt
descent in the surface of the country led to a corresponding descent in the canal levels.
The project under this revised plan consisted of an
uninterrupted slope of 1 5 inches per mile, with masonry
descents at the following places :Assoffnuggur
Muhrnoodpoor
Belra
Jaoli
Cllitowra
Su1:twar
Bhola.
Dasna
Pulra
Siinra

Descent of 8 feet
Ditto
8 ,,
Ditto
8 ,,
Ditto
8 ,,
Ditto
8 ,,
Ditto
8 ,,
Ditto
8 ,,
Ditto
8 ,,
Ditto
5
Ditto
5 ,,

,,

200 feet waterway
200
9P
200
9I
200
11
200
7,
150
P1
150
,P
150
99
100
77
100
)Y

a total declivity of 74 feet being overcome by rnasonry. The waterway on these falls, it will be observed,
had been increased, while the substructure and foundations generally, but especially at Assoffnuggur and
Muhmoodpoor, were of necessity carried to excessive
deptlls to obviate the rislrs of accidents from the nature
of tlic said in which they wore embedded, and tliese
deptlls fnrtlier rcqnircd that the masonry should be proportion:tlly augmented in dimensions.
Additional watcnvny was obtained by removal of the
towing-paths, wllicll obstructed portions of the left bays
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of the bridges as they were formerly designed, and by
substituting in some instances for the structure of solid
masonry a pathway under the arch supported on an open
timber framework; in others, a towing-path passage was
constructed through the wing walls of the bridge, and in
prolongation of the berm or towing-path of the excavated
channel ; but in all cases throughout this portion of the
canal, where the works were connected with sand, both
bridge and fall floorings were covered in front and rear
by aprons of h e a v material, consisting either of blocks of
kunkur or of brick masonry, protected by lines of sheet
piling ; the flanks, moreover, of all these works were well
protected by lines of piles.
The above will explain the alterations which had been
made in the bed slopes of the canal, and the method that
h d been adopted in overcoming the difficulties of superfluous fall. We now come to the topographical features
of the country, with a detail of the different works that
have actually been constructed; and that this may be
more distinctly placed before the reader, I shall divide
the description into sections, commencing at the head of
the high or bangur land at Roorkee.
The canal, after its passage across the Solani River
and its arrival at Roorkee," makes a turn to the left, and
continues on a bearing almost due south for a distance of
about 20 miles, until it reaches the neiglibourhood of
Belra ; on this line it runs parallel to and between the
high bank overhanging the Khadir and the Seela Nulla,
a sliallow depression that acts as a tributary to the West
Kalli Nuddi. The position of the canal with regard to
these two natural boundaries is by no means centrical.
As a general rule it is nearer the high bank, and in the
vicinity of Noonlugpr, Dimat, Kumbhera, and Toglmlpoor approaches to within l a mile of the edge of the
* 19th to 40th mile.
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n a d i r : throughout the whole of this tract the surface is
marked by undulating ridges of sand, either skirting the
edges of the rivers or throwing out ramifications transversely ; but in every case where they appear, they
diversify the aspect of the scenery, barren as it is, and
unrelieved either by the presence of foliage, or excepting
during the rainy months by the slightest appearance of
verdure. The line of canal crosses three of these ridges ;
the first almost immediately after leaving Roorkee ; the
second in the neighbourhood of Toghulpoor ; and the
third near Belra ; although this tract of country is intersected by sand ridges, as I have above described, and
marked by extensive areas of land on which rain crops only
are planted, it is by no means an ill-cultivated nor a
poorly populated region ; there are numerous large towns,
well wooded with mango and other fruit trees, indigenous to this part of India, in the vicinity of which the
cultivation is very extensive, but the whole is what is
designated Burani, t l i d is to say, dependent on rain for
fertilization ; the wells, which vary in depth from 66-36
to 24.71 feet, are too deep for agricultural puiljoses, and
it is only now and then, when small patches of gardenland lie in the proximity of ponds or natural hollows,
that the rain-water collected in them is used for the purposca of irrigation.
The slope of the surface of the country on the 20
miles running from Roorkee to Belra, inay be estimated
at 46 feet, or 2.3 feet per mile ; as a general rule, there
is a transverse slope from the edge of the bank to the
bed of the Seela Nulln, but tlie interincdinte land upon
wllicll the canal ttikcs its course is sometimes nearly
Ilorizontnl ; this is cspeainllg the case at Roorltee, as well
ns at Toglinlpoor find Bclm, where tlie high land lying
l ~ h ~ c ctlie
n 1)nilk oil the east w d tlic sand ridges which
mil pwallel to tho cnnd oil its west, has very little
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variation in profile ; the line of canal, however, although
keeping as closely as possible on the backbone of the
country, must, as will be understood from the transverse
slope before mentioned, interfere in some degree with the
local drainage ; this has been remedied in the neighbourhood of Munglour and Liburheri by a cut made into the
Khadir of the Ganges, and it will be evident from the
position in which the works are situated, high above the
low lands which run within a few miles of them, that
inconvenience arising from want of drainage can only be
attributed to a want of channels of escape for the making
of which nature has provided every facility. On the
approach of the canal to Belra, it takes up its proper
position on the watershed of the country.
The depth of excavation throughout the whole of the
channel from Roorkee to Belra, is greater than that of
the calculated maximum high water of a full canal supply
excepting in the neighbourhood of Toghulpoor, where a
depression of the country on a length of 4,900 feet has
led to embankments ; the minimum depth of excavation
on this depressed line is equal to 4.18 feet.
The works on this line consist of1st. The Assoffnuggur falls, with a waterway of 200
feet over the sill or waste-board, a navigable channel
which leaves the main line of canal at a distance of 3,500
feet above the falls on the left, and runs parallel at a
distance of 1,000 feet, rejoins the main canal again 4,000
feet below the falls ; the head of this line is ~rotectedby
masonry works, with flank revetments on each side of the
main canal, fitted with iron rings and appliances for the
establishment of a bridge of boats over the main ~tream;
the object of t h i ~bridge being partly to prevent craft
passing down the canal from coming within the influence
of the overfall, partly to give a line of cross-cornmunication, and partly to give head-water to both the navigable
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channel and to a rajbuha or main watercourse head which
is situated immediately above it on the right bank.
Locks with a bridge, the axis of which corresponds with
that of the bridge over the falls, are constructed on the
navigable channel for the convenience of passage, and
above the locks and connected with them is the rajbuha
head, for the irrigation of the country on the left. Cornmills are attached to the waste channel of the lockchamber, and a first-class choki is built in the island,
formed by the main and navigable channels. For a full
description of these works, the atlas, and the chapter
devoted to the details of construction, must be consulted ;
but the introduction in this place of the following diagram will exhibit to the reader the general lining out of
the works of this description throughout the canal.
Diagram 18.

2nd. Bridge at Munglour with a choki building of
the second class : this bridge has 3 bays of 55 feet each,
with a roadway of 18 feet, and has attached to it, both on
the up and down stream flanks, flights of steps for the
convenience of the native community.
3rd. Bridge at Liburheri with a choki building of
the 2nd c l a s ~on the same design as that at Munglour.
4th. Bridge at Mundowli, the foundations only of
which have been built.
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5th. F d s and works at Muhmoodpoor, similar in
every respect to those at Assoffnuggur.
6th. Bridge at Dimat, similar in every respect to
that at Munglour.
7th. Bridge at Toghulpoor, with a choki building
of the 2nd class, on the same design as that at Munglow.
8th. Falls and works at Belra, similar in every
respect to those at Assoffnuggur, with exception to
the choki, which is of the 2nd class, and of the tail
jetties, which are built on the original design (vide Plate
XXVIII. of Atlas).
9th. Bridge at Belra, with a choki building of the
1st class.
In advance of the village of Belw,* the line of canal
makes a slight turn to the. right, increasing in distance
from the high bank of the Ganges, and gaining a more
centrical position between that bank and the low lands
connected with the West Kalli Nuddi ; this inclination
to the right or to the westward increases on its approach
to the t o w . of Khutowli, immediately north of which,
and to the eastward, it passes the heads of the East
Kalli Nuddi, which from henceforth separates the canal
Gom the Ganges River. The distance between tile
East and West Kalli Nuddies at this point is about
8 miles, through which the canal passes very nearly
centrically.
The features of the country throughont the nbove
tract, which extends for 20 miles, are not onlike those
which I have before described ; there is mnch Bhoor
land, m d to the west of the line, and between it nil(1
the valley in which the West Kdli Noddi runs, there
are n snccession of ridges ; the excavations, therefore,
both for the channel and for the foundations of t h ~
* 40th to 60th mile.
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masonry works, were sandy throughout ; brick soil was
with difficulty met with, and the early completioll of
the numerous and extensive masonry buildings on this
line may be placed to our success in collecting bricks
from the extensive ruins of Chitowra and other old
towns, which are the remnants of a period when the
Mozuffnuggur district was governed by Zabitha Khan's
family.
The longitudinal slope of country over the 20 miles
above referred to is 32 feet, or 1-6 foot per mile ; the
transverse slope is from west to east, but the line of
canal runs high, and is well situated with regard to the
watershed.
From a point at the 50th mile of the course of the
canal, a branch for the irrigation of the country lying
between the East Kalli Nuddi and the Ganges, leaves
the main line on its left, or east bank ; at the period
that I am writing (1853), nothing has been done further
than the preliminary surveys, lining out, establishing
bench marks or fixed points of level, and (as far as
supervision can be provided for it) brichiaking. The
detail of the project for this line will be found elsewhere.
To thc eastward and at the village of Untwarm,
which is situated nearly opposite the Goth mile of the
course of the main canal, the East Kalli Nuddi rises.
Tanks or large ponds havc been excavated at its iminediate head, which during the hot inontlls of the year
are perfectly dry ; this line of drninagc, wllich nltimatcly
forms a very extensive river, is imnietliately below tllcsc
tanks n inorc shallow, ill-(lefincd nnlla, mnning throng11
1 , gmsHy, find mrtidily cultivated lni~ds; it gradually,
Irowever, cxpands, nnd nt R. point in its course at some
distance above thc town of Boltznds2ruhur it beconlea a
l'erennial stream, running in n wide ancl well-marked
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valley, which continues increasing in size and importance
until passing under the ruins of Kanoge it reaches the
Ganges, near the village of Muhdeepoor, in the Furruckabad district. As this river runs parallel to the Ganges
Canal through the greater part of its course, and is a
receptacle for a good deal of its escape water, its influence on the works, as well as on the drainage connected with them, gives it an important place in the
history of the canal.
The depth of excavation of the canal channel from
Belra to Khutowli is sufficient for all the required
purposes. The maximum depth from the surface of
the earth to that of the water in wells during the cold
weather is by observation equal to 67-69 feet, the minimum 29-22 feet.
On the 20 miles above described, and from the
bridge at Belra the following works have been constructed :1st. Bridge at Bhopa, on the same design as those
which have been before described, with a waterway of
165 feet, and a 2nd class choki.
2nd. Falls and works at Jaoli, corresponding in every
with exception t o
respect with those at Assoffnugg~~r,
the choki building, which is of the 2nd class.
3rd. Head of the Futtigurh branch : this work consists of a bridge with nine bays, of 20 feet each, over the
main canal, and a bridge of four bays, of 20 feet each, over
the head of the branch, connected by a line of curved
revetment, resting upon a redan-shaped platform, which
projects its acute angle towards the point of separation
of the main stream and the branch ; the sides of this
redan consist of flights of steps, or ghats, which are
approached from the higher levels by ~ t d r scentrically
placed on the curved revetment ; both these bridges
are fitted with shutters and planks, and the necessary
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appliances for regulating the water. A 1st class choki
is attached to these works, its site within the angle
formed by the departure of the branch having been
established on a line bisecting the angle of sepmation
of the two streams; the following diagram represents
the lining out of these and other similar works on the
whole line of canal.
Diagram 19.

4th. Bridge at Dukheri, with towing-path arches in
the flanks, and a choki building of the 2nd class; tlie
waterway 165 feet in width, consisting of three bays of 55
feet each (vide Atlas, Plate LI.)
6th. Bridge at Jansuth, similar to that at Dukheri;
but roadway 20 feet wide ; 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Falls and works at Chittowra, similar in every
respect to those which have been before described.
7th. Bridge at Surai, similar to that at Dukheri, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
The course of tlie canal proceeds direct from tlie heads
of the East Kalli Nuddi and Khutowli, until it approaches

*
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the town of Sirdhunna, where it inclines a few degrees
nearer to the south, thereby avoiding contact at the most
exaggerated part of the ridge with a line of sand-hills,
which curve partially round the northern side of the
town. The East and West Kalli Nuddies form the eastern
and western boundaries of the canal tract, the line itself,
however, keeping somewhat nearer the latter. The West
Kalli Nuddi, in the latitude of Sirdhunna, has joined the
Hindun River, which, by its westerly course, and by a
consequent departure Gom the bearing upon which the
East Kalli Nuddi runs, places the canal on a wider field,
the transverse distance between the two rivers being at
this point equal to 14 miles. The slope of the country
on this section of 20 miles is 29-5, or 1.47 foot per mile;
the transverse width varies from 8 to 14 miles, and the
dope, which tends slightly to the east, does not militate
against the effective position of the canal (that being, so
far as the regularity of alignement would admit of it,
fairly on the water-shed). The bhoor land, with welldefined sand-hills, is conspicuous on the westward ; and
near Sirdhunna the canal crosses a ridge which intersects
the country lying north of the t o m ; the soil, however,
through which the canal channel is excavated, is of a
better description than that which had before been met
with, although it is still light, and, in the region of the
foundations of the works, almost pure sand. The Hindun
as well as the East Kalli Nuddi, have, by this time, become formidable rivers, with deep sections, and widely
extended valleys or khadirs. Immediately opposite the
town of Khutowli, and on the right bank of the canal,
at a point 62 miles from the head at Myapoor, is the
Khutowli, or No. 1, escape, connected with the West
Kalli Nuddi by an excavated channel of 00 feet in widtli at
its head; the di~tancefrom the canal at this point to the
river is 33 miles, and the difference of level from tlie bed
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of the canal to that of the river is 29-21 feet ; the width of
waterway for the passage of waste water is 60 feet, divided
into 10 openings of 6 feet each (vide Atlas, Plate
No. XXXVII.) Across this line of escape channel, and
at a distance from the canal of 6,024 feet, the main
western rajbuha is carried over an aqueduct, connected
with a bridge of cross-communication, to the floor of
which a masonry descent, for the purpose of overcoming
8 feet of the superfluous fall, is attached ; it is not intended to anticipate the natural effects of retrogression
of levels on this escape channel by building further works ;
it has been considered more economical to watch the
effects of the current, and to apply remedies, when such
appear to be necessary. As this escape is the most
northerly one of those situated on the high lands below
Roorkee, its position is one of decided interest.
At the 69th mile, and not far from the village of
Jowalagurh, the canal channel intersects the ancient
canal of Mahomed Aboo Khan. This old work has been
described in the early part of this paper ; marks of excavation cornmenee at two points on the West Kalli Nuddi,
the most northerly one near the village of Rampoor, the
other from Furreedpoor, a village lying about six miles
to the south; these two lines form a junction on the
right, and afterwards proceed in an oblique direction across
the canal to the head of the Khodara (one of the numerous tributaries connected with the East Kalli Nuddi) ,
which passes through the cantonment of Meerut. At
this point of intersection, No. 2 escape, equal in dimensions to that at Khutowli, has been built, and a channel
excavated on the old line of Aboo's cut towards Furreedpoor, on the West Kalli Nuddi. The distance from the
canal to the river is equal to 7 miles, and the difference
of level from the bed of the canal to that of the river is
23-93 feet ; the wiclth of waterway and arrangements for
P

2
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its passage by the western rajbuha, with those for mticipated retrogression of levels, are the same as in the
case of the No. 1 escape at Khutowli. At the site of
this work is a 2nd class choki for the accommodation
of the requisite establishment; its situation, however,
is 7,960 feet distant from the Uturna bridge, and, therefore not so conveniently placed as if it had been in
immediate connection with a passage of cross-communication.
The depth of excavated channel on the line from
Khutowli to Sirdhunna is sufficient for all canal purposes.
The maximum depth from the surface of the earth to
that of water in wells is, by observation, during the
month of May, 44-63 feet, and the minimum 14 feet.
On the 20 miles above described, and from the bridge
at the village of Surai, before noted, the following works
have been constructed :1st. Bridge at Khutowli, on the high road between
Meerut and Saharunpoor, on the same design as that
at Munglour, but with a roadway of 24 feet in width.
There are ghats or flights of steps on the down-stream
face of this bridge, and the up-stream side is protected
by curved wings.
2nd. No. 1, or Khutowli escape into the West Kalli
Nuddi, with 60 feet waterway, divided into 10 sluices of
6 feet each.
3rd. Bridge at Sutheri, similar to those at Dukhed
and Jansuth, with a waterway of 165 feet, divided into
three arches of 55 feet each, and 2nd class choki.
4th. Falls and works at Sulawur, similar in every
respect to those which have been before described, but
with a width of waterway reduced to 150 feet.
5th. No. 2, or A~IOO'R
cRcape into the West Kalli
Nuddi, with 60 feet waterway, divided into 10 sluices
of 6 feet each, with a 2nd class choki attached.
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6th. Bridge at Uturna, similar to that at Sutheri,
with 2nd class choki attached.
. 7th. Bridge at Sirdhunna, roadway 25 feet in width,
similar to that at Khutowli, with ghats or flights of steps
built precisely on the same model : attached to this bridge
is a 1st class choki.
8th. Bridge at Nanoon, with 150 feet waterway in
three arches of 50 feet each ; roadway 25 feet, with side
towing-path arches (vide Atlas, Sheet No. LII.) Ghats
are attached to the down-stream side of this bridge, and
near the bridge is a 2nd class choki.
9th. Bridge at Jutpoora, on a similar design to that
at Nanoon, but without ghats, and the roadway is only
18 feet wide ; near the bridge is a 2nd class choki.
10th. Bridge at Pooth, similar (excepting the roadway, which at this biidge is 20 feet in width) to that
at Jutpoors, with a 2nd class choki attached.
From the point at which the last section terminates * to Jullalabad and its neighbourhood, which embraces the 20 miles of canal course in advance of
that before described, the canal proceeds on the same
bearing as before until it reaches the village of Sewal
Khas; at this point a series of curves on radii of
from three to five miles commence, for the purpose of
meeting the watershed of the country, which henceforth
takes a direction more to the east; these curves continue to a point below Jnllalabad, near the village of
Raoli. The canal on the 20 miles to which this description is confined, passes on its left the towns of
Meerut, Begumabnd, and Jullalabad, the former with
its military cantonments being situated at a distance of
8 milcs from the nearest point of the alignement ; on
its right are Dlroluri nnd Moradnuggur, the latter lying
witlin a short distance of the canal.

*
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The width of country over which the canal passes,
measuring transversely across the canal between the
East Kalli Nuddi and the Hindun River, is at Sirdhunna
15) miles ; this increases in advance, until at Jullalabad
the above two rivers are separated by a width of 26
miles ; at Sirdhunna the canal runs centrically between
the above boundaries, being separated from the East
Kalli Nuddi by the Khodara Nulla, which at this point
is a mere shallow depression ; as it advances, however,
it keeps nearer to the Hindun, Gom which at one point
of its course, opposite Dholuri, it is separated by a
distance of only 4 miles ; the cause of this close approximation to the Hindun chiefly arises from the interposition on the east of the Choiya Nulla, a tributary like
the Khodara, before described, of the East Kalli Nuddi.
The Choiya Nulla rises at a point about 3) miles to
the east of the canal on the latitude of Meerut ; it takes
a southerly direction nearly parallel to that of the canal,
and joins the East Kalli Nuddi, after running through
a course of 30 miles, at a point about 9 miles below the
town of Hapoor, between which and the canal the Choiya
N d a passes ; its character is precisely the same as
that of the East Kalli Nuddi : in the early part of its
course, an ill-defined straggling nulla, running through
land ill-cultivated on its edges, and, excepting in the
rainy months, perfectly dry ; in the latter part, and on
its junction with the river to which it is tributay,
carrying a sluggish atream through a deep section, with
a valley more or less extended. All these n d a s are
of this character ; from their heads, which generally
receive the drainage of extensive flats of country,
they proceed on their course, becoming gradually deeper
and wider, until they reach the main river to which
they are tributary. The direction of the main line
of c a d , therefore, is in a great measure dependent
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on this nulla, and the lowlands which lie contiguous
to it.
The slope of the surface of the country is about 35
feet, which averages 1.75 foot per mile ; in a transverse
direction, the inclination is towards the east, but in
such a small degree that it is hardly perceptible ; the
line of canal, in fact, is distinctly on the high ridge at
the village of J a m i Khoord, and it proceeds onwardrds
to Jullalabad on the same elevated position. The
country over which the works axe carried between
Sirdhunna and Jullalabad is, on an average taken from
six measurements from the surveyor's returns, 43 feet
above the bed of the Hindun, and 32 feet above that of
the East Kalli Nuddi : the Choiya, or river which
intervenes, having from the neighbourhood of Bhola
(at which point its heads are on a level with the country)
obtained a depression of 16 feet. Cross sections,
taken by myself in 1840, showed that the land at Janni
Khoord was 45.925 feet above the bed of the Hindun
River, and 3-33 feet above that of the Choiya, at a
point 2 miles from its head ; a cross section at Jullalabad
proved that the bed of the Hindun was 47.54 feet,
and that of the Choiya 24-64 feet, below the country
on which the line of canal was to be carried; the Choiya,
therefore, had, in passing from the latitude of J a m i
Khoord to that of Jullalabad, accumulated a total fall of
21-31 feet, which, as the distance i s 14 miles, is equal
to 1-52 foot per mile.
The country through which we are now passing is
very highly culiivated, a remark that may apply to the
greater portion of that lying south of Khutowli. Between Sirdhunna and Jullalabad the sandy and bhoor
tracts are more subdued than they have been previously ;
the canal cxcavi~tion is, generally speaking, carried
through a good suyersoil, wit11 sand lying beneath it.
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With the exception of 7,100 feet in length of channel
opposite Moradnuggur, where the excavation is shallow,
the minimum depth being only 5-61 feet, the bed
throughout is sufficiently deep to hold the maximum
supply of water ; and on that portion where a deficiency
of depth has led to heavy embankments, these works
are so massive and wide that no danger from breakage,
nor evil from the percolation of water, need be at all
anticipated.
At the village of Janni Khoord is a third escape
(No. 3), connecting the canal with the Hindun; this
work has a waterway of 60 feet, divided into 10 sluices of
6 feet each; its dimensions, both in masonry and
capacity of channel, are precisely the same as those of
No. 2, at the site of Mahomed Aboo's Canal, and the
arrangements for the passage of the West Rajbuha, and
the retrogression of bed levels, are projected on the same
design. The distance fiom the canal to the Hindun at
the point where the escape is built is equal to five miles,
and the difference of level between the bed of the canal
and the bed of the river is 38.06 feet.
The maximum depth from the surface of the countrg
to that of the water in wells, by observations during the
month of March, is, on the 20 miles above described,
equal to 37-91 feet, and the minimum 21-52 feet.
From the Pooth bridge downwards the f o l l o ~ n g
works have been constructed :1st. Falls and works at Bhola, similar to those which
have been before described, but with a waterway over the
f d s of 150 feet in width, as at Sulawur. There is some
deviation from the original design in the lining out of 'the
navigation cliannel, arising from the village of Bhola
interfering with the alipement ; in other respects the
works correspond in every way with those which haye
heen before described.
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2nd. No. 3, or Janni Khoord Escape, similar in
every respect to the works at No. 2, or Mahomed
Aboo's Escape ; waterway 60 feet, in 10 sluices of 6 feet
each.
3rd. Bridge at Janni Khoord, similar in design to
that at Pooth (Atlas, Plate No. LII.), with a 2nd class
choki attached to it.
4th. Bridge at Nugla, with a 2nd class choki, both of
them similar to that at Pooth.
5th. Bridge at Newarri, similar to that at Pooth, but
roadway only 18 feet wide, with a 1st class choki
attached.
6th. Bridge at Sounda, similar to that at Pooth, but
roadway only 18 feet wide, with ghats on the wings both
on the up and down stream sides, with a 2nd class choki
attached.
7th. Bridge at Didowli, similar to that at Pooth, but
with roadway only 18 feet wide, with a 2nd class choki
attached.
8th. Bridge at Moradnuggur, similar in design to that
at Pooth, but having a roadway 25 feet wide, and with
ghats on its down-stream side, corresponding in design
with those which have been built at Ifiutowli and
Sirdliunna (Atlas, Plate LII.)
To t l i s bridge a 2nd
class choki is attached.
A further distance of 20 miles,* the first portion of
which is in continuation of the curve which I have before described as commencing at Sewal Rhas, takes u0
to the neiglibourliood of Sikundrabad, a town situated
in the Bolundshnhur district ; the curve terminates at
a point near Dnsnn, from whence, up to the 120th mile,
the canal pursues its course in an uninterrupted straight
line. Its direction, which from Sirdhunna to Jullalabad
inclined rather to the west, or to tho Hindun side of

.
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the Doab, on this section takes an opposite course;
from the point near Dholuri-in fact, where the canal
and the Hindun River approach to within four miles of
each other, the canal takes an oblique direction across
the country towards the East Kalli Nuddi, from which,
at a point a few miles below Sikundrabad, it is only two
miles distant. Throughout the whole of this line the
canal tract has for its boundaries the Hindun on the
west, and the Choiya, and latterly the East Kalli Nuddi
(after the junction of the Choiya with it), on the east.
At a point almost directly at right angles with the line
of canal at Sikundrabad the Hindun joins the Jumna;
and the low lands or khadirs of these two rivers, which
from Delhi and Ghazioodeennuggur downwards are
united, extend over a surface varying from four to thirteen
miles in width, and thereby very considerably reduce
the area of the high land in immediate connection with
the canal.
The slope of the surface of the country on the line
over which the 20 miles from Jullalabad to Sikundrabad
passes is 33-34 feet, or 1-66 foot per mile; the width
may be estimated on an average at 26 miles, including
the land cut off by the Choiya on the east, and the
khadir lands of the Hindun on the west; the surface
is, in a general point of view, flat, or broken by irregularities unworthy of any particular consideration; the
direction of the canal, however, is high, and on a croaa
section from the Hindun, vid Ghazioodeennuggur, Dasna,
Galund, Habul and Kumalpoor, to the Choiya Nulls,
it crosses at the highest point of the profile, near the
village of Galund, that point being elevated 40-7 feet
above the Hindun, and 15-58 feet above the Choiya.
It was on this line, and from a point in the canal
near Moradnuggur or Jullalabad, that in my first report,
written iu 1840, I pointed out the probable advantage
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that might be derived from carrying a line of navigable
canal to the Hindun River. With a view to ascertain the
capabilities of the Hindun, I had measurements (transverse) in width and depth taken at every thousand feet
in length, from the bridge which crosses the river at
Ghazioodeennuggur to its junction with the Jumna, near
the village of Dunkoor. These measurements, which
were taken in the month of April, showed that with the
exception of one part of the course of the river, near the
village of Gojur, where the depth of water varied from
1.4 to 1.3 foot, the average depth might be estimated
at between 3 and 4 feet, on a width varying from 50 to
190 feet. The total distance between the Ghazioodeennuggur bridge on the Hindun, and the junction of that
river with the main Jumna, was 30$ miles, the course
being exceedingly tortuous, and on its whole length
passing through khadir land. A tabulated statement
(appendix G) of these measurements will be found in
the volume of tables attached to this paper. With
lockage of 35 feet, or thereabouts, a line of still water
might be carried from the canal to a point on the Hindun
below the bridge at Ghazioodeennuggur, by which means
a direct line of water communication would be obtained
between the Ganges at Hurdwar and the Jumna. In
the report in which this subject was alluded to it was
remarked, that the uses of such a canal "in the mere
introduction of timber and forest produce would be of
infinite importance, as enabling the Delhi and Agra
markets to be supplied direct from the forests which
lie in the vicinity of the Ganges at its debouclle from
the mountains."
The country is throughout richly cultivated, and the
aoil of a better description than it was in the blloor or
sandy districts ; sand, however, is still an attendant on
all excavations exceeding R. few feet 111 depth, and the
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occurrence of spring water at shallow levels was in some
cases a matter of great inconvenience, especially at the
f'ds and locks, where it was considered advisable to lay
the foundations at a depth below spring-water level.
Throughout the whole of the distance, however, extending from Jullalabad to Sikundrabad, the depth of ercavation is sufficient to carry the full canal supply.
At, or near, the 110th mile, and near the village of
Duhurra, the Bolundshuhur branch leaves the canal on
its right bank ; this branch is intended for the irrigation
of the different purgunnas that lie on the edge of the
Jumna Khadir, Jewur, Dunkoor, Tuppul, &c. ; it crosses
the lowlands, in which the heads of the Putwai Nulla are
situated, to the eastward of the village of Rot, and from
thence proceeds onwards between that nulla and the
Karoon River, another line of drainage, which rises in
the neighbourhood of Parpuh, a village which is situated
on the left of the main canal. The works which are
attached to the head of this branch are (with the exception of the reduced widths to waterway, adapted t~ the
particular position in which they are situated, and to the
calculated discharge of water necessary for the branch
supply) , similar in detail and in design to the Futtighur
branch headworks, before described ; the regulator over
the canal at this point has eight bays of 20 feet each,
and that of the branch has a waterway of 50 feet, divided
into one centrical bay of 20 feet, and two side bays of 15
feet in width each.
The depth of spring-water from the surface of the
earth is, throughout the above line of 20 miles, much the
same as it was in the Khutowli neighbourhood, its maximum, on a number of observations taken at different
vuages during the month of February, being 40.65 feet,
and the minimum 22-65 feet, measuring from the surface
of the earth to the surface of the well-water.
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From the Moradnugyr bridge the following works
have been constructed :1st. Bridge at Noorpoor, similar to those before described (vide Atlas, Plate LII.), with a 2nd class choki
attached.
2nd. Falls and works at Dasna, similar in every
respect to those at Sulawur and Bhola, and with the same
width of waterway.
3rd. Bridge at Peepulheri, three arches of 45 'feet
each ; 20 feet roadway, with ghats on both the up and
down stream sides, and a 2nd class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Raoli, similar to that at Peepulheri,
but without ghats : a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bolundshuhur branch headworks.
6th. Bridge at Nidhowli, with three bays of 45 feet
each, with ghats and rajbuha and inlet heads (vide
Atlas, Plate L.) , with a 2nd class choki.
7th. Bridge at Jarcha, similar in every respect to that
at Nidhowli, with a 2nd class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Geesoopoor, of the same description
and design as that at Nidhowli, with a 1st class choki
attached.
The use of kunkur, which had been confined either
to building in beton or concrete, or to filling in at
the tails and other points near bridges and falls, where
protection was required, became on thie line of works
the staple material for building, not only foundations,
but superstructure. The works from the Bolundshuhur
branch head downwards, with the exception of bridge
arches, have been built almost entirely with kunkur, which
is procurable from qcarriee in the neighbourhood. The
material, although variable in compsctness, and requiring
in use some circumspection, is undonbtedly one of a very
superior quality ; and pcrl~apsone of its greatest recommondatione was its extraordinary abundance, which
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enabled the executive officer to carry on without interruption the whole of the bridges and works at a period
when bricks were literally not procurable : and when,
had it not been for the occurrence of kunkur quarries,
the failures in the brick manufactories would most undoubtedly have necessitated an entire stoppage to the
works. The subject of building in its details, however,
will be entered upon hereafter ; the fact of kunkur being
used is merely alluded to here, from its being a remarkable feature in the progress of the works, and in the
resources of the country.
The next 20 miles" bring us to the neighbourhood
of Khoorjs, a large town situated on the Grand Trunk
Road, and at a distance of 2 miles on the right of the
canal: at this point we are 140 miles from the head at
Myapoor.
The Kuroon River, to which I have before adverted,
as rising in the neighbourhood of Parpuh, passes off in
a southerly direction, increasing in departure from the
East Kalli Nuddi as it advances in its course; in its
natural features it resembles in all respects the Choiya,
as before described, and after a course of 90 milea joinfl
the Jumna, near the village of Shahdurra, in the A p a
district, at a point just below the town of Agra. The
Kuroon River passes to the east of Sikundra, and to the
west of the town of Khoorja, at a distance of 4) mileg,
and proceeds onwards by the towns of Khyr, Hussugr~rh,Mudsan, and Saidabad, to its junction with the
Jumna.
The line of canal, therefore, in its passage through
this portion of the Bolundshuhur district, after crossing
the lowland in which the heads of the Kuroon are situated,
runs between that river and the East Kalli Nudcli : at
their widest points of separation they are only 7) miles
* 120th to 140th mile.
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distant from each other, whilst immediately opposite the
town of Bolundshuhur, which is built on the high land
overlooking the valley or khadir of the East Kalli Nuddi,
the width does not exceed 4) miles. The canal a l i p e ment passes within 12 mile of the town of Bolundshuhur,
and, throughout the whole of the 20 miles which I am
now describing, runs parallel to, and at a distance of from
5 to 1) miles from, the East Kalli Nuddi. I n the early
part of its course its direction is in prolongation of the
straight line from the Bolundshuhur branch head, but at
the 127th and 131st miles there are curves on radii of
15,414 and 21,300 feet, bringing the line to bear on a
westerly direction, and at the 139th mile a curve of the
former dimensions to give it a direction towards the east ;
these curves are adapted to the general direction of the
high land and the watershed, as well as to open country
unconnected with sites of houses or villages. The low
land which lies at the head of the Kuroon, and which is
intersected by the canal in the vicinity of the 120th mile,
has not been codidered of sufficient importance to call
for additional works ; nor from the experience that we
have had since the canal has been dug and its embankments have been made, does there appear to be any
necessity for them.
The slope of the surface of the country on its longitudinal section is 28*5 feet or 1-42 feet per mile, and
transversely it inclines from the East Kalli Nuddi towards
the Kuroon, or from east to west. The country is richly
cultivated throughout, altliougli intersected by blioor or
sand-ridges in the neigllbourhood of Iilloorja. The canal
oxcav.ztion is through a tolerably good soil, with the
exception of those portions of it which are connected witli
the sand ; tlic soil belo~u the bed is of a liglit and not
very ~ntisfactol-ydescription ; tlie depth of excavated
channel, however, is sufficient for tlie high water supply,
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and in this respect is well adapted to the purposes for
which it is intended.
A cross section taken by me from the East Kalli Nuddi
at Bolundshuhur to the Kuroon River, showed that the
surface of the country on which the canal takes its course
is 22-33 feet above the bed of the former and 6 feet above
the bed of the latter. A similar section taken transversely across the country at the town of Khoorja, showed
that the East Kalli Nuddi was 24-83 feet, and the Kuroon
10.5 feet below that of the canal line ; the distance longitudinally between these two sections being equal to 11miles.
The only works on this line are bridges, which have
been built on the same design as those before described
in the former section from the Bolundshuhur head downwards ; at the crossing (at Wdlipoora) of the high road
between Allygurh and Bolundshuhur, the ghats, which are
universally attached to the bridges, are more extended in
length, and greater conveniences are provided for approaching the water for the purposes of bathing, but in
other respects the appended rajbuha he'ads, inlet, towingpath, passages, kc., are precisely similar. The following
is an enumeration of the bridges from the 120th to the
140th mile :1st. Bridge at Sunowta, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads, similar to that at Nidhowli (Atlas, Plate L-),
with a 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Pukkana, similar in every respect to
that at Nidhowli, with a 2nd class choki attached.
3rd. Bridge at Dumkoura, 135 feet waterway, in three
bays of 45 feet, with ghats on the down-stream side
(Atlas, Plate L.), and 1st class.choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Urrowli, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads (Atlas, Plate L.), 136 feet waterway, in three bays
of 45 feet each ; roadway 25 feet broad : a 2nd class
choki is attached to this work.
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5th. Bridge at Wullipoora, with ghats, rajbuha and
inlet heads (Atlas, Plate L.), waterway and roadway
are the same as at Urrowli; with a 2nd class choki
attached.
6th. Bridge at Mamun, similar in every respect to
that at Nidhowli, with a 2nd class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Uchuhja, similar to that at Dumkoura,
with 2nd class choki attached.
At the Urrowli Bridge, the high road between Bolundshuhur and Delhi, and at the Wullipoora Bridge the
Grand Trunk Road in its route from Khoorja to Bolundshuhur, cross the canal ; at both these points increased
width to the bridge roadways has been given, and at the
latter one, additional length of bathing ghat also.
Throughout all this line of works kunkur has been the
staple material for building purposes.
The depth of wells on the usual recorded rneasurement, viz. from the surface of the earth to the surface
of the water, is on a maximum 36 feet, on a minimum
15 feet tl~rougl~out
this section.
From the 140th to the 160th mile, tlle direction of
the canal continues on a straight line," maintaining its
course in proximity to the East Icalli Nuddi, which
opposite to the 1GOth mile takes a considerable cui-ve to
the eastward, regaining its position with regard to the
canal alignement a few miles south. The width between
the two rivers (East Kalli Nuddi and Kurooii) , wllicll in
the latitude of Khoorja is about 11, is at this lower point
24 miles ; the country is well cultivated throughout, and
its slope longitndinally is 27.73, or 1-38foot per mile ;
transversely the slope of tlle couiltry is from east to west,
but tlre calla1 runs on a high level, and keeps well to the
watershed : opposite the village of Gungowli the line
comes in contact with sand-ridges, through which it is
* 140th to lGOtk mile.
VOL. I.
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carried; in other respects the soil is good, although in
excavation, sand and a lighter species of soil show themselves in increasing abundance below the levels of tho
canal bed. On this line the channel is somewhat shallower than the high-water mark of the canal calls for;
the deficiency has been made up by embankments, of
such a nature as to preclude any accident or lead to inconvenience to the country; the earth for this purpose
has been procured &om the surface on the outside of the
canal boundaries, and necessary measures have been
taken to secure these excavated areas from deposits of
water.
Where the canal runs on the 160th mile, the surface of the country is 15*62 feet above the bed of the
Kuroon and 25.33 feet above that of the East Kalli
Nuddi.
At the 143rd mile, at the village of Moonda Wera,
No. 4 escape is situated: this work, which in waternay
is equal to 60 feet in ten sluices of 6 feet each, is attached
to the up-stream side of the Moonda Khera Bridge, with
its head well protected by masonry revetments, constructed in the step form, as that most convenient for the
purposes of approach to the water; this escape is connected with the bridge by long lines of steps laid out in
the form of an ogee curve, and forms with the different
inlets and rajbuha (or main watercourse) heads, a very
complete and very handsome mass of building ; its situation is directly opposite, and to the east of the town of
Kliooja, for the convenience of the population of which
these extensive ghats were especially constructed. At
this point, and intermediate between the escape md
the bridge, is a 1st class choki building, the site being
intended as one of the main stations on the line of
canal.
The escape channel, which is excavated on a width of
-
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50 feet, is cut out to the valley of the East Kalli Nuddi ;
the difference between the escape flooring and the bed of
the river being 16-74 feet on a distance of 9,500 feet.
Here, again, as was explained in the escape channels
towards the West Kalli Nuddi, the arrangements for the
passage of the main line of rajbuha will be designed in
connection with a bridge of cross-communication and a
descent in masonry; further operations with regard to
retrogression of levels from the bed of the East Kalli
Nuddi being postponed until the practical effects of wear
and tear by retrogression have exhibited themselves ; in
preparation, however, for this circumstance, material has
been collected, so that the means for counteracting the
evils will be at a moment's notice available.
At the 149th mile, the Pulra falls deliver the whole
body of the canal water on a level 5 feet lower than that
on which it has been running. This work consists of
five bays of 20 feet each, giving a clear waterway of 100
feet; the general design of the work being the same aa
that which has been before desciibed. The works at
the head of the navigable channel, locks, mills, rajbuha
heads, &c., are all built on the same design (vide Atlas,
Plate XXX.)
Three miles below the Pulra fulls, and close to the
152nd milestone, the Koel branch leaves the canal on its
right. The works at the head of this branch are on the
same design as those at the Bolundshuhur branch, head
before described; the regulating bridge over the canal
having a waterway of 120 feet, divided into six openings
of 20 feet each, and that across the head of the branch
having 50 feet waterway, viz. a centre bay of 20 feet,
with two side bays of 15 feet in width each, the works
attached, with the cholri of 1st class dimensions, are the
same as before described.
The capacity of channel for the Koel branch is the
Q 2
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same as that for the Bolundshuhur, the head discharge

being estimated at 520 cubic feet per second.
The object of placing the head in the position in which
it is situated, is to secure a line of channel as free as
circumstances will permit for the low lands which lie to
the south-east of Somna, in the neighbourhood of the
fort of AUigurh and the town of Koel ; these low lands or
flats, which are very extensive, are connected with a good
deal of the downward drainage of the country; the Rinde
and Seyngoor, the former on the east, and the latter on
the west, derive their head supplies from this neighbourhood : the Seyngoor, however, or that river which is
most directly connected with the Koel drainage, and
which at all periods of the rainy months acts as the
escape from this particular part of the country, is the
line whose heads it was the main object to turn, and this
will be very tolerably effected, from the point which has
been determined on; the fall or declivity of the surface
of the country corresponding with that of the lower levels
which the canal has gained by its descent over the Pulra
falls.
The Koel branch will irrigate that portion of the
country which lies between the Kuroon and the Seyngoor
rivers. Its direction has not been accurately determined ;
but the transverse sections of the country which were
obtained in the original snrveys define the line with some
degee of accuracy as bearing to the east, and close by
the town of Somna, to the west of Koel, and onwards to
the richly cultivated districts in the neighbourhood of
Hattrass and Sasni.
In describing the Choiya and Kuroon, I have, in fact,
explained the character both in its rise and progress of
the Seyngoor River, which, as I have before rnentionecl,
acts as the left or eastern boundary of the Koel branch.
This river, which in the early part of its course takes a
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southerly direction, continues onwards inclining to the east ;
it runs through 190 miles of country, passing through the
districts of Alligurh, Etawah, Mynpoori, and Campoor,
and joins the Jumna River in the latter district : this
junction is effected near the town of Moosanuggur, at a
point almost centrically situated between the two stations
of Kalpi and Humeerpoor, which lie on the opposite or
right side of the river. The increasing width and depth
of section that I have noted as characteristic of the rivers
in the Doab, lead, in consequence of the great length of
the Seyngoor, to its becoming a very formidable river,
running through deep and raviny ground, on the latter
part of its course and on its approach to the Jumna: it
is a line which is very intimately connected with the
Ganges Canal works, as providing a boundary to the
tract upon which the Etawah branch runs ; and in this
point of view is one well deserving of attention when considering the design which has been adopted in laying out
the main lines of irrigation.
The works on this section, or from the Uchuhja Bridge
downwards, are as follow :1st. Moonda Khera works, consisting of a bridge of
three bays of 45 feet each, rajbuha heads, inlets, ghats
and escape No. 4 into the East Kalli Nuddi, with a 1st
class choki attached (Atlas, Plate XXXVII.)
2nd. Bridge at Suhenda, with a waterway of three
bays of 45 feet each, with rajbuha heads, inlets, and ghats,
with a 2nd class choki attached.
3rd. Pulra falls and works, the falls having a waterway of 100 feet in width, divided into five bays of 20 feet
each. Head to navigable channel, locks, and other
works precisely similar to those before described (Atlas,
Plate XL.)
4th. Koel branch head works, similar to those at the
Bolundshuhur branch head, the waterway of the branch
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regulator being 50, and that of the main canal regulator
120 feet in width. To these works a 1st class choki ia
attached.
5th. Bridge at Daoopoor, with a waterway of three
bays of 40 feet each. Rajbuha and inlet heads, ghats,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Birowli, similar to that at Daoopoor,
with a 2nd class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Dubthulla, similar to that at Daoopoor,
nith a 2nd class choki attached.
In advance of the 160th mile,* the alignement continues direct to the neighbourhood of the village of
Simra, at which there is a curve on a radius of 20,000 feet,
which brings the canal on the direct bearing of the head
works of the Etawah and Cawnpoor terminal lines, and of
the villages of Nanoon and Rajoopoor, between which
these head works are situated ; at this point, which is
180 or 180; miles from the regulator of the canal head
at Mynpoor, the main trunk of the Ganges Canal terminates ; the spot is marked by a solitary Tar or Fan palmtree (Bornssz~s$abelliformis), the last of its race that
shows itself on the works, and, with the exception of a
few plants scattered sparingly in the Saharunpoor and in
the districts between it and Nanoon, almost the first
specimen of this species of palm which exists in these
northern latitudes.
The slope longitudinally of the surface of the countq
from the 160th mile is 26-86 feet, giving an average per
mile of 1-34 foot : its transverse slope tends towards the
westward from the East Kalli Nuddi to the Kuroon, and
ultimately, as the canal proceeds onwards, to the head8
of the Seyngoor River. The cnnal alipement is, in fact,
kept as near ass possible to the East Kalli Nuddi, so that
it may avoid the low trnct~in which the Soyngoor drain* 160th to 180th mile.
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age commences, and in the neiglbourhood of Hurdooagunj the canal, which passes between that town and the
East Kalli Nuddi, approaches to within 13 mile of the
latter. I n defiance, however, of this close approximation
to the above river, the depth of canal excavation is on a
considerable length insufficient for the high-water supply ;
embankments have been made to meet the required
height from earth excavated from the outside of the
boundaries ; the consolidation of which, together with the
magnitude of their proportions, will secure the country
from any liability to accident; the measures which have
been taken to secure efficient inlet, also, will, it is to
be hoped, relieve the neighbourhood from inundation.
There was sb much earth required for these lines of
embankment, that the usual method of taking a superficial foot in depth over large areas was utterly impracticable, from the distance to which earth mould have to
be carried; I therefore determined on the excavation of
a series of tanks at fixed distances from the canal boundaries, as well as from each other, of dimensions in
squares or oblongs adapted to the cubic content of earth
required for tlie canal works : it struck me that compactly
formed and deep tanks or reservoirs might hereafter be
of great use in catching supplies of drainage water, and
of adding tlieir quota to the irrigation of the fields in the
neighbornhood : the depth to which tliese reservoirs are
dug will prevent the accuinulation of water reeds, and
the rank vegetation that usually attends shallow pools.
At any rate, the necessity (should tlie speculations on
tlieir use as machines for irrigation llcreafter be accomplislled or not) of keeping them clear and free from
mnlarious appendages, may be considered a duty attendant
upon tlie snpei~isionof tlie works.
Tlie widtli of country between the East Knlli Nuddi
and tho Kuroou at the 160th mile of the course of the
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canal is 24 miles, and it continues very nearly on this
width to the 180th mile, or to the branch heads at
Nanoon ; here, however, the intervention of the Seyngoor
River, which has at this point of its course arrived at a
well-defined section, reduces the width to 10 miles, over
which the canal runs intermediately, the works being
situated exactly on the highest ground, and midway
between the two rivers.
At the point where the canal passes the town of
Hurdooagunj, the surface of the country is 22-33 feet
above the bed of the East Kalli Nuddi, and 18.84 feet
above that of the Kuroon, at points at right angles to the
canal channel.
The country throughout the whole of these 20 miles
is well cultivated, excepting in the plains in the immediate neighbourhood of the heads of the Seyngoor ; there
is a good deal of irrigation from wells, the maximum
depth of water fiom the surface of the earth being 49
feet, and the minimum 16 feet.
Near the village of Simra, and at the 163rd mile of
the caurse of the canal, the water is let down to the lower
levels by another set of falls, similar in every respect to
those before described at Pulra: this abrupt descent is,
as in the case of the Pulra one, equal to 5 feet in perpendicular height, and it completes the great step of
country which is met with on the approach to the
heads of the Seyngoor and Rinde, which flow towards
the right to the Jurnna, and to the Eesun, which passes
off to the Ganges on the left. The navigable cut, with
its arrangements for the departure of vessels fiom the
main lide, its locks, mills, and rajbuha heads, are precisely similar in design to those figured in the Atlm,
Plate XXX.
Near the village of Kmimpoor, which is situated
about 3 miles below the Simra falls, an escape, No. 6 ,
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into the East Kalli Nuddi, similar in dimensions to that
at Moonda Khera, viz., 60 feet waterway, divided into ten
sluices of 6 feet each, is built in connection with the
bridge, on the same design, and with an excavated
channel of 50 feet in width, precisely as has been
described at the Moonda Khera works ; the distance
between the cand at the Kasimpoor escape and the East
Kalli Nuddi is 20,577 feet, and the total fall between the
escape flooring and the bed of the river is 21.35 feet.
The plan which has been before described for getting
over the difficulties of excess of slope in the bed of these
escape channels will be practised at the Kasimpoor works;
and the method of passing the eastern rajbuha across the
escape channel will be in every respect similar to that
which has been adopted before.
The head works of the Etawah and Cawnpoor terminal
lines are in design like those at the branch heads before
described; the main trunk channel, on its approach to
the heads, however, bears on a line which bisects, or
which divides into two equal parts, the angle of departure
of the two branches ; this angle is equal to 43 degrees,
and the main line meets it on an angle of 1584 degrees.
The design of this particular lining out of the works is,
that the current of the main line shall meet the branches
on its right and left under precisely similar circumstances, so that as far as capacity of channel, slope
of bed, and direction is concerned the supply of each
branch shall correspond ; this correspondence is further
maintained by the regulating biidges over the head of
each being of the same dimensions, viz., of 100 feet
waterway, divided into five bays of 20 feet each. The
supply of each branch, therefore, although laid down as
equal, can be regulated in any way that it is desired,
through the medium of the regulating apparatus ; in
cases where such is required, in fact, one or other of the
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branches can be laid entirely dry ; any surplus water being
passed off at the escapes at Kasimpoor or Moonda Khera.
The Grand Trunk Road between Campoor and Allygurh crosses the line of canal over the regulators at these
heads. The position is one of great importance, and as
a main canal post has a 1st class choki attached to it.
The works on this section, or from the bridge at
Dubthulla, downwards, may be thus enumerated :1st. Falls and works at Simra, similar in every
respect to those at Pulra (vide Atlas, Plate XL.)
2nd. Kasimpoor works, consisting of a bridge of three
bays of 40 feet each in waterway, rajbuha and inlet heads,
ghats, and escape No. 5 into the East Kalli Nuddi, with
a 1st class choki attached.
3rd. Bridge at Burotha, with a waterway of three bays
of 40 feet each ; with rajbuha and inlet heads, ghats, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Machooa, similar to that at Burotha,
with a 2nd class choki attached.
5th. Bridge at Chungeri, similar to that at Burotha,
with a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Sheka, similar to that at Burotha, with
a 2nd class choki attached.
7th. Nanoon head works, similar to those before
described at the heads of the other branchecr, but with
the regulating bridges having a waterway of 100 feet
each, divided into five bay^ of 20 feet each ; a l ~ class
t
choki being attached to the works.
As noted in the works throughout the ~olunclsh~hur
district, the staple material for building has been kunkur,
the use of bricks being confined to arches and to those
works where kunkur was not procurable.
The works at Nanoon, which are situated at
down-stream extremity of the main canal, are the terminal
point of the section included between the entrance upon
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the high land at Roorltee, and the forb at which the
Etawah and Cawnpoor branches separate. I have given
in the above detail as full a description as possible of the
profile and extent of country over which the canal passes,
and it will be observed from this detail that the arrangements which have been made for the different subordinate
lines or branches provide the means for irrigation on the
whole length and breadth of the country from the Ganges
on the east to the Hindun and Jumna on the west, and
that the extraordinary declivity of profile which takes
place on the early part of its course, enables us to gain
the most efficient head supply for all the side lines,
whether these are canals for the use of lands situated at
great distances from the main channel, or whether they
are rajbuhas or main watercourses for the irrigation of
lands lying within a moderate distance.
The capacity of the channel from Roorlcee to the head
of the Futtigurh branch, or to the 50th mile of the
course of the main canal, has not been increased from
the dimensions laid down in my estimate of 1845 ; the
minimum section being as follows :Diagram 20.

rotr

No. 1

n. .::s

I'",
Lo,I

Tlint is to say, the height of the top of the bank
from tlic canal bed is 1 5 feet, and that of the berm from
the canal bed is 12 feet : tlie latter is a constant quantity ;
and alt,liollgh it is exceeded in many places where the
deptli of excavation is very p e a t , the depth of 12 feet for
the trnpezoidal portion, which is intended for the retention of the canal water, is always maintained ; the height
and width of the embankments vary with the amount of
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earth excavated fiom the channel, but the earth is dwayB
spread out, so as to form an even esplanade; and it is
only at those parts of the canal, south of Togulpoor, for
instance, where the depression of the surface of the
country led to shallow digging, and consequently to an
artificial formation of berms and embankments, that the
minimum section is practically exhibited.
The width of waterway of the falls and bridges, however, has been increased from 150 to 200 feet, and the
latter by the removal of the solid toming-path, which was
projected into the stream, fiom 150 to 165 feet. The
canal channel may be considered, as far as its bed is concerned, to consist entirely of sand, and a consequent wear
and tear of slopes and sides, leading to a gradual extension in width to the earthen channel, may be anticipated.
It will be observed by referring to diagram 17,
page 197, that the estimated maximum discharge at
Roorkee is equal to 6,750 cubic feet per second, and that
this supply, by the abstraction of 330 cubic feet per second
for the rajbuha heads at the Assoffnuggnr, Muhmoodpoor,
Belra, and Jowli falls, to each of which 41) cubic feet
per second have been allowed, and of 1,240 cubic feet
per second for the supply of the Futtigurh branch, is
diminished at the head of the canal regulator at that
point to 5,180 cubic feet per second.
The regulator across the main canal at the ~ u t t i q r h
branch head has, as has been before stated, a waterway
of 180 feet in nine bays of 20 feet each. From the F ~ t t i gurh branch head the section of the canal is reduced t o
the following dimensions :Diagram 21.
No.2

,

,

-I..

b401if11
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And this is continued unchanged to the Khutowli, or
No. 1, escape into the West Kalli Nuddi, in supersession
of the gradual diminution in width to 121 feet, as it was
designed in the estimate of 1845. The same remark
applies here, as in all cases where a minimum section is
given, viz., that much as the dimensions may be extended,
they are never reduced below the figures above noted,
and the three dimensions of 130, 40, 40, or the breadth
of the rectangle, and the distances between that rectangle
and the foot of the embankment slope on each side, are
in all cases constant quantities. On this line the widtli
of waterway of both bridges and falls has been retained
at the larger dimensions above specified, and bridges with
side passages constructed on the flanks, and in prolongation of the towing-path, or the berm, have been arranged
for the convenience of traffic, as well as for the extension
of the bridge waterway.
From the Khutowli escape, or from the 62nd to the
105th mile, the section of the canal is precisely the same
as that above figured, excepting only that the width of
rectangle is reduced from 130 to 120 feet; from the
105th to the 110th mile, or to the head of the Bolundshuhur branch, the widtli of rectangle is still further
reduced to 110 feet ; the section otlieiwise remaining the
same, and the height of berm above the canal bed being
never less than 11 feet. The calla1 on its leaving the
regulator at the Bol~indsliullur head, has to carry a
supply equal to 4,330 cubic feet per second ; the abstraction of water between tllat point .and tlie Futtignrh
branch being equal to 330 cubic feet ycr second for the
~npplyof the rqjbnlla heads, and 620 cubic feet per
second for that of the Bolundslluhur brmich. I may
liere remark tllnt from Roorkee to this point, or to tlie
1lc:id of the Bolunclsliulmr branch, tlle water for the
pul-poscs of irrigation is taken from heads situated imme-
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diately above the masonry falls ; of these heads eight are
on the right, and eight are on the left of the canal ; the
supply of water allowed for these 16 heads is equal to
that calculated (cklc tables) for 821 miles at 8 cubic feet
per mile ; the upper 271 miles measuring from Myapoor
donmwards, having, for reasons before stated, been excluded from the irrigating districts : each of these 16
heads, therefore, has a supply per second equal to 413
cubic feet, delivered from the canal under the most
advantageous circumstances of command over the country,
and of facility for securing a regular supply. I consider
that the means are so ample on this line for extending
irrigation, that there will be nothing to prevent the
passage of the West Kalli and the introduction of
watercourses on the surface of the country above the
junction of that river and the Hindun ; the bridges and
ramps of approach to the bridges on the West Kalli
Nuddi may be the means of facilitating this object, but
there can be no doubt that aqueducts built specifically for
the purpose, would lead to returns sufficiently remunerative. The station of Hapoor and the stud lands, which
are separated from the line of canal by the Choiya Nuddi,
will be reached with probably greater facility by turning
the heads of the Nuddi itself; but I believe that there is
no intersecting river on this tract of the country, with the
exception of the great boundary lines of the Jumna and
Ganges, that ought to be looked upon as offering the
slightest impediment to the passage of a rajbuha ; with
certain restrictions, depth of section in a river or ravine
to be crossed, is a positive advantage ; anxiety and trouble
arise only in crossing those t hallow tracts that give no
depth of section at all, and thus render sub-passages
necessary to prevent interference with the natural drainage ; in such localities lines of rajbuhas, with their attendant embankments, ere often sources of expense and care*
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The waterway of the bridges continues on the dimensions as above specified, as far south as Sirdhunna, below
which it is diminished to 150 feet, in three arches of
50 feet each; below the Dasna falls, this waterway is
again reduced to 135 feet, in three waterways of 45 feet
each. To meet the decrease of supply and the diminished
capacity required, the falls from Sulawur downwards are
reduced to 150 feet in width of waterway.
The waterway of the regulator on the canal, which is
situated at and immediately below the Bolundshuhur
head, is, as I have before mentioned, equal to 160 feet in
width, in eight openings of 20 feet each ; the advantages of
giving capacious waterway in manageable openings at
these regulators are great, as it relieves the channel from
the wear and tear which would otherwise attend upon the
working of the shutters under a contracted opening.
From the 110th to the 144th mile, the capacity of
the channel of the canal is tlie same in width as described from the 105th mile downwards, the difference
between the berm and bed level being reduced from 11 to
1 0 feet, it having been an object in this part of the
course of the canal to reduce the maximum depth of tlle
water to 8 feet; the section on this line is thus :Diagram 22.
No. 3
swti;.

11- 1

From the 144th mile, or from the down-stream side
of the Suhendn Bridge, to the 180th mile, or t o. -the
Nanoon regulators at the end of the main line of canal,
the width of the rectangle is gradually reduced to 80 feet,
by a reductiou averfiging 10 inches per mile ; tlie depth
of trapezoidal channel being maintained in all cases at
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10 feet, so that there may be a clear 2 feet above the
high-water mark.
At the Koel branch head the width of the canal
channel is represented by the following section :Diagram 23.

The discharge at that point being equal to 3,530 cubic
feet per second, the regulator over the canal having a
waterway of 120 feet in width, in six openings of 20 feet
each.
On the channel reaching Nanoon, and immediately
above the separation of the two branches, its capacity is
shown by the following section :Diagram 24.

The theoretical discharge on the arrival of the water at
that place being equal to 3,250 cubic feet per second.
I may remark that, from the 110th mile downwards,
the regularity of the berm at a height of 10 feet above
the canal bed has been maintained with great uniformity;
the reason why the same regularity was not carried out
in the channel above this point, was from the extraordinary depth of digging at parts where the channel came
in contact with the bhoor land and the sand-hills, nnd
the great expense that would in consequence have attended a reduction of the berm to one uniform level ; at
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this period of our operations, and with SO much experience to guide us, I am not sure that it would not have
been better, as it certainly would have improved tlie look
of the work, had the berms been constructed on a level
parallel with that of the canal bed; in all cases, however, they have been sloped off on long lines, so as to
render the irregularities 8s little apparent as possible,
and in no case have they been made less in height than
that designed, and as shown in the minimum sections
figured in the above diagrams.
The width of waterway of the bridges, from the 110th
to the 180th mile, has been maintained on two uniform
dimensions, vie., of 135 and 120 feet, the former having
three bays of 45 feet each, and the latter three bays of
40 feet each. My object in keeping to these two sizes was
to give the greatest possible relief to the water in its passage through the bridges, and to simplify the construction, by which both time and expenditure were saved;
the design of these bridges is the same as those before
described, with towing-pat11 arches in prolongation of the
towing-path of tlie berm (cit2c Atlas, Plate L.) The
Ptilra and Simra falls have n wltterway of 100 feet in
width, and are so well protectcd, that tlie water will, I
have no doubt, pass over thein with as little obstruction
as could be desired.
With the exception of the Duinkoura and Ucholija
bridges, where tlie application of outlets for irrigation
did not appear to be desirable, every bridgc, from the
Bolundshuhur liead downwards, has two ritjbuha heads
attached to it, one on each side of the canal (17ide Atlas,
Plate L.) The channels of these heads are nlade 10 feet
wide, for the pnrpotie of giving full scope either for the
cscapo of water, or for tlic fixing of modules or otlier
apparatus that may be at any time de~ignedfor the purpose of regulating tlie discharge ; the width and height
VOL. I .
n
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of these openings, as they have been now built, will, I
hope, place it beyond possibility that they can require
enlargement, which would of course involve a pulling
down and reconstruction of the channel ; a reduction to
the size of the present waterway can be easily managed
by building up and diminishing the size of the opening.
I n every case, however, the sill or flooring of the rajbuha
channel is laid 2 feet above the bed of the canal, and of
the flooring of the bridge to which it is attached; the
object of this arrangement being to secure the passage
of at least 24 inches in depth of the canal supply, and, by
these means, to give water to the country in advance,
which, had the zumeendars in the upper districts the
power to drain off the canal to its bed, would, in
case of drought, and when the competition was great,
have in all probability no water at all. This point,
it will be observed, has been particularly attended to in
the irrigation outlets above the heads of the falls; the
Assoffnuggur and Dasna, which are the two extremes,
m d have to maintain a supply for a long line of country,
have their sills constructed on a level with the canal bed,
by which every advantage will be gained in the supply of
the rajbuha lines, whereas those which lie intermediately
have their sills raised on a higher level, i. e . , one foot above
the bed of the canal, so that water equal in amount to
that depth m y pass onwards for the irrigation of the
lower districts.
I do not consider that the close proximity of the East
Knlli Nuddi on the left of the canal is to act in the smallest
degree as a limit to the extent of irrigation from the r j buhas or heads lying on that ~ i d ;e by tlie use of masonry
piers, and open sheet-iron channcls strctchcd across them,
the river can be passed without any difficultly,an(l the vnl1t:y
i t ~ e l fis easily overcome by an earthen em1)ankmerit; the
latter would in no instance exceed in diillcnsions somc of
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the raised channels which have been built in connection
with the rajbuhas on the Eastern Jumna Canal ; that at
Rundole, for instance, which is upwards of a mile in
length, and with the bed of the watercourse raised 18 feet
above the level of the valley. The East Kalli Nuddi
will, therefore, be no impediment to the irrigation of the
country lying on its left bank.
With a maximum theoretical depth of water on the
different sections of the canal channel, as figured in the
above diagrams, the discharges will be as follow; the
actual capacity of the channel (from the circumstance
of its being 2 feet deeper than that of maximum high
water) being capable of carrying a much larger body of
water than that theoretically assigned to it. The values
of R and b are calculated on even numbers, * 5 being the
limit in one case, and even hundreds in the other.
Discharge.
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The foregoing plan and section exhibit the lining out
of the road, at a point where it comes in contact with a
milestone ; these stones are numbered from the Myapoor
regulating bridge, in a continued series to the end of the
main canal at Nanoon ; they are, it will be observed,
situated away from the road, in a platform kept clear for
their especial purpose ; they consist of a square prism of
stone embedded in a cylindrical mass of masonry, the top
of which acts as a bench mark, and the figures engraved
on the stone, independently of the mileage, give the exact
depression of that particular point from the flooring of
the regulating bridge at Myapoor.
On the preceding diagram the width of the bank is
supposed to be much greater than that laid down as a
minimum dimension; in fact, as it really is on the greater
part of this section of the canal, the road is here 20 feet
wide, with an additional 10 feet between it and the plantations, so as to prevent the passage being interrupted by
boughs of trees ; the road by these means actually maintains a width of 30 feet; it has a slight slope internally,
so that all drainage may flow away from instead of
towards the canal channel, and there is a low edging of
earth carried along the crest of the interior slope, for
the purpose of preventing the action of the water from
destroying its uniformity.
The above rule applies equally to banks of minimum
dimension, the plantations being limited to a line B drawn
in rear, and on the low ground, at tho distance of 30 feet
from the crest of the interior slope ; platforms of earth
connccted with and equal in height with the embankment, are in this case raised for the accommodation of
the milestoaes, should such happen to occur on these
narrow lines of roadway. In the sandy tracts the surface
will reqniro some species of metalling, but in other parts
tho plain soil will be sufficiently even, and of sufficient
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durability, to admit of its being kept in order. This road
i s situated on the left or east side of the cmd, when
the direction runs from north to south, as by these
means the plantations give shade to the roadway in
the emliest and hottest part of the day: the road is
specifically for the canal establishment and for canal
purposes, and is not maintained as a public line of communication.
The section given in diagram 25 will show the exact
limits to which the plantations are carried, and the limits
of annual clearance from grass, jungle, and other nuisances that might impede the flow of the water; the lines
marked A B define the portion in the vicinity of the stream,
that it is proposed to keep perfectly clear from jungle :
within these limits no trees are to be allowed on any
account whatever ; beyond them the whole space up to the
canal boundaries is devoted to plantations of forest trees.
I may observe, that with a desire to secure good shade to
the roadway, I have planted a row of mango-trees on the
line marked B, throughout the whole length of the canal.
These trees at present are 100 feet apart, but when they
have taken root, and are fairly in progress of growth, it
is proposed to put in an intermediate tree of the same
useful and ornamental quality ; there is some difficulty in
the establishment of this species of tree, as it is a martyr
to the whole tribe of the white ants, who attack it with
remorseless severity; it requires care and attention in
bcing well watered during the dry weather, and it is much
benefited by shade in the earlier periods of its career; for
these reasons I have restricted the number to a moderate
proportion, so that the gardeners who are in charge of
the different plantationa may not be overwhelmed with
their duties in securing the growth of this single line, the
dvantnge of which, 20 or 30 gears hence, will be duly
npyreciated by those who have to travel along the Gangefl
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Canal works. It must not be under~toodthat the mangotrees above referred to are grafts ; they are the common
country mango, which grows to its natural size, lofty in
height and wide in its stretch of ramification. The
plantations of " grafted mangoes" are confined entirely
to orchards situated near the 1st class chokies, or main
station points of the different districts, which are on an
average (with the exception of those built for specific
purposes at falls and other large works) about 1 2 miles
apart from each other.
The works on this section were divided into two
portions, which have been carried on under the titles of
the 2nd and 3rd divisions. The 2nd, commencing at a
point below the Assoffnuggur falls (above which the
works, as I have before described, are included in the
northern division), and terminating at the 110th mile, or
at the departure of the Bolundshuhur branch, was commenced under the executive management of Captain A. D.
Turnbull, of the Engineers, who, in December, 1847,
was relieved by Lieutenant E. Fraser, of the same corps.
On Lieutenant Fraser's departure on medical certificate to England in October, 1550, Mr. Frederick Read,
the senior assistant in the division, assumed charge of
the works, and under this gentleman's management,
the division has been bronght to its present state of
completion. The Futtigurh branch, the works of
which have not yet been begun, is included in the 2nd
division.
The 3rd division, or that from the 110th to the 180th
mile, including the terminal works at each extremity,
have been begun and completed under the supervision
and management of Mr. Philip Volk. Both the Bolundsliullur and Koel branches are included in the 3rd
divisioa.
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111. The country from Nanoon to the Ganges and Jumna
rivers, marked by a h$ciency of fall in the surface of the
coun,try,and by its connection with the Rinde, Seyqoor,
Pandoo, and other rivar, which cl~uinthe j u t lands of
the centrical districts.
This section includes both the Cawnpoor and Etawah
branches or terminal lines, into which the main trunk is
separated at the Nmoon works ; it naturally, therefore,
comes under two heads, and as the line which runs between
the Eesun and Rinde is that of my original survey, and
that which was explained in my report of 1845, I shall, in
describing in detail the country below Nanoon, limit myself
first of all, to the Cawnpoor or easterly branch, being that
which ia the connecting link between the canal head and
the Ganges River. A few prefatory remarks, however,
regarding the site taken up for the head of these branches,
and the motives for fixing it at Nanoon, will render the
details which follow much more distinct and interesting.
I have already referred to the Seyngoor and Rinde
drainage, as having influenced in a great measure the direction upon which the main line is carried from the 152nd mile,
or from the neighbourhood of the town of Somna domnwards ; this drainage shows itself in a very undecided and
unmarked character, along a line of country passing Koel,
Alligurh, Nanoon, Akrabad, and even to a point as far as
the town of Sikundra Rao ; the direction of this drainage
inclines from the East Kalli Nuddi, towards the right of
the canal line ; in the neighbourhood of Sikrundra Rao,
however, another series of jheels or extensive flats occurs,
and from thence rises the Eesun River, n line of drainage
which keeps to the left of the canal. In fixing, therefore,
a point for the head of the branches, it was necessary, in
such a labyrinth of watershed, to look to that which
would give the greatest facilities for turning tho heads
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of the different rivers ; for passing between those of
the Rinde and Seyngoor attended by the least possible
interference with the natural drainage ; and by reaching
Sikundra Rao, and the country lying to the east of it,
between the Eesun and Rinde, with as little interruption
as might be to the cross drainage escaping between
Akrabad and Sikundra Rao. The difficulties of this
ground will be more clearly understood by a reference to
the map (Atlas, Plate V.) ; the whole surface was carefully
examined, and the site at Nanoon, a village situated
2 miles to the west of the t o m of Akrabad, was determined on as that most convenient for the required
purposes; it enabled us to reach the high land stretching
between the Eesun and Rinde, and upon which the
Cawnpoor branch is directed, with moderate interference
from country drainage ; and it placed the Etawah branch
on the ridge between the Rinde and Seyngoor, without
any interference with their watershed at all. I believe
that the position fixed upon at Nanoon for the head works
of the terminal lines is the true one, and that by establishing the fork at that particular point, we have by the
least amount of artificial aid left Nature to carry out her
own operations unimpeded. The design for the slopes
of the bed of these branches is in both cases precisely
tlie same, in the early part of their course; the slope of
15 inches has been continued as far as the natural profile
would admit of it ; and when this ceases to be the case,
the slopes are reduced to 1 2 inches per mile, the superfluous fall being overcome by masonry descents and
lockage ; the detail of this part of tlie work will be fully
entered upon hereafter. For the reasons above specified,
I slinll colnmence the detail of the works below Nanoon
by taking up those between the Rinde and tlie Eesun,
and terminding in the Gnngecl River; this series of works
i s denorninated-
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The total length of this branch &om the Nanoon
r e g ~ ~ l i ~to
t othe
r terminus on the Ganges at Cawnpoor is
169 miles 3,700 feet. After leaving Nanoon, and after
having overcome the difficulties of the flats and hollows
between that place and Sikundra Rao, the channel proceeds
in an easterly direction, keeping to the line of main canal
of my original survey, and maintaining an almost direct
course centrically between the Eesun and Rinde rivers, as
far as the 98th mile at the village of Dingri ; south of
this point the Rinde River discontinues its parallelism
with the Eesun, and proceeds onwards on a more southerly
course ; whilst the Pandoo River, the heads of which lie
on the left of the Rinde, and in the neighbourhood of
Subhud and Bandmow (villages situated to the southeast of Dingri), takes up the bearing which the Rinde has
cleserted, and continues on a course parallel to the Eesm
River. At the 98th mile, therefore, the line of canal
turns the heads of the Pandoo, and proceeds onwards,
keeping to the left of that river, and between it and the
Eesun, until it reaches the 139th mile; at this point, and
on the left, the Noon, a line of drainage connected with
the Ganges and the low land lying between Cawnpoor
and Baitool, rises ; keeping this low land connected with
the Noon on the left and still maintaining its parallelism
with the Pandoo River, the canal proceeds onward to the
village of Barah, or to the 160th mile ; from thence it
takes a long sweep to the north-east, and, passing between
the t o m and military bazaars of Cawnpoor, enters the
Ganges River by n series of lock^ and falls.
The above general outline will convey a tolerable ides.
of the position which the branch occupies, with reference
to the Eesun, Rinde, Pandoo, and Noon rivers. I shall
now take up tllc detail, on tho system which I have
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before observed, of describing the works and the country
over which they pass in specific distances of the course of
the canal ; on this plan, commencing at Nanoon, I shall
take the first 30 miles, which brings us to the high road
between the towns of Eyta and Agra, and the villages
of Guddunpoor and Sawunt Khera, which lie on opposite
sides of the canal.
With the exception of a slight curve,* which gives the
canal a direction to the south of the town of Sikundra
Rao, the bearing throughout the whole of the 30 miles
from Nanoon to Sawunt Khera is almost due south-east.
At points near the 4th, 6th, and 9th miles, and before its
arrival at Silrundra Rao, the line of canal crosses low
country, which is connected with the heads of the Rinde,
that at the 4th mile, near the village of Loodhooa, being
the most distinct, and traceable to a set of shallow depressions which lie on the north of Nanoon ; from these
jheels or hollows the drainage appears to pass round on
tlie north of Alrrabad, keeping to the west of the village
of Loodhooa ; it then crosses the line of canal, and sweeping round the village of Kunnukpoor, in a defined line of
watercourse, assumes under that shape the name of the
" Rinde."
Tlie true Rinde may be considered as that
above described, originating in low jheels north of
Nanoon. This line of drainage appears to be the most
connected of the series ; its indistinctness, however,
excepting by actual irlstrumental levelling, may be understood by its exceeding shallowness : the maximum depth
of the main hollows which lie near Nanoon is only 3 feet
below the surface of the neiglibouring country, whilst in
its course round Akrabad and Loodhooa it does not
exceed 12 inches in depth. At the Gtli mile, and near
tlie villages of (fopec and Rudain, the liollow is of the
Hame charactor in its iniinediate junction with the canal,
* 1 4 t to 30th milo.
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and the drainage appears to pass off towards the Rinde
without any perceptible depression. At the 9th mile, the
hollow bears some resemblance to that described as crossing the canal at the 4th mile, but it is less extensive,
although evidently connected with a quantity of uneven
ground near the high village of Ginnowli, lying on the
right of the canal, and under which the water passes off
to the Rinde. The following diagram gives a representation of the drainage above mentioned :Diagram 26.

In carrying the canal through the above 9 milee of its
course, therefore, y e have crossed three defined points
over which the drainage toward8 the Rinde River nabrally runs ; on this length of canal there are three bridges,
situated at Keylunpoor, Rudain, and Ginnowli, each of
which is provided with masonry inlets ; these bridge
inlets, however, are constructed more with a view to
prevent the accumulation of water by the interference
of the bridge approechee with tho drainage of the
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country than to relieve the drainage of the country
itself; my object in all casses having been to turn rainwater away from the canal into the rivers lying on the
right or left, so that the canal line may be perfectly free
and unincumbered : the inlets at the bridges, therefore,
would give little relief to the country lying on the left,
which had thus been cut off from its natural means of
drainage. To obviate the difficulties of our position in
this neighbourhood, an escape channel has been excavated
from a, point above the Ginnowli Bridge, or that which is
situated on the lowest levels, to the East Kalli Nuddi, and
cuts have been made connecting the different hollows in
the 4th) 6th) and 9th miles, with the escape channel;
the drainage, therefore, will pass down parallel to and on
the left of the canal, and find an escape in the channel
above described. The distance from the canal at Ginnowli to the East Kalli Nuddi is 11 miles, and the escape
channel joins a ravine near the village of Chokra, lying
on the right bank of that river; the difference of level
between the sill of the escape at Ginnowli and the bed of
the East Kalli Nuddi is 28-87 feet, or 2-42' per mile.
The excavation has from motives of economy only been
carried to a width of 10 feet, as the wear and tear of the
current will, it is supposed, widen it sufficieiitly for all
lwactical purposes. Advantage has been taken of the
nccessity which arose for excavating tlie cliannel and
for connecting the drainage witli the East Icalli Nuddi,
to build a11 cscape hcad from thc canal channel, witli
18 feet waterway, inlmediately above the Ginnowli bridge ;
wc l~avc,thcrcfore, thc nieans, during the wliole gear, of
rising this escape cliannel for canal purposes, ns well as
for those of country drainage. Ae the channel in question crogses the Grand Trunk Road, the bridge required
for tlie purposes of this road has been built with s waterway of 30 feet in width, so that there may be amylc
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apme for the passage of the water, and also for any
increased width to the present excavated line, which may
follow on the passage of flood water. One advantage,
and by no means a small one, of establishing a canal
outlet in connection with this channel is that, if such
should be necessaq, an ocoasional scour can be given by
passing a current of canal water down it.
From Ginnowli, the canal passes onwards on the
same bearing, leaving the town of Sikundra Rao on its
left at the distance of a mile ; in the neighbourhood of
this town, encircling it in fact, are numerous shallow
depressions, in which the Eesun River, which henceforward becomes our left boudary, has its origin; these
depressions, with a profile of country very irregular (and
as I have described elsewhere, when pointing out the
peculiarities of these Doab rivers, so marvellously unobservable, from their shallowness, that the irregularities are
only to be traced by the levelling instrument), continue
onwards parallel to, and as it may be said fringing, the
line upon which the canal runs as far as the 24th mile, at
which point, ancl in the immediate vicinity of the village
of Jinwar, we come in contact with one of them, which, by
being extended farther to the south, forces us to cross it,
under the disadvantage of much heavy embankment.
This hollow, ordinarily termed the Jinwar Jheel, lies
due east and weat ; it is in the form of a horseshoe, with
its toe resting on the village of Jinwar, which is on its
western extremity. The extent of this horseshoe surfacc is
nbont one square mile, ancl its maximum depth below the
country in its neighbourhood is 6 feet. The canal chanml
passes through it on its full extent, and from having
been more or less filled with water during the ~eriodthat
the works have been in progress, some annoyance has
been experienced in the cmbanltment operations ; its
cl~aracter,however, as l~ jlicel holding n pero~iiliultl~pplJ',
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which was that given to it by native report, failed in the
cold weather of 1853, when I found it dry or very nearly
so, a circumstance that may have arisen from the canal
excavations, although the channel was completely cut off
from the expanse of the jheel itself by heavy embankments. It will be understood from tlie above description
that a considerable portion of this hollow, lying to the
right of the canal, is cut off from its connection with the
Eesun, and consequently from its natural line of escape ;
this has been remedied by excavating a channel from a
point on the extreme east of the portion so cut off,
towards the Rinde River, and by these means relieving
the country from any ill eff6cts caused by our interference
with the jheel (see diagram No. 28) ; the cut thus
made is in length 15,250 feet, with a bottom breadth of
5 feet, its average depth being about 88 feet, and I have
no doubt that it will act in the most efficient way in
relieving the country. The Eesun River, which, in the
neiglibourhood of the Jinwar Jheel, lies at a distance of
about 2 miles from the course of tlie canal, turns off
abruptly to the left on its approach to tlie village of
Roostumgurh ; and at the 30th mile of the course of thc
canal, and below the point where tlie liigli road between
Eyta and Agra crosses it, the river and tlie canal are
separated by a distance of 5 miles, whilst immediately
eastward of tlie same point and of tlie village of Snwunt
Khera, the canal conlea in direct contact with tlie hollows
of the Rinde, the tortuosities of tlie course of which arc
hero very remarkable ; its course in fact at tlie point in
qllestion is directly at right angles to that of its gcneral
~ligneinont; it passes from went to east betwceii tlie
villages of Snwunt I<licm and Gillomli.
Tho strip of lanrl over wliicli tllc cniinl runs between
the Eesun nud Rindc rivcrs is exccedingly narrow; its
lnaximum width is oiily 7 niiles, uiid at tho villago of
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Murgaon, or on the 22nd mile, the width does not exceed
2) miles. The surface slope of the country from Nanoon
to Sawunt Khera, i. e., on a line of 30 miles, is 42.35
feet, or an average per mile of 1-41 foot. The bed of
the Eesun, or rather the country at the heads of that
river, in the early part of its course, is on a higher level
than that of the Rinde; as the rivers advance, however,
and where they obtain a more defined section, the true
relative position of the drainage exhibits itself at the
30th mile ; a cross section from the Eesun to the Rinde
shows that the bed of the former is 5-44 feet below that
of the Rinde, and the latter river maintains its elevation
above the Eesun throughout the whole length of its
course afterwards.
The section of the canal at the 30th mile is shown
in the following diagram, the width of rectangle, which
at the Nanoon regulator was 80 feet, having, by a gradual
reduction of 4-12 inches per mile, been diminished by
11 feet.
Diagram 27.
Section at the 30th mile.

The depth of canal water, which on its approach to
the Nanoon regulators had been retained at 8 feet, has
been, by an extension of width to the excavated channel, reduced to a maximum of 6 feet in the branches
below them, the berm being maintained imiforrnly
throughout the whole line at 8 feet in height, or on
the principle which has been adopted on the whole work,
at 2 feet above the high-water mark. The remarks
which I have before made on minimum section apply
to the above diagram ; excess of earth from the cliannel
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excavations being used in widening the bank to the
rear.
The average depth of digging on the line from
Nanoon to Sawunt Khera, or on the first 30 miles of
the Cawnpoor branch, is as follows :From 1st to 10th ruile = 6.53 feet.
,, 10th to 20th ,, - 7.75 ,,
,, 20th to 30t.h ,, = 4.10 ,,

The soil is good, though much mixed with reh (soda),
especially in the neighbourhood of Sainthra. On the
up-stream side of the Guddunpoor ~ i d ~ or
e ,at the
29th mile, there are traces of bl~oor,or sand-hills ; but
generally speaking, the soil is harder and better than
it has been found in the upper divisions. The canal
bed throughout the 30 miles included in this section is
excavated on s slope of 15 inches per mile.
At the Keylunpoor Bridge flooring there is a drop
of 24 inches, the canal bed on the down-stream taking
up the lower level ; the drop was necessary, to avoid
the heavy embankments that would have been required
in advance, had the canal bed been retained on the
higher levels. Locks and a navigable channel have
been designed for the purpose of overconling the difficulty, and of facilitating the passage of boats; but the
experience which we have obtained in observing the
efforts of these canals (these artificial rivers rather) to
determine their own slopes, by the natural arrai~gement
of silt deposits, has led me to defer the construction of
the works for the purpose of passing boats rouild this
descent, until we can see the conScquences of admitting
water, and the effects of a r~inningcanal upoil the soil
over which it passes. A p r i o l i , the very circumstanc,llce
of a sudden reduction of slope from 15 to 12 inches
would lead to silt deposits, and to an equalization of the
slope of tho canal from R point considerably above that
VOL. I.

8
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where the change in the amount of level takes place,
to one many miles below i t ; and as I believe that this
will take place, and as I do not calculate on any very immediate demand for navigation, after the water is first
admitted, I have considered that it would be unwise to
hurry on the execution of works, the uses of which may
be problematical. The observation of a few years will at
any rate settle the question, and will determine whether
my anticipations are true or not ; if they are not true,
the navigable canal and locks can be constructed at a
future period.
The maximum depth of wells, measuring from the
surface of the earth to that of the water, is, by observation in the month of October, equal to 32 feet, the
minimum equal to 16.5 feet.
The following masonry works have been built on
this line :1st. Bridge at Keylunpoor, with a waterway of 99
feet, in three arches of 33 feet each, 20 feet roadway, and
flank towing-path arches, with ghats, rajbuha heads,
inlets, and 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Rudain, similar to that at Keylunpoor; roadway 18 feet wide, with 2nd class choki
attached.
3rd. Bridge at Ginnowli, similar to that at Reylunpoor; roadway 18 feet wide, with an escape of three
openings of 6 feet each, with 2nd class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Burramai, three arches of 33 feet each,
20 feet roadway, with flank towing-paths, and ghats on
the down-stream.
6th. Bridge at Sikundra Rao (Poordilnuggor), same
as at Keylunpoor, with a l a t class choki.
6th. Bridge at Jirowli, similar to that at Keylnnpoor; roadway 18 feet wide, wit11 a 2nd class clloki
attached.
4
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7th. Bridge at Junsoi, similar to that at Keylunpoor ;
roadway 18 feet wide, with a 2nd class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Tuttarpoor, three arches of 32 feet
each, roadway 20 feet, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads,
flank towing-path arches, and a 1st class choki attached.
9th. Bridge at Bundi, three arches of 31 feet each,
roadway 18 feet, with ghats, &c., and a 2nd class choki
attached.
10th. Bridge at Guddunpoor, three arches of 30 feet
each, roadway 20 feet, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
Block kunkur has been extensively used in all the
above works, excepting in the arches, the material for
making which has been confined to brick.
From the bridge st Guddunpoor,* over which the high
road between Eyta and Agra passes, to the bridge at
Singpoor, which is directly opposite the town of Mynpoori, and is a point 011 the high line of communication
between that town and Etawall, the distance is 35 miles.
The line of canal continues on the same course, and on
the same bearing as it did in approaching Guddunpoor,
making a slight curve to the left on coining near Singpoor, to acco~nmodateitself to the general nlignement
of the Rinde River, between which and the Eesun River
it runs very centrically ; on its reaching the neighbourhood of Mynpoori, however, it bears more upon the
Rinde, and opposite the villages of Srlthnee and Dhulleeppoor, or at the 64th mile, it passes within a quarter of
a mile of that river.
I have before remarked that in the neighbourhood
of the 30th mile, and on the down-stream side of the
village of Sawunt Khern, the line of canal comes in direct
contact with the course of tho Rindc ; thc intersection
of these two lines wns unavoidable ; it takes place at two

*

30th to 65th mile.

a 2
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points, the canal forming a chord 4 miles in length, to
an arc represented by that portion of the river's course
which is cut off; the perpendicular or versed sine of this
arc is about 14 mile.
The following diagram will show the position of the
works in this region, including those connected with the
Jinwm Jhee1:-

The methods adopted both in the case of the Jinwar
Jheel, the drainage of which flows towards the Eesun,
and in that of the passage of the Rinde above described,
are precisely similar: the Ooreysir cut, C D, will maintain the continuone flow of the Rinde drainage in its
natural direction, keeping to the right of the canal ;
whilst the cut, A B, from that portion of the Jinwar Jheel
which is separated from its natural line of escape toward8
the Eeaun by the canal embankments, will carry off fill
ite spare water to the Rinde.
Tllose portions of the Rinde hollow^ which lio on the
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left of the canal have been connected with the Eesun
by the cut E F, leaving the higher levels between the
villages of Kundpoor and Ninaoli, of similar dimensions
to those before described. This cut is in length 21,513
feet, with a slope of bed equal to 1.386 foot per mile.
The slopes of the rivers at this part of their course
are small, and it is possible that the high water in the
Eesun, during floods, inay maintain a back-water inundation in the Rinde hollows in the neighbourhood of Gopalpoor for a longer period than is desirable ; this may be
relieved by further cuts entering the Eesun at a lower
point of its course ; and I may observe that the inlet
at the Gopalpoor Bridge, as well as that at Dharoo ka
Nugla, will afford relief to the extent of their waterway.
This part of the canal, however, is one which, as far as
drainage is concerned, will require careful watching, and
an energetic application of remedies adapted to the circumstmces of the case.
Diagram 29.

A H. Cut Into tllc
I<csnn.
C 1). C ~ i into
t
the

At the Gopalpoor bridge, which is situated in the
~legmentformed by the canal and the old bend of tho
Rinde, a 1st class choki post has been established, with
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a view to the proper supervision and maintenance in
efficient order of the different works in this neighbourhood.
From the Dharoo bridge, or from the point where the
canal a second time intersects the Rinde River, the line
passes onwards without any interference with drainage,
until it reaches the 41st mile ; both at this point, and at
the 44th mile, a series of hollows connected with the Eesun
river is crossed, a portion of its drainage being cut off
entirely; the preceding diagram represents the lining out
of the drainage at Mokumpoor and Millowli, with the
measures that have been taken to restore it to its proper
equilibrium.
From the 44th to the 65th mile, or to the end of that
portion of the canal which I am now describing, the line
passes over a country tolerably free from drainage ; at the
49th mile, on the up-stream side of the works at the
N u p r e e a Bridge, an escape into the E e s m River is
established. At this point, the distance from the Eesun
is 9,000 feet, and the slope from the sill of the escape
to the bed of the river is equal to 5-42 feet, or on an
average of 3-18 feet per mile. This escape has a waterway of 30 feet in five sluices of 6 feet each, and the
channel has been excavated on a width of 30 feet. This
channel will be the means of disposing of the water
which collects on the lmds east of the villages of
Oosneyda, Koonchul ka Nugra, kc., as well as of that
with which the canal comes in contact at the 47th mile ;
the drainage is comparatively small, but it will be entirely
relieved by the escape channel. Between the 51st and
Sand miles, however, at the village of Dhunni ka Nugla,
some llollows connected with the Eesun River are crossed,
and that portion of them which has been cut off has been
relieved by a cut of n mile in length made into the Rhde;
the drainage at this point, therefore, is effectively
for. At the 64th mile also, and nt s point where the
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canal comes in close proximity to the Rinde River,
drainage which rises in tlie neighbourhood of Nohneir
crosses the line of canal. This drainage has been conducted into the valley of the Eesun by a cut A B, as shown
in tlie following diagram :Diagram 30.

The strip of land lying between tlie Eesnn and
Rinde, upon which the canal takes its course, consists of
a series of narrow necks, connecting expanses of a width
never exceeding 9 miles, the necks themselves being in
some cases (as at the 49th and 54th miles) not more than
2 miles in width. At the Singpoor Bridge, and at right
angles to Mynpoori, the widtli between the two rivers is
equal to 6%miles, and tho canal passes within 1 mile of
the Rinde.
The slope of the surface of the country from the
3Otll to tlle 66th mile is equd to 43.48 feet, or an average
equal to 1.24 foot per milu. Cross sectious at tho followiiig
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points show the relative position of the beds of the Rinde
and Eesun to each other :41st mile, bed of Eesun, 4' 8" below that of Rinde.
49th do.
do. 7-65'
do.
*57th do. rat Nohlleir do. 9.7'
do.
65th do.
do. 15.46'
do.

The bed of the Eesun, it will be observed, increases
in depression below that of the Rinde as it advances in its
course ; the Eesun, in fact, at Mynpoori is a perennial
river (supplied by springs which rise on its approach to
the town from Nohneir), running through a very extensive
valley; its value during floods may be estimated by the
waterway of the bridge which is built across it on the high
road between Cawnpoor and Agra ; the bridge consists of
two bays of 30 feet each in width, connected to the high
road by raised embankments or ramps of approach ; this
waterway is in all probability somewhat contracted, as the
bridge appears to have been injured by a flood as far back
as the 21st August, 1833, but it has nevertheless done its
duty for a period of 20 years, and although its wings and
superstructure require modification, to meet the improved
and well-raised approaches that have been lately made,
the bridge itself as far as watemay is concerned would
most likely be sufficient for all practical purposes.
The necessity, however, for using the Eesun as an
escape from the Ganges Canal works, in consequence of
the slopes and capacity of the channel of the Rinde being
insufficient, will render an enlargement of the watenvay
of the Mynpoori Bridge necessary, and in this case the
opportunity might be taken of carrying into effect the
alterations recommended in 1833 Ly Colonel John Boilenu

* On a cross section at this point, the bed of the Engt I<alli Nurldi,
near the villages of Beegumpoor and Khirni, is 24.5 feet below the bed
of the Rincle. The East Kalli Nucldi, in the rnonth of April, when I
took the section, had water in it running slowly and sluggishly ant1 f1111 of
weeds ; the width of surface was 115 feet, ant1 thc greatest dcpth 3 feet
2 inches : both the bed and the banks in the neigllbourhood wcrc sandy.
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of the Engineers, in increasing the waterway; instead,
however, of giving an additional width of 70 feet, I would
give three additional arches of 30 feet in width, two on
the north, and one on the south of the present building,
giving five arches of an uniform span, and, if possible, I
would make the roadway over it horizontal.
The bridge over the Rinde at Kulhore has a waterway
Spring of Archen 1214 feet
each,
of { F O O ~ OP Piers 11I feet 1 divided into 3 bays of {":}
without any appearance of valley or running stream,
which the Eesun possesses to the great and apparent fertilization of the country in its immediate neighbourhood.
The section of the canal cliannel at the 65th mile
is as follows :Diagram 31.
Section at the 65th mile.

A gradual reduction having taken place in the width of
the rectangular channel equal to 1-28foot in every 3 miles.
The minimum dimensions are here retained in the same
way as formerly; the height of berm or towing-path
above the bed of the canal being made of one uniform
height of 8 feet; and where there was excess of earth
beyond that required for the minimum section, the earth
in excess was thrown in rear of the embankments, so as
to increase as much as possible the width of the esplanade
or roadway.
The uvcrage depths to wl~ichthe channel has been
excavated, between the 30th and 65th miles are as
follows :From the
Do.
Do,
Do.

30th to the
40th to thc
50t,h to the
60th to the

40th
50th
Goth
65th

mile,
do.
do.
do.

7.21 feet.
6.94 ,,
6.60 ,,
7.02 ,,

The soil continues on the whole of this line of tlie
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same tenacious quality, occasionally mixed with knnkur,
as it was on the section before described ; judging from
the effects of rain-water which during the progress
of the works lodged in the channel, it is only slightly
absorbent; and throughout its whole course the influence of reh efflorescence is markedly observable; this
reh efflorescence is characteristic of the whole line of the
Mynpoori district, through which the canal'is carried; it
shows itself more or less on the surface, influencing in ra
great degree the extent to which cultivation is carried,
and in many parts of the excavated channel it shows
itself at depths considerably below the level of the ground.
The brick manufactories have suffered greatly from the
soil being impregnated with this most destructive alkali,
and the consequences have been in many cases altogether
fatal to the manufacture of bricks, whilst, on the whole
line, there has been a difficulty in procuring this species
of material, which has been unknown in the northem
districts. The slope of the canal bed throughout the
35 miles included in this section is 1 5 inches per mile.
The maximum depth from the surface of the country
to the surface of the water in wells is equd to 28.8 feet,
and the minimum 18.2 feet, the observations having been
made in the month of October.
The following works have been constructed below the
bridge at Guddunpoor :1st. Bridge at Gopalpoor, three arches of 30 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads, find
a 1st class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Dharoo, three arches of 20 fcct each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
3rd. Bridge at Kylai, similar to that at Dharoo, bllt
with a roadway 20 feet wide; a 2nd class choki is
attached to this work.
4th. Bridge at Kooreet, tllrce nrchu~of 28 fcot each?
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18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
5th. Bridge at Molrumpoor, three arches of 28 feet
each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet
heads, and a 1st class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Nugurreea, three arches of 28 feet each,
20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads,
and an escape, with a waterway of 30 feet on the upsfream side of the work. A 2nd class choki is attached
to these works.
7th. Bridge at Puchowur, three arches of 27 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Kuraoli, three arches of 27 feet, 18 feet
roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads, and a 2nd
class clioki attached.
9th. Bridge at Dunahar, three arches of 26 feet each,
25 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads,
and a 1st class cholu attached.
10th. Bridge at Roosturnpoor, three arches of 26 feet
each, 20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
11th. Bridge at Singpoor, three arches of 26 feet each,
20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
In all the above works kunkur has been very extensively used ; the succession of failures in brick rnailufactories, and the consequent scarcity of bricks, would, in
fact, have delayed the completion of these works, had i t
not been for tlie presence of kunkur quarries, which fortunately abound in the districts through which the canal
is now passing, The material is excellent, but it requires
to be carefully selected ; and in all cases tlie blocks which
have been used in building, have been rigorously survoyed by tho cxocutive officer.
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Continuing our progress on another 35 miles,* or from
the 65th to the 100th mile, we reach the neighbourhood
of Dingri and Rousa, two villages which are intimately
connected with the lining out of the canal as proposed in
my project of 1845.
The direction of the canal after le~vingthe Singpoor
Bridge is a few degrees more southerly than it was in the
latter part of its course, the bearing being influenced by
the course of the Rinde, to which on the whole line it
nlns in close approximation; in the neighbourhood of the
village of Tireea, and at the 85th mile, at which point
the line of canal and the Rinde come very nearly in contact, the former takes a slight curve to the right, and
proceeds onwards in a straight line, upon the village of
DinBgri. The courses of the Eesun and Rinde rivers,
throughout the whole of the 35 miles now under review,
run on the most tortuous lines, altllough in a generd
way maintaining their parallelism to each other; the watershed of the Eesun River occupies the greater part of the
intervening land, and in some cases stretches nearly to
the Rinde ; the canal line has been laid down with the
greatest attention to this particular feature of the
drainage, and it passes as directly upon the crest of the
watershed of the two rivers, as a straight line could
possibly do upon a tortuous one. From the 65th to
the 78th mile, no drainage is crossed ; the natural flow
towards the Rinde on the right, and to the Eesun on the
left, is unimpeded ; on this line the village of Bhawunt,
situated on a high mound to the left, and under which
there are extensive hollows, is passed without the
drainagcf in its neighbourhood meeting with any cheek
or impediment. At the 78th and 82nd miles we colne
in contact with cross drainage, under circumstances of
rather a peculiar nature ; in the first case, a series of
* 65th to 100th mile.
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shallow depressions, extending from the high mound on
which the village and old fort at Hutpaon are situated,
crosses the line of canal in progress to the Rinde ; and
in the second case we come (at the village of Dhundos)
upon a well-defined crest of two nullas, one of which
passes by the villtge of Hussunpoor into the ~ e s & ,and
the other runs into the Rinde, from the south of the
village of Dhundos. This village is, in fact, built on the
high land between these two lines of drainage, on a space
of about 1,500 feet in width, over which the course of
the canal has been directed. The hollows i11 this neighbourhood are, as is frequently the case throughout the
Mynpoori district, converted into reservoirs for the purpose of irrigation ; the remains of bunds or einbanhents
have come under my observation as far back on the line
of canal as the village of Nohneir, and in the hollows
connected with the Rinde they are of constant occurrence. At the head of the Hussunpoor Nulla, and on
the Hutpaon line of drainage, they are eminently conspicuous ; their extent, however, is inconsiderable ; at the
period of my survey in the month of December there
was no appearance of moisture in connection with them,
and their uses are merely for watering crops during or
immediately after the rainy months ; it is questionable
whether, after water is admitted into the Ganges
Canal, the system of bunds on these hollows will he
continued.
To remedy the evils arising from the interference
with tho Hutpaon drainage, a cut has been designed, for
the purpose of ltecping the flow of water to the left of the
canal, and onwards to the Hussunpoor Nulls ; t h e point
at wllich thid cut commences is taken on tlie decpcst
part of tlie Hntpcum hollows, opposite the 78th mile, or
ol'positr t,o that point of tlic r a n d where the natural
drainago is illtcrscctcd ; from tliia point a straight line of
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excavated channel, with a rectangular width of 15 feet
and with a bed slope of 2 feet per mile, will carry the
water off to the Eesun; on its course it will pass directly
through the Bukutpoor hollow, leaving that village on its
left ; it will pass on the right, and close to the village of
Sobhunpoor ; and at the distance of 3 miles will meet
one of the main heads of the Hussunpoor Nulla, under
the village of Daoodpoor ; two miles more of excavation
and clearance through the Hussunpoor Nulla will give
the water a free escape into the Eesun River, and give
full relief to the country from Hutpaon do~nwards.'~
Diagram 32.

O
,

Hutpaon

\

Ailohabode

n. tine of C r ~from
t
the
llntpnon drainage into the
f l n ~ u n p o o rNulle.

A

The preceding diagram will give a more accurate idea
of the rivers, and of the position of the worka in this
neighbourhood, than I can convey in description.

* Economical considerations have led to a deviation from the above
design, the water from the Hutpaon drainage has at the 78th mile been
thrown into the left bo~lndaryditch, which has been widened fix its
reception ; this ditch at the 73th mile receives the drainage from
Manpoor, and at the 799 mile of its course it is connected with the
head of the Daoodpoor hollow, by a cut passing to the caet of Ryharr ; see
(lotted line.
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From the 82nd to the 100th mile, the canal, although
passing over a country intersected by jheels, hollows,
and lines of drainage of every description, and at one
point almost touching the Rinde River, pursues an evenly
lined out course, without in any way interfering with
either the drainage of the Eesun or Rinde.
On the up-stream side of the Tireea Bridge, and
situated at the 87th mile, an escape head, with a line of
escape channel into the Eesun River, has been constructed ; this escape has a waterway of 30 feet, in five
openings of 6 feet each, and is in design similar to those
which have been built in the Bolundshuhur district;
plan and section of this work will be found in the Atlas,
Plate XXXIX. The difference of level between the beds
of the Rinde and Eesun on a cross section taken on
Tireea is 16-68 feet ; the Eesua, as I have before
remarked, running in all its course on a lower level than
the Rinde. The two rivers are on this section characteristically represented, the section of the dry bed of t l ~
Rinde being 70 feet wide, well defined, and with a bed
depressed about 10 feet below the level of the country;
the Eesun, on the contrary, with a wide sandy bed, and
with its banks scattered over with aand-hills, runs on an
expanse of valley, green and fresh from its proximity to
water. It is not, however, to be understood that the
ncighbourhood of the Rinde is barren ; in many places,
wheat crops exist in its very channel, its slopes are constantly covercd with cultivation, but the difference between
it nn(1 the region of tho Eesun, in which there is a const:liitly rllnning strcain, and on the slopes of which water
is found at short distances from the surface, is remarkable ;
the soil in the neighbourl~oodof the Eesun, moreover, is
of a much lighter quality than thnt on tho Rinde, the
latter being in inany cnsca a strong clay, and frequently
nmcll mixed with knnlrur.
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The distance between the canal and the Eesun at the
point where the escape is built is 8,000 feet, and the
difference of level between the sill of the escape and the
bed of the Eesun is equal to 20.94 feet. The excavated
channel is 30 feet in width, with a bed slope of 1-5 per
mile. The object of my selecting Tireea as the site of
an escape, and avoiding the line of the Hussunpoor
Nulla, which in my original project was the first fixed
upon, was the desire to leave the Hussunpoor Nulla, for
the purposes of the Hutpaon drainage ; the slope of this
nalla, as well as that of the artificial cut to connect the
Hutpaon drainage with it, is a good and a rapid one, and
the advantages of scour which in the Ginnowli escape
chanilel might be desirable, were of no moment at this
particular point; in addition to this, there was a greater
and more inlmediate relief at Tireea than there would
have been on the Hussunpoor line.
The canal, throughout the whole of the 35 miles above
adverted to, is confined between the natural boundaries
with which it has been m n i n g parallel on its route Gom
Nanoon ; the Eesun and Rinde, which constitute these
boundaries, pursue with regard to each other the same
irregular, although generally speaking parallel, course ; at
one time approaching to within a short distance, and at
another wandering off in the most exaggerated series of
curves and tortuosities. At the 100th mile, the departure
of the Rinde on a new line of bearing which separates it
entirely from the Eesun River, gives an extension of widtll
to the strip of ground over which the canal pauses, wliicll
it has not had since its separation from the main canal;
at this point the width between the two rivers is equal to
12 miles, seven of which are towards the Eesun River.
With the exception of that part of the tract near the
village of Tireea, where the above rivers come within
3 miles of each other, the average distance of se~aration
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from the 65th to the 100th mile may be considered as
about 6& miles.
On the surface of the countiy the slope from the
65th to the 100th mile is 39-15 feet, which is equal to
1-11foot per mile, the canal runs upon the watershed
between the two rivers as closely as possible, and, as before
observed, in closer approximation to the Rinde than
to the Eesun, a circumstance depending entirely on the
position of the ridge or watershed. Cross sections at the
following points show the relative position of the beds
of the Rinde and Eesun to each other :72nd mile, the bed of the Eesun is 8.35 feet below that of the Rinde.
82nd
do.
14.92 feet
do.
87th
do.
16.68 feet
do.
100th
do.
19.41 feet
do.

The gradual increase of depression of the bed of the
Eesun below that of the Rinde is here, as on tlle last
35 miles, distinctly observable : the fact is deserving of
notice, as it points out the Eesun River as one more
capable of being useful in carrying off waste water from
tlie canal than the Rinde, the slope of which, laying aside
tlie tortuosity of channel which is common to both rivers,
is ill adapted on this part of its course for the purposes of
escape.
The scction of the canal cllannel at tlie lOOtli mile is
as follows :*

Diagran~33.
Section nt the 100tl1 mile.

A gradual rcductioil of - 4 foot per niile llaviilg taken
place in the 35 milcs just described.
At the 71st mile the slope of the canal bed, wliicli lind
been coiltinucd nt 16 inclies, is reduced to 12 inclies per
VOL. I.

T
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mile, on which it is carried up to the 90th mile. At this
point, and between the 90th and 102nd mile, I have,
instead of giving a sudden drop, as at Keylunpoor, and
continuing the slope in advance at 1 2 inches per mile,
designed an uniform slope of 1 4 inches, giving to each
mile an excess of 2 inches, thereby adopting in preference
to the drop the form of an inclined plane.
The rule for disposing of excess of earth and for
maintaining the different parts of the section are similar
to those before described; the berm is kept at an uniform
height of 8 feet from the canal bed, and the maximum
height of water is 6 feet.
The average depth to which excavation has been
carried is as follows :65th to
70th to
80th to
90th to

70th mile,
80th do.
90th do.
100th do.

10.03 feet.
7.11 do.
7.7 do.
7.86 do.

The soil is similar to that on the last section, the
same adulteration by alkali, the same mixture with
kunkur, either in the form of gravel, or detached pieces,
or in tabular masses ; and apparently retaining the same
non-absorbent qualities. It will be understood, therefore,
that the manufacture of bricks was here also a matter of
serious difficulty ; the absence of this material has, in fact,
led to the reduction of onr buildings to minimum proportions, and to the necessity of the strictest economy in the
use of brick masonry ; and had it not been for
quarries of kunkur, which have at detached points so
conveniently, I may say providentially, offered themselves,
the works in this division could not possibly have been
completed at the early period that they have been.
The observed depth of wells is on a maximum 33-26
feet, and on a minimum 16-41 feet, the rneasllrement
being taken from the surface of the earth to the surface
of the water in the month of October.
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The following works have been constiucted on this
line of 35 miles and below the bridge at Singpoor :1st. Bridge at Putahar, two arches of 35 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Bhawunt, two arches of 35 feet each,
20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 1st class choki attached.
3rd. Bridge at Sogaon, two arches of 33 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Kussudh, two arches of 33 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
5th. Bridge at Ryharr, two arches of 32 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Dhundos, two arches of 32 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 1st class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Tireea, two archea of 31 feet each,
20 feet roadway, with rajbuha and inlet heads, and ghats
attached. Above the bridge is an escape of five openings
of G feet emh. A 2nd class choki is placed hetween these
works.
8th. Bridge at Futtipoor, two arches of 31 feet each,
18 fcet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
9th. Bridge at Mirzapoor, two arches of 30 feet each,
20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbnha and inlet heads,
and 2nd class choki attached.
10th. Bridge nt Dingri, two arclies of 30 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with glintrr, rt-~jl)nllnand inlet heads, and
a 1st clasg choh attached.
11th. Bridge at Sooreye, two arches of 30 feet eacll,
T 2
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20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuhe, and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
We are now at the point of the branch of the Cawnpoor line, from whence in the original project the main
canal continued its course onwards, in one case towards
Alldlnbad, and in the other keeping (agreeably to the
third project of 1845) to the left bank of the Rinde River
to the Jumna, near the town of Jar. This main line, as
far as the village of Dingri, was precisely the same as
that upon which the present branch has been carried.
From Dingri, instead of proceeding straight onwards to
Cawnpoor, the original line took a southerly direction,
passing by the village of Rousa, and by these means
escaped the heads of the Pandoo River, which are situated
in this neighbourhood on the left and near the fort and
village of Subhud. A branch to Campoor, which was a
component part of the project, left the main line at a
point above the low lands which constitute the head of
the Pandoo River, the site of depaiture being laid down
in the map which accompanied the report as near the
village of Rousa, although it was an open question RS to
whether the precise position for the head would be
actually at the point so laid down or at any intermediate
site between that place and the village of Dingri. The
site at, or rather above, Rousa had been determined by
me as that best adapted to the watershed of the country,
as, by passing on the right of the t o m s of Turreeu and
Sukutpoor, the drainage, which rises at the former and
passes off towards the Eesun, would have been avoided.
The village of llouua is the key to the passage of
that part of the Doab ; 1)y turning the head9 of
Pandoo at this point, an open and uninterrupted passage
is obtained onwards to Allahabad, and it wonld have been
imposdble by any other direction to have avoided interference with the actual courses of rivers. I t is uiinecefl-
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sary now to enter into details further than to explain that
there is a great inclination of the drainage of the upper
part of the country, upon which the Pandoo takes its
course towards the Rinde, and at a point near the village
of Aoseer, situated upon that river, and at a distance of
17 miles from its head ; the waters of the Pmdoo do in
very heavy floods escape to the south over a series of extensive flats, on which the high mounds and forts of Sirsahi,
Simmeria, and Turrowli are situated ; on these occasions
Diagram 34.

N.D.-The dotted lines show the direction taken by thc main l i ~ i cof
canal, on its conrse tow;rrds Allahabad on the left of the Rinde River
ant1 the Cawnpoor bmnch ng~-ecablyto thc project of 1845.
Thc clou1)le line shows the true course upon which the canal and the
work^ havc been c~xcciltcd.
'rl~carrows show t l l ~dircclion of thc dr:linn.gc.
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the flood-water takes to the course of a well-defined null&
called the Choiya, and enters the Rinde near the villages
of Poa and Ruttunpoor. I n fact, on the triangle embraced by the Pandoo (which river runs Gom west to
east), the Rinde and the Choiya, there is a tendency of
the whole of the drainage to pass off to the Rinde; the
natural line of watershed being close on the right side of
the Pandoo, and as ill marked and badly defined as a
watershed could be. The preceding diagram (p. 277)
will render this explanation of country more distinct.
The main line of 1845, it will be observed, instead
of maintaining the high course near the right of the
Pandoo, and mixing itself with the shallows, and heads
of the numerous lines of drainage between Rousa and
Aoseer, kept to the left bank of the Rinde; and,
instead of competing in detail with such a labyrinth
of drainage as the above diagram, even will convey but
an imperfect idea of, crossed it by aqueducts at points
near the Rincle, where the sections of the nullas in which
it was collected were deep and well defined, one over the
Syari to the east, and the other over the Choiya to the
west of the village of Ruttunpoor.
The relative levels of the Rinde and the Pandoo, and
of the country included between them, on the line
stretching from Rousa to Aoseer, are as follow :Bed of the Pandoo at Aoseer . . 27.7 feet Above the bed of the
near Turrowli .
29.89 ,,
Rinde under the vilKoorsi
408A 1,
lage of RuttmnpoOr,
Yakoob~oor' 41'88 J p
the junction
Oumn
' 41'77 9,
of the Choiya N u b .
Jiwi . . . 37-95 ,,

.

The above description of the early part of the course
of the Pancloo River, and its relative levels with regard
to the Rinde, and the conntry to the gouth and to tile
rigllt of the line of the existing canal, will enable me
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to continue my narrative without interruption. I may
observe, however, in the words of my former report and
in recapitulation of what I have before said, that tlie
Pandoo, which takes its rise froin the low ground in the
neighbourhood of Rousa, has its main sources at the
junction of the Futtigurli, Etawah, and Cawnpoor districts ; it runs parallel to, and north of, the Rinde River
on a much higher level, and in the early parts of its
course exhibits a section of small dimensions, with a
declivity of bed not exceeding 10 inches per mile ; during
heavy floods, this river, to a point as far east as the fort
and village of Aoseer, overflows its banks, and obtains
relief by throwing its excess of water into the Rinde
River, through a natural escape, commencing in the
neighbourhood of Aoseer, from whence by Siinineria
and Nyla, it is conducted by a series of jlieels into a
distinct line of nulla, which, under the name of the
Choiya, joins the Rinde near Russoolabad. Nature,
therefore, has placed the country between the Pandoo and
Rinde at the point in question under the liabilities of
flood from the former river. The section of the countly
from Aoseer on the Pandoo to the Rinde, at tlie village
of Poa, talcen down tlie course of the Choiya Nulla,
shows that with high water in tlie Pandoo, under Aoseer,
above ~ i xfeet, tlie country on the riglit bank, or on
that between the Pandoo and Riiicle, would be flooded,
and tlie escape water would pass off down the Choiya
into the Rinde. The bed of the Pandoo under the fort
of Aoscer is only two feet below the bed of the Clioiyn
at tho village of Tnrrowli, the land intervening not
cscccdiilg fonr fect in elevntioii nbove the bed of the
nulln nt the 1n.ttcr plnco. From the Pnndoo at Aoseer,
tho znmceni1nl.s have escavntc(1 n ditch connecting the
rivcr mit,h tlic jllccls nt Simmeria and Nylu, for tlie
l ~ ~ r l ~ oofx ~nl~ldyiilg
e
water for irrigation to the lands of
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these latter villages.
The Pandoo and Rinde may,
therefore, be said to be both naturally and artificially
connected with each other. I would refer, however, for
further explanation to Plate No. IX. in the Atlas, in
which the most detailed examination of this part of the
country is exhibited.
Proceeding onwards from the 100th to the 135th
mile, we reach the 1st class choki and station of Kukwan.
On this line the direction of the canal is, as has been
invariably the case during its passage between the Eesun
m d Rinde, regulated by the course of the rivers, maintaining its position as far as possible on the watershed ;
in the present case the bearing on its leaving the 100th
mile is continued in prolongation of that which has
preceded it for a short distance ; it then takes a gradual
sweep to the left, keeping to the right of, and close to,
the high mounds and forts of Husseyrun, Bahosi, and
Ml~jla; from thence the line proceeds onwards, still
keeping on a curve bearing east, until it reaches a point
about half way between the towns of Tirooa and Tutteea,
where it takes a sweep round to the south, reaching the
135th mile at the village of Kukwan, which is situated
at a distance of a mile from the Pandoo River. The
canal on this sectioii of its course forms an ogee curve,
the lower point of which rests on the village of Kukwan ;
the object of this curve being to avoid the Pando0
drainage, and to thread one of the most intricate labyrinths of drainage that can be imagined ; its intricacies
will be best understood and appreciated by a reference to
the map (Plate No. IX., Atlas).
At the 102nd mile, the line of drainage, to which I
have before referred as rising under the fort of reend end,
is crossed near t-lie village of Kunsowa; the heads of this
drainage show themselves in a triangular hollow of about
2 + quar re miles iu superficial extout, 1pii1,oto tho 11urtll-
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east of Tureend ; its edge is situated within three-quarters
of a mile of the canal, to which it lies parallel ; and the
centre of the hollow, or of the head of the drainage, is
about three miles from the point of intersection with the
canal at the village of Kunsowa ; at its approach to this
village it assumes the form of a tortuous and well-defined
nulla, and its inclination towards the line of works is
unmistakeable ; from the deepest part of the Tureend
Jheel to the bed of the canal at Kunsowa, the fall, in fact,
is equal to 3.91 feet. This nulla continues its course,
passing directly under and to the north of the fort of
Hnsseyrun, from whence it takes a northerly direction to
the left of the fort and mound of Laldi, and, after passing
over an extent of about 10 miles, reaches the Eesun
River at the village of Khurieapoor.
From the most southerly point of the Tureend Jheel,
or from that which is in the closest approximation to the
Rinde River, a cut has been made by the zumeendars
of Gunnespoor, a village lying on the edge of a hollow
coanected with the Rinde, for the purpose of drawing off
a portion of the Tureend Jheel water for irrigation ; the
length of this cut, which is a mere ditch, is about threefourths of a mile ; it meets a line of hollow, ~vlrhichextends
for l a mile from nortli to south, on tlie westerly edge
of wliicll the villages of Rampoor and Gunnespoor are
situated ; at a short distance from tlie former village a
line of nulls runs into the Rinde.
Tllc following diagram (p. 282) will explain tlie
ilature and position of the different points alluded to.
I t is in taking ndvsntage of the line licrc dcscril)od,
that I propose to relieve the canal at Iiunsowa ; thc
actual distance bctween tlle edge of the Tureend hollow
and tlie llenda of the nulla connected with the Rinde
mldcr tlie village of Ranipoor is 2 miles ; tlle cut for tllc
l)url~osesof drninnge which is cnrrietl on tllu line of tlic
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zumeendars' ditch, and through the hollow lying to the
east of Gunnespoor and Rampoor, including clearances
in the bed of the nulla and jheel, may be estimated at
23 miles in length, on a rectangular section of 15 feet in
width ; the slope from the point A to B is equal to 16-4
feet ; the bed of the cut, therefore, has a declivity of
6-56 feet per mile.
Diagram 35.

The bed of the canal at the Kunsowa Bridge is
11*90feet above that of the bed of the Rinde at the point
where the Rampoor Nulls joins it at Debee : the distance
as the crow flies being 4) miles.
The inlet at the Kunsowa Bridge, which is 3 feet in
width, mill pass off any superfluous water that may (as it
may be expected to do for some years at least) keep to
the natural line of nulls. To secure, however, the most
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perfect available escape for the water that annually
collects on the right of the canal, and in the neighbourhood of Tureend, a second cut, marked in the above
diagram C D E F, has been made from the hollow, near
Allan Sahib Ka Poorwa, to the line of drainage lying to
the west of Sukutpoor, the whole of which flows towards
the Rinde River. The general slope of the couutry on
the right of the canal being towards the Rinde, there
will, I imagine, be no difficulty in disposing of the
Tureend drainage in the direction of that river.
From the 102nd mile the canal line passes onwards
to the village and fort of Sooki with little or no interference with the cross drainage of the country. The great
jheels or hollows lying to the left under the forts of Baliosi
and Mujla retain their natural outlet towards the Eesun ;
and the country lying to the right in the neighbonrhood
of Sukutpoor, the fort of Mow, Ramnugger, LC., is drained
without any sort of interference from the canal works into
the Rinde.
At the fort and village of Sooki, however, which are
built on one of the numerous high mounds for which this
part of the Doab is remarkable, the canal at the 115th
mile of its course comes in contact wit11 a hollow of
considerable dimensions ; tlie alignement passes on its
souther11 edge, and between it and the village, and there
can he no doubt passes on the precise watershed between
the Eesun and Pandoo at this particular spot. Here,
howevcr, as in the case of the Tureend Jlieel before
refcrred to, although the true slope of tlie country is
towards the Eesun, and although the natural escape from
tlie Sooki Jheel passes to the nortli, and close under the
fort of Biiinowrn, tlie slope is so small and the liollows
nnd ,jhccls with which the line of escnpe is connected are
so cntanglctl, that lind it not been for the most intricate
instrumental cxa~ninatioll of tlie country, I qucstioii
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whether the true watershed could have been discovered ;
as in the Tnreend Jheel also, here are two cuts made by
the zumeendars from the southern face, one on the west,
and the other on the east of the fort of Sooki ; the former
leading the water from the Sooki Jheel into a long line
of hollow, over which a bund or embankment has been
thrown for the purpose of forming a reservoir for irrigation ; the latter for the supply of a set of hollows
lying to the eastward, over which there is a series of
bunds applicable to the same purpose, and all of them
put to use annually during the rainy season.
Both the cuts above mentioned connect the Sooki
Jheel with the slope towards the Pandoo River; they run,
in fact, over the watershed : and it will be interesting to
the reader to refer to the map on which the detail of
this particular part of the country has been introduced
(Plate IX., Atlas), that he may understand the nature of
this network of drainage.
In advance of the 115th mile, the canal passes over
an even country until it reaches the 120th mile at
K1ij~nuggur;at this point it crosses a low tract which
is on the watershed, leaving on the riglit a large hollow
situated to tho north, and under the fort of Khyrnuggur ;
and on the left a more extensive and more straggling
dcpression of country lying to the south of the village of
Goorolvli, between that village and the line of canal. At
tlie 121st mile, the canal crosses a piece of low ground
n~liichconnects the Goorowli Jheel with tlie llollows that
mn under Khyrnuggur, and which ultiinately join an
extengive series of jheels, in the neighbourliood of the
two forts of Junkut and Chungul-wa, the water from
which flows into the Rinde. The drainage from the
Goorowli aheel runs naturally to the Pandoo, and a cut
14 mile long llaa been made to a nulla connectcc~
the Rcsl~tl. Tlic canal on it^ onwnrcl course c~weclls
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round to the north of the forts of Junkut and Chungunva,
and the low ground which lies in this neiglbourhood,
and at the 126th and 127th miles reaches the village of
Aima by crossing a piece of low ground which has been
artificially connected with an extensive hollow lying on
the left of the Line under the mound and fort of Rouns.
From this hollo~v under Rouns, the zuineendars have
excavated two lines of ditches for the purpose of drawing
off water to their dams and reservoirs lying to the south,
and in the neighhourhood of Dooloo and Ruheempoor.
Here, as in the instance before described of the Sooki
Jheel, the watershed has been cut by channels for irrigation ; over these, howevkr, the canal line passes, separating
the jheel at Rouns from the low land of Junkut and
Chunguwa. The direction of the drainage from the
neighbourl~oodof the fort of Rouns is towards the Eesun
River, which lies at a distance of four miles, running in
a deep valley, bounded by ravines, urhich are pierced in
the direction of Rouns, by two lines of well-defined
tributaries for the reception of the drainage. It is possible
that the relief of heavy inundations near Rouns may be
facilitated by an artificial cut,* made from that neighbourhood, or from the jheel itself, to the heads of these
tributaries ; but as the necessity for n~akingit is not very
clear at present, I have not included it in the operations
wllich have been carried on during the progress of the
works. I may remark, in this place, however, that,
although the extension of artificial lines for the above
pluy,ose, not only here, but elsewhere, would ni1doul)tedly
add greatly to thc relief of the country, by mpi(l1y carrying
off rain-water to the low boundary lines of the Eesuil
and I'andoo, TVC may, by so doing, cause considerablc
injury to tllc! cultivntors, wllo nt present husband the
supply for tIhr pnrposes of irrigation, and are by no means
* Tllis cut has been dug since this was written.
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desirous of d o w i n g the water to escape ; in how far the
introduction of canal water, and the system of regular
irrigation thereby produced, may affect the system now in
force by the cultivators, it is not easy to say; but it
would be unwise to deprive them of their present means
before we are able to insure a substitute ; I do not, therefore, advocate any further drainage by artificial cuts than
that which may be absolutely necessary for maintaining a
natural equilibrium to the escape of flood-water.
From the 127th mile the direction of the canal
pursues its curved course, keeping close to the drainage
which runs towards the Pandoo River, and in this curved
course running parallel to, and within a distance of I#
mile from, the river. At the 133rd mile, and near the
village of Munowa, it crosses on its watershed a branch
of the Ourun drainage ; this branch, which is connected
with an extensive series to be hereafter described, slopes
towards the Pandoo; but its dimensions are amall, the
water that passes off to the Pandoo is limited in quantity,
and its connection with the O m n drainage at all may
possibly have arisen from artificial causes ; at any rate,
the drainage is not impeded by the canal, which passes
onwards to the village of Kukwan without any further
interruption.
The Oumn drainage, to which I have before referred,
becomes of importance in its connection with the c a d
wit11 which (under the name of the Noon River) it runs
for a considerable distance parallel ; it requires, therefore,
some explanation.
Ourun, which lies on the left, and to the north of the
canal, is, like Sooki, Husseyrun, Yakoobpoor, and other
places of that description, situated on a high mound-it
might be called a mountain, did it not owe its existence
to artificial causes. The whole country lying under the
influence of the heads of these Doab river^, and of the
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network of drainage which is their most remarkable feature, is studded with elevated mounds of this description ;
from the heads of the Seyngoor and Rinde throughout the Cawnpoor district, as far as the country over
which the canal passes, these mounds are of constant
occurrence ; in the neighbourhood of the heads of the
Seyngoor and Rinde, the forts of Bijeegurh and Awa are
characteristic examples ; in the country in the neighbourhood of the heads of the Pandoo, and at that point where
the Etawah, Futtigurh, and Cawnpoor districts meet, they
are numerous ; they exist both on the Jumna and Ganges
sides of the Doab, and in many cases are so extensive
that it is difficult to imagine that they are artificial.
Their origin may be traced to the most remote antiquity
and to a period antecedent to that of recorded history.
Originating in all probability in masses of earth piled up
for the purposes of mud forts, they have from generation
to generation received accessions of material from the
country lying at their feet and in the decay and renovation of mud walls and habitations built under their
shelter. The extensive and shelving hollosvs which
invariably Lie at the feet of these momlds are in theinselves proofs of the ages that must have elapsed in
bringing them into that condition. To the eyes of the
present generation, these excavations show tllemselves in
expanses of shallow jlreel and wide-spreading lake, with
no trace whatever of artificial origin.
It is not to be understood that the mounds to which I
refer are mere conical elevations ; in many cases (in
illustration of which I may note Bawunt and Bnhosi)
they consist of ridges, ramifying from a centre, ancl rising
from the surrounding country to n height not excceding
120 feet. The forts and castles with which they are
crowned are in the pre~entday (wit11 the exception of a
few cases in which, like Awa, they llnre beell retained as
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the mansion or palace of a native chief) in ruins; and
the villages which from their elevated site are naturally
attendant upon them, are in most cases at the present
period clustered round and at the foot of the slopes;
often, however, the mounds are deserted as at Tureend,
and the village is altogether detached to a spot sufficiently elevated in the neighbourhood. I have no doubt
that excavations in these mounds, although neither so
interesting nor so productive as those on the banks of the
Tibgris, would add greatly to the elucidation of their early
history ; very extensive foundations, built entirely of
blocks of kunkur, are frequently laid bare by the action
of the rain-water ; in a variety of cases, pieces of Hindoo
sculpture, terraces, and remains of munduls or Hindoo
temples, the architecture of which differs widely from that
of the present day, have been found; and at Bahosi a
figure about 4) feet in length, in deep relief, of Hunooman, carved in large masses of kunkur, has by some
enterprising person been rescued from its obscurity, and
placed erect in s building designed apparently for its
especial protection.
There can be no doubt that these mounds and the
excavations from which they have originated, have in 8
great measure influenced the drainage of the country, as
they most undoubtedly have, in some degree, determined
the position of the canal works; the description, therefore, above given, may not be considered altogether digcursive ; topographically and archreologically ~peaking,
they are of very great interest.
Ourun, wit11 its mound, fort, arid attendant hollons,
may be considered as lying at the head of an extensive
line of drainage, which, keeping to the left and to tllc
north of the canal, reaches the village of Nurrooa, and
thence proceeds onwards to the Ganges under the name
of the Noon River. The hollows connected with Otlrun
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extend to the north of that village to a distance of three
miles, and in the direction of the fort of Rouns, to wliicli
I have before alluded, and are only separated f?om that
line of drainage by a tract of country of I t mile in
length ; the levels of this tract are of no great elevation,
and it is by no means impossible, therefore, that during
heavy falls of rain, and when inundations arrive at their
maximum, the superabundant water froin the country i11
the neighbourhood of Rouns passes off down the O u m
drainage, and ultimately reaches the Ganges by the Noon
River; it is under this idea that I would recommend,
should the above speculations be correct, or should the
Rouns Jheel give any trouble, that a cut be made connecting that jheel with the heads of the Ourun drainage.
From Ourun the drainage which lies on the left at
the distance of half a mile froin tlie canal forins two
distinct lines of depression, that on tlie west passing by
the villages of Ajmuthpoor and Gurllewa, and approaching the line of canal within a quarter of a milc near the
Nnrooa Jheel; and that on the east passing the forts of
Sulempoor and Futtipoor at a distance of two iniles from
the canal ; the fort of Futtipoor being isolated by two
transverse lines of hollow, which connect the east and
west series of drainage. Tlic two parallel lincs abovc
described meet at tlie village of Lucl~inuiipoor,situated
about a mile to tlie left of the canal at its 141st mile,
nud froin tlience in a tolerably well-defined nulla the
drinagc passes off on an easterly direction, leaving the
villngcs of Baliurynj and Gowri on its riglit ; noar the
villagc of Indl~unnait joins n nulla with aomewl~atof a
l ~ r g c rscction, which is called the Noon ; this river rises
in t l ~ clatitude of, and about 4 iniles east of, tlle villngc
of Munown; it constitutes, in fitct, n third to the two
ljarallel lines, whicli I llavo nbove clcgcribed, into ~vhicli
t l l ~Onrun (11,ainagc s c p ~ n t c s in its course b e t ~ ~ c n i
VOT,. 1.

U
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Munow8 m d Nurooa ; its heads, however, are distinct from
those of Munowa, being separated by an elevated tract of
a mile in width.
From Indhunna the drainage, under the name of the
Noon, passes away in a south-easterly direction, parallel
to the course of the Pandoo River, and at a distance of
about five miles Gom i t ; the depression of country increases with great rapidity as it advances, and in the
neighbourhood of the Grand Trunk Road, at Chobipoor,
the Noon and one of its tributaries are crossed by tm70
bridges ; that which spans the larger river having a waterway of 58 feet, in three arches, one of 30 feet and two of
14 feet span ; the other having a waterway of 30 feet in
one arch of 30 feet span. The river enters the Khadir or
low land of the Ganges, after running a course from
Ourun of 26 miles, at the village of Birheeya.
With the exception, therefore, of a point at the 113th
mile, where the Ourun drainage escapes over a narrow
neck of hollow into the Pandoo at Munowa, and thereby
is intersected by the canal, the whole of the drainage to
the eastward is directed towards the Noon and its tributaries; the canal is in consequence carried over a country
high and dry, and under theae favourable circumstances
it reaches the village of Kukwan at the 135th mile.
Immediately above the Kukwan Bridgc an escape
head of 30 feet waterway, in five openings of 6 feet each,
hns been built for the purpose of giving an outlet into the
Pandoo River; this work is on the same design as those
which have gone before it, and the apparatus for tho
management of the sluices is precisely the flame; the
width of excavated channel is 30 feet, and its length
5,550 feet. The difference of level between the sill of
the escape and the bed of the Pancloo is 11*99 feet, or
11.4 feet per mile. At Knkwan is a 1st class clioki and
a main station nttachcd to the escape.
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Throughout the whole of the 35 milea above described, the line of canal passes intermediately between
the Pandoo and the Eesun, the Rinde in advance of the
100th mile of the course of the canal having passed away
to the south, and the Pandoo having assumed the place
of that river in its parallelism and propinquity to the
Eesun. The strip of land through which the canal
passes between the Eesun and Pandoo averages 10 miles
in width, its narrowest point, in the latitude of Rouns,
being only 6) miles.
The slope of the surface of the country from the
100th to the 135th mile is equal to 35-18 feet, or on an
average of 1-005foot per mile. The canal runs on the
watershed as closely as the regularity of alignement mould
admit of; it rather inclines to the Pandoo, and its general
direction is determined by the bearing of the rivers.
Cross sections at different points sllow the relative levels
of the beds of the Paiidoo and Eesun to each other as
follow :10th mile between Bahnsi and
Indurg~irh
32nd mile a t Ourun

abovc
Ecsnn

22.81 fcct,.

Do.

23.89 feet.

The section of tllc cllailnel at tllc 13titll iizilc is
Diagram 36.
Scctlon n t the 135th milr.

A reduction of 11 feet in width of rectangular cllaiinel
having taken place in tlie l n ~ 35
t miles. Tlle dinposnl
of rsccsn of earth has bcen nrrnllgod on the snllle ylnll ;Is
1)cfore clcscrihed ; tllc berm 11ns I)ecn forlnccl on one:
u 2
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uniform height of 9 feet from the bed of the canal, and
the maximum height of high water is still maintained at
6 feet.
The bed slopes of the canal channel have been (with
exception to the first two miles, which have a slope of
1 4 inches per mile) made on one uniform level of
1 2 inches per mile, and the average depth to which
excavation has been carried is as followa :100tll to
111th to
120th to
130th to

110th mile,
120th do.
130th do.
135th do.

7-15 feet.
11.16 ,,
7-65 ,,
7.18 ,,

The soil is hard and tenacious, and, as far as I can
judge, of a very non-absorbent quality; it is similar in
all respects to that which I have described as existing on
the last section.
The observed depth of wells throughout this length of
35 miles is on a maximum 36.5 feet, and on a minimum
13 feet, the measurements being ta-kenfrom the surface of
the earth to the surface of the water.
The following works have been constructed in advance
of the Sooreya Bridge :1st. Bridge at Kunsowa of two arches of 30 feet each
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Husseyrun, similar to that at Kimsowa, but with a roadway 20 feet wide ; a 2nd class choki
is attached.
3rd. Bridge at Bahosi, similar in every respect to
that at Kunsowa, with a 1st class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Goonaha, similar in every respect to
that at Kunsowa, with a 2nd class choki attached.
5th. Bridge at Oomurda, ~imilnrto that at K I I ~ ~ O W R ,
with a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Sookhi, with a watcrway of GO f ( ~ t
-
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in two arches of 25 feet each, roadway 15 feet wide,
ghats, rajbulla and inlet heads, and a 2nd class choki
attached.
7th. Bridge at Khyrnuggur, similar to that at Sookhi,
with a 2nd class cholci attached.
8th. Eridge at Aima, similar to that at Sookhi, with
a 1st class choki attached.
9th. Bridge at Barrapoor, similar to that at Sooklii,
but without ghats, rajbulla heads, or choki.
10th. Bridge at Bidhun, 50 feet waterway in two
arches of 25 feet each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats,
rajbuha and inlet heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
11th. Bridge at Ootlia, similar to that at Bidhun,
with a 2nd class choki attached.
12th. Bridge at Munowa, similar to that at Bidliun,
with a 2nd class choki attached.
13th. Bridge at Kukwan, waterway, ghats, rajbuha
and inlet heads, same as at Bidhun, roadway 20 feet
wide ; an escape of 30 feet waterway, and a 1st class
choki, are attached to tlicse works.
Froin the station at Kukwan,':' or from the 135th inile,
the Ca~vnpoor branch coiltinues on another leilgtli of
35 miles, at the termination of wllich it falls into the
Ganges River.
The clirectioli of the line which continues on the same
curve as tliat 11yoil which it reached the Iiukwan station
ix carried to the sout.11, and clear of the Ourun drainage ;
at the 139th mile it takes a sweep to the right, passing (at
the 156th mile, near tlle village of Koorsaoli) equidistantly
betwecil the lligli b;mks of tlle Ganges and the l'andoo
riverg. From thence, on n gradually iiicreasing cnive, mit'h
the lligh banks of the Gangcs still on its left, tlle canal
crosses tllc liigll road between Kalpi and Cawnpoor, at
tlio villagc of Kllujoori, and the Urand Trunk Road ncar

*
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the village of Duknapoor ; it meets the Cawnpoor cantonment, on the boundary that separates it from the city;
along this boundary the canal passes, and after crossing
a portion of cantonment land, reaches the lower levels of
the Ganges River, in a fall of 45 feet, in five drops of
9 feet each. The line of canal throughout the whole of
the 35 miles which I am now describing, passes on a series
of curves, threading the intricate drainage which intersects this portion of the Cawnpoor district ; these curves
have in fact continued uninterruptedly from the 100th mile
downwards, and have, generally speaking, been laid out
with great correctness, and on as long radii as possible;
the general aspect of this portion of the course of the
canal will be best understood by referring to Plate IX.
of the Atlas.
From the 135th mile, which is the point upon which
this section commences, down to the 144th mile, the
channel proceeds uninterruptedly, and unimpeded by
drainage of any sort ; it passes within a quarter of a
mile of the Nurooa Jheel, which lies to the east, opposite
the 138th and 139th miles, running parallel, and at an
equal distance, as far as the village of Kumalpoor. At the
144th mile, near the villages of Hunsa ka Nawada and
Bakurgunj, the line crosses a small hollow, connected
with the Oumn drainage ; by this intersection a portion
of the 011mn drainage of about one mile in length is
cut off; this will be thrown into the Pandoo, if necessary, by a cut * made from the right of the canal to that
river; the amount of drainage, however, so cut off is
inconsideral)le, and it is very questionable whether any
rcteps mill be required for its relief; this is a point,
amongst others, upon which I should be disinclilled to

* Tllis cut has since bccn mndc ; it is 5 fcet wide at bottom. The
villlncrr
cut tlrrrlugll 1 I
I
, I
that their village wollltl
9
1 1 1 ~i t ~ j ~ ~ r c ~ l
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spend money, until an experience of a few years proved
the necessity of it.
From the 144th to the 164th mile, the line passes
over a high country uninterrupted by drainage until it
reaches the neigl~bourlioodof the village of Dubowli, at
which point it comes in contact with a liollow connected
with the Pandoo R,iver; this 11ollow is crossed by a set of
worlts combining the passage of the hollow by an aqueduct
with a free waterway for its drainage, and a series of outlets for escape from the canal ; these works are, in fact,
the regulating head of the canal on its approach to the
Ganges, and are the commencement of a series of works,
connected with the lockage into the river, and with the
irrigation of the country which we leave on the right, and
which terminates at the junction of the Pandoo with thc
Ganges.
The Dubowli drainage, which is crossed by the works
abovc alluded to, is of no further consideration than that,
without making a great and a very awkward dktour, tlle
canal line could not have been carried in any other way
than it has been ; the site, however, is peculiarly applicable to the demands wliicli tlie Campoor works called
for, for escape in their neigllbourhood ; and the positioll
of the hollow with reference to its proxiinity to tlie
l'nildoo, and the capacity of both for tlle purposes of carrying off the escape-water, are circumstances in every way
favourable to the uses for which they are required.
Thc following diagram mill explain tlie relative positions of the canal, thc Pandoo, and the country with wliicll
me comc in contrtct in tllc neigl~bourlioodof Dubowli.
Thc cxtent of colliltry lying on the lcft of tllc cannl,
and wliicll comes llnclcr thc influence of the Dubowli
dminngc, docs not cxcce(1 one square inilc ; its boundaries
nro wcll clefined, find tllc w~terwayfor its clrninnge, consistii~gof tlircc ~ ~ B B Y U ~C~~CI IB$ iii width to C, fect cncli,
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wvhich pass under the canal, will be quite sufficient for its
relief. The escape from the canal channel consists of six
waterways of 6 feet each, three on each side of the canal,
and so arranged that their escape-water shall fall upon
the lower levels under every advantage for the rapid
passing off of the water. The difference of level between
the bed of the canal and the bed of the sub-passages for
the Dubowli and escape drainage is on its up-stream side
equal to 6; feet; the beds of these sub-passages having
a slope equal to 2 feet in 107 feet. From the up-stream
edge of the sub-passage to the bed of the Pandoo River
there is a fall of 21-91 feet on s distance of 9,000 feet;
the average slope, therefore, is equal to 12-85 feet per
mile. The nulla from the works towards the Pandoo
will be straightened and cleared out to a width of 15 feet,
and every facility will be given to the escape of both
drainage and escape water.
Diagram 37.

Immediately in advance of the Dubowli escape and
clminage works is u bridge for thc convenience of tho vil-
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lage ; to tMs bridge a regulating shutter is attached at a
point just below the head of a rajbuha, with a waterway of
10 feet in width, which is intended for the head of supply
of irrigation for the tract of country lying between the
Pandoo and. Ganges; this supply will not, therefore, be
cut off when the shutter is closed for the purposes of the
Dubowli escape, or at periods when it becomes necessary
to prevent the canal supply from proceeding onwards
towards the works at Cawnpoor. The supply for irrigation
under these circumstances will in no way be interfered
with, and the rajbuha itself will, in addition to its uses as
a line for irrigation, act to the extent of its capacity of
channel as an escape. These works at Dubowli, in which
I include both the escape heads over the line of drainage
and the regulating bridge with its rajbuha head, will, I
anticipate, place in the executive engineer's hands a
perfect control over the water during flood periods, and
enable him at a moment's notice to lay the channel
which passes through Cawnpoor perfectly dry.
In advance of the above ~vorksand at the 168th mile,
the canal iu crossed at the village of Duknapoor by the
Grand Trunk Road from Allallabad to Delhi ; the bridge
at thia point is ~vithoutrajbuha heads, and is built on a
skew at
angle of 65 degrees ; the direction of the canal
on this line has been advancing on a gradual curve from
due cast to north, and on the latter bearing it proceeds
nearly on a straight line from thc Duknapoor Bridge direct
to tlie Ganges River.
At the distance of 800 feet in advance of the Grand
Tr11nk and the bridge at Duknapoor the line of canal, in
passing a collection of brick-kilns which lies on the edge
of tlie town of Campoor, reaches tho cantonment boundary; on this boundary, aiid for a ~11014distance separr~tillgthe cnntoninciits from thc town, the line of canal
pmcccda oi~wi~rds,
1):~ssingtllrougll u portion of the can-
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tonment land, on a straight, or very nearly a straight, line
until it crosses the " course-bridge," or that bridge which
intersects the main cantonment drive ; from thence it
takes a slight curve to the left, and, by a series of drops
of O feet each, gains the levels of the great river.
It is a characteristic feature of the profile of the ground
on its approach to one at least of the banks of the rivers in
the Doab, that there should be a gradual rise of surface;
this is universal on the left bank of the Jumna, as well
as on the left bank of the Rinde at all points with which
tho canal works have been connected ; it was remarkably
shown in the surveys of country on the lines of canal
which were originally proposed towards the Jumna, both
at Allahabad and Jar, and in both cases the amount of
depth of digging which this increasing elevation of surface
as it approached the banks of the river led to, was one
great cause of the expense attendant upon these lines.
On the Cawnpoor branch, which I am now describing,
this peculiarity is as prominently marked as it was elsewhere, and on the last 18 miles of its course the excavation, which, throughout the Campoor district, hila
averaged 8 feet in depth, increased to from 10 to 16 feet,
the latter dimension being that on which a considerable
portion of the channel was excavated; the depth of
cliggiilg on the line which passes through Cawnpoor
on an average 1 2 feet, through a soil that was hard and
tenacious at the surface, but sandy below ; it became
necessary, therefore, to design a series o f works tllat
would maintain the channel in efficient order, prevent
th, falling in of slopes, and retain the water within
accurate and well-defined limits ; it was also a matter of
considerntion to render this portion of the canal, ~hic11
was so directly connected with a large and populous
ornamental nu well a8 useful, to relieve tho bridges
~vorksfor cro~s-com1nrulic;~tion.
wliiell wcrc liceeslulril~
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numerous, from the extreme and rigid simplicity wllich
had been adopted elsewhere ; to give means of approach
to the water by ghats or staircases, and to provide every
reasonable accommodation to the community in wharfage
and quays for the purpose of loading and unloading merchandise. An extensive system of inlet connected witli
the drainage of the country lying in its neighbourhood
was also one of the leading features in the proposed improvements.
For a proper understanding of the works which have
been constructed in the town of Cawnpoor, Plate XLIV.
of the Atlas must be consulted. I n a general way, however, they consist of a double line of revetments on an
upper and lower level, with bridges for cross-communication ; opposite each main street these bridges form the
canal into a series of bays, which terminate on the
approach to the head of the locks; from thence the series
of works continues to the river, each lock having its
passage for cross-communication, and its quays for the
landing of goods. The terminus which faces the river
has been designed in extensive ghats or flights of steps
situated on the right and left of the entrance into the
lock cliainbers ;these ghats are backed by donied pavilions,
constructed on native models, and the descent from the
npycr levels which is gained by a double line of steps is
flanked by pedcstals for the reception of sculptured
figures emblcmatied of the great river. The plan and
elevation of this terminus are designed as closely as
possiblc to meet the llabits, and accord witli the tastes, of
tllc native cornmllnity; and as its architectural character
is inten(lcc1 to harmonize tvitli the town ailil glmt scenery
lying in it^ ncighbonrl~ood,s departure from the usnal
rolltins of hnildiilg on Ellropean models, which are
pcrllnpsnncitllcr so pietnrcsqne, nor so well adnpted tlo
river ~ c c n c r y n.s
, tjllosc of Indi:~,may bc excusable.
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To effect a passage for the canal through that portion
lying on the boundary of the t o m of Cawnpoor, which is
denominated General Gunj, a good deal of house property had to be purchased ; the property was entirely
limited to that on cantonment ground, for which no
ground-rent was paid, and the tenure upon which it mas
held was that common to all lands belonging to a military
cantonment, viz., that it was reclaimable at any period,
on proper remuneration being rendered for the buildings
which had been erected upon it. In the present case the
value was determined by a committee of military officers,
which was assembled for the specific purpose, and the
award in money was paid summarily by the executive
engineer in local charge of the works; there were fortunately on the area upon which the line of canal fell, no
buildings of any importance. A mosque which came
within the boundary has been allowed to remain, and as
much indulgence in this respect as could be allowed with
reference to the projected lining out of the works was
uniformly granted. The width of ground between the
two lines which were fixed upon as the canal boundaries
was determined at 280 feet, and the general desip for
laying out this ground will be understood by the following diagram, ~howinga traneverse section on the line of
clearance :Diagram 38.

Tho cmal channel, as it will be observed, runs tentrically through the space lying between the boundaries,
]laving on each side n clear e~planadeor roadway equal to
100 f e d i width. Tllcsc roadways are flanked by
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t o m and cantonment buildings, which it is proposed to
lay out in lines parallel to the canal, and witli fa~adesof
uniform street architecture : lines of mango-trees planted
at a distance of 60 feet apart will divide the esplanade
into a centrical carriage road of 60 feet in width, flanked
by open avenues for foot-passengers ; I have selected
mango-trees for the purpose of these avenues, because
they give the best shade of any tree indigenous to this
part of the country; I have rejected the neem (dfelin
~~~~~~~~aclzta), which, in the Cawnpoor district, is a tree of
tlie most umbrageous and noble character, because it is
not from choice planted by the natives in tlie vicinity of
their towns and residences ; it is not, moreover, a fruit
tree, nor does it produce the depth of shade wliicli is so
peculiar to that from the mango.
The design for drainage is sliown i11 tlie above sect'ion.
The esplanade slopes in a yery sniall degree towards the
fa~ade,at the foot of which is a drain which receives not
only the rain-water that falls on the esplanade, but that
which falls on the streets running at riglit angles to it ;
this drainage passes off by pei-pendicular wells (or bombas,
to use the native expression), wliicli are situated at distances along the line, the wells themselves being connected witli underground clinnnels (as sliowll in the
above section), which pass the water off to tlie canal ;
bombas of a similar description are l~lncedin tlie rear of
tlie revetment parapet. The bombas, or man-holes (as
tliey are adapted to admitting a inan or boy for clearance), are protected at tlie top by n wall or parapet ; tliey
are in fact mere copies of similar works mliicli may be
seen stretching across the country in tlle nciglibourhood of
Delhi ; the remains of extensive ficweragc nnd of nnderground clla#nnelsfor whiclr the olcl city was celebrated.
The numerous inlets from the town and its neiglibourlrood will, it is expcctcd, int.roducr large vo111mes of
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water into the canal below the Dubowli escapes, and
between them and the heads of the locks; to remedy
this inconvenience, an escape with two sluices of 6 feet
in width each has been constructed in connection with a
ravine which, under the name of the '' church nulla,"
passes off to the left, and ultimately reaches the Ganges
River. This nulla, which is in fact a mere ravine, and
only loaded with water during the rainy season, will, I
imagine, be greatly benefited by occasional scours, and
by its being converted into a well-regulated channel, kept
under proper supervision.
The above description of the works in Cawnpoor will,
I believe, give a fair idea of the design upon which they
have been constructed. They have occupied ground formerly encumbered by houses and huts, encircling pools of
stagnant water, and connected with every species of filth
and want of ventilation ; they have been the means of
not only getting rid of the pools and ponds which came
within the region of the canal boundaries, but of filling
in others, and of levelling and equalizing the ground
in the neighbourhood; ravines and hollows by no mean8
adding either to the salubrity or to the appearance of
the place have been filled in, and their space haa been
occupied by roada, esplanades, or buildings ; mills for
grinding corn have been constructed in connection with
the locks ; means have been given by the locks for raising
boats from the Ganges to the higher levels, and thereby,
for unloading their cargoes in the immediate vicinity of
the town ; facilities for bathing, which havo never before
existed, have been introduced into the very heart of 8
densely populated city ; and, perhaps, one of the greategt
improvements which the works have led to is the advantage derived from ventilation by the opening of n ccntricd
line of broadway, or promenade, with its attendant conveniences of shaded avenues.
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The military cantonment of Cawnpoor, the boundaries
of which at the present time are of a very irregular
description, may, by the agency of the canal works, be
placed on a more compact footing. I have before stated
that the canal, on passing a series of brick kilns, and on
its arrival at Cawnpoor, comes in contact with the boundary separating the town from the military cantonment ;
Diagram 39.

Dlnck dnttctl ]inc
I'cl~rcscnts tllc
c:ln ton~ncnt
boundary.

tnliisboundary, however, is continued aloilg tlie edge of
the town which lies parallel to, altllough at some distance
from, the banks of the Ganges ; the cantonment lands,
therefore, separate the town from the river by a narrow
irregular strip varying in width from t to I+ mile, ~lnd
extending aa far as 3 mileg np-stream to a point on which
the ordnance magazine is situated ; this long strip of
land is occupied by barracks and parade grounds of the
different corps, both European and native ; and as it will
ho understood from the above descriptioil is crossed by
tho line of the canal 011 its approach to the rivcr. Thc
canal, in fact, divides the cantoninent at ,z liarrow ncck
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where itfl width between the town and the river is threequarters of a mile. The preceding diagram, which gives
an accurate representation of the lines of the boundaries
of the military cantonment with reference to the t o m of
Campoor, wdl be suggestive at once of the facilities
which the canal works offer for remodelling the cantonment boundaries, should such be considered at any future
time advisable.
The alteration which I would propose, and which, in
fact, cannot help striking the eye of any one who looks
at the present struggling nature of the cantonment, and
the extreme inconvenience of its existing boundaries
with reference to the town, is simply to remove the
whole of the corps which are now cantoned on the left,
and on that strip which separates the town from the
river, to the right of the canal line; to make the canal
line the western boundary of the cantonment ; and to give
up to the civil authorities the whole of that narrow strip
which now separates the town from the river. By these
means the cantonment would be compact ; its policc
arrangements would be infinitely less complicated than
they are at present; and its connection with the tom
would be cut off by the well-defined, broad, and open
esplanade through which the canal runs. Whether the
inconveniences of removing the troops from the wcst to
the east, and the sacrifice of so much barrack room 2nd
public property, would militate against tlie above arrangement, I am unable to say : it is a fact, however, that very
extensive barracks and public buildings are now lying on
the east of the canal line deserted, in consequence of the
reduction of the Cawnpoor force ; these barraclrs
these buildings are therefore avnilablc, and tlieir oxivtcllce
is somewhat in favour of the removal of the troops to tllat
side of the canal. At any mte, 11y reducing the cxtellt
of the cantonments, which, ill conseq~lc~lcc
of tlw jircnt
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reduction of the military force, is more than half occupied by people utterly unconnected with the army, from
its present unmanageable length of six miles to a more
compact dimension of three (which, moreover, is infinitely more in accordance with the wants of the force
in its present strength), the Government would, in
addition to the advantages already pointed out, gain
a very considerable accession of most valuable land,
the return from which would repay them over and over
again for any sacrifice that might be made in the
desertion of public buildings, or in the expense of the
removal of troops.
The canal in its passage througl~the last 35 miles
of its course keeps, as I have before described, on the
high ridge which separates the Pandoo fkom the Noon
and the Ganges rivers ; in the early part it runs in
close proximity to the Ourun drainage, its direction
onwards being guided by the course of the Pandoo, and
by tlie low land of the Noon, which, at the villages of
Purtabpoor and I<oorsowli, approach to within 28 miles
of each other. On this high land the canal takes its
course, leaving the Noon, which enters the Ganges to
the south of Bithoor, and proceeds onwards parallel and
close to the Pandoo River, to the point where it comes in
contact with the Dubowli drainage ; from thence it takes
a tun1 towards Cuwnpoor, deserting the course of the
Paildoo entirely ; tlie latter river continues onwards in a
south-easterly direction to the boundary of the Cawnpoor
and Futtipoor districts, upon wliicli it pa~sesto the north,
and joins the Ganges River on the bo~mdaryof the Bindki
and Snrh Suleempoor purgunnas ; from the point wlleilce
the Dubowli drainage entera the Pandoo to the junction
of that river with the Ganges, tlie course of the Pandoo
may be csti~natedrts running, in all its tortuosities, oil a
VOL. I.
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length of 40 miles : its course is parallel with the Gangea,
and the two rivers in their progress from Campoor and
to the point of junction enclose a tract of highly cultivated country of about 25 miles in length, by an average
of 8 miles in breadth, or a superficial area of 200 square
miles ; all of which will come under irrigation from the
rajbuha head at Dubowli.
From the village of Kukwan to the town of Campoor, the strip of land between the Noon and Pandoo,
along which the canal runs, is variable in width, but it
never exceeds 6 miles. The fall of the surface of the
country from Kukwan to that point on the high land
at Cawnpoor from whence the slope towards the river
commences, is 25.44 feet in a length of 33 miles, or
078 foot per mile ; between that point and the surface
of the Ganges River, the distance being about 2 miles,
the fall is equal to 56-58 feet.
Cross levels at different points show the relative
levels of the bed of the Pancloo River with the country
on the left, or with the low land in which the Noon
and Ganges rivers run :Koorsowli-56th mile. Pandoo, below country where
the canal crosses, 15-39feet.
56th mile. Low ground of the Noon, at I$ mile from
the canal, 13.5 feet.
Dubowli-64th mile. The bed of the Pandoo at
the junction of the Dubowli drainage nppears, by a
cross section taken by Lieutenant Charles Hutchinson, of
the Engineers, to be only 12-93 feet above the surface
of the Ganges River, at a point under the old town of
Campoor, and near the village of Nuwab Gnnj, immediately at the junction of the high bank of the Klladir
with the running river.
The level of the canal bed on the ill of the
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Dubowli escape is 21.91 feet above the bed of the
Pandoo River at the junction of the Dubowli drainage.
The section of the canal channel at the point where
the Grand Trunk Road crosses the line near the village
of Duknapoor is as follows :Diagram 40.
Section at Duknapoor.

The height of the berms from the canal bed having been
reduced from eight to six feet from the Dubowli worka
downwards.
The bed slopes of the canal are maintained on a
declivity of 12 inches per mile, and the average depths
of digging throughout this section may be estimated as
follow :135th to
140th to
150th to
160th to

140th mile
150th ,,
160th ,,
170th ,,

.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.

6-32
8.20
9.76
9-71

The soil from Kukwan downwards is of the same
tenacious quality as I have before described it to be
in all the excavations that have taken place in the
Cawnpoor district ; it is only in the deep digging on
our approach to the Ganges River where we come in
contact with sand.
The observed depths of wells, measuring as usual
from the surface of the earth to that of the water, is
on B maximum equal to 67 feet, and on a minimum
equal to 1 4 feet.
From the bridge and escape at Kukwan, the following works have been constructed :-

x2
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1st. Bridge at Mudhoopoor, two arches of 25 feet
each. Roadway 18 feet wide, with ghats, rajbuha md
inlet heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Koondun, of 50 feet waterway, in
two arches of 25 feet. Roadway 15 feet, neither ghat8
nor choki are attached to this work.
3rd. Bridge at Tuktowli, similar in every respect to that at Mudhoopoor, with 2nd class choki
attached.
4th. Bridge at Bhosan, of 30 feet waterway, in
one arch. Roadway 20 feet wide, with ghats, rajbuha
and inlet heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Juggutpoor, of 30 feet waterway, and
18 feet roadway; with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 1st class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Runjeetpoor, similar to that at
Juggutpoor, with a 2nd class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Hoorkapoor, similar t o that at Juggutpoor, with a 2nd class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Koorsowli, similar to that at Juggutpoor, with a 2nd class choki attached.
9th. Bridge at Barah, similar to that at Juggutpoor,
with a 1st class choki attached.
10th. Bridge at Muswanpoor, of 25 feet waterway,
in one arch. Roadway 15 feet wide, with ghats, rajbulla
and inlet heads.
11th. Bridge at Khujoori, built obliquely on an angle
of 37", has a waterway of 25 feet, and a roadway of
20 feet in width; a rajbuha and inlet head is appended
on the right, with a 2nd class choki.
12th. Escapes at Dubowli, with sub-passages for the
drainage of the Duhowli Nulla (citle Plate, No. XLIIm,
Atlas).
13th. Bridge at Dubowli, of 20 feet waterway,
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18 feet roadway ; with head on the right, for the
Jajmhow and Suleempoor irrigation.
14th. Bridge at Duknapoor, of 20 feet waterway and
25 feet roadway, carrying the Grand Tmnk Road across
the canal.
15th. Works at Cawnpoor :No. 1.
, 2.
,, 3.
,, 4.
,, 5.
,, 6.
,, 7.

Glmj Bridge.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Gunj or Mogul Serai Bridge.
Course Bridge.
Bridge between No. 1 and No. 2 locks.

All these bridges are on the same design as that at Duknapoor, and are connected together with revetments,
ghats, quays, drainage inlets, &c., being placed intermediately between each bridge.
Five locks of 9 feet each in descent, with mills and
escapes.
Terminal works at the river's front.
Having passed in review the detail of country, and
works which have been constructed on the line of the
Cawnpoor branch, from Nanoon to the Ganges River at
Cawnpoor, I would here refer to diagrani 17, fig. 2, and
to the division of supply tlieoretically determined for
the branches at their departure at Nanoon. It is better
to retain the precise figures of this diagram, as by so
doing the results will be more intelligible, and any excess
or diminution in length to channels, which the actual
working out of the project has shown, can easily be
accounted for afterwards.
The actual head supply of the Cawnpoor branch,
which is estimated at 170 milcs in length, is 1,610
cubic feet per second ; the expenditure of this supply is
caleulatcd as follows (an amount of eight cubic feet
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per second being allowed for each linear m i l e of the
branch) :Milea
Cubic
Total.
Linear.
Feet.
170 x 8 = 1360 cubic feet for irrigation as per rules laid
down in table.
50 cubic feet additional, for the purpose of
giving supply to the section of country
lying between the Eesun and East
Kalli Nuddi.
200 cubic feet per second retained as surplus for the purposes of navigation.

I have in the detail above described figured the trmsverse sectionsof the channel at different points onits course,
the breadth (i.e. of the rectangular figure to which slopes
equal to the depth of digging are given), is on leaving
the Nanoon regulator 80 feet; this breadth is, on the
next 100 miles gradually reduced to 40 feet; from thence
to the 162nd mile, the width is reduced to 20 feet, by a
diminution of one foot in every three miles, until it
asrives at the Muswanpoor Bridge ; on this measurement
it proceeds onwards to the works at Cawnpoor.
The capacities of the different channels on the sections
above given are a0 follow :Section at

Value
of R.

1st mile

64

30th ,,
65th,,

63
61

100th ,,
135th ,,
Duknapoor

58
51
51

Value

1
4 ~ a
1

E,
1
4G

,,
1

-

1
1
5911)

Sectional

,,*
an. feet.

V in
Feet.

Discharge.

Theoretical. Required.

--

516

3'113

1,606-3

1,610

450

3.088

1,38906

360
276
210

3.038
2.613

1,093.7

2-448

721-2
514.1

1,370
1,090
810
530

156

2.448

381.8

264
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It will be observed by the above table, that the slope
of the bed varies; that in the early part of its course it
continues at 1-25 foot per mile, and from that onwards
it is diminished to 1 2 inches per mile. The change is
an admitted evil, but from the profile of the surface of
the country, it was unavoidable; the outline of this surface has in fact led to the necessity of very inconvenient
drops, or sudden changes of level, by which means only
we were able to retain within moderate limits the height
of the canal embankments on the low tracts which occur
in advance. These drops interfere greatly with navigation ; they lead to very nearly as much expense in
lockage as the falls on the main canal, and they require
a navigable channel equal in extent to that of similar
works on the main trunk line. The first drop of this
description, which occurs on the Cawnpoor branch, is at
the third mile, at which point the Keylunpoor Bridge
is situated ; on this bridge flooring there is a fall of
24 inches, the advantages of which, in taking up a lower
line of levels for the canal bed, will be duly appreciated
in considering the position which the canal bed would
have held with reference to the surface of the country
had such a depression of bed not been carried into execution (see Atlas, Plate V.) At the 90th, and between that
and the 102nd mile, there is a similar depression equal
to 24 inches, the difference of level being gained by an
uniform addition of slope to the canal bed lying between
these two limits ; it will be seen that the excess of level
on the 1 2 miles alluded to merely adds 2 inches per mile
to the originally projected slope of the bed.
Wo have in the two cases above mentioned a perpendicular drop of two feet and an inclined plane, whose
base is equal to 12 miles, wit11 a similar drop ; it will be
interesting to observe the effects that the current, with
its deposits, will have in the region of these two depres-
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sions. At the 71st mile, however, a general reduction of
the slope of the bed from 1-25 foot per mile to 12 inches
leads to a still further departure from uniformity in the
levels of the Cawnpoor branch, and tends in itself to
produce a silting up, and a series of deposits at, and in
the neighbourhood of, that particular point where the
diminution in slope commences. The canal bed, in fact,
may be represented by the following diagram, showing
the varieties of slopes in an exaggerated degree :Diagram 41.

16'' per mile
16

12 incheaper mile

!

There can be no doubt that this irregularity will, in the
course of time, be remedied by a natural arrangement of
deposits, which will, on the principle before explained,
reduce the line to one uniform slope, adapted to the particular regimen of the flow of water; and I hold so strong
an opinion on this question, that (as I have explained
when describing the works which are estimated for at the
Keylunpoor Bridge) I have not deemed it necessary to
go to the expense of building works for lockage, or for
the convenience of navigation, trusting to the abrupt
changes in the levels being obliterated by deposits.
The difficulties arising from failures in brick manufactories, in procuring material generally, and, what
of equal inconvenience, of procuring labourers throughout
the whole of the time that the Cawnpoor branch works
have been in progress, were matters that reduced the
executive officers in charge of the work^ to every shift
that could be devised for redwing both tllc amoutit of
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labour and the demand for material to a minimum. I
have before explained, that the soil in all the centrical
parts of this line of canal was not good for brick-making ;
this evil, however, was in some measure remedied by the
presence of kunkur, which was procurable in great abundance, h d in many places of excellent quality ; kunkur,
therefore, not only took the place of brick, wherever the
failures in making the latter had rendered such necessary,
but it was used largely instead of soorkhi (pounded
brick) in admixture with lime.
To reduce the expenditure of material to the lowest
possible limit, Lieutenant Hodgson, the Executive Engineer, found it convenient to carry on a system of gradual
reduction of waterway to the bridges corresponding with
that of the excavated channel ; by this much material
was saved, although great additional work has been given
to the executive. It may appear strange, that either a
saving in time or a saving in money can be contemplated
in building a set of bridges whose waterway shall remain
on. a maximum dimension ; in building ten bridges of
50 feet waterway, instead of ten bridges varying from
50 to 40 feet in width ; but under the circuinstances in
which we are placed with regard to establishnient, and
under our inability to obtain more than perhaps one or
two good mistrees (head bricklayers) in a line of 100
miles, with European supervision given at long detached
intervals, there can, I believe, be no doubt that ten
bridgea, built uniformly on one dimension, without
variation either in plan or elevation, would be completed
in n, sllorter time, ancl be Built cheaper, more correctly,
and better, than were the plan and elevation of every one
different. In quantity of material, however, the latter
plan is an economical one, and it was for the saving on
this iten1 that the change from my original design was
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made. The following list of bridges, with their waterways, as explained in my estimate of 1850, placed in
juxtaposition with those actually built by Lieutenant
Hodgson, will be explanatory of the changes that have
taken place in this particular part of the project :Bridges clivlded into varieties agreeably to
Estimate of 1850.
Number Number
ofBridges. of Bays.

9

7
7
5
12
7
9
8

3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1

Total
Width of
each Bay. Waterway,
Feet.

Feet.

33
30
26
33
30
25
30
25

99
90
78
66
60
50

1

Bridges built by Lieutenant Hodgson.
Number
of Bridges.

-

7
1
1
2

2
3
2
3
2

I :
2

8
11
6

2
9

Number
of Bays.

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Width of
each Bay.

Total
Waterway.

Feet.

Feet.

33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
35
33
32
31
30
25
30
25
20

99
96
93
90
87
84
81
78
70
66
64
62
60
50
30
25
20

The design of the buildings is similar to that which
has been used in the lower part of the main canal (vide
Atlas, Plate L.) The main arches are flanked by towingpath passages in prolongation of the berm and towingpath of the excavated channel ; irrigation or rajbuha
outlets are attached to every bridge, with the few exceptions noted in the detail, and the heads of these outlets,
which are situated immediately above the bridge, are
protected by lines of revetments and ~teps,the length of
which depends upon circumstances : at common village
bridges, these revetments are restricted to 60 feet in
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length ; in the vicinity of bridges connected with high
roads, with the main lines of cross-communication, or
with escape heads, they are prolonged indefinitely; the
maximum length, however, in no case exceeds 350 feet.
I n some cases ghats have been built on the down-stream
side of bridges, and, as a general rule, the means of
approaching the water have been given in every case,
where by so doing the convenience of the people could
be in any way increased.
The escapes have been established as nearly as
possible at a distance of 40 miles apart, and, in consequence of the insufficiency of the channels of the Rinde
for receiving waste water, have down to the 88th mile
been connected with the Eesun River; the heads of these
works are in all cases on the up-stream side of bridges,
near which they are situated, and are on the plan represented in Plate XXXIX. of the Atlas. The sites of these
works are at Ginnowli, Nuggureea, and Tireea into the
Eesun, and at the Kukwan Bridge into the Pandoo River.
The Dubowli outlet, which passes its water into a tributary of the Pandoo, being considered as a component part
of the Cawnpoor terminal works, is not included in the
above enumeration of escape channels.
I have explained, when describing the rajbulia heads
on the main line of canal, the object that I had in retaining their sills or floorings on a level higher than that of
the bed of tlie canal itself. The system has been put in
practice throughout the whole line of the Cawnpoor
branch, by which means a certain supply of water will be
forced down to the lower divisions. In the line extending from the foot of the Dasnn falls to the Nanoon
regulators this height of sill has been uniformly maintained at 24 inches above the canal bed; tlie same
height has been continued to the 30th mile of the Cawnpoor braiicli, or to tlie rnjbulia licads nt tlic Guddnnl~oor
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Bridge ; from this point, as far down-stream as the 90th
mile, or to the Futtipoor Bridge, the sill has been reduced
in height to 16 inches. From the 90th to the 150th
mile, or to the Runjeetpoor Bridge, the sill has been
reduced to 8 inches; from thence to the canal terminus
the sills or floorings of the irrigation heads are on the
same level as that of the canal bed. Small as the supply
may be that this arrangement ensures to the lower
divisions, it is a certain one ; and one that cannot
possibly be interfered with by the most extreme demand
for irrigation in the upper districts ; in fact, it is the only
method by which the irrigation heads at the tails of these
long lines of canal could meetwith a certain supply, and
the only device by which I could secure irrigation to that
section of country lying between the Ganges and Pandoo
rivers, for which the Dubowli head, which is the terminal one on the Cawnpoor branch, is specifically built.
In addition to the sill arrangements above noted, the
width of the rajbuha heads, and the consequent capacity
for discharge, has been reduced as the line of canal
advanced in its course, so that the relative discharge
from these heads might be in some degree ~ro~ortioned
to the decreased volume in the canal itself: on thig principle the 10 feet wide heads, which from the head of irrigation at Assoffnuggur continued throughout the main
line, cease at the 30th mile, or at the Guddunpoor
Bridge of the Cawnpoor branch ; from thence the heads
are diminished to a width of 6 feet, on which dimension
they are continued to the Dubowli rajbuha head, which
is the last of the series. The head at Dubowli, however,
is, as I have before explained, constructed on a width of
10 feet, with its sill on a level with the canal bed, 80 tlmt
the country which is dependent on that head for its
irrigation may derive every possible advantage from
circumstancee.
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The design of the channel, with its berm or towingpath and its embankments, is very similar to that which
has been executed on the main canal; the towing-path is
on the Campoor branch reduced to 8 feet in height from
the canal bed, to meet the decreased high-water mark,
and on that portion of the line which is connected with
the works at Campoor, or from the Dubowli regulator,
this height is again reduced to 6 feet, the towing-path
being with few exceptions maintained on a level parallel
with that of the canal bed; the exceptions to which I
refer are when the digging is unusually deep, in which
case the towing-path has a gradual rise, and is adapted
to the profile of the country, but on such moderate and
uniform slopes, that the absence of the parallelism before
alluded to is neither inconvenient, nor is it a disfigurement to the general appearance of the section.
The road, which is constructed and designed on the
same principle as that which has conducted us down to
Nanoon, is continued along tlie Campoor branch on the
left bank, to the terminus on the Ganges. The widtli
between the boundaries, however, is in some places too
narrow to admit of the earth which is excavated from the
channel being spread out on one uniform and at tlie same
time moderate height. I n these cases, therefore, thc
superfluous earth has been formed into an elevated pletform in rear of the roadway, the section of the caiial
under tliese circumstances being as follows :Diagram 42.

z z showing the position in which the suycrfiuolls earth

is placed.

The roadway on this section is liniitcd to

R.
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width of 20 feet clear of the edging or small ridge of
earth which is carried along the top of the interior slope,
has a slight slope to the rear, and the rain-water is
carried off to the boundary ditches by channels which me
made through the raised platform x at distances of 500
feet apart; the facility of procuring kunkur will enable
these drains to be protected from wear, and the outer
ditches will carry away the water to the inlets which are
built at each bridge in connection with the rajbuha head
channel.
Milestones on the same plan as that before described
and placed in the same relative positions to the roadway
are continued fiom Nanoon to the Cawnpoor terminus;
they are numbered from the Nanoon regulator downwards
in one continued series ; these milestones act as benchmarks, and are intended to have the precise level from
the flooring of the Myapoor regulator at the canal head
engraved upon them. The plantations are throughout
this branch similar in every respect to those on the main
canal; the species of forest tree is confined as fax as
possible to that which is indigenous to the district
through which the excavation is carried : in thove parts
where the keekur (Acacia Arabica) grows more luxuriantly than other trees, the keekur is selected 8s the
staple wood for the plantation ; where the neem (Dlelia
azccdirccchtn) thrives with greater luxuriance, the neem
has been selected, and by these means, a more rapid and
a more certain growth to the trees in the ~lantationfl
has been secured. I n all casea, however, the line of
mango-trees to which I have before adverted, as likely
to be of such p e a t benefit to the roadway in ~roviding
shade, and of such great ornament to the banks from its
size and extent of foliage, is maintained as a part of the
plantations.
The accommodation for the establishments and for
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the chain of station-posts is on the same scale as that on
the main line, viz., 1st class choki buildings at distances
of about 1 2 miles apart, with 2nd class chokies at each
of the intermediate bridges ; the plan of these buildings
is given in Plates LIV. and LV. of the Atlas. The
design of all these chokies is uniform as well as the
position in which they are placed relatively to the bridges
and the line of canal. Deviations from this uniformity
have occurred in two instances; the Bahosi 1st class
choki having been built on a mound at some distance
from the left bank, and that at Barah having been placed
on the right bank of the canal, at a distance from the
bridge, and in a situation somewhat inconvenient for its
purposes ; so inconvenient do I consider the position of
this choki building, that in preference to continuing its
repair and maintenance, I would recommend that another
choki be built near the Barah Bridge and on the site that
was originally intended for it. At each of the 1st class
chokies a mango graft plantation will hereafter be established, on the same plan as has been adopted on the main
line, and on the same scale as has been so successfully
carried out on the Eastern Jumna Canal.
The works on the Cammpoor branch were, up to the 31st
of August, 1852, separated into two portions, which went
under the titles of the 4th and 6th divisions : Lieutenant
Hodgson, of the Engineers, holding the executive control
of that portion extending from Nanoon to Sooreya, equal
in length to 100 miles ; and Lieutenant C. W. Hutchinson, of the Engineers, having the supervision of the remaining 70 miles, including the worlcs nt Cawnpoor. On
the 1st September and 6th December, 1852, Lieutenant
Hntchinson and his assistant resigned their situations,
and proceeded on medical certificate to England and New
South Wales, lcaving tlic works without any engineer
supenision whatever ; the opportunity, therefore, was
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taken to break up the 6th division, the existence of which
in such a limited form was perfectly accidental, and to
place the whole of the Cawnpoor branch under Lieutenant
Hodgson's control. The works, therefore, of the Cawnpoor branch have, since the month of September, 1852,
been carried on by that officer, who, aided by Lieutenant
Lamb, of the Regiment of Artillery, and by Lieutenant E.
Willoughby, of the same corps (the latter, having been
placed in charge of the works at Cawnpoor, retaining his
regimental duties), has brought the works to a state of
completion that I had at one time hardly anticipated.
Lieutenant Hodgson's success under very great difficulties
has been highly satisfactory ; and although the completion
of the works at the terminus by the time that the canal
is opened will not crown his efforts, the works themselves
will be as far advanced as circumstances would admit of
under a demand for bricks, which far exceeded the supply
procurable horn the brick manufactories. The difficulties
of procuring bricks at Cawnpoor as elsewhere, however,
have depended in a great measure on failures in brick
burning, a misfortune before alluded to, and which was
in all probability quite unavoidable.

The total length of this branch from the Nanoon
regulator to the terminus on the Jumna is 175 miles.
I t leaves the regulator at an angle of 21) degrees, conesponding with that of the departure of the Cawnpoor
branch ; and after passing the fort at Bi,jigurh, at which
it takes a sweep, bringing it in direct parallelism with its
sister branch, and with the course of the Rinde River, it
proceeds onwards in the same direction on a lengtll of
65 miles ; at this point, or at the village of Gangsi, it
makes a turn to the right, leaving the Rinde and keeping
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clear of the heads of the Ahneea and Phoora, two rivers
which join the Rinde in one connected channel under
tlle village of Bhirnwanmow. Avoiding the drainage
connected with the above two rivers, the line regains its
parallel direction to the Rinde, which it maintains from
the 116th to the 145th mile. At this point a comparatively sharp turn to the right, near the village of
Gujehmom, not far from the town of Uliburpoor, clears the
heads of the Noon, a river that, rising near Ukburpoor,
takes a course almost parallel to tlie Rinde. Froin
thence the canal, passing to the right of the Noon,
reaches the Jumna River, at the village of Futtiabad,
eight miles east of the town of Moosannuggur.
From the above general description it will be uadcrstood that the Etawah terminal line, throughout its
whole course, runs to the right of the Rinde River, keeping as much as possible out of the influence of the
tributaries and drainage which are connected with it.
The Seyngoor River, the heads of which lie in the neiglibourhood of Koel and the town of Bijigurli, throughout
its whole course maintains a parallel direction to the
canal flowing on its right, so that, in fact, the Etawali
branch, from its head at tlie Nanoon regulator to its
terminus in tlie Juinna, passes between the Riilde and
tlie Seyngoor rivers on a course as equidistantly marked
out, as the position of tlie ridge or watershed would
admit of.
The line upon which these works are carried was
only touched upon by me, in my original surveys, in a
series of levels which was carried to tlie soutli of the
town of Koel, and which, in an on~vardcourse by tlie
forts of Bijigurli, Deori, and Awa, terminated at the
town of ~ i l i r o r ,from whence it crossed tlle Rinde, at
the village of Durba, to Nohneir ancl the East Kalli
Nuddi, as connected with the branch wllich now runs
VOL. I.
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to Cawnpoor. My survey, therefore, wit,h the exception
of fixing certain points of level, were of no practicd
importance.
In the cold season of 1845-46, Mr. Dodsworth, the
surveyor of the Ganges Canal works, was deputed to
report upon the country lying between the Rinde and the
Jumna rivers. He was directed to commence from a
fixed point or bench mark, which I had established on a
tomb at the village of Umurpoor, near Koel; from this
bench mark a series of cross sections was to be taken at
every 5 miles, keeping the Rinde as the left and the Jumna
as the right boundary ; and upon this series of cross
sections he was to establish a longitudinal line of levels,
so as to determine as closely as possible the watershed
between the Rinde and Seyngoor.
Mr. Dodsworth's surveys were completed in the cold
weather of 1847-48 ; they had been carried out in the
fullest detail as far as instrumental work was concerned ;
and the information which they conveyed enabled me to
frame a very accurate estimate of the line upon which a
branch for irrigation ought to be carried.
With Mr. Dodsworth's maps in hand, Lieutenant
Whiting, of the Engineers, who was appointed to the
executive charge of the Etawah branch, denominated the
5th division, commenced his surveys in the cold weather
of 1849-50 : these surveys, independently of verifying
the results of Mr. Dodsworth's levels, placed upon paper
the whole of the drainage between the Rinde and the
Seyngoor, in all its intricacies and ramifications ; exhibited the position of the different jheels and hollowfl
forming the heads of the tributaries, and the lines connecting them with the above rivers ; and traced out 8
course for the canal, which, maintaining itself on 8 fair
and regular alignement, runs as closely as possible on the
watershed.
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This close examination into the minute detail of the
cross drainage of the country, led to some deviations
from the line which had been marked out in Mr. Dodsworth's map ; and it was found convenient, from the
exceeding idtricacy of the drainage at the head of the
Noon River, and the great extent of flats and hollows
lying on the country over which it takes its course, to
leave this river altogether on the left of the line of the
canal, thereby deserting the tract of country situated
between the Noon and the Rinde, upon which the towns
of Jar and Ghatumpoor are situated. The canal, therefore, passes through the westerly portion of the Ghatumpoor Pergunna, or that lying on the right of the Noon,
leaving the easterly portion, or that bounded by the
Rinde, Jumna, and Noon, to be irrigated by rajbuhas,
by which it is both approachable from the bridges abode
Ukburpoor, by turning the heads of the Noon, and more
directly, by lines of watercourse carried over the valley
of the Noon River.
It will be understood from what I have written in the
early pait of this chapter, that the surveys of this tract of
country were completed previously to the comniencement
of those of the main and Campoor terminal lines south
of Meerut. An engineer officer, however, mas not allpointed until late in the year 1849, and it was not until
the cold weather of 1850-51 that ground was broken,
and that a commencement was made in bridge and choki
building. The 3rd, 4th, and 6th divisions, or those
including the last 70 rnilee of the main canal, and tlie
Cawnpoor branch, were, therefore, at this period two
years in advance of the 5th or of the Etawah division, a
circumstance that will account for tlieir advanced state of
progress at the period when I left tlie works.
I shall now bring under review the works and tlie
country over wllicli they l~ass,in s detail similar to tliat
Y 2
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which has been followed on the Cawnpoor branch, commencing with the first 30 miles, or those which lie
between the head at the Nanoon regulator, and the
bridge situated opposite the town and fort of Awa.
In describing the course of the Cawnpoor terminal
line on its leaving the Nanoon regulators, I have in some
measure explained the peculiarities of the slopes of the
country at that particular point, its connection with the
heads of a very extensive system of drainage, and the
cause which led to the Nanoon station being fixed upon
as that best adapted for the site of the heads. It will be
unnecessary, therefore, to advert to the drainage of the
Rinde River, the marked and main heads of which clearly
lie to the north of Nanoon itself, further than to draw
attention to a tract of country lying around the village of
Swaballi, which is so closely connected with the drainage,
both of the Rinde and of the Seyngoor, that not even the
levelling instrument, nor the most detailed and determined examination of its profile, could lead Lieutenant
Whiting or myself to any further conclusion than that
the drainage was common to both rivers; there was the
slightest possible tendency in excess of slope towards
the Rinde ; to the Rinde, therefore, the Swaballi drainage
has been consiped, and the line of canal, on its leaving
the regulator at Nanoon, passes to the west of that
village, separating its drainage entirely from that of the
Sejmgoor. I have no doubt that the determination of
the alignement will prove to be correct, and that the
hollows about Swaballi will pass off their superabundance
of flood-water to the Rinde. The following diagram,
however, will place the topographical features of this
part of the country still more distinctly before the
reader ; it gives both the Cawnpoor and Etawah lines
as they are connected at Nanoon wit11 the drainage of
the Rinde and Seyngoor rivers.
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The three points, A, B, and C, were those from
among which we had to select the best adapted for the
head of the terminal lines ; and the election fell on that
Diagram 43.

which was centricully situated, as having the twofold
recommendation of being well suited for the site of the
necessary buildings, and admitting at the same time of
our giving favourable directions to tlle terminal lines
tllemselves. The election, in fact, lay between the heads
marked B and C ; as that from tlle point A would have
thrown the canal in contact with tlle l~ollowsand flats in
the region of tllc Bijigurll Fort. Between the positions
of B and C, as site8 for public buildings, there could be
no question that tlle preference sliould be given to B ;
and as the results of our levelling operntion~llad shorn
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sufficiently clearly that the Swaballi drainage was connected with the Rinde, there could be no doubt that
preferable as it was as a site for a public station, it was
still more so as that for the heads of the termind lines,
which, by being separated at this point, would have the
least possible connection with the cross drainage of the
two rivers.
The Etawah terminal line, therefore, passes Swaballi
to the west, and proceeds onwards, touching the heads
of some drainage connected with the Seyngoor, in the
neighbourhood of the fort of Bijigurh ; the contact is
very slight, occurring at the 4th mile near Bujrungpoor,
and at the 5: mile near the village of Doopoor; the
country is exceedingly flat throughout, so much so, that
on the right of the canal, as it passes by the fort of
Bijigurh, which lies at a distance of half a mile, the eye
wanders over sheets of waste and uncultivated plain, the
whole of which throws its drainage into the Seyngoor
River. As far as the fort of Bijigurh, the line of canal
is carried on n, bearing almost due south ; from thence,
however, it takes a turn to the left, proceeding onwards in
a south-easterly direction, running parallel to the Rinde,
as well as to the Campoor terminal line; at the 10th
mile, the canal comes in contact with a hollow in the
neighbourhood of the village of Jao, over which it passes
uncler the inconvenience of heavy embankments, but with
little interference with drainage ; at the 12th mile, another
hollow, but small, as compared with that at Jao, is crossed
uncler similar circumstances ; the canal, in fact, at the
above two points, is fringing a line of drainage that p ~ s e g
into the Seyngoor under the town of Juleysur. On itfl
onwarcl course, and between the 17th and 23rd miles, or
between the villages of Jureyra and Roodurpoor, the
canal crosses the heads of s, third line of hollows, whicll
is duo conllected wit11 the Juleysur Nulla. Opposite
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village of Pilkutra, which lies on the right of the line,
these hollows extend to a distance of about a mile, and
as far as the village of Gadri, which lies equidistantly
between the canal and the Rinde River, the whole of
this series consists of straggling lines of low ground,
which appear to be connected with jheels or deep ponds
lying under Pilkutra and the village of Nooh, the latter
hollow being again connected with drainage which passes
off to the Seyngoor, by the towns of Mustafabad and
Jusranuh, considerably to the east and opposite the 40th
and 50th miles of the course of the canal. The portion
of the low land, however, which is thus cut off from the
drainage leading to the Seyngoor, will by artificial cuts
be connected with the course of the Rinde, and by these
means be as efficiently drained as they would be otherwise. From Pilkutra, the line turns slightly to the left,
sweeping round by the villages of Kegrara and Guhrana,
between which it passes to the village of Soonari, from
whence it continues on a bearing similar to that on which
it arrived at Pilkutra. The sweep above alluded to enables
the canal to pass tlie heads of the Seyngoor drainage,
wliich run up to the fort of Awa, and its neiglibourhood,
and it passes between this and the Kureyra and Muliobutpoor hollows, which fall into the Rinde, with the
slightcst possible interference with the slope of either of
tlie rivers ; the watershed is in fact most closely followed
on all this line, and with tlie exception of an intersected
portion of low land connccted with the Seyngoor, which
lies between the 29th and 318 miles immediately on the
approach to Soonari, the canal passes over high land,
morc or less cultivated ; tlle portion of hollow which has
bccn thus cut off will, it is supposed, be relieved by a cut
into the Ririilc, which lies within a distance of a mile or
n milc and a half from i t ; it is naturally connected wit11
n sgstci~iof drainage which strctcl~csovcr tlic country
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between Awa and the canal, and which passes off to
the Seyngoor by the Mustafabad line of nulla before
alluded to.
The width of country between the Rinde and Seyngoor,
upon which the canal takes its course, expands as it
approaches the fort of Awa ; on its leaving Nanoon, and
at the Bijigurh fort and Gunj, the distance betveen the
two rivers does not exceed 5 miles ; at the 30th mile, and
on a cross section at Awa, the distance has increased to
12) ; the watershed lies close upon the right bank of the
Rinde, upon which the canal runs, at a distance of about
2a miles £rom that river. The slope of the surface of the
country from Nanoon to the village of Soonari, or to the
30th mile, is 44-86 feet, averaging 1.49 foot per mile, and
the relative position of the beds of the Rinde and S e p goor to each other will be understood from the following
table. This table has been deduced from the sheets of
levels taken by Mr. Dodsworth, and as it includes the
Koroon (a river with which the main canal runs in
connection, in its passage through the Bolundshuhur
district), and the Jumna River, at the point where the
Kuroon joins it, the relative levels of each will be interesting.
I

Delow the llinde River.

2%
h & i

Ba
9

fi

0

681:

A Cross gection enst of nijigurh, 10th mlle
I)o.
Hnsaayn. 15th mile
.
Do.
I'ntnn. 20tI1 mlle .
c
Do.
Nooh & Juleyaur, 24ih &ile

.

Do.

Awe, 30th mile

.

. . . .

g
M

-

-Feet. Feet. Fcet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet.
3.36
- - - 5.66

7'70
5'09

-

-

ol~ovr nhove
'1.58
4.70 6.65

-

-

-

-

IL~OVC

0'94

4.15

With reference to the last section, I may observe, that
Mr. Dodsworth appears to have taken tho low line of
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nulla, and expanse of flat lying on the immediate north of
the fort of AWA,as the Rinde River, whereas this nulla
and these shallows are in fact, as I have before shown,
the head of a line which runs by the town of Mustafabad,
into the Seyngoor. Lieutenant Whiting's levels, talten on
a cross section between the Awa hollows and the Rinde
(the distance being 2$ miles), give the following results,
using the figures of Lieutenant Whiting's series. The site
of Lieutenant Whiting's station at Awa must have been
close upon that which was taken up by Mr. Dodsworth.
Awa station .
. 370.49
Bed of Rinde

.

370.57

And the result, as showing that there is only a difference
of 0.8, is curious ; it is very characteristic, however, of
the profile of the country connected with the heads of
these rivers, and of the difficulties that attend upon
canal engineering when they have to be dealt with.
Nothing could have been more natural than the error into
which Mr. Dodsworth fell, and it is possible that had he
extended his cross section in prolongation of the line
upon which he was working, and had come upon the
Rinde itself, he would have considered that he had come
in contact ~viththe Eesun River. The profile of the
country lying between the Awa hollow and the Rinde,
and across which the line of canna1 passes, is shown in
the following diagram :-

Tho point at wllicli Mr. Dods~rortli'scross sectioll on

Awa meets the Jumna River is, at its junction with the
Kuroon River, about 2k miles below the Taj at Agra;
the levels shew the surface of the water of the Jumna in
the month of December. Appended to the levels of the
different points immediately connected with the beds of
the rivers, are those of the villages with which the cross
section came in contact ; throughout the whole line
between the Rinde and the Jumna, the maximum difference of surface does not exceed 6 feet, and that only on
very short distances.
I t will be observed, from the table above given, that
the course of the Rinde is on a higher level than that of
the Seyngoor, which runs, relatively to the Rinde, much
in the same way that the Eesun does, as described in a
former paragraph. The heads of the Seyngoor, however,
as it will be understood from what has gone before, take
their rise on a country situated on higher levels than that
of the Rinde, in the same way as those of the Rinde rise
on a, higher level than those of the Eesun.
The section of the canal channel at the 30th mile is
as follows :Diagram 45.
Scction nt the 30th mile.

The width of the rectangular section having been reduced
in the 30 miles, from 80, which wag that upon wliich tllc
excavation is commencecl, to 68 feet.
The slopes of the canal bed are on one uniform series
of 15 inches per mile.
The rule with regard to minimum dimensions is
maintained hcre as elscw2iore, that of tllc height of tllc
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berm or towing-path being 8 feet from the canal bed, and
that of the top of the embankment 10 feet.
The average depth to which digging has been carried
on the above line is as follows :From the 1st to the 10th mile, 6-30 feet.
20th do. 8.97 ,,
,, 10th
,, 20th ,, 30th do. 7.13 ,,

,,

The soil is good and tenacious, and occasionally
mixed with kunkur ; the alkali, to which I have referred
as existing in such large quantities, and over such extensive surfaces in the Mynpoori district, is prevalent ;
particularly so, on the plains in the neighbourhood of
Bijigurh and Awa; in other respects the soil appears to
be favourable, of a non-absorbent quality, and therefore
well adapted to the retention of water.
The depth of wells on a measurement from the
surface of the earth to the surface of the water is
on the
LEFTOF THE CANALLINE.
Mnximuln .
. 29feet.
Rlinimum .
15 7,

RIGHTOF
Maximum
Rlinimum

THE

.

.

CANALLINE.

.

78 feet.
15 ,,

The following works have been constructed on the
above section of the Etawah terminal.
1st. Bridge at Chitrowli, three arches of 33 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Bu,jrungpoor, similar to that at Chitrowli, with a 2nd class choki attached.
3rd. Bridge at Bijigurh, similar to that at Chitrowli,
witli a 2nd class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Jno, three arches of 30 feet each,
18 feet roadwn,y,with glints, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 1st class clldki ntt~clied.
5th. Bridge at Lodipoor, similar to that at Jao, witli
a 211d class cholti attricllcd.
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6th. Bridge at Kutai, similar to that at Jao, with a
2nd class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Seetapoor, similar to that at Jao, with
a 2nd class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Pilkutra, similar to that at Jao, with
a 1st class choki attached.
9th. Bridge at Nooh, similar to that at Jao, with a
2nd class choki attached.
10th. Bridge at Ooreyri, similar to that at Jao, with
a 2nd class choki attached.
11th. Bridge at Guhrana, three arches of 30 feet
each, 18 feet roadway.
12th. Bridge at Soonari, three arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and a
2nd class choki attached.
From the 30th we continue our course as far as the
65th mile,* or to the village of Gangsi, at which the
canal changes its direction to the right, and discontinues
its parallelism as well as its propinquity to the Cawnpoor
branch.
The direction of the course of the canal on its leaving
the Soonari bridge is south-east, and it reaches Gangsi
by a gentle curve, on a bearing almost due east ; it keeps
to the high land near the Rinde, to which it runs parallel,
and at a distance of about 2 miles.
The width of country between the Rinde and Sepgoor
is at Soonari 121 miles ; in the neighbourliood of Gangsi
and Durbu, or at the 65th mile, this width has ~radually
climinished to 5 miles, the drainage towards the Se,p,ooor
running in many places close up to the edge of the R i n k
adjoining the right of which is the watershed.
I may here observe, that, from the Nanoon regulator,
the Cawnpoor and Etawah terminal line^ run parallel to
each other as far as the 65th mile, at which point they

*

30th to 65th mile.
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separate, the one passing off to the Futtigurh and Cawnpoor districts, the other proceeding on towards Etawah.
On these 65 miles of their course, their maximum
distance from each other is 5+ miles; their minimum
distance is 4 ; at the point of departure near Gangsi they
are 4%miles apart. The Rinde River runs equidistantly,
although on its own straggling course, between them.
On this line, therefore, the drainage of the river is directly
limited by the canal works to a basin which on the
measurements above given equals 65 miles in length, on
an average width of 49 miles, or to a superficial area of
308%square miles; both the branclles of the canal, however, run so closely upon the natural watershed of the
Rinde, that with the exception of that portion extending
to the north of Nanoon, and lying on the left of the
Cawnpoor terminal line, the natural boundaries of tlie
basin, and the artificial ones now given by the two lines
of canal, may be considered as sufficiently coincident to
enable us to determine the actual volume of flood-water
that may be expected to pass at the village of Durba;
there is no necessity for entering upon the questioil here,
but it is one that may be of importance, when estimating
hereafter the value of this flood-water, as convertible to
useful and economical purposes.
In taking up the details of the country over which the
canal passes, and on leaving the Soonari bridge, the
drainage towards the Sepgoor, which I liave described
as rising in the neiglibourhood of Awa, runs on the right
and parallel to the canal, at a distance of about 2$ miles,
until it reaches the 41st mile, or tlie village of Peydliut,
wllicll lies 2%miles due nortli of the town of Muatafabad,
under wllieh tlie drainage in question passes off by
Jusranlili to tlie Seyngoor. At two points only, viz., at
the 36th nncl 37th miles of the course of the canal, the
works come in direct contact with cross drainage-the
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first near the village of Kuttana, where a hollow of no
importance connected with the Rinde is crossed; the
second near the village of Deywa, from which onwards ag
far as Peydhut, the canal line fringes a succession of
shallow depressions, which are connected with a large
jheel that lies to the south of that dlage, and which is
on the slope of the Seyngoor River: with these two
exceptions, the canal from the 30th to the 41st mile
passes over land tolerably well cultivated, and altogether
free from marked drainage. A cross section taken from
the Rinde to the branch of the Seyngoor, under the town
of Mustafabad and passing by the village of Peydhut,
shows that the Rinde at this point is2.01 feet below the Mustafabad hollow.
6.86
10.83

,, below the Peydhut hollow.
,, below the surface of the ground over which the canal passes.

From the 41st mile the canal continues uninterruptedly, passing close by the villages of Puteekra,
Burragaon (at which there is a tower, denoting one of
the station points of the meridional series of Colonel
Everest's measurement of the great arc), and Koosyari,
a l l of which are on the left of the line, until it reaches
the village of Futteh Khan Ka Nugla at the 55th mile;
at this point, as well as at the 56th mile, the canal
crossea drainage, which, uniting with the Kuhnowa
Nulla, joins the Seyngoor at Kunukpoor; at the 58th
mile, also, it crosses drainage, which joins the same
river between the two villages of Ismailpoor and
Nubbipoor.
No. 1 line, or that which is intersected by the canal
at the 55th mile, rises in the vicinity of the village of
Burragaon ; it extends for about two milesto the left of
the canal, collecting in its course (whichmay be estimated at six miles in length) the drainage from tile
country in the neighbourhood of Bunog, K o o s ~ ~ ,
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and crossing the canal at the village of Futteh Khan
Ka Nugla.
No. 2 line, or that at the 56th mile, rises in the
vicinity of Shahjuhanpoor and Deh, two villages situated
at 1% mile from the point where the canal intersects it.
No. 3 line, or that at the 58th mile, rises in the
same part of the country as that last described; its
course before it reaches the canal is three miles in
length. The value of the drainage here may be estimated by the waterway of a drain connected with the
Grand Trunk Road, which crosses it, close to the Ghiror
Bridge, at the 68th mile; the width of this waterway
is three feet. The following diagram will make the
above description more intelligible :Diagram 46.

Agreeably to the figures of Lieut. Whiting's series, the
levels of the different points noted above are a0 follow :A .
B .
C .
D .
E .
F

.

398.63
401.94
405.85
399.17
. 399.55
. 399.09
,

.
.
.
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A cut made from A to the Rinde River at C will
have a total fall of 398-63-405.85, or 7.22 feet, or,
as the length of cut is :
4 miles, the slope of the bed
will be equal to 1.6 foot per mile ; it is proposed to
make the channel 1 5 feet wide, so as to give a free
and unimpeded passage, and it is hoped that by these
means, the country from Burragaon along the left bank
of the canal will be fully relieved. At the 61st mile, the
clrainage marked by the letter F in the above diagram
crosses the canal in connection with another tributary of
the Seyngoor, which joins that river near the ~4llageof
Utta; the head of this line, which I call the Utta River,
appears to consist of a large jheel under the two villages
of Iiheyreea and Gurureeon Ka Nugla, and situated on
the west and between the Grand Trunk Road and the
Rinde. From the Kheyreea Jheel to the point where the
canal intersects the drainage at the 61st mile, the distance
is 3$ miles; a second cut will be required to carry away
the water of this line to the Rinde. Frorn the Glst mile,
the line of canal, by sweepin ground to the left, escapes
three extensive hollows or jheels, viz., those of Bidhowna,
Oodhunna, and Soj, all of which, with a network of drainage, are left in open communication with the Seyngoor,
which they join in one connected nulla under the viuage
of Teyrah. The canal just touches upon low ground
connected with this drainage to the north of Bidhoma,
as well as to the north of the village of Gangsi, but the
interference is of a nature offering no impediment either
to the works or to the country.
At the Ghiror station, and attached to the bridge over
wliicli the high road between Mynpoori and Agra crosne%
is nn outlet into the Seyngoor ; it co~ivistsof a waternay
of 30 feet, divided into five bays of six feet each; the
work forms a component part of the bridge buildillgfly
and is connected to tho bridge by a line of gliats (Atlaflt
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Plate XLV.) The distance between the canal at tlle
escape and the Seyngoor River is 4: miles, and the
difference of level between the sill of the sluice openings
and the bed of the river is equal to 10'17, or 2.9 feet per
mile, the excavated channel being 25 feet in width.
Between the Ghiror bridge and the 65th mile, the
rajbuha heads attached to the bridges on the left embankment will, in all probability, be connected with a main
line of irrigation, which will be divided into two branches,
one for the purpose of irrigating the country between the
Rinde and the Phoora rivers, and the other for the
irrigation of a si~nilarlysituated, although smaller, tract
lying between the Phoora and Allneea ; to this, however,
I shall refer more explicitly hereafter.
The slope of the surface of tlie country fi.0111 the 30th
to the 65th mile is equal to 38.18, or, on an average,
1-09 foot per mile. On this section, we come in contact
with a sudden change in the level of the country, wliicli
appears to me to be one of tlle characteristic and marked
features of this Doab, when approaching tlie heads of an
extensive system of drainage. I have adverted to this
n
change of slope elsewhere, especidly ~ v l ~ e describing
the country in the neighbourhood of Alligurh and Icoel, at
and near where the Rinde, Seyngoor, and Eesun take tlicir
origin ; it is marked in the line of canal by the Siinra
and Pulra falls, by which the sudden variation of levcl is
overcome by descents of five feet each, and at the Keylunpoor bridge it is represented by a drop of two fcet ;
thc surveyor, in fact, in his progress with the levelling
instrument finds that he has suddenly made n dcsceiit,
nnd tliat the profile runs entirely upon a new and
different series.* In n gcnornl aspect, tlie country lying

* This co~nplcteclinngc in tllc series of Ievcl to which I hnve
ntlvcrtcd ill tlic test,, n ~ u s tnot 1~ confoun(1ecl \vith local deprcsfiions
which arc occnsionaIly iuct wit11 11ncle1. circu~n~tnnccs
which arc very
VOL. I .
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between the Ganges and Jumna has a surface with
varied slopes, diminishing as it approaches the junction
of the two rivers at Allahabad ; it is separated into series
of well-defined and sudden changes of levels, giving the
profile an appearance of steppes, each of which is marked
by its own peculiar drainage, and each of which defines,
in a manner the most unmistakeable, the position of the
watershed.
At the 49th mile, and on the approach of the course
of the canal to Burragaon, the surface of the country,
which has been continuing on a steady slope of about
one foot per mile, abruptly takes up a level four feet
lower, and proceeds in advance on a slope similar to that
with which it arrived at the crest of the drop ; this
liable to mislead. A good example of local depressions, extending
over very wide surfaces, is shown on the tract of country between the
Jumna and Ganges, near t l ~ etown of Futtipoor ; on the approach to
which, and in the space of two miles, my levels showed a depression of
8.63 feet, with an unusual continued fali of country for five miles
in advance ; on the 6th mile, however, a rise took place, which restored
the amount of fall to the original series on which the profile had
existed previously to reaching the low land near Futtipoor. The
following table, showing the amount of depression at each mile, will
exemplify the interruption in the uniformity of slope, cn~iscdby the
six miles of hollow above alluded to. From the 360th to the 382nd
mile, or at a point close to the town of Futtipoor, the slope was 16-43
feet, or 0.746 foot per mile. From the 390tI1, or from the point where
the hollow terminates, the slope continl~esa t about 12 inches per mile,
which, in calculating the levels from the 360th to the 410th mile, will
be found to be the true average of the slope of the country.
360th mile
. 526.50 feet from the zero point of my levels at
EIurdwar.
382 P,
.
543.00
383 ,,
. . 547.88 Sudden fall of 4.88
384 ,,
. . 551.63
Ditto
3.75

.

.

,,

387
388
389
390
400
410

,,
7,

,,
,,
1,

,,

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

1

55Rm76J

555.58
550.74 level regained a t one foot per mile.
552.89
563.90
573.85
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sudden variation will be best understood by a series of
figures which represent the depression of the surface at
each mile below the zero point of Lieutenant Whiting's
levels.
From the 39th to the 49th mile the slope of the
surface of the country is 9-02 feet, or -902 per mile.
Thus39th mile
49 ,,
50 ,,
60 2,

.

.
.
.
.

378.13
387.15
391.21
403.05

And the abrupt drop of four feet that occurs on the line
between the 49th and 50th miles is not again recovered ;
from the 50th to the 60th mile, the country proceeds on
an equable slope, on wvhich it continues. Here the slope
of the canal bed is reduced from 15 to 1 2 inches per
mile, upon which it is carried to the Jumna : this change
of slope occurs at the 54th mile.
The relative positions of the beds of the rivers,
deduced from cross sections taken by Mr. Dods~vorth,
show the high course that the Rinde maintains over all
the rivers lying on its right.
Below the R.inde.
Seyngoor.

35th mile .
40th ,, .
Ferozabad 45th ,, .
Jusranuh 50th ,, .
55th ,, .
Klilhore
60t8h ,, .
65th ,, .

Feet.
5.35
3.66
2.14
4.01
7.33
7.96
12-63

iI J
Siraa.

Feet.

-

7.57
3.00
1.66
2.1 6
3.25
4.45

!

Jumnn.

Feet.
76.75
77.62
79.68
83-75
83.40
92.84
94.56
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The section of the canal channel at the 65th mile is
as follows :Diagram 47.
Section at the G5th mile.

Spare earth being thrown in rear of the embankments
on the plan which has been usually adopted.
The average depth of excavation is as follows :From the 35th to 40th mile
~1
40th ,, 50th ,,
9,
50th ,, 60th ,,
,, 60th ,, 65th ,,

.

.

.
.

.

6.75 feet.
9.80

7.25
7-94

,,
,,
,,

The soil is good, partially accompanied by the alkali
before alluded to, and occasionally mixed with kunkur ;
it appears to have all the non-absorbent or retentive
qualities to which I have referred, as characterising the
excavated channel in the Mynpoori and neighbouring
districts.
The depth of wells, measuring from the surface of the
earth to the surface of water, isON THE LEFTOF THE CANALLINE. ON THE RIGHTOF THE CANAL.
.
. 31 feet. Maximum .
. 105 feet.
.
21 ,, Minimum .
. 21 ,1

Maximum
Minimum

Cohtinuing Gom the bridge at Boonari, the following
works have been executed :1st. Bridge at Sooraon, three arc he^ of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 1st class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Kuttana, three arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuhn and inlet heads
attached, also a 2nd class choki.
3rd. Bridge at Jeyra, three arches of 26 feet e ~ h t
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18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Peydhut, three arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
5th. Bridge at Kana Kowa, three arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with rajbuha and inlet heads, ghats, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Puteekra, three arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with gliats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 1st class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Burragaon, three arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Koosyari, three arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
9th. Bridge at Futteh Khan Ka Nugla, three arches
of 26 feet each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha
and inlet heads, and a 2nd class clioki attachcd.
10th. Bridge at Ghiror, two arclies of 33 feet cacli,
25 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbulia and inlet heads, and
a 1st class choki attached; and connected witli an escape
head of 30 feet waterway.
11th. Bridge at Jurari, two arclles of 33 feet eacli,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbulia and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class clioki attacliecl.
12th. Bridge at Jowapoor, two arches of 33 feet oacli,
18 fcct roadway, with ghats, rajbulia and inlet heads,
niid n 2nd class clioki att;tched.
I11 advnncc of the 65th mile,"' and continuing our
progress to tho 120th mile of tho course of the Etawall
l)rmicli, wc, by making a turn round the villngc of
Uuilgsi, cscnpo tlic hea(ls of the Plioorn and the Alliicoa

*

fi,jt,l~to 120111 111i1c.
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rivers, tributaries of the Rinde, which in one collected
stream enter the last-mentioned river, near the village of
Bhimwanmow.
The Rinde and the Seyngoor, wliich up to the 65th
mile have be& running in a direction nearly parallel,
approach each other at that point within a distance of
5; miles, and afterwards gradually separate, the former
taking a northerly, and the latter a southerly direction ;
their bearings are on a sweep which, on a cross section
at the town of Ayrwa, places the two rivers at a distance
of 23 miles from each other, an extreme distance which,
in the neighbourhood of the 120th mile, and between the
two towns of Puhpoond and Mungulpoor, is reduced
to 12+.
Diagram 48.

The northerly direction taken up by the Rinde, and
the sweep that at this point of its course it takes to the
left, touching near upon Sukrawuh, a, town in close con-
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nection with the Cawnpoor terminal line, lead to a
desertion of its watershed, the canal proceeding parallel
to the Seyngoor River, and on the right of the Ahneea, a
tributary of the Rinde. The Ahneea, in fact, from the
neighbourhood of the 65th mile, and between the villages
of Kakun and Gangsi, near which it rises, takes up the
parallel course upon which the parent river had up to
this point been running ; and, in this respect, bears some
resemblance to the Pandoo and Eesun, as described in a
former part of this chapter.
The position of the drainage in this neighbourhood
will be best shown by the preceding diagram.
The length of the Ahneea, from its heads to its
junction with the Rinde, is 50 miles ; that of the Phoora,
35 : the former rises in a very extensively ramified series
of hollows, of which that near the village of Kakun
appears to be the most remarkable ; and tile latter rises
in the vicinity of Soj. The superficial area of land
included between the Ahneea and the Rinde inay be
estimated at 450 square miles, Soj, Icishnee, and Ayrwa
being the principal towns, each of which give their nnnles
to purgunnas. The sections or spits of land, fornlcd by
these rivers, will receive their irrigat'ion from the rajbuha
heads, at and oil the up-stream canal side of the Gailgsi
bridge ; the course of tlie rajbulias, for this purpose,
being shown in the diagram by dotted Lines. The tails
of these ra,jbuh,zs are, in the abore sketch, represented
as falling into the c:tnl$ agllin, after crossing tlic Allneea
by aqocdncts, n dcsigii that aligllt he carried out wit11
grout advantage, ns it would admit of 1% co;ltinned supply
bcing allowed to piass off froin tlrc onnsl al)ove Gangsi,
whilst : ~ the
t s;tme time a perfect conimiind wonhl be held
over that xnpply, wit11 thc full power of cutting it off i11
cases of necessity.
I nlay rcnlark licrc that tlic Sirs;t Hivrr, wliicli, in
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fact, is a branch of the Seyngoor (which separates itself
on the right from the main line, south of Juleysm, and
near the town of Oomurgurh, in the Muttra district),
rejoins that river at a point on its course lying between
K i s h e e and Etawah. The Sirsa passes on its left the
towns of Shekoabad, S i n a Gunj, and Justwuntnuggur;
it can hardly be considered as having any influence on
tlie works of the canal, excepting as far as relates to the
course and direction of rajbuhas, but it so repeatedly
crosses the line of Mr. Dodswortli's cross sections, and
consequently takes so prominent a place in the tables,
t l i d its existence ought not to be passed over.
With this preliminary sketch of the country between
the 65th and 120th miles, I shall proceed with the detail
of the country over wliich the line of works has been
carried.
The course of the canal, which at the 65th mile is on
a curve having a radius equal to 20,000 feet, continues
this course, passing the village of Gangsi, until it reaches
the GSth mile. Immediately in the neighbourhood, and
on the approach of the line to the village of Gangsi, a
shallow tract of ground, connected with the hollows at
Soj and Oodunna, is passed ; it appears to offer no digculty, and to cause no impediment to the drainage, which,
however, can, if necessary, be carried into the R i n k
which by a sudden twist lies within a mile of the low
ground in question. I n advance of the 68th, the line
passes over a high country as far as the 80th mile,
coming in contact with a shallow of no importance, which
occurs at the 73rd mile ; it is one of the extreme heads
of an extensive line of drainage that joins the Seyngoor
under the village of Oojeyani.
At tlie 80th ancl 84th miles intersections of the drainage lying between tlle Ahneea and the Seyngoor rivers
take place, under ~omcwh:~t
yecr~liar circumstance^ ; as 8
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line of uninterrupted. hollows connects the two rivers,
although at both points the natural slope most unmistakeably lies across the line upon which the canal crosses.
The nature of the drainage will be best shown in a
diagram.
Diagram 49.

The head of this drainage reaches the line at the
point of intersection with the 80th mile, after having
passed over about two miles of country running parallel
to the canal ; at this point, therefore, the canal embankments cut off at least two square miles of the catchment
basin, which naturally belong to the Buroli jheels; at
the 84th mile, again, the water, which during the high
floods passed off from the Buroli jheels towards'tlie great
lake at Rahin, is diverted by the canal embankments
from its natural line of escape. It is perfectly obvious
that any intcrference caused by the canal works at the
84th mile can be easily remedied by deepening the line
I
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of hollows which communicate with the Seyngoor; the
natural profile of the country points out this as the
remedy; the fall from the 84th mile to the bed of the
Seyiigoor, under the village of Borayun, being (430-6 446-5) 15.9 feet, on a length including all the tortuosities
of the course of less than six miles. At the 80th mile,
however, the remedy is not so simple, the slopes of the
country are by no means favourable, and it will be
necessary to relieve the intercepted drainage by an artificial cut, two miles in length, extending from the low
ground A to the Hurdoyi Jheel at B, and to clear out the
low line of hollow connecting that jheel with the Rahin
Lake. A portion of the rain-water collected on the left
of the canal in the neighbourhood of the village of
Bulinda, will undoubtedly escape into the inlets of the
bridges and obtain relief to the extent of their capacity;
the line of rajbuha, moreover, which will necessarily pass
across the country in the neighbourhood, will not only
receive n great deal of the flood-drainage, but will modify
the natural watershed to such an extent, as to extinguish
its existing boundaries. I have no doubt, however, that
an efficient and well-cleared-out channel, not less than
15 feet in width, ahould be maintained on the line extending from the 80th mile by the Hurdoyi and Rahin
jheels to the Ahneea River, on the line marked in the
above diagram A B, C D, E F, and that channels of
similar dimensions should be excavated on the rigllt side
of the canal from the 80th and 84th mile, or from the
points marked I and G, to the junction of the natural
hollows at the point H, from whence the nulls leaning to
the Seyngoor ought to be kept well open, 80 as to admit
of a free passage for the drainago water.
With the works above specified, nnd with an annual
inspection to secure their efficient clearance from eitlle*
natural deposits, or from artificial bunds placed over them
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for the purposes of irrigation by the zumeendars, I see
no reason why the difficulties of this part of the line
should not cease altogether; the works, in fact, for obviating these difficulties will add greatly to the relief of
the neighbouring country in the rapid removal of floodwater towards the Ahneea on one side, and towards the
Seyngoor on the other.
I n advance of the 84th mile, at Rahin, the canal runs
on a course almost due south-east until it reaches the
88th mile, whence from the village of Lohya it bears
more to the east, its course being influenced by the direction of the Ahneea River.
At the village of Lohya the canal intercepts a line of
drainage running towards the Seyngoor, and at the point
of intersection passes through a hollow which may be
called the Lohya Jheel; the line of drainage alluded to
rises at the village of Kesoopoora, between which and the
point where it comes in contact with the canal the
distance is two miles. I do not anticipate any inconvenience from the interruption to the drainage at this point ;
a portion of the rain-water will escape into the canal
through the inlet at the Lohya Bridge, the rajbuha
attached to which will in all probability carry off the
remainder.
From the 88th to the 115th mile, the direction of the
canal continues on a bearing tending easterly, over a
high ancl well-cultivated country, keeping, with the following exception, entirely clear of drainage. At the 07th
mile, not far from the village of Oomurseyra, it cuts off a
portion of hollow connected with the low landa lying in
the neighbourhood of Rowayn, (I town 011 tlle right at a
distance of a mile fronl the canal embnnlrillents; these
low lan(1~arc drained l ~ ythe Rowayn Nulls, a tributary
of the Scyngoor, whicll enters that river near tlle village
of Chowri. Thc portion of this drainage which is inter-
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cepted by the canal extends about half a mile, and hag its
origin in a jheel lying under the village of Chundelon Ka
Nugla. No works have been designed for the relief of this
hollow, nor is any necessity for them anticipated.
At the village of Munohurpoor and at the 106th
mile, the line of canal which passes between that village
and Gopalpoor skirts the edge of a large hollow, surrounded by villages which lie on its left ; this hollow
passes its flood-water off to the Ahneea River, by a line
of nulla parallel to which the canal takes its course, as
far as the village of Uchulcli. Under this village the
Munohurpoor drainage forms a junction with the Ahneea,
and the canal, which at this point runs within a quarter
of a mile of that river, passes onwards in a sweep inclining to the right, over high land, until it reaches the
115th mile. The canal, in passing the village of Uchuldi
and on its approach from the 109th mile, leaves on its
right a very extensive hollow, which, as lying near the
village of Beerpoor, I shall call the Beerpoor Jheel ; this
jheel is the head of a nulla which runs by the villages of
Dusseyra and Meergaon (the latter marked by a remarkable tar-tree), and, leaving Puhpoond about l+mile to
its right, joins the Seyngoor not far from the t o m of
oorya.
At the 115th mile the line proceeds on the watershed
as closely as a straight line could do so on a crooked one ;
it appears, nevertheless, to intercept the drainage of a
rather extensive hollow near the village of ~eyseriK R
Poorwa, the position of which will be best understood
Gom a diagram.
The low land at A, by the inter~ectionof the line of
canal, is isolated, and will in all probability require a cut
from A to B for its relief. The diagram shows a very fi~ir
specimen of the intricacy of drainage and lope wit11
which the canal at parts of its course has to conteud.
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From the 115th to the 120th mile the canal passes
on high and cultivated ground to the village of Devipoora,
the town and great trigonometrical station of Seyhud
Khas lying about two miles on its right.
Diagram 50.

r nk

--:Asn Kn Poonoa

At the village of Mulhosi, which is situated at the
103rd mile of the course of the canal, an outlet, with a
waterway of 30 feet, in five openings of 6 feet each, is
designed for the purposes of escape into the Seyngoor
River. The cut from the outlet will be directly at right
angles to tlie course of tho canal, and may either be
carried into the bed of tho Seyngoor, or, as tlie fall
appears to be sufficient, it may terminate at the Rajpoora
Nulln, a line that runs nearly parallel and north of the
Rowayn Nulla, a tributary wliich has been before described as entering the Seyngoor under tlie village of
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Chowri. A cross section taken from the surface of the
country over which the canal passes, in a direct line, and
on the course of the escape channel to the Seyngoor,
sliows that the bed of the latter is depressed to an extent
of 34-05feet, and that the beds of the two intermediate
nullas, which would be intersected by a straight line of
cut, are as follow :Below surface
of Country at
the Canal.

Rajpoora Nulla
Rowayn
Seyngoor ,,

,,

.

Feet.

14.10
14-81
34.05

Distance
from the
Canal.

-

Feet.

8,000
17,000
20,000

For further remarks on this line, see Part 111. chap. ii. sect. 3, under
the head of Escapes.

The slope of the surface of the country, from the
65th to the 120th mile, is equal to 54-938,or on an
average of 0°998 foot per mile. At the 72) mile, a
general depression of two feet in the surface of the country
takes place similar to that which I have described as
occurring elsewhere, especially at the 54th mile of the
course of this line ; this sudden change of levels at the
723 mile, however, affects in no way the slopes of
the canal bed, which are continued unintermpted-ly at
12 inches per mile, although it acts so far beneficially
as to reduce the depth of digging, which up to this point
had been somewhat in excess, to that required for the
height of the towing-path.
The relative position of the beds of the rivers, ag
deduced from Mr. Dodsworth's cross sections, will be
shown by the following table, the plus or minus quantity
in the table denoting the depth^ above or below that of
the Rinde.
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Phoora River.

Town of Soj.

A hneea River.
Village of
Oomurseyra.
Town of
Puhpoond.
Seyngoor
River.

I

Sirsa River.

I

Town of
Ajeetmul.
Town of
Lukhnao.
Town of
Etawah.
Ravine heads
nenr the
J u m n River.
~

I % : : Y : : L b ww ow mw i $
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The section of the canal channel at the 120th mile
is shown in the following diagram:Diagram 51.
Section at the

120th mile.

The distribution of spare earth being arranged for as in
former cases.
The average depth of excavation isAt the

Feet.
70th mile 6-95
4.90

80th
85th

,,

7.56

75th

7)

71

71

90th

7,

95th

7,

100th

19

105th

,,

,,
,,
,,

79

115th

,,
,,

PY

120th

,,

,?

6.30 mean of 5 miles.

,,
,,

79

110th

6.44

99

5.83

1,

5.36

4-59
6.40
7.38
9.41

) 5.23

1

5.38

) 5-92

j::::

::::1

6.58
8.93 5s22

17

9,

7,

I,

7,

97

97

The soil is very good, occasionally mixed with kunknr,
which is, generally speaking, met with in small pieces,
gravel like, seldom in masses, but all available for lime
burning, for mixing with cement, or for metalling roads.
The soil appears to be of the same retentive quality 8s
that before described, and, as such, is cspocially favourable
for the purposes of economizing the supply of canal water*
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Oosur soil, or that with which the alkali is mixed, ia met
with here and there over the whole of the country through
which the canal passes in its progress from the 65th to
the 120th mile.
The inaximum depth of wells is 105 feet, and the
minimum depth is 18 feet, measuring from the surface of
the earth to the surface of the water.
Continuing fkom the bridge at Jowapoor, the following
works are designed for this portion of the canal :1st. Bridge at Gmgsi, two arches of 33 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Nutaoli, two arches of 33 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached,
3rd. Bridge at Boojeea, two arches of 33 feet each,
25 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and illlet heads,
and a 1st class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Bussoo ka Nugla, two arclies of 33 feet
each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
6th. Bridge at Tukrao, two arches of 33 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
Gth. Bridge at Bulinda, two arches of 33 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuba and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Burrowla, two arches of 30 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Rahin, two arches of 30 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads,
and a 1st class choki attached.
9th. Bridge at Lohyn, two arches of 30 feet enc11,
VOL. I.
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20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha, and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
10th. Bridge at Budamyee, two arches of 30 feet
each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha md inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
11th. Bridge at Toreyeea, two arches of 30 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a, 2nd class choki attached.
12th. Bridge at Oomurseyra, two arches of 26 feet
each, 18 feet roadway, ghats, rajbuha and inlet headds,
and a 1st class choki attached.
13th. Bridge at Bahurpoora, two arches of 26 feet
each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
14th. Bridge at Mulhosi, two arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
connected with which is an escape of 30 feet waterway; a
2nd class choki is attached to these works.
15th. Bridge at Munohurpoor, two arches of 26 feet
each, 18 feet roaclway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
16th. Bridge at Uchulcli, two arches of 26 feet each,
18 feet roadway, ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads attached,
as also a 1st class choki.
17th. Bridge at Koomhara, two arches of 26 feet
each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuhe, and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
18th. Bridge at Kunahown, two arches of 26 feet
each, 18feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class cholri attached.
19th. Bridge at Devipoora, two arches of 26 feet
each, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 1st class choki attached.
20th. Bridge at Bijhye, two arches of 26 feet each,
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18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
The last section terminated at tlie 120th mile at a
point of the canal situated about five miles north of the
town of Puhpoond, in the Etawah district. From this
point, the direction of the aligiiement is in a general way
in prolongatioll of that on which it reached the 120th mile,
viz., about east south-east, or a few degrees nearer east; on
this bearing it continues as far as the 142nd mile, or to the
heads of the Noon River; from thence to the 145th mile,
a succession of curves on a constant radius of 20,000 feet
delivers the line on an entirely new bearing, deserting the
course of the Rinde (which proceeds onwards to the t o m
of Kora Juhanabad), and taking for its left boundary tlie
drainage of the Noon River. This new bearing, which is
to the south-south-east, continues to the 163rd mile, and
to the neig1~bourl:ooclof the town of Rawun ; from this
point another curve on a radius of 20,000 feet fixes a
starting point (at the 165th mile) for an alipement
which, running due south, delivers the canal water into
the Jumna.
It will be understood, therefore, that the direction of
tlie calla1 on that part of it wl~icllis above described, after
running parallel to and beheen the Riilde and Sepigoor,
as it has done from its head doivnward~,takes at the
145th mile, or thereabouts, a weep to the south, passing
round the towns of Ukburpoor and Rawun, leaving tlie
Rinde River altogether, and entering the Jumna, bounded
on its left by the Noon, and on its right by tlie Seyngoor.
Tlie strip of country through whicli the canal passeR
between tho Rinde and Seyngoor is at the 115th mile, or
on a section tnkcn at P~lthpoond equal to 1 4 miles in
width; at the 145th mile, or at n point between the
villages of Iloora and Tugaeen where the change of
directioil takes place, this width icr decreased to 11 mi1t.s ;
A A

'2
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the line of the canal maintaining its position as closely
to the watershed as possible, and running within four
miles from the course of the Rinde. In its passage
onwards, and in its course southward towards the Jumna,
the line of canal takes up a more centrical position
between the Noon and the Seyngoor (which are separated
by a distance of about 11 miles), a circumstance entirely
influenced by the watershed, and by the extensive and
scattered drainage connected with the former river, not
only at its immediate heads, but on its whole course, to
which reference will be made in greater detail presently,
when bringing under review the alignements as connected
with the detail of cross drainage. To this review, therefore, we will proceed, the drainage connected with the
hollows near Keyseri Ka Poorwa and Gurureeon Ka
Nugla having been before described.
Diagram 52.

Leaving the dllagee above noted, the line of cad
reaches the 141et mile, on a fine open and cultivated
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country, with less interference from cross drainage than
has been usual on such a length of course; on this
whole line of 26 miles, there are only three points, viz.,
at the 122nd, 124th, and 127th miles, where drainage is
intersected at all, and the hollows cut off by this intersection lie so conveniently with regard to the Rutwahoo
River, that any annoyance which may arise can be very
easily remedied. A diagram, sliowing an outline of the
country will be the most satisfactory method of conveying
inforination on the detail of the intersections above
alluded to. (See diagram 52.)
It will be observed, that the hollows which are cut off
by the canal at the 122nd and 124th miles are portions
of drainage connected with two distinct tributaries of the
Rinde ; to these I have, to facilitate reference, given
names derived from villages lying at their heads. Both
those portions of the Hurtoli and Nogaon tributaries
wliicli have been separated from their parent drainage,
can be connected with each other and with the Rutwahoo,
by cuts as above marked at A B and C D : the length
fro111 A to B is not more than two miles, and that &om
C to D does not exceed I $ ; a ditch that necd not exceed
10 feet in width would lead to the complete drainage of
the hollows. I may remark, however, that tlzese lines of
drainage look more formidable in a map than they are iu
reality, it is necessary to exnggerate ill shade the lines of
drainage when shown in a map, although such lines may
be deprcssed only a few inches below the. level of the
surrounding country; our maps, too, represent l?y a shado
the hollowa as fillcd with water, a circumstance that
naturally occurs only during heavy rains; Inany of the
hollows, therefore, and the above amongst the number,
which are described as being thus cut off and isolated,
aro deprcssions of such an inconsiderable amount, that
in all probability no ren~odicswill be required nt all.
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At the 127th mile, a portion of one of the heads of
the Rutwahoo, lying in the neighbourhood of the village
of Jushtamow, is cut off, ancl thrown on the left of the
canal ; tlie remedy for this, is to connect it wit11 the
drainage of the Rindc, by making the cut E F into the
Nogaon Nulla ; a cut the length of which will be considerably under a mile, will here also lead to a rectification of evil ; the fact is, that the remedy in all these
cases is exactly the same, although in one case it may be
more expensive than it is in another ; the direct ancl even
line upon which the canal takes its course, necessitates
intersection with tlie heads of drainage which are scattered about the surfnce, without the least regularity; as
this direct line of canal, however, passes over the s~unmit
level of the country, and intermediately between rivers,
the beds of which are considerably depressed, it is evident
that a portion of hollow cut off from one slope may be
turned into the drainage, passing off on the other, and
that there ought to be no inconvenience to the drainage
of the country from the introduction of s, canal, or
road, which has been conducted on the principles above
mentioned.
At the 141st, or rather at a point between the 141st
and 142nd miles, the line of canal, after running for
10 miles parallel, comes then in contact with the course
of a tributary of the Seyngoor which I call the Sithmurra
Nulla ; this is the first serious impediment that the Etawh
terminal line has met with, and it is in fact connected
with a series of impediment8 which, in describing the
he%dsof the Noon River, I shall enter upon very fully.
At the point of intersection, the bed of the Sithmurra
Nulla is 8 feet below the surface of the neighbooring
country, its section is of considerable size, and its bed
ie 3 feet lower than that of the canal. The follohg
diagram will render the description more distinct.
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The Sithmurra Nulla, after leaving the point where
the canal intersects it, passes off in a direction almost
due south, and at a distance of seven miles, near the
Diagram 53.

villages of Surgaon and Indrook, plunges into a mass
of ravines, which are connected with the Seyngoor. At
a point opposite the village of ,. Amoli, at which the
Sithmurra drainage has passed through five miles of its
course, a cut marked in the above diagram A B will be
made, connecting it with the heads of the Delgaon Nulla,
which flows into the Rinde River; the difference of level
between the two jheels of Amoli and Delgaon which bill
be thus joined together is exceedingly small-the jheels
may be considered, in fact, es on one level ; it will be
necessaiy, therefore, in making the cut A B, to commence
digging from the lowest point in tlie jheel A, and, if neces-
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sarg, to extend the channel as far down as the jmction of
the nulla with the Rinde ; I would make this cut 15 feet
in width, and on as rapid a slope as the relative levels
will admit of, by which means the whole of the drainage
from the head of the Sithmurra River, as far down its
course as the village of Amoli, will be disposed of.
At the point where the Sithmurra River crosses the
canal, it is proposed to establish a bridge, attached to
which is an outlet of 18 feet waterway divided into three
sluices of 6 feet each; fiom this outlet a cut or escape
channel will be directed towards the Rinde, on the line
marked C D in the diagram; this cut will be made
30 feet in width, and will have a slope of bed equal to
11 foot per mile. The Rinde at the point where the cut
will join it has become a deep and wide channel, with a
depression below that of the Sithmurra Nulla at C of at
least 25 feet; and as the distance between C and D is
41 miles, the slope will be most amply s a c i e n t for the
purposes of escape. By this adificial channel the Sithmuma Nulla, or that portion of it which remains after it
has been deprived of its upper drainage, will pass off
towards the Rinde, and that this may be more satisfactorily secured, a second cut E F, continued in prolongation of the line of river, will still further ease off the
current during floods, and, at any rate, will prevent the
water from collecting near the canal embankments at C,
and in a great degree remedy the awkward and abrupt
turn that the Sithmurra drainage would otherwise have,
in passing off down the escape nulla. (For further
remarks on this line, see Part 111. chap. ii. sect. 3, under
on the head of Escapes).
The plan upon which I have disposed of thia drainage,
is similar in principle to that which has been before
described on the Cawnpoor terminal line at the vjllqe of
Ginowli ; at which point the heads of the R i d e we
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turned off to the East Kalli Nuddi by a channel connected
with an escape, much in the same way as the Sithmurra
drainage has been turned off at this point towards the
Rinde.
From the 141* mile, the canal curves round to the
south, passing close to the villages of Roora and Tugaeen,
which lie on its right, from thence it proceeds straight to
the village of Nurhea, situated at the 149th mile, and
lying between two extensive hollows, both of which are
crossed by the line of canal, and both of which are
connected with the Noon River, of which they are the
ostensible heads.
Both at the 143rd mile at the village of Roora, and at
the 1 4 5 t mile at the village of Tugaeen, the canal comes
in contact with the heads of nullas, to each of which I
have given the names of the villages near which they take
their origin ; in neither case is the portion cut off of
sufficient consequence to demand works for its especial
drainage ; should such, however, be found necessary, the
slope of the country towards the villages of Surgaon and
Indrook, which lie to the south-west and towards the
ravines on the Seyngoor River, is sufficient to admit of
the most efficient relief, at the smallest possible outlay.
We now reach the heads of the Noon River, and to
these and to the river itself, I am desirous of devoting
al
as much space as their importance on the t e i m i ~ ~works
of the Etawah line calls for.
The following sketch (p. 302) will exhibit at a glance
the main topographical features of the country in which
the canal, at this point of its course comes in connection
with the Rinde, the Noon, and the Seyngoor rivers.
The great ol~jectto be accomplished, was to carry the
line of canal to the east of the town of Ghatumpoor, so
as to reach the high land in the vicinity of that, as well
as of the neighbouring town of Kora Juhanabad ; I have

-
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before, when discussing the capabilities of the land lying
on the right and left of the Rinde River, described the
advantages that the former would derive from irrigation,
Diagram 54.

as well as the superior claims that it possessed over that
lying on the left of the river, which was highly cultivated,
and flourishing under the effects of irrigation from wells,
the average depth of which did not exceed 30 feet:
whereas the land lying in the neighbourhood of Kora
Juhanabacl, Ghatumpoor, Gujnare, and Rawun was comparatively ill cultivated, without irrigation from wells (tile
depth of which precluded their being used for that
purpose), and consequently without the means of giving
fertility to soil which is in itself excellent ; the purgunna
of Ghatumpoor is in fact the least remunerative portion of
the Cawnpoor district, and it was naturally the desire of
the revenue authorities, aa well afi my own, to give it
the full benefits of canal irrigation.
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With regard to navigation also, it was very desirable
that the canal terminus should be as little removed from
the junction of the Rinde with the Jumna as possible ; as
the best and most efficient part of the Jumna for the
purposes of navigation lies below the towns of Humeerpoor and Kalpi, and below the junction of the Kane and
the Rinde rivers. This, although a secondary object,
was one of the causes that led me to prefer a line that
would pass between the towns of Gllatumpoor and Kora
Juhanabad, and finally terminate in the Jumna close by
the junction of the Rinde with that river.
Plates Nos. V. and VIII. of the Atlas give in detail
the whole of the intricate and complicated drainage connected wit11 the Rinde, Noon, and Seyngoor, at the point
where the Nooil River rises; the general lining out of
which will be understood by diagram 54, which is d r a m
in sufficient detail to show the cause of my selecting a
line which differs very materially from that which I had
originally proposed.
In describing the Choiya, Pandoo, and other rivers,
with which, during its course, the line of canal has come
in contact, I have in fact given an accurate description
of the character of the Noon River; the same shallow
depressions, scattered over an extensive area, the same
labyrinth of entangled nullas, and a similar irregularity in
direction, are characteristics of the Noon, as they were
of the before-mentioned rivers. I sliall, however, describe
the Noon in the words of the report of Lieutenant Johnstone, nn officer of the Bengd Engineers, who was deputed
to survcy the country in the vicinity of ~hattumpoor,and
to trace to their sources the lines of shallow connected
with the river. Plate No. VIII. of the Atlas is the map
which accompnnied Lieiitennnt Jolinstone's report.
" Tho Noon is n river which for the greater part of
its coilrse during six months in the year irc but a small
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stream, although it collects nearly the whole drainage of
the country between the rivers Rinde and Seyngoor.
Forwards to the Jumna, into which it falls, it increases
very considerably in importance and runs through a maze
of ravines of a very formidable nature. It rises in a large
jheel or series of jheels to the north of Ukburpoor, about
seven miles above the point where it is first shown in the
plan ;''' close to its source the level of the bed is about
40 feet above that of the Rinde, and about five miles
distant from it. The level of the bed of the Seyngoor
is not shorn, but the country in the immediate vicinity
of its ravines is about six feet below that by the Rinde
and Noon.
" About five miles east of Ukburpoor, near the village
of Tulounchi, is another large jheel from which springs the
Nihar Nl-tddi, one of the principal feeders of the Noon;
at the village of Nonunna it joins the main stream, which
then proceeds in a more southerly direction, and near
Tilhalia is at its greatest distance from the Rinde.
" By reference to the plan, it will be seen that, about
three miles above the junction, the Noon approaches
very close to the Rinde, while its feeders receive drainage
from its vicinity : very shortly below this, the difference
of level between their respective beds is reduced to about
20 feet.
" The dol~bleline on the plan shows the direction 1
should be inclined to recommend for the canal, were it
decided that it should run between the Noon and the
Rinde, though for various reasons, I am led to believe, 8
preferable line for the main canal, both on account of
expense and difficulty of construction, would be found
between the Noon and the Seyngoor ; while a branch

* The direction of thew. lines of jheels i~ sllown in Lieutellant
Johnstone's nlap by the dots which have been entcrcd fro111Lieutenant
Wliiting's surveys.
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might be carried along the north side of the Noon for the
supply of the country lying there.
" I n the line marked out, it will be seen that several
of the heads of drainage of the Noon are cut off; this I
believe would be found unavoidable, but the great depth
of the bed of the Rinde would, I think, render the difficulty of turning the small portion of drainage very
inconsiderable. The Rinde during this portion of its
course is environed by ravines extending nearly half a
mile on either side.
" As the line advances, it approaches very near to the
Rinde at the village of Burnoi, and along with the river
takes a more easterly direction froin that point. Near the
crossing of the road from Ghaturnpoor to Cawnpoor, it again
intersects lines of Noon drainage, though the river itself
is now many miles distant : here, in a large Oosur plain,
is another of the Noon feeders, which drains the country
for several miles. The line, from this crossing, follows
the direction of the levels for some little way, and is in
this place, and for some distance, on the ridge between
the two lines of drainage. Farther down, near Passi
Khera, it passes through a large jheel, from which, runs
a watercourse into the Rinde ; almost immediately on
leaving its source, this nulln becomes an obstacle of a
most serious description, and to cross it at all near the
Rinde would be attended with considerable difficulties.
The drainage below this becomes rather complicated, and the line almost immediately cuts off a portion
of another large jheel, which, however, drains into the
Noon. I t then passea down to Juhanabad, and continues
with very little doviation though a portion of country
which I did not completely examine, though, from appessances in its vicinity and obeervations taken in crossing it,
I am lcd to believe that it is very nearly on the highest
ground ; from the vicinity of Busseea, where my levels
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a g ~ napproach it, its course is clearly marked out, and
any deviation, right or left, would lead into a mass of
jheels and ravines which bound it on either side."
Lieutenant Johnstone continues : " The line marked
is the only one by which the Jumna can be approached,
at this point, without passing through difficulties almost,
if not quite, insurmountable ; and even by this, I fear the
fall into the river mould be far from satisfactory. For
several miles on either side of Barra, near which the
proposed junction would take place, the Jumna flows
almost in a straight line with its entire stream on the
farther bank. Separated from this stream by tremendous
ravines and a wide expanse of sandy bed, I fear that
the construction of the canal, so as to admit of its being
used for navigable purposes, would be found all but impossible ; were this laid aside, the tail might be thrown
into any of the numerous watercourses that cut the
country in every direction.
" In concluding my description of the line laid down,
I need only state that, throughout a very great portion of
its course, it runs through wide plains of Oosur, with
patches of cultivated land near the villages. The wells
are, in most parts, very deep, and the supply of water
limited, uncertain, and expensive, so that the necessity
for some asflistance is most apparent. This line has no
very great difficulties to contend with, except at its junction wit11 the Jumna, where they are of so serious a nature
(if navigation is considered), that I should be inclined to
recommend the canal being carried, if possible, in some
other direction.
" If the main line were constructed on the sonth side
of the Noon, it would be shorter by about 20 miles, and
could, I believe, be carried on quite as high (if not a
higher) level, and the turning of drainage would be
attended with fewer difficulties, as the bed of the S e p -
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goor is laid down by Mr. Dodswortll 30 feet lower than
that of the Rinde. The revenue survey maps, too, show
a salient angle of the Jumna, which would appear to offer
a most convenient point for the junction."
The consequences of Lieutenant Johnstone's operations were fatal to the project for carrying the canal on
the Ghatumpoor line, which was clearly one of great
difficulty, as far as navigation and its junction with the
Jumna were concerned ; whereas the direction pointed
out by Lieutenant Johnstone, as lying between the Noon
and Seyngoor, was not only with reference to the terminal works infinitely more convenient, but it possessed
all the advantages of high level, which for the purposes
of irrigation gave us a full command over the lands
lying to the left of the Noon ; there were, moreover, no
impediments from drainage, as the low lands crossed
near the town of Ukburpoor were not only in the immediate neigl~bourhoodof the deep ravines which bordered
the Seyngoor, but they were actually connected with
them by a line of hollow.
The line, therefore, chosen by Lieutenant Jolmstone,
and which I have adopted, lies betwecn the Noon and the
Seyngoor rivers ; it merely touches upon the Ghatumpoor purgunna on its extreme westelm boundary, but at
the same time it holds a position which will ensure to the
whole of the p u r p n n a an ample supply of water for the
purposes of irrigation. The mems by which this may be
effected are1st. By one main line of rajbuha occupying the
course which Lieutenant Jolmstone has laid down for
that of the main canal at the Tugneen Bridge, and at a
point where it would not be i n t e i ~ ~ ~ p by
t e dthe Tugaeen
Nulla. Froin the main line, brn~lcheswould be thrown
off for the irrigation of the different spits of land lying
between the tributaries of the Noon.
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2nd. By the ordinary rajbuha heads, which are constructed at each of the bridges between Sithmurra and
R a m ; four of which, via., those at Sithmui~a,Roora,
Ukburpoor, and Nurhea, in addition to that at Tugaeen,
would give an aggregate width of waterway equal to
30 feet ; and, as their .levels are favourable, would be
ample for any supply that the country could call for. In
this case, the Tugaeen rajbuha would be joined by those
from the Sithmurm and Roora bridges, and the collected
water would pass on Lieutenant Johnstone's line; while
the others, after providing irrigation to the country lying
between the canal and the right bank of the Noon, would,
in either one or two united streams (whichever might be
found most convenient and most economical), be puslled
over the Noon by aqueduct. The rajbuha headg, which
are situated below that at the Ukburpoor Bridge, would
be specifically devoted to the irrigation of the tract of
country lying between the Noon and the high bank of the
Jumna.
The facilities offered by the profile of the country, for
either of these projects, is best shown by a reference to
Lieutenants Whiting's and Johnatone's levels. The
bridges to which I have referred above, are situated at
points where the snrfsce level of the country is as
follows :1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Sithmurra Bridge
Roora

97

Tugaeen
Nurhea
Ukbtzrpoor
Korari
Jaffirabad
Girsee
Rhutgoan

9,

,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
PP

.

487.75 fect.
484.08 ,,
486.04 ,,
403.31 ,,
493.95 ,,

503.67
503.46
508.19
509.84

,,
,,
,,
,,

The towns and principal points lying on the l a d
between the Rinde snd the Noon, which have to be
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reached from the above points, lie on the following
levels :-

.

Ghaturnpoor
Gujnare
Kora Juhanabad

.

.
.

.

518.33
5lOa80
522.83

The distance from the Sithmurra head to Kora Juhanabad is, along the line marked by Lieutenant Johnstone,
about 40 miles ; the fall of country, in this distance, is
equal to 36-79 feet, or about 0-919 foot per mile.
From Ukburpoor to Gujnare, the distance i~ 9 miles,
and the fall of country is equal to 16-85, or 1.87 foot
per mile. From Gujnare to Ghatumpoor, the distance
being 11 miles, the fall of country is equal to 7.53, or
0-68 foot per mile. The level point at Ghatumpoor,
however, is taken on the north of the town, from
whence, in the direction of Kora, there is a considerable fall. The town of Ghatumpoor itself lies on a
level equal to 508.42, but the country slopes away on
all sides. From the table above given, it will be seen
that the points at Girsee, Rhutgaon, and Gujnare are
nearly upon one level.
The change in the direction of the canal, therefore,
which is so manifestly advantageous to the works both in
construction and economy of expenditure, has not in any
way deprived the Ghatuinpoor Purgunna of tho benefits
of canal irrigation.
Having thus explained the disposition of the works
in regard to the Noon River, I shall now proceed with
the detail of those on the main line of the canal, which I
left at the 149th mile at the village of Nurhea. The
extensive hollows, which, by the intersection of the canal
both above and below this village, are cut off from the
slopes of the Noon, to wliicli thcy naturally belong, will
be drained into the Seyngoor, aided by a cut marked in
the diagram A B, which will connect them with a line of
VOL. I.

B B
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low land commencing under the town of Ukburpoor, and
continuing uninterruptedly to the ravine heads bordering
the Seyngoor River.
From the 149th mile the canal pursues a course to
the south-east, passing (between the 151st and 152nd
mile) the town of Ukburpoor, which lies about half a
mile on the right ; at this point the high road, between
Etawah and Campoor, crosses the canal. To the 163rd
mile the canal proceeds evenly over a high and wellcultivated country, passing the village of Girsee, which
lies close to the right, and immediately opposite the
lGlst mile ; at the 162nd mile, and about 400 yards from
the village of Rhutgaon, which lies on the left, the canal
crosses the head of the line of drainage which, as passing
under the village, 1 shall designate the Rhutgaon Nulla ;
this nulla, after running through a course of about
8$ miles, joins the Noon near the village of Benda, and
the high road connecting the towns of Moosannuggur
and Ghatumpoor.
The head of this nulla lies directly under the village
of Girsee, from whence to its intersection by the canal
the distance is about a mile ; it is not very clear whether
the interruption to this line of drainage will be of material
consequence, or whether it will require any remedy for its
relief at all; should such, however, be neceusaly, a cut
must be made from the low lrtnd near Girsee to the
Seyngoor ravine heads lying allout three miles to the
south-west under the village of Jursen ; a cross section
on this line made by Mr. Dodsworth is by no means
favourable, however, the ground in the neiglibonrhood of
Jllrsen being three feet highcr than that ncnr tlie village
of Rhutgaon. I have no doubt t h ~ an
t exllmination of tile
country lying between the villages of Oirnce and tllc rminc~
which are situated near the Seyngoor, woilld l e d to tllc
discovery of a line well adapted to the pnrljoscn of escape*
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From the 163rd to the 165th mile, a curve on a
radius of 20,000 feet delivers the line upon a bearing, a
few degrees to the right of that on which it had been
previously passing ; on this bearing it proceeds direct to
the Jumna. The town of Rawun lies opposite to the 165th
mile at a short distance to tlie left. The canal passes
Rawun on a moderately cultivated, although a very dry
country (the depth of wells being 70 feet), free from
drainage, until it reaches the 169th mile at the village of
Bhambi; here the extreme southern limit of a very extensive hollow, upon which the villages of Mooya and
Sirinuggur are situated, and which is connected with the
Noon, is touched upon without any interruption to its
drainage. At the 170th mile, a hollow of considerable
extent is crossed at what appears to be the watershed or
summit level of two lines of drainage running in opposite
directions, one to the Jumna under Moosannuggur, the
other to the Noon. No impediment appears to exist at
this point, and it will act as the escape head for the locks
which lie below it. Onwards to the 172nd mile, the line
of canal proceeds uninterruptedly over an undulating and
it reaches tho
barren surface ; at this point, llo~~evcr,
crest of the high land that overlooks the Jumaa River ;
here the lower levels will be gained by a series of loclrs,
which will deliver the canal into the main river at tllc
175th mile.
The land lying betwecn thc! Noall and tlic Scyngoor,
and tllrollgll wllich the canal passcs, after it leaves tlie
145th milc at Tngacen, may be on an avclngc 10 nlilcs
in width, its coursc (after t l ~ cp;~ss;~gc
of tho l l ~ i ~ of
d stho
Noon, ilcrLr UkLurljoor) Loing cclui(1istailt l!ctwcen tllu
t w o rivcrs.
The slope of tlla ~nrft~cc
of tho country from tlio
120th milc to thc crcst of tllc high l:l11(1 overlooking tllc
Jumna, or to tllc 172nd inilc, is ctpal to 50.68 feet, or on
nn 2
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an average of 0-97 foot per mile. From the 172nd mile
to the surface of the water in the Jumna River (on the
3rd January, 1854), the fall is equal to 98-08 feet.
The relative position of the beds of the rivers, as
deduced from Mr. Dodsworth's cross sections, is shown in
the annexed table (p. 373) ; the plus and minus quantities
showing the elevation or depression in feet from the bed
of the Rinde River.
The section of the canal channel at the 141st to the
150th mile, or that portion on which the Sithmurra
escape is situated, is,Diagram 55.
Section from 141st to 150th mile.

The distribution of spare earth being arranged in the
manner before specified.
The average depth of excavation throughout this line
of the canal isAt the

125th mile
130th ,,
135th ,,
140th ,,
145th ,,
150th ,,
155th ,,
160th ,,
165th ,,
170th ,,
173rd ,,

6.00 feet.

I

7.50

,,

9-68

,,
,,
,,

8-25
12.00

The soil ie of a similar quality to that which has been
met with throughout the Etawah and Campoor districts:
it appears to be well adapted for a canal channel, although
in the region of oosur and kunkur gravel, the substrata
melt away ae it were, leaving the sides perpendicular ; in
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other respects the soil is good, and being little absorbent,
will be a good medium for economizing the distribution of
water.
The depth of wells is on a maximum 102-16 feet, and
on a minimum 30.25 feet, the measurements being taken
from the surface of the earth to that of the water.
Continuing from the bridge which is situated between
the 118th and 119th miles near the village of Luknanpoor,
we have the following series of works :1st. Bridge at Nogaon, 52 feet waterway in two arches,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
2nd. Bridge at Bunheya, 52 feet waterway in two
arches, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
3rd. Bridge at Jhinjee, 33 feet waterway in one arch,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 1st class choki attached.
4th. Bridge at Joreea, 33 feet waterway in one arch,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
5th. Bridge at Sithmurra, 33 feet waterway in one
arch, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached, connected with an
escape.
6th. Bridge at Jhundermow, 33 feet waterway in one
arch, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heacls, ancl a 2nd class choki attached.
7th. Bridge at Roora, 33 feet waterway in one arch,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 1st class choki attached.
8th. Bridge at Togseeti, 30 feet waterway in one arch,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuhn and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki rtttnclled.
9th. Bridge i ~ Nurlrea,
t
30 feet waterway in one arch,
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18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
10th. Bridge at Ukburpoor, 30 feet waterway in:one
arch, 25 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
11th. Falls and works at Nubbipoor, similar to those
in the main, but having only one chamber of 30 feet
waterway, roadway of bridge 25 feet broad, with 1st class
choki situated in the island in the usual position.
12th. Bridge at Koorari, 30 feet waterway in one
arch, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet
heads, and a 2nd class choki attached.
13th. Bridge at Jaffirabad, 26 feet waterway in one
arch, 18feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
14th. Bridge at Rhutgaon, 26 feet waterway in one
arch, 18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads,
and a 2nd class choki attached.
15th. Bridge at Rawun, 26 feet waterway in one arch,
18 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
rt 1st class choki attached.
1Gth. Bridge at Bhambi, 26 feet waterway in one arch,
20 feet roadway, with ghats, rajbuha and inlet heads, and
a 2nd class choki attached.
17th. Escape and under drain at the 170th mile,
similar to that at Dubowli.
18th. Bridge at a point below the escape, one arch of
20 feet span with an arrangement for regulating, similar
to that at Dubowli.
10th. Locks and works appertaining to the Jumna
terminus (ride Plate XLVI. of the Atlas) .
At this point we hnve rcachcd the Jumna and the
terininnl works of the Etnwnh line ; liavillg explained in
dctail the different works, and having passed in review
the pecnliarities of ~urface,and the intricacies of drainage,
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through which the line of canal had to passs in its progress
from Nanoon.
As remarked in the summary on the sister line to
Campoor, I may observe, that I have preferred throughout the whole of the works connected with these terminal
lines to retain the precise figures of diagram 17, figure 2,
leaving corrections on actual measurements resulting from
work executed to be made afterwards ; the differences can
comparatively be small, whereas an alteration to the
figures of the table on which the capacities of channel
and value of discharge for irrigation were calculated,
would lead to unnecessary and useless trouble.
I n referring to the diagram above alluded to, it will
be found that the supply for the head of the Etawah
terminal line, which is estimated at 180 miles in length,
is equal to 1,640 cubic feet per second ; the expenditure
of this supply being calculated as follows :Cubic Feet
-per Mile.
180 x
8
= 1,440 cubic feet per second for the use of
irrigation, as per rilles laid down in table.
200 cubic feet per second, rctained as a reserve supply for navigation.

When drawing a comparison between the values of
the Cawnpoor and Etawah lines as means for irrigation,
I shall enter more fully into the causes which have led
me to design both the channels and works of the former
on a somewhat larger scale than those of the latter; it
will be sufficient to observe here, that the supply which
enters the Etawah line at Nanoon, will in its passage
forwards be liable to considerable diminution, especially
at the early part of its course, from the draw off of water
which mill be required for the country lying on tlie right
bank of the Seyngoor, on wliicll the towns of Femzahad,
Etawall, and Ooriya are ~ituated. This supply will act
in feodiug the " Hatravs line of irrigation," uiider which
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name the Bolundshuhur and Koel branches, after their
confluence at the point C (diagram 58) near the town of
Hatrass, proceed onwards, for the use of the country lying
between the Seyngoor and the Jumna rivers.
The Cawnpoor terminal line, looking at it in a navigable point of view, was considered to be of more importance than that running to the Jumna, and in making tlie
channel wider the convenience of boats and navigation
in general was consulted.
I n the progress of detailing the different works, I
have given diagrams showing the transverse sections of
the line at different parts of its course ; the value of discharge at the points where these sections occur is shorn
in the following table ; the width of rectangular section,
I may observe, having as a general rule been reduced by
one foot at the end of every three miles :-

-

Value
of^.

Discharge.
Value Sectional
Area in
of I-.b
sq. feet. in feet. Tl~eoretical. Required.

-~ n i l e . 63.85 A

1st
30th ,,
65th 7,
100th ,,
I4lst t o 150th

.
.
.

62.81
60.87 3&=ia
58.14
49.41 &a

516
450
360
27G
144

3.109
3.083
2.677
2.616
2.409

1,604-2
1,387.2
963.7
722.0
346.9

1 ,G40
1,400
1,120
840
512

The variations of the slope of tlie bed are similar to
tliose in the Cawnpoor line, although tlie disposition of
that slope is somewhat different. From the head at
Nnnoon the slope of 15 inches is carried on to tlie 54th
mile, where a reduction of the slope froin 15 to 12 inches
taltcs plnce ; in ndvnncc of the 54th mile, the slope of
the bed is uniformly 1 2 inclics, until it nl~proaclicsthe
Jnmnn, and cornes ~vitliin the influence of the Klladir
li~iids~oiincctedwith that river.
Tlie difficulties which were inet with in the mrtnufac-
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ture of bricks on the Campoor line have been equauy
felt on the Etpwah one. The first 65 miles of the course
of these two branches run parallel and with a separation
of only 5f miles of country between them; on this line,
therefore, their field of operations was very nearly the
same, and the difficulties in obtaining fuel were greatly
enhanced by the villages being common to both; the
same inconvenience occurred in the kunkur quarries,
which had a double demand upon them by a draught for
two different boards of works. As a general rule, however, material, both brick and kunkur, has been procured
on this line with less difficulty than it was on the other;
but, nevertheless, we have here also been driven to the
greatest economy in the use of bricks, and to the d o p tion, as far as was possible, of block kunkur, not only in
the bridges, but in the choki buildings attached to them.
This latter material has on the Etawah line of works
been met with of a very superior quality, fully equal, if
not superior, to that which is procured from the Bahosi
quarries in the Furrukabad district ; that taken from the
quarries of Hussayn, and which has been largely used in
the choki and bridge at Jao, is so compact, as to be
wanting in one of the most marked characteristics of
kunkur, viz., its honeycombed texture: many of the
blocks which have been used in the Pilkutra Bridge, and
which were extracted from the deserted ruins of Hind00
buildings in the neighbourhood, have on them sculpture
in deep relief, carved on a surface as compact as that of
the Portland and Bath oolite. The material is no doubt
excellent, but, as I have noted elsewhere, great discrimination is required in its use ; it is essential that the outer
surfaces, which are invariably of a soft and very inferior
texture when taken out of the quarries, should be carefully removed ; and that in laying the bloclts in the building. the horizontdity of the llatural laminre should be
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preserved, or more properly speaking, that the weight or
thrust should be brought to bear on their flat and not on
their end surfaces.
The design of the bridges is in every way similar to
that of the Cawnpoor line, the waterway being adapted
to the position in which the bridge is situated; side arches,
in prolongation of the towing-patl~s,keep up the line of
communication on the berm level, and the plan and arrangement for rajbuha heads, inlets, ghats, and chokies, correspond in every way with those I have before described.
The same remark applies equally to the escapes, which
are built on the same plan, and connected in the same
way with the ghats and bridge works in tlieir neigllbourhood. The rule in all cases has been to avoid as much
as possible the separation of the works, and especially
that of the heads for irrigation, inlet, or escape, from the
immediate control and supervision of a choki post. It
will be obseired, that througllout the whole of this project, the rajbuha heads and inlets, by being designed as a
component part of a bridge, become accessible from both
sides of the canal ; the escape heads, being placed in
connection witli the revetments attached to the rajbuha
heads, lie under similar advantages ; and the establishment of a choki post, by the construction of a building
sufficient for the accommodation of the necessary guard,
in the immediate vicinity, forming a part, in fact, of the
works, places the whole machine, viz., of irrigation, inlet,
and escape, under the immediate supei~isionand easy
control of the canal establishment.
Tlie heads of irrigation are situated at nearly every
bridge, tlieir dimensions being, witli modifications depending on local causcs, the same as those on the Cawnpoor
line. From the head at Nanoon to the 30th mile, or to
tho bridgc at Guhrailx, the width of waterway is 10 feet,
with its sill rnisccl 24 iilcllcs above the canal bed. From
the 30th to the 90th mile, or to the Budamyee Bridge,
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the sill is raised only 16 inches above the canal bed,
whilst the width of waterway is reduced to 6 feet. From
the 90th to the 150th mile the waterway is retained on
the width of 6 feet, with its sill raised 8 inches above the
bed of the canal. From the 150th mile to the terminus,
the heads are continued on the 6 feet width, but their
sills are laid on the level of the bed of the channel.
The outlets or escapes have been fixed as nearly as
possible about 40 miles apart, and at similar distances to
those on the Cawnpoor branch ; their sites are at Gihror,
fifuulhosi, and Sithmurra : the escape, which is connected
with the terminal works, being considered as a portion of
the works attached to the lockage, and not coming under
the classification of a separate building.
The views which I have entertained with regard to
the postponement of the works on the Futtigurh, Bolundshuhur, and Koel branches, and to which I have drawn
attention in a former chapter, have inclined me to place
the terminal works of the Etawah line in abeyance; at
least, to postpone their execution until the supply of
water at the extremities of these long lines is more accurately understood and determined ; this postponement
may, in fact, resolve itself simply into a prosecution of
the works when the progress of operations arrive at that
particular point, or to a delay of two or three years ; but
with the example before us of the terminal works on the
Cawnpoor line, which are now under completion, we shall
be better able to form an opinion as to the immediate
necessity of forming a connecting link for navighle
purposes with the Jumna, by seeing how far the canal
supply, which for the first few years will he comparatively
small, will act in maintaining a head-water on the lockage at extreme points ; the delay, at any rate, in cornpleting the terniinal works on the Etawlh line %'ill be
beneficial, in enabling us to act on most valuable Wjcricucc gained, without i11 any wily internlpting tho
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object of supplying irrigation to the country. The delay,
moreover, will give us the means of collecting material in
sufficient quantities to provide for an uninterrupted completion of the works, instead of carrying them on by the
hand-to-mouth process that has characterized the progress of the Cawnpoor terminal works, which we had an
object in finishing off at once.
I have proposed, therefore, that for the present the
works on the Etawah line should terminate at the bridge
and escape at Sithmurra, or at the 1418 mile of its
course. The works at Sithmurra are of considerable extent
and importance ; they will form a 1st class choki post,
and the residence there of the head-quarters of the
division will enable the executive engineer to collect
material, and to make arrangements for ultimately completing the works which are situated below i t ; rajbuha
heads, with their waterways of six feet in width, and with
their sills on a level with the canal bed, will be attached
to the bridge at this point; that one on the left will pass
off the water, for the temporary supply of the country,
between the Rinde and the Noon ; whilst that on the
right will afford the means of irrigation to the country
lying on the west of the town of Ulrburpoor. I use the
expression '' temporary," because, on the completion of
tha canal channel below the Sithmurra Bridge, the
rajbuha heads, which are situated below that and Ukburpoor, will add their quota to the line of rajbulia which
pasfleg on to Ghntumpoor and Kora Juhanabad.
On the subject of irrigation generally, I may observe
here, as I have done elsewhere, that the lines of
rnjbulia will not be limited to the country between the
Rinde and Seyngoor ; they will be projected boldly across
their boundary rivers, wherever such may be considered
c:spcdiont ; the capacity of the chaiinel of the Etnwalr
l)l~:~.ilcli
has, ns I have before rcm~rked,bccn expressly
do~i;~led,
wit11 n view of its tlupply bciiig considerably
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reduced on the first 100 miles of its course ; the rajbuha
heads, on the right, being converted into feeders for the
Hatrass line of irrigation.
The design of the channel, with its berm, or towingpath, its embankments, its milestones, plantations (both
of fruit and forest trees), and the single line of mangoe
trees for affording shade to the roadway, is precisely the
same on the Etawah as it is on the Cawnpoor line. The
milestones are numbered in a consecutive series from the
Nanoon head to the Jumna terminus, and the plinth of
each milestone is a bench-mark, or fixed point of level,
the figures of which are engraved upon the stone. The
roadway is formed on the left bank of the canal, similar
to that on the main and Cawnpoor lines, and its design,
both in width and slope outwards, is exactly the same.
The accommodation for the establishment, and for
maintaining a line of chok posts, is precisely similar to
that before described ; and great care has been taken
here, as on the Cawnpoor line, where the country is
subjected to inundation, arising from the slopes being
insufficient to effect rapid drainage, to raise the buildings
high above the country, and to remove them as much as
possible from the inconvenience and evil of dampness. To
each of the 1st class chokes, buildings which are situated
about 12 miles apart, a mangoe graft ~lantationis to be
attached on the same scale as has been projected elsewhere.
I have, at the early part of this chapter, explained
that the whole of the country which comes under the
influence of the Etawah terminal line was su1)jected to a
rigorous examination, borne out 1)y numerous cross find
longitudinal scctioncl by Mr. Doduworth, the sufleYor
attached to the works. After testing Mr. ~ o d s w ~ r t l l ' s
survey, and proving most satisfactorily how correctly
work had been done, Lieutenant Whiting, of tllc I l e n P l
Engineers, as~isted by Lieutenant Johnstone, of the
Rame corps, co~nmencedtlic works in the cold sea8ol1
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of 1850-51. Since that period they have in active progress ; Lieutenant Johnstone having been succeeded in
1852 by Lieutenant Brownlow, of the Engineers ; Lieutenant Angelo, of the 1Gth N. I., and Lieutenant Span,
of the 62nd N. I., additional assistants, having been
attached since the months of November, 1552, and July,
1853, respectively. Tlle state of the worlrs in the begillniilg
of 1854 was very far advanced : 60 miles had been completed, including both earth and masonry work ; 50 iniles
were in active progress ; and I llave no doubt that if my
friend Lieutenant Whiting's services are continued (which
I hope they will be) until the whole is completed, the
admirable system of supervision, n~hichhas endled liiin
to make such good progress hitherto, will secure its
deserving recompense, in a consunlination of the desired
object, in a period of two or three years.

DETERMINATION O F THE ALIGNEMENT AND
WORKS ON THE BRANCHES.

INthe preceding chapter, I have endeavoured to describe
in its fullest detail that portion of the Ganges Canal
works consisting of the main trunk and the two terminal
lines into which it is separated at the Nanoon Fork. The
detail has necessarily been great, although not more so,
I hope, than the circumstances of the case have called
for ; it has been founded on works actually completed, or
at the time of my writing in a forward state of progress ;
and the surveys and levels on that particular part of the
countrg. over which the works are carried, have been so
elaborately executed, that the detail has not been interrupted by any points of obscurity, or by any want of
information tending to embarrass a narrative, which hag
had for its object the accurate delineation of the surface
of the country, and a precise statement of the works as
actually completed, or in progress of completion. These
remarks apply specifically to the main line of the canal
from the head to the Nanoon regulators, and from thence
to the Ganges and Jumna rivers, on the two terminal
lines, into which the main stream is divided.
The advantages above noted do not offer themselves
in the suborciinate lines of canal which I am now about
to describe, upon which the same time and labour in
investigation have not up to the present period been
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expended. Tlie prelinlinary surveys, altliougli suficient
i11 themselves for establishing
and for marking the
general direction upon which the alignements nlay be
carried, do uot enable us to describe with accuracy tlie
conrses upon which drainage, in all its intricacies of
detail, tends to influence the practical carrying out of
field operations ; nor do they enable us to deterinine
with accuracy tlie position of morlts, or tlie nunlber of
lines of cross conziilunication mliicli tlie wants of tlle
country nzay demand. 011 sucli founclations, me must
be satisfied with a general programme, exhibiting in as
nluch detail as possible the objects for wliich the branclies
are intended, and tlie best available inetliod of obtaining
those objects as derived from the data ~vllicliarc in our
possession. Tlie length of chai~nel,the general slope
of the country, and tlic hentl supply of water being
given, the capacities botli for excnvation and bridge
~vater~vays
are easily (Ieterilliaed. We are, therefore,
restricted to tliesc l)articula,r l~oints. I shall, therefore,
i i my
on the plan ~vliicliI liave previously laid d o ~ ~ for
guidance, enter hito a description of the subordinate
11ror1cs nbove referred to ; these consist ofI.-Tlie Futtigm.li Branch.
1 I . T l i c Bol~znclsl~uli~ur
Brancli.
I11.-Tlie Koel 131-aiicli.

is a chn~lileliiitcncled for tlic in.igation of tlic
country lying betnrce~i tlie East Knlli Nncldi nu(1 lllc
Ganges ltivrr : its point of dc11artlll.e is sitll~ted 81
thc 60th niile of tlie iilaiii cnnal, ne:w tlie villr~gc of
Jnoli, i11 tlic Moeuff~urilnggnrdistrict. Thr l l c ~ d~vorlcn
nre designed ~vitllrcgnlntom, both across tlic nrniil calla1
YOL. I.

C C
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itself ancl the brancli ; a 1st class clloki has been built in
conjunction with these works, and the station is one of
the main posts on the canal.
The theoretical volume for the Futtigurh branch is
1,240 cubic feet per second ; on an estimated length of
160 miles of this length, the five miles at the head coming
under the influence of the irrigation from the main canal
have, in the effective distribution of the above supply, been
deducted ; the full theoretical volume being calculated for
the irrigation of the remaining 155 miles, at the rate of
eight cubic feet per second per mile.
It is proposed that the Futtigurh branch on its reaching the 160th mile shall be continued onwards to the
town of Futtigurh as a navigable channel, so as to connect that place with the main canal, and thereby to give
it the advantages of water carriage. Whether it may be
necessary hereafter to build a series of terminal locks into
the Ganges in the same may as has been done at Cawnpoor, may be at present doubtful; but, at any rate, as
these are w o r h demanding a large outlay of money, they
may well be postponed nntil a future occasion.
Tlie preparatory surveys required for the Futtiprli
brancli are in a more advanced state than those of tile
other subordinate lines. The whole country from the main
trnnli of the canal at Jaoli to the junction of the East
Icalli Nuddi with tlie Ganges, has beell surveyed nlld
levelled by Mr. Dotlsnrortli, the ~eriesof levels consistil~g
of n centrical or longitudinal line, keeping as closely
possible upon tlie watershed, with transverse cross sectiollfl
from river to river at a dista~iccof five miles apnrt. (ITi(lt:
Plate No. VI, of tlie Atlas.) Mr. Read, the executive
officer of the seconcl divi~ioii of the worlis, has 01'
Mr. Dodswortll's map as it gronndwork taken n proof lint
along tlie watershed, thereby t c ~ t i n gtile levels originally
taken. Mr. &ad lins at every mile on tlic loa(1ing 166
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iniles cstablishecl a masonry bench-marlr, and to ensure
the preservation of these fixed points, which indicate not
only the true levels, but tlie direction upon wliicli the
excavation is to be carried, he has raised over them
pyramidal mounds of earth 8 feet in height, to the
repair and maintenance of which his attention has been
directed.
Mr. Reacl reports, " that levels have been taken at
every 400 feet apart, closed upoil the masonry bench-marl<
above mentioned and terminating at the 155th mile
below the head worlts. From conlparisoil with the plans
of cross sections and levels executed by Mr. Dodsworth,
this line of levels shows tliat it has been tslten along tlie
liigli ridge of the country tlirough wllich it runs, and is
in every way favourable for canal purposes. Beyond the
point above alluded to (vie., that at the 155th mile), the
levels and line have still to be adjusted to allow of water
coillmuilication with Futtigurh, cithcr by a still cllaililel
or otheiwise, as the nature of the ground and levels will
adnzit of. "
Mr. Rencl adds, '' that briclcs have beell niade in
sufficient quantities for tlie masonry morlrs on the first
20 ilziles of tlle branch, and for the nest 20 nlilcs I liavc
ascertained that an ainple supply of native briclcs are
procurable from different ruins in the vicinity; beyoild
t l i i ~no arrailgeinent for illaterial has been made, but tliat
at this point or near it commences a series of block
kunlcur quarries admirably adapted to building pui~~oses
;
tllc localities of tlicse quarries lime bceil carefully noted
in the ficld Look, tlicreforc tllc ncccssity for making
],ricks i,clow tliis point (cxccpt for tlie ~ u r l ~ o s eofs arcliing) \\.ill t~lmost be clispcnscd with. Earth linlo will
]lave to l ~ ensed for tlle first 40 nlilcs of tlie worlrs, nnd n,
Inrgc supply of illnrl for tllc mailnfactnrc of tliis material
liag been collected on tlic iilaiil line, wllicli can bc carted
C!
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to the branch in sufficient quantities for each work;
beyond this point (viz. that at the 40th mile from the
head) lrunkur lime will be used, wl~ichis procurable in
ally quantity along the line."
Altllongh, therefore, for reasons which have been
before explained, work has not been commenced upon on
tlie Futtigurh line of irrigation, all preparatory arrangements have been made with exception of the examination
in detail of the surface drainage, and the final inspection
of the line by the director of the works, previously to the
colnmencelnent of excavation.
Mr. R,ead's profile of the country, to which he alludes
in the above extracts from his report, will be found oil
the sheets of Mr. Dodsworth's levels (vicle Plate VI. of
the Atlas) ; on this profile I have projected a channel
with an uniform slope of 1-25foot per mile, which leaves
no less than 80 feet of superfluous descent; I liave
disposed of this in ten masonry falls of 8 feet each, SO
that the amount of drop inay be in uniformity wit11 that
on tlie main trunk. The position of these falls is as
follows :-

I Thcoret

I

11th mile.
18th ,,
25th ,,
32nd ,,
37tl1 ,,
5.5th ,,
62nd ,,
'7!)tll ,,
88th ,,
119th ,,

1
!

Feet.

1,132
1,136

H10

7H 4
(;
1

18

576
328
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Tlie brancli head at Jaoli has four watermrajrs or bays
of 20 feet i11 width each, each bay being fitted with gates,
for tlie regulation of the supply. For the design of this
work, Plate No. XXXIII. of the Atlas, wllicll includes
tlie wllole of the works, both of the inail1 canal and tlie
branches at this particular point, iiiust be consulted.
The cayacity of the excavated chaiinel is showu by
tlic following table, tlic llead snyply being as before noted
1,240 cubic fect per second, tlie slope of the bed 1.25 feet
per mile, and the supply being supposed to diiniilish as it
adv,znces in its course a t tlie rate of 8 cubic feet pcr
running mile of channel.
Disclinrge.

J
d %

~h

Dcpth of Water calculated

at G feet.

w

0

o

w

I

2
*

I

Supply at thc l~end.
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.- ..- ..- ..- 7 0
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2, -;----ii,---r.
J

3

.

.
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,,

.-...--. GOI----/

20th
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>7 .- :
/
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40th
50th

.,--
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w*

w

clm

r m
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cds

.

a

.s$
.
m
3
--a-

..
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&
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."*u

2c.

k
0,

.d

0

3

0)
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B
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Fi
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1,240

62.91
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3.086 1407.2

1,200

62.36
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3.073 1309.1

1,120

3.057

1210.5

1,040
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3.039
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At the head, which, including piers, has a section as
follows :Diagram 56.

the width of excavation is 92 feet ; the channel in advance
is 70 feet wide up to tlle 10th mile, as shown in the
first section in the above table. The general section of
the canal with its embankments is as follows ;Diagram 57.

the width of embankments, as above shown, being considered s minimum one. From the 70th mile tlie
vertical dimensions, which up to that point have been
8 and 11, will be reduced to 6 and 8 feet, or, in other
worcls, the berm nncl embankments will be 6 and 8 feet
respectively from the canal bed.
The width of land between the canal boundaries will
be as follows :From the head to the loth mile, 300 feet.
7,
10th ,, 70th ,, 250 ,,
,, '70th ,, 160th
200 ,,

,,

Up to the 70th mile, the diminution continues at the
rate of 6 inches per mile, or 5 feet in cvery 10 miles.
From the 70th mile onwards, the diminution is at tile
rate of only 3 inchecl per mile, or 5 feet in every 20 miles
of length of channel.
The dimensions of the sections above given are ")
arranged that in advanec of the 70th mile tlic depth of
wiltor in the caxid, which up to this point has Lccll G feet,
will gradually dccroasc, for instance :
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Discharge.

I
I

/~heoretieal.Required.

On tlle6th sectioil a depth of 5 ft. = a discharge of
7th
79
5 ft.
99
8th
97
4 ft.
99
9th
1)
3 ft.
99

619.875
545.600
334.560
1'78.500

720
560
400
240

Beyond this the channel is excavated with regard to
the emergent demands upon it in non-irrigating seasons,
during the period of floods, and for the purposes of navigation onwards.
From the head to tlie 62nd inile, in tvllicli the volurnc
of water passing down tlle canal will vary from 1,240 to
784, I would maintain the falls on one ylaii of opening,
viz., three bays of 20 feet eacli ; tlie value mitli refcrcncc
to discharge is sliown in tlle table above given : in
advance of tlie 6211d mile, or on tlie three falls that are
required below it, the waterways miglit be reduced to
two bays of 20 feet each. The calculations on this point
give a depth of 3 feet only upon tlle sills of the overftills,
which is equal to the average of the work that the falls
on the Enstern Junina Canal have to undergo.
For tlie purposes of llavigation eacli of these tell falls
will require n lock cllannel nild all its al)l,pendages, the
design of whicll would be similar to that put in practice
on the main canal.
Keeping to the 13li11 of navigation wliicli would ultimately be adopted, I would in the bridges nlaintain tlic
flaillc passage for towing-path communication, and even
at the cxpense of ndditionnl leiigtli of wing, place thein
at a clistance well removed from tohe inner aide of tlic
ab~ztineiit.'~On tlie inail1 linc of canal these passagcs

* I n deternlinillg the posit,ion of thc towing-path passages, the
rulc (although deviatccl from in some cases) has been to placc it 011
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h a w in inany cases been placed too close to the vatermays, n circuinstance which, whatever' may be the improvement to the elevation of the bridges, is undoubtedly
of no aclvantage to the communication along the towingpath, wllilst any unnecessary approximation to the impost
blocks of the abutment arch exposes the rork unnecessarily to the consequences arising from careless and
defective building.
I would in the waterways of the bridges confine them
to bays of 25, 20, and 1 5 feet each; and supposing that
lines of cross-communication are required at every three
miles, the works adapted to this purpose would be as
follow :-

I

llilea.

i

Water-

-

wayof

13ridge.

--

I

'3
11
12

15
18
21
21
25
27
30
32
3.3
36
37
39

42

Rriclge of 3 Cays of 25 fcet cacli
77

7>

.

77

19

1 Fells .

7,

I

,
I

I

"
77

Fnlls
Dliclge of 3 Bays of 25 feet cacll
77

77

.
.

77

Falls .
Eridgc of 3 Bays of 20 feet each
9,

99

17

79

97

:7

Falls .
Bridge of 3 Bays of 20 feet each

Falls.
Bridge of 3 Bays of 2 0 feet each
2 Bays of 25 feet each
v7

75
75
75
75

79

Driclgc of 3 Bays of 20 feet each
99

1

.

.

.
.

...

GO
GO

...

60
GO

.
...
. GO
. GO
...
. 60
. 50

I

I

Widtli of excavationasper
Table above.

70.00
70.00
70.00
G9.50
60.01)
67-50
G6.00
64-50
63.00
62.50
61.50
G0.00
50.00
58-50
57.00
56.50
55-50
54.00

the outside ancl close to the intersection of thc tangents of the extrado9
o f thc niain arch and the flooring of the passage (vide fig. 2, diagralll
117, part iii, c1i:ip. iii.)
I ~ o u l dextencl this dimension, giving a n additional 2 feet to the
width of masonry between the main waterway and the inner cride of
the passage.
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Miles.

45
48
51
54
55

57
60
62
63
66
69
72
75
'78
79
81
84
87
58
90
93
!) 6
99
102
105
108
111
114
117
110
120
123
126
129
132
135
138
141
144
1 47
1 50
153
156

159

Bridge of 2 Bays of 25 feet each
77

77

77

77

?I

77

77

77

77

Falls .
Bridge of 2 Bays of 25 fcet cacli
77

77

.

1

Waterway of
Bridge.

50
50
50
50

...

.

50
50

77

Falls.
Bridge of 2 Bays of 25 fect each
77

77

77
II

77

,,

77

77

77

7I

77

77

...

.

50
50
50
40
40
40

77
77

20 feet cach

Falls .
Bridge of 2 Gays of 20 fect each
77

77

7I

17

17

77

Falls .
Bridgc of 2 Bays of 20 feet each
77

I7

77

97

77

77

I7

27

77

7)

I7

7)

77

77

77

77

17

.

...

.

40
40
40

...

.

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
30
30
30

7)

Bridge of 2 Bays of 15 feet cnch
77

77

77

71

I7

77

F R ~ ~. A
Briclge of 2 Enys of 15 fect each
71

77

71

77

77

71

7I

77

71

97

77

II

Bridgcs of 1 Bay of 25 fect spa11
II

71

77

77

77

7I

77

II

II

7I

77

79

7)

77

77

77

77

II

19

7I

.

...

.

SO

30
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
25
20
20
20

.

77

Bl.idges of 1 Bay of 20 feet span

.
.

--

---
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The above would give, independently of ten falls,5 bridges of 3 arches 25 feet each.
7
,,
3 9,
20
,,
10

13
8
6
3

,,

9,

2
2
2

99

99

1

99

9,

1

9,

9,

7,

9,

25
20
15
25
20

,,

7,

,,
,,

9,

The number of bridges of cross communication in a
total length of 160 miles wonld tlius be 62, of which
52 woulcl be plain bridges, and 10 briclges with falls
attached.
The details of dimensions of width of roadways would
be the same here as elsewhere, viz. :High military roads
Road funcl
7I
Village
9)

.

.

25 feet.
20 ,,

18

,,

I consider the design for the rajbnha heads as adopted
on tlie main canal, applicable in every way to the branches;
those at tlie heads of tlie masonry falls being similarly
situatccl with regard to the navigable canal and tlie locks;
those nt the bridges being carried obliquely through the
bridge ramps with attached g1mts and inlets. As a i d e ,
I should say, tliat for a distance of six miles on the downstream sidc of a masonry fall, ancl its attendant lieads for
irrigation, tlie bridges ought to be plain ancl without
rajbuha heads ; at such points, liowever, I would construct
well inlets, with cliannel~laid out on tlie same design as
that where rajbolins arc used, in wliicli case tlie wells
at the ramp angles, wliicli during flood scaclon wonld act
as inlets, mould at other periods provide access to the
canal water for the purposes of irrignt'1011.
All works attendant on tlic ernl)anlrincnts, and provision for tlie accommoclation of tlie ec;tal)lisllriient, 1
would design uniformly with the main canal.
The details given for tlic roadway, mil cut one^, and
plantations ought to be thc s m c , slid the i~ictliodpointed
out for their nlnintenancc nccd not, I iiiinginc, 1 ) ~
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departed froill. A 1st class ellold at every 12 or 1 5 miles,
with 2nd class chokies at every bridge to which rajbuha
heads are attached, would be sufficient for the accoinmodatioil of the establishment.
Escapes ought to be established at a distance of
40 miles apart, the sluices being of the same dimensions
as those elsewhere adopted ; the wicltli of collected waterway of each escape ought to be rather in excess than
otherwise of the canal cliannel at tlie point where the
building is erected. At the extreme end of the irrigating
line, or at the 160th mile, a work of this sort is proposed
for the purpose of passing off the tail watcr. Eventually
when the branch is carried forward to Futtigurh for
navigation, this escape will become an useful regnlator of
the supply ; it onglit, I think, to be inade a capacious one,
with five sluices: of G feet each i11 width.
Tlie want of dct8led sllrveys of tllc superficial lines
of drainage and liollo~vs,nrhicli intersect tho suiface of
the co~ultryover ~vliichthe line of canal ruqs, will prevcnt
my entering into a descriytion of the snbordiuate cuts:
which will be required for relieving the canal, and the
co~mtryfroin intercepted drainage. The rule, liowcvcr,
nrllicli I liave before advcrtecl to, as tliat ~vliiclilias been
our guide in tlie main catilal works, is, I bclieve, to be
recominendcd, viz. to draw away from tlie canal alignemcnt all intcrcepted water, and to carry it by artificial
cuts into the natl~mllines of drainage lying on the riglit
and left.
The following tables will show tlie s~urfacclevels of
tho country at cach fivc nliles in lmgtli of tlic course of
tllc canal as tnkeii from Mr. Dodswortli's series of sections ;
tllc innximuin and miiiiniluliii dcptll of wclls, i. c . , the
di~tallccbctjvccii tlic s 1 u . f : ~of~ tlie
~ ~vk~t-cr,
and that of the
cart11 lying in tlrc iicigliboorliood of cacli cross scction, is
also cxliibitcil :-
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of country.
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. On top of bank
of Ganges.

On Ganges River

, On top of bank.
!
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I0,Wa

On Ganges CiverEolundshrthnr, on
the East Knlli Nuddi.

I On Ganges ~iver.1
On Ganges River
-Anoopshuhur,
on the Ganges.
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Mr. Read's line of levels upon wliich the bencli-marlcs
have beell built, terininates at the 150th inile, or at a
point where tlie surface of the country is 427*20 feet
below the zero of the above table : at the 160th mile, or
at that point where the canal channel for irrigating
purposes terminates, the surface of tlie country will, I
imagine, from the above table of Mr. Dodsworth's, be

435-54.
Froin the above teriniiial point to tlie town of Funulc&ad, the distance nlay be estiinated at 21 miles, and
the level figure at that place is 476-63 feet. I11 21 miles,
therefore, we have (to complete our chai~nelas a navigable
line) to overcome a descent of 41.19, or nearly 2 feet
per inile. Allowing 0437 foot, or 53 iilclles nearly, per
mile, we sliould require four locks each with a drop of
8 feet, to connect tlie 160th mile of tlie Futtigurli
branch ~viththe tow11 of Furrukabad, and four loclts
nlorc of the saine diineizsioils to coilnect it wit11 tlic
Ganges River.
I consider, tliat the wliolc questioi1 of ilavigatioil, as it
affects the braiicli wliich we are ilow describing, is one
tliat inay well be left until its value as ail irrigating cliaunel
lias beell sufficiently proved. I11 carrying oil tlle ~vorlcs,
tlierefore, I sliould rcfrain in the first inatailce from
undcrtalting either tlie locks and lock ehai~nelsround tlic
falls, or the excavated clianiiel and rvorks for ilnvigatioil
Lcyond the IGOtli milc. I should colifiiie the works for
the l~rcsententirely to irrigi~tiligpurl)oses, ns pcr cstiiliate
of 1850 ; tlie escape which I liave proposed at the 1GOt11
mile ]ins, in ft~ct,this ol),ject in view, and tlie design h i d
(low11 for tlic c:lnnl chnnncl with its towing-patli, and tlic
to\vi~lg-l):~tli
:~rc.hcson tlic bridge flillili~will, by the merc
nrl(litioi1 of tllc jvorlrs, tlic coiistruction of u-hich 1would
now l~ostpoiic,rcndcr tlie braiicli n. liiio for navigstion.
Tllc gc.iicral slopus of tllc c o m l t r ~froin t'lic illain
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canal at Jaoli to the 105th mile, together with those of
the Ganges and East Kalli Nuddi rivers (the drainilge
boundaries of the strip of land which the Futtigurh
branch is intended to irrigate), will be seen clearly enough
from the above table, as well as by a reference to
Mr. Dodsworth's maps, Plate No. VI. of the Atlas. A
few words on the direction of the branch, as proposed by
Mr. Read, will complete all that I have to say on the
works connected with this subject.
Mr. Read's line, on leaving the head at Jaoli, in the
Mozuffi~mu~ggur
district, proceeds on a direct course to the
cast of the village of Momanna; the bearing is a few
degrees to the east of south, and tlie distance 23 miles;
at the 12th mile froill tlie head, it enters the district of
81eerut. On leaving Mowanna, the direction runs for a
distance of 23 miles almost due south to the village of
Dntteeanna, leaving the town of Pureetchutgurh on the
west; the village of Dutteeanna is within a mile of tlie
west of the line.
On tlle whole of tlle above course, it keeps well clear
of the heads of the East Kalli Nuddi, which commence at
the village of Untwarra, north of the t o m of Kliutowli.
From the village of Dntteeanna, tlic line lias an
inclination of about 20 degrees to the east, bearing ill
some ineasure upon the directioii of tlie Gangeg, so aa to
clear the lleacls of an extensive line of drainage, which
under the name of tlie Clioiyn, commences almost on
right b;inl< of the Ganges River, and flows into tlie East
Kalli Nuddi, on the bouildary of the Dndnon ancl Alliprll
districts. To avoid as much ns possible tlie ramificatioll
of nullas connected with the Clioiyn, and lo escape interference wit11 the llollows with ~vhicll it icl connccted~
Mr. Read'a line, in passing betmccn Mullltkpoor and tllc
Ciange~at Anoopslinlinr, kccps ns closc as l~ossiblcto the
Inttcr, and for nl~out24 m i l c ~ ,i l l ~vliicl~
(Iistanco 1)otll
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Anoopshuhur and Ramghat are passed, the canal is
separated from the high bank of the Ganges by a distance
varying from two to three miles. As the line proceeds
onwards from Ramghat, it obtains a considerable departure from the Ganges, arising in a great measure from a
bend in the course of the river, and reaches a point about
t.llree miles west of tlle town of Deyori in the Budaon
district. The total distance froin Dutteeanna to Deyori
is 78 iliiles or thereabouts, the early 4 of wlzich are in
tlle Meerut, 50 in the Bolundshuhur, 21 in the Alligurh,
and 3 in the Budaon districts. That portion of the line
which lies in the Bolundshuliur and Alligurli districts,
2nd which evidently comes in contact with tlie Choiya
drainage, requires to be inore carefully examined and
reported ul~onthan it has been ; the line talteil up by
Mr. Read is, I have no doubt, the true one, but me have
as yet no accurate and precise map of the detail of tlie
cross drainage, which we ought to have before our works
arc coinmencecl upon. I would reconlnlend tliat tlie
Choiya Nulla be surveyed from its junction wit11 the East
Ralli Nuddi, npwarcls ; alld that all tlie lines of hollows
into wllicll it ramifies (in otlier words, tliat the whole of
its catcllilleilt basin) sliould be carefully placed ~11011
pnl'er, in tho snme way as 112s been done on tlic Ca~vnpoor
terminal line on its apl~roaclito the Ganges.
On leaving Deyori, Mr. Read's line continues for
31 miles on a bearing in~~lining
to tlie east, leaving the
town of Puttinlla about three inileg on tlle left and terininntiiig at the village of Gmiar. I am not aware of any
rcmarlrable il~illasor lincs of drainage wliicli ~voulclinterf ~ r witli
c
this art of tlic course of the canal; Pnttinlla
itself lies vit,liiu n sliort clistancc of tlie old 1)rancli of
t.11~ Ciaugo~,ptirt~llcl to nild within about 46 nlilcs of
~vliicli tile canal mould run. It is possible that tlic
cgenlw ~ ~ l d cial l proposed to bc illnnle at the 160th mile,
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or at the termination of tliat portion of the branch wllicll
is intended for irrigation, may be coilveniently turned
into one of the ravines connected with the Ganges
River. Of the 31 miles above referred to, tlie three
early ones are in the Budaon, 15 in the Mynpoori, and
13 in the Futtigurh districts.
The Fnttigurh branch, therefore, to which this section
is devoted, passes through the districts of Mozuffurnuggur, M e e n ~ t ,Bolundshnhnr, Alligurh, Budaon, Mynpoori, and terminates in the Futtigurh district, to each of
~vhich,within the limits bounded by the Ganges and East
Kalli Nuddi, it will nfforcl tlie means of irrigation ; tlie
7th column of tlie table of levels which is above given,
exhibits the width of the couiltry between the limits
above nientioned ; the figures are dependent on Dlr.
Dodsworth's cross lines of section, which are not always
at right angles to tho course of tlie rivers, and may,
therefore, be occasionally in excess ; they will, however,
be sufficient to xliow tlie average width of tlie strip of
land which comes ~ ~ n d tlie
e r influence of irrigatioiion.

11. & 111.-Thc
ills

~ o ~ z ~ I (ilzd
E ~ Icoel
s ~ LB rar1chr.9,
~ ~ ~ .Ef o ~
l ~ l~
- ~

the Herid of the Hatrc~asLi~teof Irriyotio~l.

These branches arc so intimately connected witli cach
other, that although they leave tlie maiii line of the canal
at points separated by a distance of 42 miles, the onc in
the Bol~~iidxhuhur,
and the otlier in the Koel or Bllig~~rll
district, their projection, as thc h e d ~of a series of
n n i n t e i ~ ~ ~ p tirrigation,
ed
~vhicli extends as far as tllc
junction of the Seyngoor nit11 the Jumna, places tliclll
under one head, as portions of orlc great work.
With tlie exception of l i l l e ~of cross levels takcll over
the country, the surveys of hot11 the Bollllidsliuliur and
Koel brnnchea are (1854) incomplete, At tlle presellt
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time, the data upon which uly remarks are founded are
a series of cross sections taken by Mr. Volk between
Bolundshuhur and Alligurh ; the sections extend from
the East Kalli Nuddi (across the country over which the
branches will be carried) to a distance of about 12 miles
to the right of the Kuroon River ; they are carried in
parallel lines at a distance of five miles apart. Mr. Volk
has also provided me with a longitudinal line of levels,
taken on the proposed course of the Bolundshuhur
branch, for a distance of 46 miles ; this longitudinal line
terminates at the village of Rajyoor, from whence he has
carried branch lines, one to the Putwai Nulla, which lies
on the right, and the other to the Kuroon River, situated
on the left of the line.
As far as Mr. Volk's survey extends, the profile is
satisfactory ; but as it consists of mere lines without
reconnoissance, or examination of the details of cross
drainage, I have postponed further progress in laying out
the works, until the topographical features of the country
through which the line of levels has been carried, are
more accurately known.
In advance of Mr. Volk's cross sections, which terminate at tlle town of Sasni, Mr. Dodsworth's series
commences on a line taken from a nlasonry bench mark,
or fixed point established on a tank near Koel, due south
to tlle town of Hatrass. From thence the whole country
lying between the Seyngoor and tlle Jumna rivers has
been covered by a reticulation of levels, consisting of a
longitudinal line running as closely as possible on the
w~tcrshed, intersected at every five miles by a cross
section between tho two rivers.
As far, tllcrcforc, ng a general examinatioil of the
country
. by, cross levels, uilaccoinpanied by the details of
subordinate drainage, is concerned, there are data sufficient to cll,zl)lc me to amivc at tolerably accurate conVOL. I.
n D
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clusions as to the general bearing on which the lines of
canal will be carried. The detail of works, the precise
position of the masonry descents for overcoming the
superfluous fall in the country, and the actual line upon
which the works will be projected, can only be determined after the country has been surveyed in greater
detail.
The plan of irrigation contemplated in the above
series, of which the Bolundshuhur and Koel branches
are the ostensible heads, is shown by the dotted lines in
the following diagram :Diagram 58.

Where A C and B C represent the Bolundshuhur and
Koel branches, which, uniting at the point C in one
channel, proceed onwards between the Seyngoor and the
Jumna rivers to D.
The design on which the original estimates were
framed was merely one assigning to each branch a
defined length of channel, regulated by the amount of
supply considered sufflcient for irrigating the tract of
land coming under its influence. The detail of the
works, and the direction upon which the branches were
to run, were left for future consideration, after the
country had bcen properly examined.
The length of canal which was embraced in the
estimates was 70 miles for each branch, with a hean
~llpplyto each of 520 cubic feet per second ; the total
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amount of the estimates for each branch was (2,10,000
rupees) two lakhs and ten thousand rupees ; giving an
aggregate of four l d l s and twenty thousand rupees for
both works.
The extent, therefore, to which the Government
works will be carried is equal to 140 miles ; they will
terminate at the point C, or at the junction of the two
branches. In advance of the point C, a line of rajbuha,
which is chargeable to the Tukkavi account, will proceed
onwards between the Seyngoor and Jumna, terminating
in the bed of the former river at D. This rajbuha will
pick up the tail water of the Bolundshuhur and Koel
branches after they have formed their junction at the
point C, and would be supplied on the first 100 miles of
the course of the Etawah terminal line by feeders from
that line carried across the Seyngoor River.
The system of irrigation, above described, makes a
provision, it will be observed, for the whole of the country
lying between the main canal and the Jumna River ; and
there is not a section or spit of land throughout this
tract that will not be accessible by watercourses. As far
as I can judge by the relative position of points of level,
as gained from Mr. Volk's and Mr. Dodsworth's surveys,
the area of surface open to Tor irrigation, or to that
where the aid o,f machinery is not required, will be unusually extensive.
The length of the works, into a description of which
I am about to enter, is as follows : using the round
numbers of measurement from a map, which, although
not precisely correct, will be sufficiently so for my purpose.
A C, Bnl~~ndsl~uliur
branch
. 90 miles in length.
I3 C, Kocl l,ranc,li
.
. 50 ,,
C D, Main rajbuhn .
. 160 ,,
7t
9,

For thc wpply of these lints, 1,010 cubic feet per
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second have been given, by estimate, to the 140 miles
included in the Bolundshuhur and Koel branches ; and
for the remaining portion, which is considered under the
head of a rajbuha, an indefinite supply will be provided
by feeders taken from the Etawah terminal line, for
which provision has been made in the estimate for that
particular work.
I t appears, from the reduction of Mr. Volk's and
Mr. Dodsworth's levels, that assuming as the fixed
point C, or bench mark established by the latter gentleman at the village of Pykwarra, situated three miles to
the south-east of the town of Hatrass, we have the
following level points, using the figures of the original
surveys :A
R
C

.
.
.

.
.
.

225.69 feet.

979.56
348.51

,,
,,

The total declivity, therefore, on the 90 miles, included
in the Bolundshuhur branch, is equal to 122-82 feet, or
on an average, 1.364 foot per mile.
On the Koel branch, which in the above diagram is
represented as 50 miles in length, we have a declivity of
68-95 feet, or an average of 1-379 foot per mile.
The slope of bed, which is proposed to be given to
the above branches, is equal to 1-25 foot per mile. We
have, therefore, in the case of the Bolundshuhur brancll,
a superfluous or disposable amount of fall equal to
10.32 feet ; and in the Roe1 line, 6.45 feet ; tlie whole of
which must be provided for by masonry descents.
I have, in the description of tlie country over which
the main line of canal passes on its approilcli to tllc
Alligurh from the Bolundshuhur district, drawn attention
to the sudden fall that occurs in the surface at that point.
This sudden fa11 in the levela is, on tllc ~iinincanal, met
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by two masonry descents of five feet each, which have
been built at the villages of Pulra and Simra. The line
of the Bolundshuhur branch, the head of which is
situated near the village of Duhurra, at a point 39 miles
above the head of the Pulra or upper falls, comes in
contact, it will be observed, with this sudden change of
level ; the superfluous slope, which is figured as 10.32,
approximating as closely as possible to that which
occurred on the main line. As an exhibition of this
slope, in as much detail as Mr. Volk's cross sections will
enable me to give it, and using the figures and measurements of his surveys, the following appear to be the
results :-

I

I

Fall.

Rise.

- -

From the head at Duhurra,
or from the 1st to the 5th mile.
5
94 9 , 91t
139 ,,
134
,, 17 ,,
17
9,
228 9 ,
224
7,
27
,, .
27
7,
30
,,
30
354 ,,
354
9,
43
,,
43
7,
484
488
9,
53
9,
53
,, 584 ,,
584
,, 624 ,,
624
9,
69
69
,, 75 ,, .

,,
,,

.
.

Feet.
6 -01
14 14

Feet.

.
.
. .

,,

,,
,,

.

Total fall
Deduct rise

.
.
a

.

. . .

. . .

Total fall in surface of country on 75 miles

The sudden declivity occurs between the 20th and 25th
miles.
From the terminal point of the above series which itl
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noted in the map as situated near the village of Soneyee,
the fall to Mr. Dodsworth's bench mark at Pykwarra
appears to be 12.15 feet ; the superfluous fall, therefore,
lies between the head and the village of Soneyee.
The head of the Roe1 branch is situated three llliles
below the Pulra falls ; a portion, therefore, of the superfluous slope which has been noted as attending upon the
line B C has been disposed of in the main canal, before
the Koel branch leaves it. The superfluous slope before
noted may consequently be reduced from 6-45 to 1-45,
and the only question that then remains is, whether
there is any necessity for going to the expense of
masonry falls to meet such a small excess of slope, which,
spread uniformly over the whole length of fifty miles,
would merely increase the average from 1-25 to
(T25+029) 1.279 foot per mile. It is proposed, however, to carry this excess of slope on the prolongation of
the Koel branch fiom the point C to the 80th mile at
Ferozabad ; now, as the Bolundshuhur branch meets
that of Roe1 at the point C on a reduced slope, the
regimen of the beds after the confluence of the two
branches would be, to a certain extent, disarranged. The
total amount of excess of fall in 80 miles is (80 x *020')
2.32 feet. I t is questionable whether, with the given
depth of section as shown in diagram 50, it may be worth
while to dispose of this superfluous slope by masonry
works. I am rather inclined, looking at the sub,ject in
an economical point of view, to leave nature to make her
own adjustments.
Pursuing the course adopted in the case of the
Bolnndshuhur branch in giving the detail of levels as
derived from Mr. Volk'x cross ~ections,the following is
the result on as nivtch of the Koel line its has p t been
sni~c~yecl.
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I
From the head at Gungowli,
or from the 1st to the
6h ,,
1.24 ,,
182 7 ,
22fr ,,
29
,,

6$ mile
124 ,,
18$ 9 ,
2 2 i ,,
29
,,
34 ,,

. .
.
..

.

.

..

. .

Fall.
Feet.
6-66

10 40
10.50
0.54
7.61
18-73

Total fall in surface of country on 34 miles

From the terminal point of the above series, which
lies three miles south-west of the town of Sasni, to
Mr. Dodsworth's bench mark at Pykwarra, the total fall is
14.61 feet, the distance being 1 6 miles; here also the
excess of slope falls within the country between the main
canal and Sasni.
I may observe with reference to the above points of
level which are taken on an assumed line traced upon
Mr. Volk's map of his survey, that the figures above shew
the necessity of further examination: of the country,
before the line of operations is actually determined on;
for instance, attention is naturally drawn to the profile of
the country on the Koel line, as shown by the table
between the 6$ and the 22%mile, in which the hollow~l
attached to the Seyngoor and Kuroon drainage and the
steppe in the surface of the country, depending on the
proximity to the Seyngoor, lead to an irregularity in the
disposition of the levels. This, without an accurate
reconnoitering suilrey, in wliich the different lines of
hollow are traced up to their sources, is fatal to arriving
at satisfactory conclusions as to the true line upon which
the branch ought to be carried. There is some obscurity
therefore on this point, which must be cleared up by
careful investigation : jlldging, however, from the cross
sections, as showil on Mr. Volk's plan, the assumed line
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appears to be more adapted to the purpose than that
bearing on the higher levels near the town of Koel, in
which the exceeding flatness of the country would lead to
a depth of excavation, involving an expense, greater in
all probability than that required for the artificial disposal
of the drainage elsewhere.
I have before remarked, that it is essentially necessary
to have the lines of drainage accurately mapped before
the direction of the Bolundshuhur or Koel branches ia
determined on.
There is a great advantage in assimilating the proportions of works, especially those to which wood and
ironwork are appended. For this reason, I would divide
the fall that occurs in the Bolundshuhur branch into two
descents of 5 feet each, by doing which, the woodwork
which is applicable to the falls on the main trunk would
be equally appropriate to those on the branch; by following this rule also, an uniform measurement for sluiceshutters, sleepers, or lock-gates, would exist throughout
the whole of the division.
With the above preliminary observations, and the
results of the level points as explained in the foregoing
paragraphs, we possess data for the two branches, which
resolve themselves into the following, vie. :I. The Bolundshuhur branch with a head supply
equal to 520 cubic feet per second, with a slope of
1-25 foot per mile, and two masonry descents of 5 feet
each, for overcoming the sliperfluous fall in the country;
the length of this branch being 90 miles.
11. The Koel branch with a head supply equal to
520 cubic feet per second, with a slope of 1-279 foot per
mile, and with a length of 50 miles.
In considering these two lines as parts of one system
of irrigation, I shall adapt their tlupply to the lengtlls of
their courses ; throwing out the first five miles as coming
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under the influence of the main channel, and allowing
8 cubic feet per mile as the supply required for the irrigation of the country through which it passes. Although,
therefore, the waterway of the heads is on one dimension,
and although in the calculations for capacity of channel I
shall abide by the originally estimated discharge, I shall
consider that each branch is capable of carrying an additional volume, and that the irrigation will not be interrupted by the occasional closing of one or the other
heads, placing them under the same conditions as exist
on all lines which are dependent upon two or more heads
for their supply.

I

c

.r(

g 4i

Depth of Section calculated
as 5 feet.

Value
of R.

I

-'be

'tj

2

-. - - - -so'---g
At thelst mile

- .- .- - - \. sa~---v

x---i--,--7
\..* .5.r.

!/

23ZY

0

2

aE

-4

9

$

E-1

E

2.783

765

680
640

225

2.755

619

560

48-80

200

2,728 545

480

,,
,,

47.50

...

175

2.684

469

400

45.90

...

150

2.641

396

320

,,
,,
,,

43.90

125

2.582

322

240

100

2.491

249

160

75

2.328

174

80

49-87

30

,,

40

80

1

J)
L,

695

,,

W

3

cd

0

+=

.r(

2.783

. 20

70

E i

-

250

50.70

W

4 $

%.
$5

...
...
...

,,

60

cde
s
2 a
.S 7

g
--6-I
51.00 z4 275

10

60

k w

Discharge.

41.10
37.20

...
...
...

Agreeably to the terms above mentioned, the actual
supplies for the country lying on the Bolundshuhur
branch will equal
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90 - 5 x 8, or 680 cubic feet per second, whereas that
on the Koel line will be
50 -5 x 8, or 360 cubic feet per second. The waterway of the heads, both at Duhurra and Gungowli, is equal
to 50 feet in width, and is therefore adapted to the
discharge of the same body of water; the slopes of the
branches being considered similar.
For the excavated channel, therefore, of the Bolundshuhur branch we obtain by the formula which has been
used throughout the project for the Ganges Canal works,
the preceding table of dimensions.
The general section of the channel is represented by
the following diagram, the width of rectangle varying
agreeably to the above table, and the width of embankments depending on the quantity of earth which is
derived from the excavation. The section is in fact a
minimum one with reference to width of embankments,
and to the height from the canal bed to the embankment
tops.
Diagram 59.

The slopes of the canal channel are 1 to 1, and those
of the embankments lt to 1. The berms to be carried
on one uniform height of 7 feet from the bed of the canal,
or, if this should involve an extraordinary expense, the
system of gradual inclination on long lines, so a~ to make
the higher and lower levels meet by an imperceptible
change, can be adopted.
In the above table it haa been thought sufficient to
give the tranuverse section at every ten miles in length of
the conrHe of the channel ; in carrying 011 tlie excavation,
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however, the width of rectangle ought to be reduced to
an extent of 6 inches at the end of each mile, a proportion that will in practical operation be found convenient.
I n viewing the Koel branch as the second head for
the supply of an extended line of irrigation, and as one
liable to be charged with a volume of water equal to that
in the Bolundshuhur branch ; the capacities of both the
waterway at their heads and of their excavated channels
having been designed on precisely the same dimensions ;
the detail given in the above table for the Bolundshuhur
branch is, in fact, that which is proposed for the Koel
one, and although there is a slight excess of bed slope in
the latter (the causes of which have been before explained), it has not been thought of sufficient moment to
render alteration necessary.
I n adopting the plan, therefore, of assimilating the
Koel branch works to those of the Bolundshuhur, the
latter it will be observed will meet and form a junction
with the Koel line at the 50th mile of its course, or at a
point where the excavated channel is 25 feet in width.
From this or the starting point of the Hatrass line of
irrigation, the dimensions will be reduced on the same
scale as that sliown in the table. At the 80th mile, near
the town of Ferozabad, the minimum width of 10 feet
will be reached, and on these dimensions it is proposed
to carry the line onwards for a distance of 8 5 miles to
Oorya. From Oorya to the Seyngoor, which is 35 miles,
the above dimension might be gradually decreased to
3 feet in width.
The town of Ferozaljad, wliicli lies on the 80th mile
of the direct course fro111 tlic Koel branch head, is
situated at a distance of nbo~lt17 miles due south from
tlic Etnlvali I)ranch, in the vicinity of the t o m of hIoostnfilbad. Tlie Etnwnli branch has at this point passed
tllc 46th liiile of its coulue, niid is separated from Femz-
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abad by the Sepgoor and the Sirsa rivers ; the latter,
as I have before explained, being a divided stream of the
Seyngoor itself, which leaves that river near the north
boundary of the Muttra and Agra districts at a point
about 1 2 miles north-west of Ferozabad.
The Bolundshuhur and Koel branches, therefore,
after their junction at the point C, near the town of
Hatrass, proceed onwards for a distance of 30 miles,
with a capacity of channel equal to that of the Bolundshuhur branch in the last 30 miles of its course.
Between Hatrass and Ferozabad, the line runs parallel
to and at about 17 miles distant from the Etawah
branch, the Seyngoor and its drainage passing equidistantly between them. On these 30 miles it is proposed to establish three feeders from the Etawah branch,
or three lines of rajbuha, the water of which will cross the
Seyngoor on sheet-iron channels. The width of the rajbuhas, and of these channels, need not exceed 10 feet;
but it is essential that, in crossing the shallow depression
and hollows of which the Seyngoor in this part of its
course consists, as little interference as possible should be
given to the Gee and unimpeded escape of the drainage
of the country ; flat tubes, laid upon masonry piers,
appear to be the most appropriate method for o b t a ~ n g
a maximum waterway ; and their efficiency has been
proved on the works for irrigation connected with the
Jumna.
I have limited the feeders which lie above the 30th
mile of the Etawah branch to three, considering that the
supply derived from 30 feet width of waterway will be
ample ; but the excavated channel of the Etawah branch
is calculated for the wants of six feeders to the Hatrags
line of irrigation on the first 100 miles of its course ; so
that, considering that these feeders act ns the supplies
for irrigation to the country through which they pass, it
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appears to be a matter of indifference in how far they are
multiplied, as long as the expense, attendant on their
passage of the Seyngoor, is economically considered.

From the 1st to the 42 mile
42 ,,
92 ,,
99 9,
l5k 9,
15k ,, 20
,,
20
,, 253
259 ,, 32& ,,
3% ,, 38k 9 ,
38& 9 ,
43& ,,
43; 9 ,
482 ,,
482 9 ,
54; 9,
54& ,, 592 ,,
592 ,, 65
,,
65
9,
70
,1
70
,, 754 ,,
754 ,, 802 ,,
809 ,, 8 7 i ,,
874 ,,
922 ,,
922 ,, 98
,,
98
,, 103& ,,
1034 ,, 110 ,,
110 ,, 1142 ,,
1142 ,, 119& ,,
119; ,, 1252 ,,
1252 ,, 1302 ,,
1302 ,, 1362
1362 1, 143 ,,
143 ,, 1484 ,,
1486 9, 154

11

.
.
.
.

,, .

Totals
Deduct rise

•

*

.

-

:

.
.
.

.
.

.

.

--

Feet.
3.00
1.97
7.68
5.49
3 -75
11-00
3.60
6-36

Rise.

Feet.

0.44
...
11-11
6.12
2 044
4.08
7 '20
10.09
2-99
5 -44
4 -40
3 '33
6.90
3.57
7 10
5 '56
4-65
3 -44
8.34
9 -27
2-93
--0.44
151-81
0.44

-

.

,, .
.
.
,, .
.

'

Fall.

.

Tot,al fall in surface of country from the
junction of the Bolundshnl~urand Koel
branches s t C to the jl~nction of the
Scyngoor with thc J u n ~ n a .
.

151.37

The position of the Seyngoor River, however, naturally
leads to these considerations, and it becomes an object
to restiict the number of aqueducts within moderate,
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although efficient limits. With this view, a feeder might
be established at every 10 miles, or at every third
bridge of the course of the Etawah branch. It is needless, however, to speculate on points which experience
will soon simplify ; it is sufficient for our purpose that
the relative position of the two lines provides ample
means for their accommodating themselves to each
other.
From the junction at the point C, down to which the
bed slopes have been determined on levels taken by
Mr. Volk, connected with Mr. Dodsworth's bench mark
at C ; the following table will explain the slopes of the
country from the point where the Bolundshuhur and
Roe1 branches unite to the Seyngoor River at the point
D, assuming the point of junction, near Hatrass, as the
1st mile.
I n examining the above table (p. 413), we find thatOn the first 20 rniles, the total amount of fall is
,, next 50th
9)
99
77
,, 40th
9)
71
,, remaining 44
97
19

. .
. .
. .
. .

18.14
48.02
40.95

44.86

The average fall, therefore, on the whole line, as shown
by points in Mr. Dodsworth's levels, does not give
1 2 inches per mile, which is somewhat less than the
parallel line of the Etawah branch.
From the last station noted as the 154th mile, which
is situated close to the ravines on the right of the Seyngoor, the Etawah branch, at a point near Sirinuggur, is
12t miles distant. The station point at Sirinuggur is
15-58 feet below that of the 154th mile ; these stations,
however, are separated by the Seyngoor River, which
runs through a deep channel, bounded on both sides by
a labyrinth of huge ravines, whereby more than lmlf of
the width of country that separates tlic two points in
occupied ; the region is an intractable one, uncultivated
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and uninhabited. The town of Moosanuggur lies at the
distance of 7$ miles south-east of the station at the
154th mile.
As far as the data with which we have been provided enables us to form an opinion, we shall be able
to obtain slopes, for the beds of these lines of irrigation,
quite sufficient for every purpose. Those of the Bolundshuhur and Koel branches, up to the junction, being
1-25 and 1-279 respectively ; and that from the junction
being 12 inches throughout its whole course. The supply, both from the main canal and from the Etawah
terminal line, mill be adequate to maintain a sufficient
volume of water in the 10 feet channel, which runs from
Ferozabad to Oorya ; and with proper regulation at the
heads, and with adequate means of escape, there appears
to me to be no reason why this, although a very extended line, may not prove to be a very efficient one.
With reference to the escapes and works which have
been designed for these branches, I would refer to sheet
XLVII. of the Atlas, which contains general designs for
all the different species of works that may be required on
the subordinate lines, whether of branch or of rajbuha.
Before closing niy remarks on the above line of irrigation, which I have designated " the Hatrass," from the
town of that name, which lies at tlle point where the two
main branches froni the Bolundslluliur and Koel heads
form a junction, it is necessary to advert to the means of
escape that must be provided, not only to relieve tlle
works from flood-water during the rainy nionths, but to
provide for exigencies of superabundant supply, wllich,
from the circun~stsncesof the two branches terininating
in a canal of comparatively speaking smaller diinensions,
will, in all probability, be frequently necessary.
Both the K ~ ~ r o oand
n Seyngoor rivers, as far south
ns tlic region of Hatrass, are by no means capable of
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acting as the receivers of waste water ; their beds are
depressed below the level of the country to a very moderate extent, and their capacities of channel are small.
The S e p g o o r River lies between the Etawah terminal
and the Hatrass line, and will be crossed by numerous
aqueducts, which would interfere, more or less, with the
channel, under a supply in excess of that of the natural
drainage of the country.
The Kuroon River will be crossed, in the neighbourhood of Hatrass, by an aqueduct for the uses of the
Bolundshuhur branch ; it would, therefore, be unwise to
load the channel of this river, at any point on the upstream side of the aqueduct, with additional water.
Above Hatrass, therefore, or above the junction of the
two branches, both the Kuroon and Seyngoor have been
considered unavailable as lines for escape ; and consequently, the Koel branch, from its head to its junction,
has no escape whatever, further than that which may be
provided by the rajbnhas, or lines of irrigation on its
right and left.
The Bolundshuhur branch, which may be considered
the leading one as connected with the Hatrass irrigation
at a point about 10 miles from its head at Duhurra,
crosses some low land lying under and to the north of
the village of Kot. This low land, which lies to the
westward of the town of Jarcha, is the head of a line of
nulls, which, under the name of the Putwai, enters the
khadir of the Jumna, and join^ that river to the south of
the jheel and town of Nooh. The total lengtll of the
Putmai Nnlla, from its sources to the Jumna, is a h t
52 miles. Mr. Volk observes, that " from the jheel,
near Kot, to the village of Ronhera, or in e distance of
about 35 miles, no regular river bed is formed, and
cultivation is carried on in the slight depressions, occupied by water at the time of very heavy rain. Close
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above the village of Runhera, the Putwai Nulla is joined
by another line of drainage, collected in the extensive
dA,k jungle, lying between Dunkour and Ruboopoora.
After the junction of these two lines a regular nulla is
formed, which increases in width until it joins the Jumna,
several miles below the Nooh Jheel, in the Muttra district."
It will be understood, from the above description of
the Putwai Nulla, m~liichruns parallel to and on the right
of the branch, that, as far south as the village of Runhera,
it offers no facilities for escape ; at the village of Rajpoor,
however, and at a point situated at the 46th mile of the
line laid out by Mr. Volk, a series of levels carried to the
Putwai Nulla, under the village of Barote, shows a depression of 30.9 feet in a distance of seven miles; the actual
section of the nulla, at this point, being 15 feet wide and
2) feet deep. Here, therefore, a leading head for escape
might be established ; and I would, as the section of
the branch at this point will be about 27) feet wide,
independent of slopes, give a waterway to the escape
eq~lalto 30 feet, or five sluices of G feet each. At tile
point where the branch crosses the Kuroon River, a
similar escape would render the Bolundslluhur line complete, and enable the supply, which is received from
Duhurra, to be held in perfect command. In addition to
the two escapes above mentioned, wllicll would be specifically for the relief of the Bolundshul~urbrmcli, an
cscape, with a waterway of 30 fect, with five sluices of
6 fcet each, ought to be placed in the neigllbonrliood of
tlie town of Suhpoo, or at some point immediately below
the junction of the two branclles ; the escape channel would be carried illto tlie Kuroon River, and it
would act during the dry wcatlicr aH a regulator, under
the contingeilcy of accidental ovcr-snl~l~licsof watcr
coining dow11 the two branches ; during thc rains, it
VOL. I.
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would, in all probability, afford the most serviceable
relief, at a point where such relief is most particularly
needed.
It is needless to attempt, under the imperfect knowledge of the detail of the country which I possess, to fix
upon precise spots for escapes from the junction to the
terminus at the Seyngoor River ; the line, however, runs
parallel, and in many cases close to the ravines which
skirt the Jumna, all of which are available as receptacles
for escape water. Again, as the Seyngoor River advances
in its course, its channel becomes more capacious, and
from the 60th mile, or from the neighbourhood of Ghiror,
it is applicable at any point for receiving any supply of
water that might be thrown into it : I would, however, in
fixing upon sites for escapes, consider that a distance of
40 miles is sufficient between each, and that the waterway
should be divided into sluices of 6 feet each in width, and
be rather in excess than otherwise to the width of the
channel at the point where the escape is situated. Where
the fall between the bed of the canal and the bed of the
nulla or river into which the escape runs is very great, it
is at all times advisable to protect the channel from
retrogression of levels, either by permanent masonry
works, or by the application of any species of heavy
material that may be at hand. The evil of retrogression
of level upon the canal channel is one of such magnitude,
that I would prefer, as a general rule, selecting points for
escape at some distance from the ravines and khadirs of
the large rivers, or, in fact, were such possible, having
nothing to say to them at all ; this, however, is unavoidable in many cases ; it has been tio in our escapes to the
West Kalli Nuddi, on which expensive masonry works
will be ultimately required to prevent tlie levels from
retrograding upon tlic main canal ; and on the linc now
undcr rcview, it will be equally nnevoidalle, as tlie only
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available receptacle for escape water are the ravines of the
Jumna Khadir and of the Seyngoor.
I n conclusion, I may observe, that in the design for
these, as well as in that for the works on the main canal,
the demands for navigation, as well as for irrigation, have
been consulted. The falls or masonry descents will be
passed by a navigable channel fitted with locks on the
same plan as those on the main trunk line ; the bridges,
towing-paths, and the detail of the masonry works
generally, will be adapted to navigation, so that rafts or
boats may reach every point to which the main lines
extend. It may possibly be a matter worthy of consideration hereafter, whether by combining an escape with a
navigable channel, taken from the Bolundshuhur branch
near Belaspoor to the Jumna River, two good objects
may not be attained-lst,
the means of providing relief
during floods ; and 2ndly, the means of connecting the
main canal with the Jumna by a navigable line at a point
just below that where the Hindun River joins it. This
line might perhaps be more favourable for navigation than
that ~vhichI have suggested as leaving the main canal
near Moradnuggur, and joining the Hindun near the
Ghazioodeennuggur Bridge. I n the former case the connection with the Jumna would be on its whole course by
a well-regulated line of canal ; in the latter, the greater
portion would be occupied by the tortuous course of the
Hilldun River. Mr. Volk's levels from the surface of the
country at Belaspoor to a nulla lying in the khadir near
the main river sliow that on a line of eight miles the fall
is equal to 47 feet. Bclaspoor is a jaghire belonging to
the late Colonel Skinner, whose sons now hold it in
hereditary right from their distinguished father.
Bcforc closing this chapter, I inay draw attention to
the comparntively imperfect data upon which the original
cstiinatcs for the branclies had necessarily to be formed.
E E 2
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This will be gathered from the opening paragraphs when
explaining that even at the closing of my reports in
1853-54, I have been unable to lay itown the same
definite views as to detail that accompanies my description
of tlic main and terminal lines. Since the period when
the estimates were drawn up, much information lias been
obtained, not only of the topographical features and
contour, but of the demands and resources of the country,
through which the branches take their course. This
information in all its successive developments lias at
every step given increased confidence to the views which
I llad formed as to the value of these subordinate worlis;
whatever the increase of expense may be therefore (and
in that of tlie Futtigurh branch, if my views are carried
out, they will be heavy), this increase will be met by s
proportionate return to the outlay expended, and by
increased benefit and accornrnoclation to the trade and
aD.riculture of the co~mtry.
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CHAPTER
IV.
DESCRIPTION O F THE SYSTEM O F DISTRIBUTION BY RAJBUHAS, OR MAIN LINES O F
WATERCOURSE.

THE term " rajbuha" is the only one which has been
left to us by our native predecessors as distinctly attached
to irrigation. On the Delhi and Hansi canals, or those
which are now designated the " Western Jumna Canals,"
the country was marked by extensive lines of mound or
embankment, the origin of which was hardly understood
at the period when, with a view t o the restoration of the
canals, which had for nearly a century been deserted, tlze
half-obliterated canal channels were examined by the
British surveyors. A cut or watercourse for the purpose
of irrigation naturally implies a hollow or an excavated
channel, and it waa difficult, in the existence of these long
lines of elevated mound, to recognize in them the remains
of ancient lines for irrigation ; such, however, they
undoubtedly were, and the peculiarity of form merely
depended on the weathering of the collections of sand
and silt deposits with which they had been encumbered.
Thc constant necessity for the ren~ovalof deposits was
in all probability as groat a Rource of expense and inconvcniencc to cultivators in tllosc times as it has been to
us. Tllo lincs of inonntl abovc nlluded to havo at this
pcriod thcir rcprcscntativefi on both sidrs of tllc .Jum~ln,
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where the desertion of recent watercourses after a few
years' occupation leaves a trace similar in every respect to
that of the ancient rajbuha.
It was the non-existence of these old traces of watercourses on the country through which the Eastern Jumna
Canal takes its course, that led to the supposition that
this canal in its ancient state had either not been used at
all, or had only been partially applied to the uses of h i gation ; they were numerous and appeared as remarkable
features on the western side of the Jumna, whereas on
the eastern side they were unknown ; the inference,
therefore, that the engineering difficulties which had interfered with the maintenance of a continued supply* in this
canal had led to its failure in the original conception, was
borne out in a measure by the absence of all traces of
ancient watercourse.
As the traditions of the inhabitants of the Delhi and
adjoining districts, handed down from father to son, had
invariably represented these old mounds as the remains
of rajbuhas, this name was assumed by us, although
perhaps with a more specific application.
To illustrate the relation of the rajbuha to the canal
itself, in the system of irrigation adopted in the NorthWest Provinces of India, in a manner which will be
familiar to most readers, the details of the method of

* There are traditions of serious damage having been caused to the
towns of Behnt and Sahanlnpoor b y the opening of this canal by
Znhitha Khan, and it is possible that both in this case as in that of the
original project, the difficulties of maintaining a passage over so many
mountain torrents lecl to the works being abandoned. It is, however,
perfectly clear that no great quantity of water could ever have been
alloived to run for any lengthened pried of time : the excessive slope
of the country between the Nogong and the Muskurra rivcrs wo111d have
led to a retrogression of levels fatal to the works. No masonry works
of any d?~criptionwere discovered, and alt,hougll traces of cxc;tvation
were found in the Meerut district, it may be fairly doubter1 whether the
canal cver rr;tc:hed so distant a point.-(t'nge
1, Menioraudunl011 East
Jumna Ciinal.)
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supplying the population of towns and cities in Europe
with water may be referred to. I n the latter, the water
is collected in the reservoir, from whence it is carried to
the outskirts of the town in the " mains" or great supply
pipes ; from these it is led through the different streets
in the " distributary pipes," and the wants of individual
houses are met by a system of " service pipes.
Now, in our irrigation system, the trunk and terminal
lines, with the great branches, play the part of the reservoir; the rajbuhas hold to these the relation of " distributary pipes, " and the village watercourses represent
the '' service pipes" in the disposal of the supply in
detail. The rajbuha is, therefore, the connecting link
between the supply and the service channels, and it is
fiom it alone that the process of distribution is carried on ; the success of this distribution depends upon
the judicious lining out and adjustment of their heads
and channels, with reference not only to the command of
water as derived from their sources, but to that over the
country which they are intended to irrigate. The rajbuhas,
again, are private property, executed at the cost of the
their superinirrigators, and, although their exec~t~ion,
tendence, and their maintenance in a state of repair, are
the specific duties of the Government establishments,
these duties have been imposed at the desire of the community, Government having no claim of any description
upon the works.
From what has been said before of the general design
of the worlts on the Ganges Canal, and the position that
they hold with reference to tho slopes of the country, it
will bc understood that this positioil is uniformly on the
summit levels, or on the watershed of the different
sections or spits of land into wllicll the Doab is divided
by the different rivers which constitute its natural drainngc. Tilking, therefore, the main trunk from IIurd?9
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war to the point of separation into its two terminal lines
at Nanoon, and considering the position of these two
lines, as well as that of the subordinate ones which
(under the designation of the Futtigurh, the Bolundshuhur, and Koel branches) have been constructed as
sources of main supply, we have as a leading feature in
the proposed system of irrigation, an extended series of
reservoirs, adapted to the purposes of providing water by
the agency of as many rajbuhas as the exigencies of the
land requiring irrigation may call for.
With a provision of reservoirs, as above explained,
the method of distributing water, simple as it may
appear in a general way, has demanded much consideration. The mere lining out of the rajbuhas is, in
consequence of the interposition of rivers, and their
proximity to the main lines of canal in cases where the
watershed impinges upon them, a question not altogether
free from perplexity ; but this is of minor consideration,
when placed in juxtaposition with that of the best method
of distributing the water to the irrigators, of equalizing
this distribution, and of determining a measure by which
the quantity of water, and consequently the value of the
water supplied, can be adjusted.
This adjustment is by no means difficult where, as in
the canals in Upper Italy, the height of water in the
reservoir or in the main canal remains constant, or
nearly so ; where the water is free from impurities, and
where the slopes of the country are considerable: wit11
such propitious elements, the Italian engineers have
established, after eight centuries of practice in irrigation,
a meaaure or module, which enables them, by the application of a very simple and, at the same time, a very
ingenious watercourse head, to supply water by measurement, or by a certain amount of discharge, tho unit of
which hog been determined. Both in Lombsdy and
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Piedmont, however, the value of this unit varies with the
locality of the irrigation ; up to the present period there
is no fixed standard, nor are the details of the different
parts of the structure, which has, after so long a period,
been accepted as the most perfect, similar in different
districts. The module, in fact, is still capable of improvement. Practically speaking, the machine in use appeared
to me to be roughly built, and the parts not put well
together ; my impression was that, were the supply heads
in general similar to those which came under my inspection, their value, as measures for water, each of which
represents a fixed value in. money, had been overestimated. It appeared to me, also, that the object of
protecting the interests of the buyer and seller (supposing
that the principle on which the machine is designed is
perfect) could only be obtained by a anore carefully-built
structure, and by the provision of more careful superintendence than appeared to be given to it.
On the canals of irrigation, in the North -West
Provinces of India, the elements, which I have before
referred to as so favourable to the success of the Italian
engineers, are altogether wanting. On the Junina
Canals, for instance, the absence of uniformity in the
surface level of the main canal or reservoir is remarkable ; the water is loaded with impurities, in the shape of
sand and silt ; and the slopes of the country, altliougll
rapid in tlie northern districts, are in the southern, and in
those where the greatest extent of irrigation exists, comparatively small.
This is not the place to enter into a description of the
Italinil mo(1nle ; although, to show its dificulty of application on cnilals labouring under the iml~edimcntsabove
described, it is necessary to point out that tlie efficiency
and, in fact, the wliole use of tlio mncliine, ns applicd
to the pnrposer, for wllicll it wnn invented, depend
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entirely on a free and uninterrupted flow of water away
from it ; obstructions dependent on want of slope at the
tail, or on deposits of sand, would be fatal to the
uses of the machine, so that, laying aside the want of
similarity between the Jumna and the Italian canals in
other respects, the impurities which exist at the present
time, and which have existed, though in a greater degree,
during the early periods after the Eastern and Western
Jumna Canals were opened, are not only a great bar, but
almost a prohibition, to the establishment of apparatus for
regulating the discharge from the watercourse heads. I
may remark, here, however, that in the valley of Deyra
the canals, small as they are, are free from all the evils to
which those on the Jumna are liable. They possess all
the elements requisite for the application of measuring
apparatus, and from the shortness of their courses, the
water runs on depths more uniform than it does on the
longer Lines of the canals attached to the Jumna.
Up to the present period, the method of distributing
water from the canals in the North-West Provinces has
been partly by village watercourses taken directly Gom
the main line or its branches, and partly from rajbuhas ;
the former and the most objectionable method has almost
entirely given way to the rajbuha system on the Eastern
Jumna Canal, which has been carried out to the utmost
extent possible, and with extraordinary advantages to the
c111tivato;s ; on the canals west of -the Jumna, where the
slopes are not so favourable to the connected series
forming a rajbuha system, main lines have as frequently
as possible been substituted for the village watercourses,
but the extension of these main lines does not make
rapid progress, one great cause of which is the frightful
depovitions of and and silt, which cannot be got rid of,
until the slopes of tho main canal, which in parts are those
of IL natural river, are modificil.
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Neither in the case of the rajbuha or village watercourse head, is there any further arrangement for
regulating the supply than the intervention of planks
or shutters for opening and closing them ; in many cases
where the village watercourse head is taken direct from
the main canal, the depression of a foot in the highwater mark leaves the head high and dry, and universally
the sand deposits, which, although common to all, are
more certain at the heads of those lines through which
there is no constant circulation of fluid, render clearances at very short periods constantly necessary. Up to
the present time, in fact, the method of distributing
water from the canals in these provinces has, with the
exception to tlle system of rajbuhas established on the
Eastern Jumna Canal, owed as little to science as possible ;
it commenced in the year 1810, when the first canal was
opened, and has continued up to the year 1183, much in
the same fashion.
Irregularity in the means of distributing water
naturally leads to imperfections in the way of levying
payment for land irrigated ; the system under the above
described distribution has been :1st. By measurement of area of surface of land irricrated, without reference to the amount of water taken,
h
but with reference to the species of crop, and to the
means by which the water was obtained, whether by
a free flow on the surface, or by the medium of
machinery.
2ndl-y. By annual contracts for machinery, or tlle
pnymcnt of a fixed annual price for pcrmission to esta11lis11 a Persian wllcel ( j r h s t ) , lever and bucket (Jhb~ldi),
or any of tlle machines in use for raising water.
3rdly. By nrcn of opening of outlet; in contract
detcrmined by tlle parties concerned.
4tlrly. By actual contract for a period of ycars lv
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which a landholder agrees to pay n fixed price for a watercourse head with a given area of opening.
The first and second methods are those most commonly
in use on the canals throughout these provinces; they
are in fact the methods by which the greatest portion of
the irrigation is effected. The imperfections of the
first are conclusive: they embrace, amongst other minor
evils, those of want of economy in the expenditure of
water and the introductions of expensive establishments,
for the periodical measurement of land irrigated ; they
lead to unnecessary interference on the part of the canal
establishment with the domestic details of villages ; and
from the circumstance of the irregular rotation of crops,
they lead to fictitious returns in so far that crops for
which water rent iu due have frequently been removed,
and the ground has been re-sown, long before the measuring parties are able to measure it : the whole system
is bad, as one of unnecessary interference and uncalledfor meddling in detail ; but bad as it is, it has been much
easier to recognize its imperfections, than to remedy them.
The second method is a great step towards improvement; here the irrigator is restricted in the use of the
water, by the trouble and expense of raising it; the
water, therefore, is economized, and the annual payment
of a fixed sum relieves both the givers and receivers from
any further connection.
The third method is an improvement on the first on
the same principle as that above de~cribed; but with n
varying surface of head water in the canal, -it is quite impossible as well as utterly hopeless with a mere plank or
shutter to determine any given quantity of discharge ; the
consequences have been, therefore, that the receiver has
in nine cases out of ten obtained more water than was
bargained for, and the results have been unnntisfnctory,
even when tlie ntinost has 1)ccn done to secure tlic water
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from misappropriation, that the plan described here is not
of frequent recurrence ; the method, however, is so far
good, that the transaction is one of contract, without any
interference in minor details.
The fourth method, is, par e.rcellcnce, founded on tlie
true system by which water ought to be supplied to the
cultivators : it involves a inere contract transaction between
the parties, on the signing and sealing of which the price
of the water is secured to the revenue, and the value of
the water is, without any interference on the part of the
canal establishment, secured to the contractor.
Much as the value of this contract system has been
recognized, it has been found impossible, as a general
rule, to carry it into effect ; the cause of this impossibility
arises in a great measure from tlie habits and disposition
of the people : there is an uncertainty as to the area of
ground that will be irrigated from an opening of a given
size ; a doubt as to the proportions of water required for
crops of different descriptions, and the habitual dread
that the cultivator has of being imposed upon by not
receiving the supply that he calculated on getting, leads
him, in all probability, to prefer paying for that which
he sees actually measured, to that which in his idea has
the appearance of uncertainty.
This system has, however, been carried out to a considerable extent on the canals west of the Juinna, where
contracts have been entered into for periods of 20 years ;
tliese contracts, however, do not unfortunately correspond
with the revenue assessments, and they were made at a
pcriod when tlie canal supply was very much less than it
has been for tlie last few years ; tlie consequence llas
been that, altllougli in some cases the contractors have
from n vnricty of ctiuscs been dlowed to give up their
contracts, tllosc who have kept them are benefiting in a
very great dcbgruc. Tlic position of thc outlet on wliicll
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the contract was made, remained fixed, whilst the value
of the additional head pressure, gained by the increase of
supply in the canal, has fallen to the share of the eontractor.
It was the beginning of an improved system, and as
such deserves every commendation ; and the utmost that
can be said against it, is that it has given to the fortunate
holders of the contracts extraordinary benefits, which in
all probability they never contemplated ;whilst at the same
time it has undoubtedly led to the extension of cultivation,
and to the breaking up of new ground, both of which will
ultimately lead to an increase of land and canal revenue.
Practically speaking, however, the necessity of noninterference with the heads of these contract watercourses, all of which are situated on the main line, has
prevented the extension of the rajbuha system, and
has in some cases interfered with the improvements
which have been in progress on the main line of the
canal. I have no doubt that it is from these causes
partly, that the system of giving contracts for long
periods has not been continued, and that the termination
of those now existing is so anxiously looked forward to,
by the canal executives. Nobody, however, doubts that
the principles on which the giving of these contracts
originated were good, and that the same security to noninterference, which was so desirable in the land measurements, was e q ~ ~ a lso
l y in those for irrigation : in fact, had
the contracts, when made, depended on a fixed discharge,
instead of on a fixed area of opening, the desideratum which
had been so long coveted would have been obtained, and
we should at that early period of the history of these canals
have been furnished with a modnlus, on wliicll the digtribution of the water might have been adjusted.
I t is to this acljustment, to this determination of an
unit by which water can be equally distributed, and of
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the invention of a machine by which such units can be
discharged in a given time, that we have to look to a fair
and economical expenditure of the canal supply : whether
the Milanese module (magistrule) or any other machine
is introduced, the results will be equally satisfactory, if
we can obtain even a moderately close approximation to
the quantity of water which is required for the irrigatioil
of given areas, or which is adapted to the wants of individual estates. To know, in fact, the true value of the
property that we hold for distribution, and the extent to
which that property can be made the most beneficial to
the community, are the great desiderata to which all our
views ought to be directed.
It was with a view to a full acquirement of knowledge
on this point, as well as on the legislative enactments
connected with the irrigation in Lombardy and Piedmont,
I should say rather of that of Northern Italy generally,
that Captain Baird Smith of the Bengal Engineers, who,
for many years, had devoted his time to the study of
canals for irrigation in these provinces, was deputed by
the Court of Directors of the East India Company to
proceed to Loinbardy and Piedmont, and to report upon
tlle canals of those and the neiglibouring States.
The results of Captain Baird Smith's visit to Italy
have been now for some time before tlle public, in a work
wliich is full of the most detailed infornlation, and which
abounds in suggestive remarks, connected with the
metliods adopted in the irrigation and its management in
these provinces, as compared with that on the longer
established cailals in Italy. The work itself is in fact
the text-book by ~vliicliour operations must necessarily
1)c guided, nnd it will, under its author's auspices, lead to
a complete reorganizatioii of our system.
The known imperfections, however, of the methods
tuloptcd oti tlic ettiials ill tllosc proviilces for regulating
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the supply of water as deliyered to the cultivators. the
fact that Captain Baird Smith's deputation to ~ o r t h e r n
Italy would throw upon this subject all the hght that could
possibly be expected, and the certainty that the valuable
experience he had obtained would le& to his becoming
my successor, have induced me to adopt the simplest
possible designs for the heads of rajbuhas, or for the
heads of the works from which the water for irrigation
will be supplied to the country. With the exception of
fixing their positions (a matter that is immediately connected with the lining out of the channels, and comes
within the province of the civil engineer), the heads of all
works of this sort have been built in the form of openarched channels, of sufficient capmity to admit of the
application of any species of apparatus that may hereafter
be determined on. As the capacity of these channels is
in all cases either 10 or 6 feet in width with a height in
proportion, there will be ample room for the purpose. I
have, it may be stated, adopted a size of channel, capable
of admitting any form of module or machine ; my aim
having been to give full scope for reduction of area
of opening, but to avoid the evils of alteration and
reconstruction of the original work, which a channel built
on too confined a scale would have undoubtedly led to.
The above, although but a brief outline of the exiating arrangements, is sufficient for the purpose of the
present chapter; it will enable the reader to form an
opinion on the progress that has been made, and on
that which the extension of works for irrigation is tending
to make in these provinces; it will, moreover, act 8s
introductory to the views by which I have been guided in
my scheme for laying out the irrigation on the G w ~ c ~
Canal works ; and of my desire to confine myself entirely
to that object, leaving the occupation of determining 11
n~oduleof supply, and of providing a code for the m u -
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agement and protection of the irrigation to my successor.*
The above prefatory remarks introduce me at once to
the rajbuhas as designed for the Ganges Canal works;
the relative stations that they hold between the main
canal and the village water-courses having been before
explained.
It will be necessary for the purpose of simplifying the
description of the rajbuhas to divide the canal works
into sections, as both the design for the heads, and that
for the channels vary somewhat, according to locality.
There are a few leading rules, however, that have been
attended to, and may be noticed before proceeding further.
I here allude to the general design, the modifications of
which will be explained in the sectional detail.
1st. Rajbuha heads as a general rule have been constructed at all tlie bridges, both on the right and left of
the canal, excepting in those district8 where the declivity
of slope is in excess ; in that case the rajbuha heads are
limited to the upper levels, and to the vicinity of tlie
masonry falls and locks.
2nd. The heads are attached to the bridges or works
near which they are situated, and in the immediate
vicinity of cholu posts, so that they may be under the
most perfect supervision.
On my departure from Iioorkee, in April, 1854, I left Captain
A. G. Goodwyn, of the Bengitl Engineers, the Executive Engineer of
+

the north division of the Ganges Canal works, engaged in experi~~lcmtu
on discharges with reference to a plan for a module, which lic had
designed. The apparatus by which he propovcd to secure unifor~nityof
discharge was simple, viz., the action of a cone in a circular orifice, tllc
action being regulated by a float appended to the cone by a levcr.
Captain Goodwyn had the fill1 use of t l ~ eworkshops, and 11ly aut1101.ity
for expending money to a n y re;lsonable amount in colnpleting liis
experirncnts. Some timc. bct'nre I Icft Roorkcc, C:~ptainGoodwyu had
succeeded in obtaining discharges in fair tirrie very accurately ; and
unless the mac11inci.y with which the rcgul:~tnr ri~ustncccssarily be
encun~berrd is of too clplicnte or coniplicntcd n nntiuc, I look with
sangnine hopes to a successful termination of his 1:ihours.
VOL. I.
I? F
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3rd. The width of these heads is on the whole of the
main line, and as far down the terminal lines as the
30th mile, equal to 10 feet ; below that they are 6 feet in
width.
Diagram 60.

4th. The height of their sills or floorings from the
bed of the canal, is in the main canal m d to the
30th mile of the terminal lines equal to 24 inches ; from
thence they gradually decrease in height until they
asproach the terminal regions, at which the sills of
the rajbuha heads and the bed of the canal are on one
level.
6th. All these rajbuha heads are designed as mere
open channels, with grooves in front and rear for the
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application of shutters or sleeper planks. No further
design has been attempted for the regulation of discharge
beyond that of the grooves for the application of the
above-mentioned woodwork, and the supply of planks
sufficient for the purpose of retaining the water on the
opening of the canal.
6th. The rajbuha channels are divided into main
lines and feeders. The first or main lines run parallel to
the canal on both its right and left sides, extending from
the Assoffnuggur Falls, or from the commencement of the
high land of the country on the whole length of the canal
and its branches: these parallel lines on their passage
downwards are met by feeders from the different rajbuha
heads in the neighbourhood, as shown in diagram 60.
7th. The main lines of rajbuha as running parallel
and approximating to the natural lines of country drainage are connected with them by escapes, vide x x i~
diagram. These might be multiplied to any reasonable
extent, so as to give the most efficient means for riddance
from superfluous water.
8th. It is supposed that during floods when the main
canal and its branches are overcharged, the opening out
of the rajbuha heads, and the consequent distribution of
the surplus water over such extended surfaces, as the
above system of reticulated rajbuha channel ensures,
would tend greatly to tlie security of the works, by a
relief of the escapes proper, from dangerous and collected
drainage. That, obtained by the medium of the rajbnhas, would be divided amongst numerous channels, and
would finally obtain relief through numerous rajbuha
eacapes ; it would in fact enable us to destroy the enemy
in detail instead of allowing him to collect in dangerous
masses.
9th. By the rule above laid down, the whole aystem
of main calls1 bmnches, rajbuhas and their feeders,
F F 2
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become pad and parcel of one great machine ; the
rajbuha heads being the safety valves, and the rajbuha
escapes being the waste pipes. If properly managed,
and if the sluice heads attached to the canal are properly
adjusted, it is supposed that the scheme above propounded would lead to the maintenance of such an
equilibrium in the height of the water's surface, that no
apprehension might be entertained of the main canal or
reservoir channels being dangerously overloaded.
In the general design for the Ganges Canal, and in
the calculations on the supply of water required for irrigation, the leading 27) miles, or that part including the
khadir, and extending on the high land beyond it, as far
as the village of Nusseerpoor, are " considered as removed
from the influence of irrigation from their passing througli
khadir land in the early part of their course, and deep
digging immediately above Nusseerpoor." This, although
true to a great extent under the remodelled works, has
been somewhat modified by the construction of tlie f d s
at Assoffnuggur from the head of which tlie leading main
lines of rajbuha are taken, and by the establishment of
heads for irrigation for the high lands of the khadir. In
the former case, however, the Assoffnuggur heads haye
merely led to a redistribution of the supply origindly
devoted to the line of canal situated between the 27k
and the 110th mile ; and in the latter, the proximity
of the heads for irrigation to the Ganges River, will
enable us, if necessary, to draw away an extra quantity
of water for their especial purpose. Tlie alterations,
therefore, although it may be necessary to allude to them,
do not in any way interfere with the original pro,ject for
~UPP~Y

The country with which the r l l aro connecte(1
may be clasved nnder tlirce denominations :I. The Ganges klindir, where from tlle natural
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moisture arising from its proximity to the mountains, the
demand for irrigation is at a minimum.
11. The lands between Roorkee and the terminus of
the main trunk at Nanoon, on the greater part of which,
owing to excessive slope of country, the rajbuha heads
are restricted to the heads of the falls.
111. From the branches where rajbuha heads are the
usual appendage to every bridge.

I. I have restricted the heads for supplying irrigation
on this tract to the Kunkhul outlet or escape, and to the
Bahadoorabad mills : the former is placed in such a
position in proximity to tlie branch of the Ganges, that it
may be used either for escape, irrigation, or for mills,
without any fear of its being injured by either. The
latter is connected with tlie mill reservoir, of which work
it forms a component part. Whilst the Kunkliul head will
supply water for the villages of Kutarpoor, Chandpoor,
kc., and to the eastern portion of the Puttri lands lying
on the banks of the Ganges ; that at Baliadoorabad will
complete tlie irrigation of tlie western tracts of tlie Puttri
forests. From these two heads, in fact, any quantity of
water m y be taken, and at the same time an equivalent
is obtainable from the Ganges River, sllould the irrigation
of the Puttri and tlie neiglibouring lands call for an
extraordinary supldy. Although I have restricted the
heads to these two points, there is every facility for providing the most efficient means for irrigation on the
whole tract lying from Bahadoorabad to the Puttri
ltivcr ; and tile estnl,lishment of one or two rajbuha
heads on tlie left embankment of the navigable cut would
do everytliing that could possibly be required; beyond
tliis, nni in the vicinity of tlie great works at Dhunouri
and Roorkee in coniiection wit11 the Rutmoo and the
Solani ltivers, irrigation is hi~rdly required. In tlie
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hmediate neighbourhood of the Rutmoo, spring water is
near the surface, and on the Peerun Kulleeur ridge, the
depth of canal channel is opposed to its use for irrigation.
At the down-stream extremity of the Solani aqueduct,
however, the inlet drains, which are connected with the
cattle ghats, are designed in a way that will render them
available for the irrigation of the gardens and land both
at and in the neighbourhood of Roorkee; they are, in
fact, in design similar in every respect to the inlet that
has been universally adopted on the Ganges Canal works;
viz., a masonry channel opening into the canal, with its
head in the form of a circular well or cylinder, in which
the water stands to a height equal to that of the cmal
high-water mark.
11. The rajbuhas on this section are, as far as the
105th mile, or to the Dasna Falls, entirely limited to the
heads of the falls, or to leading positions on the canal
before it changes its level. From the Dasna Falls to the
works at Nanoon, or to the 180th mile, this limitation
ceases ; and although in the immediate vicinity of the faus
at Simra and Pulra, it partially exists, heads for rajbuhas
have been constructed with few exceptions in connection
with every bridge.
At the Assoffnuggar and Dasna Falls, or at the head
and tail of a long line of rapid descent in the country,
which is overcome by masonry falls, the sills or floorings
of the rajbuha heads have been laid down on a level even
with the canal bed, or to speak precisely, 3 inches
higher, an elevation which has depended on the arrangement for the slliice shutters ; the escape of water, therefore, at the head of the irrigation at Assoffnugg~~r,
and
for the head supply of the main rajbuhas, east and weesty
will be free and unimpeded ; it will be in direct proportion to the depth of water on the main canal. A similar
remark applies to that at the Ilasnsna Falltl, which may be
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considered as the head and the commanding supply of e
line of country comparatively flat which lies beyond it.
I n both the above cases, however, I have, by keeping the
floorings of the heads as nearly as possible on a level
with the canal bed, given the means of supply to the
utmost extent that the canal will admit of.
I n every other case, both at the heads situated at
the falls between the extreme points above mentioned,
and at those below Dasna, the sills of the rajbuha heads
are placed above the canal bed, so as to prevent the
channel from being drained to its uttermost dregs, and to
secure a supply, to a certain extent, to the canal works
below them.
I n making a commencement (May 1853) to the
rajbuha excavation on this section, the rules which were
drawn up for the guidance of the executive officers, and
which I shall enter in this place, will give a very fair idea
of the details of both the lining out and construction of
the works. The rules in question were issued on the
29th of November 1852 to Mr. Read, and to Mr. Volk,
the former having the executive charge of the works
down to the 110th mile, the latter holding that from the
IlOth, or from the Bolundsl~uhurbranch head, to the
Nanoon regulators.
" I. The principles on which rajbuhas are constructed and laid out need not be explained here; it
will be sufficient to state that the object of such works
is to effect irrigation at the cheapest cost, by laying out
lines for irrigation on true and correct levels, and by
reducing their slopes of bed to a miilimum sufficient to
keep up a scour, and at the same time to maintain a
good head supply for irrigation.
"11. The met.hod of accounts and of obtaining ground
for the purpose of these rajbuhas, are as follow :"1st. The cost of a rajbuha to be estimated, and on
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that estimate assignments to be granted. Accounts
to be kept separate under the head of ' Tukkavi
advances.'
" 2nd. The land which will be occupied by these
mjbuhas is to be obtained in the usual form, and on the
usual scale of remission.
"3rd. The amount of remission to be annually
debited to the zumeendars, in the above account of
' Tukkavi advances' until the rajbuhas are accepted by
the zurneendars as lines of irrigation.
" 4th. On the rajbuhas being accepted as lines for
irrigation, the remission is to cease,!' and the advances
including the outlay for remission formerly made, are to
be repaid by the zumeendars in lusts, at periods which
may ultimately be fixed, and which would depend on the
time when the works north of Roorkee can be depended
on for a regular supply of water.
" 5th. That water should not be given to the lands
of any village, until the zumeendars have given a written
agreement to accede to the above terms.
" The whole of the cost, including payment for
ground-rent, which will be periodically remitted to the
collector on his demand, will be charged on the debtor
side of an account, wllicll will be opened in a separate
book ; an abstract of this account with (after the first
account has been rendered) arretlrs brought forward, so
that the Director of the Works may be kept fully

* This will he a question for after consideration; i t wotild bc bctter
that the remission should he cllargecl, as h ~ f i ) r cto
, the dtlbtor sitlc of
the rajbitha account, hy which arrangement the 11oltlcrof t 1 1 ~land over
which the rajl,uha runs, ancl which is nccex.9:~ril~
kept out of c11ltivation, mould receive his fair and f1111 remission for t 1 1 ~lend 90
occupied ; whilst tile arnoilnt of remission woulrl be levitrl fro111 the
irrigators generally:-Tt
is evident that the irrigators in prnt)ral, and
not tllc individuals whose land is o c c : i ~ ~ ) iby
~ t lt l ~ cworlts of' t l ~ c~.:~jl)lllla
01lght to pay t l ~ creniiasion : this, in ihrt, is a lrpitimatc portion of
the annual expense8 of outlay and repairs.
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acquainted with the expenditure, is to be submitted
quarterly in the form accompanyingDr.

"

Assoffnugger main Rajbuha.
(East.)

Cr.

111. The following sketch explains in skeleton the

general design of rajbuhas in Mr. Read's division, the
main arteries (shown by double lines) being kept supylicd by feeders (shown by single lines) from the rajbuha
heads, which are situated above the falls and locks.
" A bridge will be required at the Futtigurh branch,
coinbining a passage or aqueduct for the rajbuha; the
r j b u h a will also cross the valley of the East Ralli Nuddi
by an nqueduct connected with a raised embankment;
tho designs for these works cannot be determined on,
until the direction of tlie ra,jbulia is accurately laid
dow11.
" IV. Tlie cast and west inail1 lines or arteries must
ruil on tllc ridgo between the iltd11 can$ and the valley
tliat boailds tlie irrigation on tlie right or loft, or in other
words, on a liiw from which the water niay flow towards
tlic sides witli tlic grcntcst. facility. Executive officers
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will observe that these lines will not be mathematically
centrical, but that their directions will depend upon the
profile of the country. Great care, observation, and
judgment will be required in determining the course of
Diagram 61.

these main lines, as well as in calculating the slope of
bed ; as a general rule, I should make the line from the
Assoffnuggur rnjbuha head, as far s s the first masonry
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descent, with a slope equal to that of the canal, viz.,
l a foot per mile, so that a good and rapid run might be
given to the water on its first admission into the rajbuha:
from the lower level of the first masonry descent above
mentioned, I would make the slope of bed either 9" or
12 inches per mile, the superfluous slope being overcome
by masonry descents. I would also make all the feeders
with a slope of l a foot per mile, and I would endeavour
so to arrange the direction of the feeders, that they should
enter the main rajbuha by a masonry descent or overfall,
with a drop of from 1 to 3 feet.
" V. Before commencing excavations executive officers
will send their protracted lines of levels to the directors'
office for approval; with their own projects for the slopes
of the bed marked upon them.
" VI. The dimensions of the main rajbuha and feeder
channel will be as follow; those which are given to be
considered as minimulll ones :Diagram 62.
Sect,ion on C D, or nt tbc heads of BRjbrd~rrsand Feeders.

Section on E F, or nt the tnils of Feeders on their entrance into Ilrrjbuh~.

Section on A B, or on Main Line below 1st Masonry descent.

Slopcs of excavation equal to depth ; slopes of
banks 1 i to 1. Tliesc lines should be carried out at
"
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right angles to the main canal"; for a distance of a furlong at least ; and in laying out the levels, and in fixing
the pills for excavation, I would recommend furlong distances, or even portions of miles, each portion being
excavated in one horizontal level, commencing fiom the
sill or level of the upper flooring of the rajbuha head.
" VII. The banks, berms, and slopes, will be made regularly and neatly, as is done on the main channel.
" VIII. The bank on the sunny or eastern side will be
considered the line of ' gusht' (patrol) or road-bank.
" IX. The channel, berms, and road-bank will be kept
clear from grass and jungle cduni/s.
" X. The best depth ' in soil ' for rajbuha excavation
is considered to be 3 feet, by which depth, surface irrigation, and the repairs of the channel appear to be most
easily managed. Varieties in depth of excavation, however, cannot be avoided ; although in laying out the slope
of bed, and in determining the position of masonry
descents, executive officers must be guided by the above
approved depth, ancl by the well-understood inconvenience of sl~alloaexcavation and the consequent necessity
under such circumstances of ' bank raising.'
" An inspection of the Eastern Jumna Canal rajbuhas,
by executive officers, would show the advantages and disadvantages of different depths of excavation.
" XI. No ' kucha' or earthen sloped cattle ghats are
to be permitted in either the rajbuhas or feeders. Wherever
lines of crossing are required, the cross-communication
will be effected by a masonry bridge, tlle plan and desip
of which will be of the simplest description, as shown in
the following diagram :In cnacs when rajbuha heads a ~ - csituated at bridges, and where
the masonry channel lice obliquely to the linc of ernbanlrment, the
rajhl~haexcavnt,ion will be carried on in prolongation of tlle bearing
st which the axis of the masonry channel is situited.
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Diagram 63.

Heipllt of Abutment,
or from A to B, will
depend upon dcpth of
excavated channel.

t

T l ~ e plinth C I3 is
always 3 inches nbore
the top of the bonk.

'' XII. The width of bridge waterway is always to be
24 inches greater than thnt of the nulla or rectangular
section of the canal at the point where tlie bridge is built ;
i. c. on the main line of rajbulis when tlie widtli of nulla
is 4 feet, the width of bridge watemay will be 6 fect.
The flooring of the waterway must be carefully laid on
the true level of the bed. It is better to lay this flooring
too low than too high : the former leads to no great
difficulty, but the latter is a positive evil.
" XIII. The widtli of roadway of village bridges is to
be 1 2 feet between tlie plhitlrs; ditto of town roads or
roads near towns, 16 feet ; ditto of district roads, 20 feet ;
ditto of hidl military nmls, 26 feet.
" XIV. The widtlr of aqucdlict channels is always to
he 12 inches greater than the nulla of the excavation at
the point where it is built.
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XV. When a line of rajbuha or feeder has to cross

a hollow or low tract of land, great care must be taken in
making the wings of the masonry channels for the passage of the canal water sufficiently long, so that they may
be well imbedded in the embankments, and that they
may rest well in soil.
" Thus :-

Diagram 64.
Elevation
I

8I
I
I

I

It is not emy to fix the dimensions or distance from
A to B ; but the engineer employed on the work must be
guided by his own judgment. I may mention that in
"

every case where the above rule has not been attended
to, disappointment has taken place, in either the water
escaping at the point of junction between the earth and
masonry, and in such cases by a failure in the masonry;
or in great trouble being given afterwards in protecting
the entrance and exit in and from the masonry channel.
" XVI. When the line of road crosses the rajbuha or
feeders obliquely, the arches of the bridges may bo built
skew fashion.
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XVII. The arrangements for delivering water for
irrigation to the cultivators, by channels through the
rajbuha banks, will be left for after consideration.
" XVIII. The descents in masonry will be of the plainest construction in ogee, similar to the design on the main
canal. Plain flank walls with curved terminations, well
fitted into the sides both on the up-and-down-stream
extremities.
" Where
cross-communication takes place at a
descent, it is better to keep the road on the lower level,
by throwing the arch over the lower instead of the upper
revetment wall.
66

Diagram 65.
Bank Top

Dank Top

Grooves for planks are on no account to be adniitted in
the design of these falls, working plans of which will be
provided hereafter.
" XIX. Escapes into the side rivers must be designed
at numerous points on the main line of rajbuha (vide .T x,
diagram 61) ; these points should be as near as possible
below the junction of a feeder. The width of escape to
be 6 feet, with a well-protected tail, as represented in
diagram 66.
"XX. In crossing deep hollows wllere it is necessary
to construct an aqueduct for the passage of the rajbuha,
it is always desirable to establish an escape nboae, or on
the lip-stream side of the aqueduct. This escape ought
to be built at n point selected for its convenience, and for
its offering easy means of delivering the escape water into
the low levels with as little wear and tear as possible.
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XXI. The use of the escapes referred to in para-

graph 20, ought to be reserved for occasions when the
protection of the aqueduct is needed ; for this reason,
that the situation of these works will be generally a
dangerous one, from their proximity to the high embankments.
Diagram 66.

" The escapes described in paragraph 19, are cspecially designed for relieving the rajbuhas, the main canal,
and the country, from excess of water during the rainy
months.
" XXII. The method of crossing the branchea and
escapes connected with the main canal, by combining an
aqueduct for the passage of the rajbuha water, with a
bridge, will be described, and a deign furnished, when
the profile of the rajbuhas, as connected with the above
lines, is submitted.
" The main line of rajbuha ought, for the sake of
economy, to be directed upon the probable site of a bridge
on the branch or escape."
The above, in describing the detail of operations required in the making of rajbuhas, will point out the
method in which the works are to he executed. It ha8
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been before explained, that the whole of these works are
the private property of parties unconnected with the
government ; that instead of making money advances to
the irrigators for the purpose of digging watercourses, the
failure of which had in the early history of the canals
been complete, the government takes the initiative, and
has the watercourses, under the name of " rajbuhas,"
executed for them: the government, in fact, makes
the advances in " rajbuhas" instead of in " money."
Should the economical and simple designs which are
explained in so much detail in the above-quoted memorandum, be viewed with an eye to criticism, or should
the minuteness of detail into which I have thonght it
necessary to enter be considered superfluous, it must be
recollected that the circumstances under which the worka
have been undertaken, and the interests of the irrigators
who ultimately have to pay for them, call for the strictest
economy in money expenditure.
It would be needless, laying aside the impossibility of
doing so, to enter here into the minor details of the
irrigation, or of the precise direction of the rajbuhas and
their feeders, all of which will depend on the results of
surveys, which up to the period that I am now writing
(1853-54) have only just been begun. Tlie general
outline sufficiently explains tlle object of the undertalung,
and the principles upon which they have been founded.
I n looking at that portion of tlle canal extending
froin the head of the irrigation at Assoffnuggur to tlie
110th mile, or to the llcad of the Boluiidsl~ul~ur
branch,
and in estinlating the value of a supply, tlle whole of
wllich is obtained from the heads of falls situated at a
coilsitlcrable distance from cacli other, I may observe that,
in(1cl)oi~clcntly
of the arrangolnents made at the Assoffnuggur and Dasna rqjhulla heads, by which thc upp ply
will l ~ cgreatly fwilitutcd, tllc pouitioil of tho heads uniVOL. I.
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versdy is favourable to obtaining water from the canal
channel ; those on the right being situated immediately
above the bridge of boats, which stretches across the
main can$ at and below the navigable cut-head; those
on the left being comected with the upper revetment of
the lock and waste chamber, by the opening and shutting
of which their supply will be regulated.
The theoretical supply for each of these heads is
equal (as I have explained elsewhere) to 413 cubic feet
per secopd, or to the irrigation of (218 x 41)) 8,992.5
acres ; and it will be delivered under such peculiar advantagea of slope of country, that those portions of the
Mozuffurnuggur and Meerut districts which come under
its influence are most favourably situated for irrigation.
The upper, and, in fact, the greater portion of the
Mozuffurnuggur district, which will be thus benefited by
the Ganges Canal, consists of a light soil, frequently
accompanied by bhoor or sand-hills, and in the immediate
vicinity of the main line in its passage by Togulpoor,
Dimat, Chitowra, LC., irrigation from wells is scarce, and
very extensive tracts of land are occupied entirely by
khureef or rain-weather crops. Canal irrigation will here
create an entire revolution in the agriculture of the
country, and, as has universally been observed, wherever
canals have been carried, a complete change in the level
of the spring-water. The cause of this alteration in
spring-water level arises, I imagine, from the direct
connection of the canal channel with the wells themselves
by the substrata of sand or soil of a pervious nature.
That we have come in contact with these sandy substrata,
and, therefore, with those links by which the wells and
canal are connected, sufficient evidence has been provided in the increase of estimates caused by the sandy
beds in which the canal cllannel 11:~s been exclnvatcd.
The strata of sand, judging from tho wells nild from
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outcrop, ae exhibited in the scarped faces of the high
bank overhanging the Ganges River, underlie the superficial mould throughout the whole of this part of the
country; and it is possible that the same cause that
influences the spring-water in wells may act in the
introduction of springs on the high bank of the Khadir.
The nearest approach of the canal channel to this bank is
la mile. I n many cases, however, rajbuha lines will run
close upon it. We may, therefore, expect leakage, although
to an extent which will not, I imagine, be injurious.
I n laying out the rajbuhas on this tract of country,
the most interesting features appear to be the passage of
the West Kalli Nuddi for the purpose of irrigating the
country lying on the right of the latter river; and the
introduction of irrigation on the section of land lying
between the Choiya and the East Iialli Nuddi, especially
upon that part of it in the proximity of Haupper, and the
government stud-lands.
I n both these cases, a leading line might turn the
heads of drainage, and be afterwards maintained in supply
by feeders carried across the intersecting river by
aqueduct. For instance, the head of the Seela 'Nulla,
which lies on the west of Roorkee, might be turned, and
irrigation be provided for all the land lying between it
and the West Kalli Nuddi ; in its passage onwards, the
rajbuha would cross the latter river by aqueduct, and in
its prolongation down the country lying on the right of
the West Kttlli, would be met by a feeder carried across
the valley near Mozuffuimuggur. This feeder would, on
its way, provide irrigation to the country through wllicli
it runs, in addition to the supply that it would give to the
West Kalli Nuddi rajbuhn. I t is doubtful whether, for
the purposesof rtquednct, the existing bridges on the
West Kalli Nndrli might in any way be applicable in
using tllr pace imdcr tllc roadwny or their cutwaters ns
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the supports of a water channel ; their roadways are
in all probability situated on a lower level than that
which would be required for the bed of the rajbuha,
although even in this case the syphon plan of channel
is 'an available expedient.
Again, in the case of the Haupper stud-lands, which
lie at the junction of the Choiya with the East Kalli
Nuddi, as well as for the irrigation of the land lying
between these two rivers,-a
rajbuha from the Bhola
feeder would turn the heads of the Choiya, and might, in
prolongation, be not only extended to Haupper, but it
might be continued onwards and across the Choiya at
some convenient point on its approach to the East Kalli
Nuddi. Its tail-water might by these means be brought
in circulation through the rajbuhas below. Feeders
Gom the rajbuhas which are situated between the Bhola
and Dasna falls might, by being carried across the valley
of the Choiya, maintain the Haupper line in an ample
state of supply.
On the whole tract of the country, therefore, lying
above the 110th mile, or above the Bolundshuhur branch,
there appears to be the most perfect means for upp plying
irrigation.
From the 110th to the 180th mile, or to the Nanoon
replators, facilities for supplying water from the main
canal or reservoir are given at almost every bridge-at
every one, in fact, where such is necessary. At the crest
of the high land overlooking the flats lying at the heda
of the Seyngoor, Rinde, and Eesun rivers, the rajbuha
heads situated on the upper levels of the Pulra and
Bimra falls (the general design of which is similar to
those at the falla before described) give a command of
water for irrigation sufficient to maintain the main r ~ i buha lines below them in full supply. I do not in this
place advert to the Bolundshuhur and Koel brunches,
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which are specifically attached to the Hatrass irrigation,
under which they will be described hereafter.
Between the points above described, the main line of
canal runs with the East Kalli Nuddi on its left, and the
Kuroon and the Bolundshuhur and Koel branch irrigation
on its right ;-the East Kalli Nuddi being at one point
within l a mile of the canal channel. The East Kalli
Nuddi, on all this line, passes through a wide tract of
khadir land, depressed more or less below the surface of
the country upon which the canal rum, and sufficiently
so at all points to give the fullest facilities for enabling
the engineer to pass it by aqueducts. The works for
this purpose would consist of raised earthen channels,
with masonry at their points of immediate contact with
the river. The rajbuha works on the Eastern Jumna Canal
Diagram 67.

offer RO mnny examples of apparent difficulties of this
~ o r having
t
been overcome without the slightest trouble,
nnd n.t n eompn.rntivcly very ~mnllexpense, that I should
not lrositnto ill treating tho East Xillli Nuddi and its
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~ ~ ~ U S P ~ C ~ O U H -khadir
l o o k iwith
n g the utmost indifference.
Rajbuhas, therefore, I should say, would be carried from
the main line of canal boldly across the valley for the
irrigation of the country on its left bank. I would
especially select the neighbourhood of Dfamun, where the
proximity of the canal and the khadir is at a minimum,
for the site of one of the leading aqueducts over the
valley. The rajbuha heads above this point would act
as feeders to supply this aqueduct; the width of its
channel might be 10 feet. The design for the distribution
of the rajbuha lines on this tract may be best described
by the preceding diagram.
The above sketch is supposititious altogether, but it
shows that at those points where the canal and Eaat
Kalli Nuddi come in the closest proximity, I would
propose aqueduct lines for passing the river; these in the
above diagram are marked A A, and their number might
be extended to any required amount adapted to the
supply of water that is available. The country, it will be
recollected, claims a theoretical right of irrigation on a
belt of five miles from the canal boundaries. A consideration of this circumstance will lead to the calculation of
how much water ought to cross the East Kalli Nuddi, SO
as to irrigate the lands which come within this belt; and
consequently what extent of aqueduct is sufficient for the
purpose. The feeders are shown by the line B B. The
consecntive line marked B B B is in prolongation of the
main rajbuha on the left, which I have before described
as commencing nt the head of the Assoffnnggur faus.
The above merely presents a general view of the lining
out of the rnjbuhns on the left of the canal, but it may
be morlted out into a well-combined and comprellcnsive
series of channels tllc waters of which are in free
circulnt]on.
'
0 1 1 tlic ridit of tho canal, and ltecping in mind that
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the Bolundshuhur and Koel branches act as irrigating
lines for the country lying parallel to the Kuroon, and
that, agreeably to the project, the theoretical area to be
irrigated by the main line is limited to a belt five miles
in width, the line B'B'B', which is a continuation of the
main rajbuha west from Assoffnuggur, after crossing the
Bolundshuhur branch, either by an under tunnel, or by
an aqueduct (which might be built in connection with the
Chourah bridge, or with that which is situated about
three miles from 'the head of the branch), would proceed
onwards, keeping within the legitimate five miles, and in
a direction parallel to the main canal. I n the same way
that the Bolundshuhur branch was passed, that of Koel
would be passed also, and this great western line of
rajbuha would ultimately either cross the Etawah
terminal line, and maintain its prolongation downwards,
as shown in the diagram at ' X,' or it would fall into the
leading rajbuha attached to tlie Etawah terminal line,
with which it would form a junction, as represented in the
diagram at ' 0.' To this main line the rajbuhas at the
different bridges would act as feeders, and the whole of
the irrigating lines on this tract of the canal would be
placed in one great connected series, through which the
water would flow, with ail uninterrupted circulation.
Froin both the main lines which I have described, and
represented in the diagram as B B B on the left, and
B' B' B' on the right of the canal, escapes (the former
into the East Kalli Nuddi, and the latter into the
Kuroon) ought to be established at every available point.
These escapes might with advantage be situated at every
six miles on tlie course of the main rajbuhas, and this
distance pcrhaps could not well be exceeded.
Tllc nbove gives a gencral idea of my views of the
distribution of the rajbullas on the main canal : we now
come to that on the terminal linee, which brings us to
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the third section of this paper, in which the irrigation ia
derived from rajbuha heads at the different bridges,
unaided by the intervention of masonry descents, or of
rapid slope in the surface of the country.
111. In the former section we obtained a great command over the country by the extraordinary slope which
it naturally possesses. This enabled us to restrict the
rajbuha heads to those points which were best adapted
for giving command, whilst at the same time it gave
an impetus to the circulation, by enabling us to maintain a head and constant supply under very peculiar
advantages.
In the Cawnpoor and Etawah irrigation these advantages are wanting ; but we, nevertheless, from continuing
the iajbuhas in an unbroken line from the Pulra and
Simra falls downwards, derive the full benefit of the
command which their elevated position enables them
to give.
The rajbuha heads, on the Cawnpoor terminal, are
situated at every bridge, or at a distance of about three
miles apart; their dimensions, on the first 30 miles of
its course, are similar to those of the main line-that
is to say, their width of channel is 10 feet, and the
height of their floorings above the canal bed is 24
inches.
From the 30th to the 90th mile the width of
channel is reduced to 6 feet, and the sill or flooriog is
16 inches above the canal 1)ecl.
From the 90th to the 150th mile, the width of
channel is 6 feet, and the sill is 8 inches above tile
cmal bed.
From the 150th mile to the terminus, the channel ig
6 feet wide, and the sill and canal bed are on one level;
with the exception of the head of the Pandoo and h n g e s
irrigation, to which I shall aclvert horcaftcr, t l ~ cabove
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dimensions hold good throughout the whole course of the
terminal line.
The slope of the country, from Nanoon to the immediate neighbourhood of Cawnpoor, varies from 1 5 to
1 2 inches per mile, the greater portion being on the
minimum slope. To gain, therefore, the requisite advantages from rajbuha irrigation, it will be necessary to
reduce the slopes of the rajbuha channels to a minimum,
which I should fix at 6 inches per mile. This, in tlie
first 70 miles of the branch, would on each mile
give the rajbuha channel a command over that of the
reservoir from which it was supplied, of 9 inches. Supposing, therefore, that the average level of the canal or
reservoir bed was 7 feet below the surface of the country,
the rajbuha channel must lie 9) miles in length before
its bed would strike out upon the surface of the country.
From the 70th mile downwards, where, from the surface
slope being only 1 2 inches per mile, we could only give
6 inches of command on each mile in length of the
rajbuha, fourteen (14) miles in length would be necessary to obtain the result above described. With a depth
of water in the rajbuha equal to 3 feet, whicli we may
fairly take as an average, the above length will be reduced,
in tlie first case, to 59, and in the latter, to 8 miles ;
wllicli we may consider as the points at wliicli tor or
surface irrigation would be available, with slopes of 1 5
and 12 inches per mile. At the Kylunpoor Bridge, however, the fall of 2 feet will give increased command to the
rajbulias lying above it. In tliis case, the distancc at
wliich tor-water will be delivered becomes reduced from
59 to 2) miles. Advantages of an equally favourable
nature will exist at the Slst mile, from wlience tor-water
will bc delivered nt a distance of 5+ instead of 8 miles.
I t will be vcry ovidont, therefore, tlint if a proper use is
made of tlic inaiii lines of rajbnha wllicli coine froill tlle
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higher levels of the upper country, and if these main
lines are kept well supplied from the feeders which have
been so liberally scattered over the whole length of the
canal, irrigation will be obtained with facility on the
whole surface of the land which comes under their
influence.
Commencing, therefore, with the left of the Campoor
terminal, in explanation of the general views that I entertain of the distribution of the channels : in prolongation
of B B B, and from its termination X, in the above
diagram, I would carry the main or eastern Assoffnuggur
rajbuha (as it may be still called) straight forward, keeping it altogether to the left, and free from the heads of
the Rinde and the Eesun rivers. The former, I have
before explained, lie to the north of Nanoon and Akrabad ; the latter are situated in the neighbourhood of
Sikundra Rao. This main line would proceed onwards,
keeping to the most approved or snmmit levels of the
strip of land lying between the Eesun and the East KaJli
Nuddi. I apprehend that the course would be in approximation to the latter ; that it would pass to the north
of the towns of Eyta, Kooraoli, Bhongaon, Bewur, Chubramow, and onwards, keeping to the south of the ruins
of Kunoge. It would terminate in the low ground of
either the Ganges, or of the Eesun, in its proximity to it.
I should treat the Eesnn in the same way as I did the
East Kalli Nuddi, as described in Section II., and as
figured in diagram 67. Feeders from the main rajbuha
would be carried boldly across the valley, under precisely
the Rame rules as those laid down for the irrigation above
the Nanoon regulators, restricting the points of aqueduct
to those where the line of canal and the valley of the
river are in thc closest contiguity, and retaining the
rajbuhas at the intermediate points as feeders for the
aqueduct lines.
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The rajbuha from the Ootha Bridge, or that which
is situated at the 130th mile, would probably be the
last in connection with the main rajbuha, or that running between the East Kalli Nuddi and the Eesun.
The Ootha feeder would, in all probability, cross the
Eesun by aqueduct, and act as the last of a series in
which the east Assoffnuggur rajbuha is the prominent
feature.
Below the 0 0 t h Bridge the rajbuha heads would
provide irrigation for the tract between the Noon and the
Eesun ; those situated at the Munowa and Kukwan
Bridges acting as the heads of supply for a main
channel that would turn the low ground, constituting
the heads of the Noon, and in which that river takea
its rise ; those lying below Kukwan acting on the usual
plan as feeders, by crossing the Noon by aqueduct.
A general sketch of the irrigation on this part of
the Cawnpoor terminal line is shown in the following
diagram :Diagram 68.

On tlie right of the Cawnpoor terminal, the irrigation
and the detail of the rqjbulias are, for the first 65 miles,
sonlewliat more complicated ; they are entirely regulated
by tlie Etawnli terminal, which iu, as I have elsewhere
drscrihcd, in close eoilirection wit11 the Hntrnss irrigation,
to wllich tlic first 65 iriilca of its course are eqecially
devoted.
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Thr capacity of the channel of the Etawah terminal
line has been designed with reference to the irrigation
tending to the Jumna side of the Doab ; to which, immediately after its departure from the head at Nanoon, it
will be expected to throw off large supplies. The greater
past of the land lying between the Cawnpoor and Etawah
terminals, from their separation to a point 65 miles
below, will be irrigated entirely from the former. The
width of country that separates these two lines does not
exceed in average 5 t miles, and it contains, on its whole
length, the Rinde River. This river will have to be
crossed on the same plan as proposed for the East Kalli
Nuddi and the Eesun, and should the west Assoffnuggur
rajbuha be prolonged and carried over the Etawah terminal, instead of being dropped into one of its rajbuhas,
this main line would continue on the right of the Rinde,
would sweep through the sections of land formed by the
Ahneea and Phoora rivers, would cross these two rivers
on their approach in one channel to the Rinde, and
would ultimately proceed onwards, as the main line of
rajbuha towards the eastern portion of the Ghaturnpoor
purgunna.
It will be understood, however, that, on the first
65 miles, the Cawnpoor terminal will supply irrigation
for all the tract lying between the two terminal lines ;
and that the rajbuha heads, on its right bank, will act as
feeders to the great western Assoffnuggur line, which d l
run on the right of the Rinde.
In advance of the 65th mile, the Cawnpoor terminal
continues its course in close approximation to the Rinde,
coming nearly in contact with it at the 85th mile, at a
point opposite the town of Kishni, and continllcs even as
far as the 100th mile in ~ u c hclose contiguity, that the
rajbuhas on the right will naturally cross the Rindc,
:md act as feeders to the great line of rajbuha which I
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have above described as sweeping through the country
near the Ahneea River.
From the starting point at Nanoon, therefore, as far
down its course as the 100th mile, the rajbuha heads, on
the right of the Cawnpoor terminal, will act as feeders to
the main rajbuha, which runs on the opposite side of the
Rinde ; the detail of aqueduct arrangements being regulated on the principles before suggested.
I t is desirable, for the purpose of retaining the command of water that the great western Assoffnuggur
rajbuha holds at this point, to carry it forward, and take
it across the Rinde by an aqueduct, as shown in the
following diagram at A. A branch line of equal capacity
of channel, however, would be continued onwards, on the
right of and in parallelism to the Rinde, leaving tlie
Diagram 69.
m..

I..

""I..

town of Ayrwa on tlie right, and (as described before)
crossing the Phoorn nnd Allilecn ii~lmcdiatolyabove their
junction with the Rinde. Tliis branch is the main line
for the nltinmtc irrigation of the eastern portion of the
Gllatuinpoor l?nrgnnnn.
From the aqueduct nt A the main rajbulia would be
cnrriod round the bcads of tllc Pundoo, and keeping on
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the right of that river it would pass the town of Shewli.
From thence leaving Suchindi on its right, it would cross
the Pandoo River by aqueduct, and would ultimately
form a junction with the Dubowli rajbuha ; a main line
which, passing through the country between the Pandoo
and Ganges, terminates the Cawnpoor irrigation.
The direction with reference to the towns of Shewli
and Suchindi, mill require to be fixed by careful md
accurate survey. Both my own and Mr. Dodsworth's
maps of the country lying on the right of the Pandoo
will afford good groundwork for determining the best
direction for the rajbuhas. The country, however, is
much cut up by drainage, the whole tending towards the
Rinde. The line will, I imagine, cross the Pandoo in
the vicinity of the village of Newri, or not very far from
it. The Pandoo is a river that carries a good deal of
water during floods, and it would be advisable to select a
point for the aqueduct crossing where the section is
capacious, and in designing the building to make it as
free from obstruction as possible. For this purpose (as
well, I may say, as for the same purpose in all cases connected with these rivers) I would use a sheet-iron channel
resting on masonry piers in preference to arches, which,
with their spandrils, occupy so much space and offer BO
much obstruction to the waterway.
The detail of feeders from the Cawnpoor termind, for
maintaining the supply in a state of efficiency, would be
similar to that before described ; the Pandoo River would
be crossed at convenient points by aqueducts, and the
channels from the intermediate rajbuha heads would act
as feeders to the aqueduct lines.
The heada of the rajbulras on the right of the Cawnpoor terminal end at the Dubowli regnlator. Here tliere
is a bridge with a drop-gate, fixed just below a rjbulla
1lc;ui. This head acts tiu the supply for a maill line
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extending down the section of land enclosed between the
Pandoo and the Ganges up to their junction. The waterway is 10 feet, with its sill on a level with the bed of the
canal. The disposition of the works at this point is
planned with reference to maintaining a constant supply
for navigation to the heads of the Cawnpoor lockage, and
at the same time to afford provision for all the spare
water to pass off to the irrigation of the lands on the
above-mentioned tracts. The closing of the gate or
shutter in cases of drought, and in emergencies when
water is not required at the works in Cawnpoor, admits
of tlle whole of the tail-water being passed off for irrigation on the Dubowli rajbuha. This line, after leaving the
Dubowli regulator, would be carried on the summit levels
of the country lying between the Pandoo and the Ganges ;
it would in its course be joined by the great western
Assoffnuggur rajbuha, which has been above described,
and its tail-water would ultimately be conducted into the
Pandoo, on the boundary of the Cawnpoor and Futtipoor
districts.
I may observe tliat with reference to the sanatory
laws laid down for the prevention of irrigation in tlie
vicinity of towns, tlie rajbuha heads on the left of the
Cawnpoor terminal, end at the Muswai~poorBridge, or at
a point situated three miles from the head of the Cawnpoor works at the village of Dubowli.
From the above description, it will be seen tliat the
main rajbuhas on the right and left, which leave the canal
at the ilead of the Assoffnuggur falls, continue in uninterrupted lines the whole way down tlle country, maintaining their course parallel to tlie main canals or reservoirs of supply: on the lcft, to the separation of tlle
1n:tin trunk at Nmoon, at whicll point tlic line talres tl,
deljnrturc to the lcft, kccping to tlie vicinit,y of the East
Kalli Nucldi, n l ~ dterminatiilg in tllc ravines and low lnlzd
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connected with the Ganges and Eesun: on the right,
maintaining an equally parallel course on a much greater
extent, even to the neighbourhood of Cawnpoor, at which
point it forms a junction with the Dubowli rajbuha, and
passes off in connection with that line into the Pandoo.
The detail of rajbuha heads, their position relatively
to bridges, their dimensions, and the general arrangements connected with discharge, are, on the Etawah, precisely the same as on the Cawnpoor terminal line.
I have, in the former chapter, as well as in that under
the head of the Bolundshuhur and Koel branches, drawn
attention to some of the leading points connected with
the distribution of the water from the Etawah terminal,
and in the detail of the works. I have in a general way
pointed out the method that could be adopted for maintaining a s a c i e n t supply for lands lying at a distance
from the main canal. It will be sufficient, therefore, in this
place, whilst recapitulating the different details, to bring
the whole under review aa one comprehensive scheme of
irrigation.
From what was said before, it will be understood that
on the leading 65 miles of the course of the Etawah
terminal, the supply for irrigation will be almost entirely
drawn from the rajbuha heads on its right bank. This
supply, which is intended to be free and continuous, is, in
fact, the source upon which the Hatrass line of irrigation
will depend for its existence. On the principles above
described, the Seyngoor will be crossed by aqueducts,
and these aqueduet lines (which I propose to make
10 feet in width) will be kept in supply by the intermediate r:qjbuhau, which will meet thc aqueduct line on
the canal side of the Seyngoor valley. I have snpposcd
that four aqueducts, with a waterway of 40 feet in width,
in the nggregate, would be sufficient for the Hatrnss
gotion on thc first 65 ~nilcxof the course of the ~t;kw$l
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terminal. The position of the four aqueducts, with their
feeders, may be shown in a diagram, the four main lines'
being designated by the leading towns or places upon
which or from which they are directed.
Diagram 70.

The mere numerical extent to which these aqueduct
lines are carried is, however, a question of economy,
either in the expenditure of money on the works themselves, or on that of water; the detail, therefore, must
necessarily be left to the future. The capacity of the
Etawah terminal, however, has been determined on the
large and efficient supply which must necessarily be
extracted for the purpose of the Hatrass irrigation ; and
I consider that as far as the 100th mile of the course of
the terminal line, it is available in the fullest possible
way for affording supplies to as inany aqueduct lines as
can conveniently and econonlically be pushed over the
Se,yngoor valley.
The Western Assoffnuggur rajbuha, whicli crosses tlie
Etawah terminal, and proceeds forwards on the right
bank of ule R'inde, is on the first 65 miles of its course
slipplied alinost entirely froin the Cnwnpoor terminal ; it
will be connected with that of the Etawah, by iluinerous
feeder^ froin tlie rrqjbuha heads lying on the left of that
line, but the supply to he obtained from this source is
looked upon ns one of emergency rather than one of
nccewit,~.
VOL. I.

H H
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At the 65th mile, the Assoffnuggur rajbuha, which, it
will be understood, is still the main line for irrigation,
instead of proceeding parallel with the Etawah terminal,
retains its pardelism with the Rinde, piercing the lands
intercepted by tlie Phoora and Ahneea Rivers. As has
been before explained, this Western Assoffnuggur rajbuha
crosses the Rinde by an aquecluct near the town of
Ayrwa, having previously thrown off a branch which
continues its parallelism to the Rinde, regaining its
position relative to tlie Etawah terminal by crossing the
above two rivers at a point below their junction.
To the above r j b u h a , the Etawah branch will, from
the Gihror to the Gangsi Bridges, provide a full supply
from each of the intermediate rajbuha heads. A further
supply will be delivered by aqueduct from the heads
between the Gangsi and the Uchuldi Bridges across the
Ahneea, to tlie strip of land lying between that river and
the Phoora. The main rajbuha will be kept well supplied
with water from the Cawnpoor terminal line (as described
t
carried across
in a forrner paragraph) by a q ~ ~ e d u clines
the Rinde in the neighbourhood of Kislini, Sukrava, LC.
Confining my description to the irrigation lying on
left of the Etawah terminal, the main rajbuha, after
passing the Ahneea River, proceeds onwards between
that line and the Rinde, receiving on its course a supply
from the different rajbuha heads, until it has passed the
Sithmurra escape. At this point, instead of ~roceeding
onwards parallel to the canal, it pursues the course of
Rinde in tlie same way that it did on tlic former occaflion,
keeping on tlie summit level of the tract of land lying
hctween the Noon and the Rincle. From the different
mjbnhn heads situated above the town of Ukburpoor, this
main line of riqjljuha nnd its different branches will
receive their supplies. This main line will provide irrigation for all the eastern portion of the Uhat1lmpoor
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purgunna, and it will be aided in this by cuts for irrigation taken from the different rnjbuha heads lying between
Ukburpoor and the canal terminus.
By the above arrangement, the Assoffnuggur west
rajbuha, or rather that branch from it which commences
from the town of Ayrwa, will terminate, after having run
continuously for a distance of 330 miles, in the ravines of
either the Rinde or the Jumna, in the neighbourhood of Jar.
Looking to the right of the Etawah terminal, it has
been shown that the first 65 miles of its irrigation will be
almost entirely devoted to the Hatrass line of irrigation,
and that even as far as the 100th mile, or up to the
Mulhosi escape, the above line will be supplied by feeders
taken from the terminal by aqueduct across the Seyngoor.
This system, however, which leads to the necessity of
such a large quantity of water being taken for the irrigation of the country lying on the right bank of the
Seyngoor, makes provision also for the lands which lie
intermediate, all of which have the means of irrigation
provided by the main aqueduct line as well as by its
feeders. To the extent, therefore, of the supply of
water, the whole tract of country lying on the right of
the Etawah terminal from the 1st to the 100th mile of
its course will be irrigated.
In advance of the 100th mile, keeping in view the
advantages of securing n thorough circulation of fluid,
and the consequent necessity of maintaining a main
rajbuha, or as we may term it, a catch channel for the
spare water of the different feeders, I would adopt the
last, or the Oorya aqueduct line, as the source of a
connected series of rqjbulias which should extend from
tllnt point to the terminus at the Jumna.
I imagine that this last line will leave the Etawah
terminal at the Mulhosi Bridge, and that it will join the
Hatrase lino of irrigation nem the town of Oorya, having,
H

H

~
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previously to its reaching the aqueduct by which it will
cross the Seyngoor, provided the means of irrigation to
the land in the neighbourhood of the town of Puhpoond.
The total length of this (as it may be called, the terminating, or Oorya) aqueduct will be about 27 miles ; in
its course it will receive supplies from the different
rajbuha feeders lying between it and the aqueduct line
that joined the Hatrass branch at the town of Luknao.
The capacity of these aqueduct channels ought to be at
least 10 feet in width from the junction of the feeders;
and I would not in any case make the masonry or iron passages over the Seyngoor River less in width than 10 feet.
From this Oorya rajbuha a main cut would be led off
at a point about three miles from its departure from the
terminal ; it should run parallel to the canal at a similar
distance, receiving in its passage a supply from each of
the rajbuha heads of the different bridges. This main cut
would probably rejoin the terminal at a point below the
town of Ukburpoor, or it might terminate in the same
way as the main rajbuha on the left, by falling into the
ravines of the Seyngoor in the neighbourhood of the
village of Jinsen, or in those still farther on, near the
t o m of Moosanuggur.
The lining out of rajbuhas on the plan that I have
represented, necessitates the crossing by aqueduct of every
tributary, to which the main rajbuhas run at right angles,
but this crossing by aqueduct is by no means a very
expensive, or a very difficult operation, and its advantages
are so great in enabling us to provide a main line well
supplied by feeders in a position capable of pouring water
into every corner of the land, that I don't object even t o
a moderate excess of outlay on aqueducts, if the advantages above described are well secured.
The rajbuha irrigation from the Bolundshuhur and
Koel branches will be conducted on the same principlefl
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as those above described, viz. by parallel lines of main
rajbuha supplied by feeders from the different heads;
these, however, will cease in the first case on the right
bank of the Kuroon, and before the branch reaches that
river; and in the latter at the junction of the two
branches. I n advance of this junction, the Hatrass line
will deliver its water for irrigation immediately from the
main channel, which is supplied, as above described, by
feeders from the Etawah terminal. The description,
however, will be more distinct by the following diagram,
which represents an outline of the system of proposed
irrigation from the Juswuntnuggur rajbuha at the 65th
mile to the extreme end at Ukburpoor and Moosanuggur.

The Futtigurh branch, which leaves the main canal
at the 50th mile of its course, and runs on the watershed or summit level of the section of the country bordered by the East Kalli Nuddi and the Ganges, will
embrace an equally comprehensive system of irrigation,
carried out on the same plan as has been described
before. This branch is proposed to terminate at the
160th mile of its course as an irrigating medium ; the
channel in prolongation being specifically designed for
boats, rafts, &c., and for the purpose of connecting
Futtigurh wit11 the main trunk by water carriage.
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From the departure of this branch, therefore, from
the main canal at Jaoli, or, rather I should say, from the
head of the falls which are situated below it, main lines
of rajbnha would be carried on the right and left parallel
to the course of the branch, receiving their supply from
each rajbuha head in succession. The main lines would
terminate in the navigable channel, at some convenient
point below the 160th mile. The system of rajbuhas
and feeders, with a complete circulation of the current
would be maintained on the Futtigurh branch, as it has
been proposed to be clone on the whole of the canal series.
Some apology is necessary for the length to which
this chapter on rajbuhas has been extended ; it has not.
arisen from any intention of laying down definite rules ;
nor presumption that any experience I may possess may
warrant even an attempt at fixing the position of lines,
or determining the distribution of water. These must
necessarily depend, not only on the result of carefully
acquired field observations, but on the wants of the
country, and on the natural qualifications of land for
receiving irrigation. My reason for entering into so much
detail is, the recognized fact, that a plan once laid down
offers a base upon which something may be constructed;
if the plan shows nothing but the ignorance of the
designer, it has the merit of pointing out the evils to be
guarded against ; if generally or only moderately applicable to the purpose, it relieves othew from preliminary
and rudimentary trouble, and enables the mind to be
employed on improving that of which the origin$ is the
mere groundwork.
In the present case, the interference of rivers, and
the peculiarly narrow sections of country throudl which
the main canals take their course, render the distribution
of the rajbuhas a somewllat complicated
; it is
one that has given me much thought, and the conclusions
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at which I have arrived are the results of mature and
deliberate consideration. Tlie general principles are
derived from tliose which originated on the Eastern
Juinna Canal, and which have been attended with tlie
greatest success, not only in ecoiioiniziug the supply, and
in facilitating the distributioll of water to tlie cultivators,
but in protectiilg tlie interests of both the government
and tliose who arc dependent upon the canals for
irrigation. Tlie details will offcr a skeleton for operatioils and a groundwork for bringing to completion
that which I have only withill thc last year begun ;
and I sliall have explained myself very imperfectly
if these details are viewed in any other light tlian the
merest possible outliaes on wliich one general and coinprehensive series of svaterconrses (ei~~bracing
tliroughout
a free aiicl uninterrnpted circulation of current) has been
contemplnted.
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